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MMLITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS
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curriculum materials in this course

package were selected by the National Center for Research in

Vocational Education Military CUXTiCtliUM Project for-dissem-

ination "to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseninating these courses was to make curriculum materials

developed by the military more accessible tO vocational

4ducators in the civilian setting.

The course me4terials were acquired, 'evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appror

val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain

curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support

vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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Course Descnotion:

This course is designed for students to gain a better understanding of the
H1I-3F helicopter.

The first pamphlet covers such subjects as rotary wing theory of flight,
HH-3F familiarizationaircraft systems and tommunications. A thorough knowledge
of the aircraft and systems will enable one to properly perform-routine inspections
and systems troubleshooting. This pamphlet includes the following aircraft systems:
hydraulics, electrical, landing gear, wheel brakes, ramp, rescue hoist, auxiliary
power unit, engine fire detection, heating, ventilation, anti-ice, and fuel.

T)le second pamphlet is devoted to the HH-3F helicopter power train. It covers,
the main rotor assembly, transmission system, flight control system and an in depth

study of the T58-GE-5 engine.

Also, included are two student syllabuses. One for the flight mechanic and
the second is for the hoist operator.
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This pamphlet contains-original material developed at the
Coast Guard Institute and also excerpts from:

HH-3F Flight Manual T.O. 1H-.3(1.1)F-1

HH-3F Maintenance Manual T.O. 1H-3(H)F-2

IMPORTANT NOTE: In December, 1980, the information
contained in this pamphlet was current according to the-latest urates
of those Directives/Publications listed.This pamphlet was comp ed for
training ONLY. It should NOT be used in lieu of official Directives or

-publications.. It is always YOUR responsibility to keep abreast of the
latest professional information available for your rate.

The personnel responsible for the latest review and
update of the material in this component during December 1980 are:

ATCS B. L. Ely (Subject Matter Specialist)

Mr. Bob Quick (Writer-Editor)

YN2 J. W. Jessee (Typist)

YN I N. J. Spencer (Typographer)

:oniabout the text should be addressed to your Subject Matter Specialist.
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IhTRODUCTION

This pamphlet will help you gain a better understanding of the

HH-3F helicopter. We will cover such subjects as rotary wing theory

of flight, HH-3F familiarization, aircraft systems, and communiti-tions.

A thorough knowledge of pile aircraft and systemiwill- enable you

to properly perform routine inspectidns and systems, troubleshooting.

This pamphlet includes the following aircrift systems: hydraulics,

electrical, landing gear, wheel brakes, ramp, rescue hoist, auxiliary

powei- unit, engine fire detection, heating, ventilation, anti-ice and

fuel.

Your itudy of the HH-3F helicopter does not stop here. When you

complete this epamphlet, begin working on Pamphlet 660) HH-3F Helicop-

ter Power train.

NOTICE TO STUDENT

This pamphlet aantains- lesson quizzes. Correct answers and text references are

:printed in the right-hand column,of each quiz page. Cover the answers in the right-

hand column. After you answer the questions, remove the coyer to check your

"answer with the printed answer. Tr); to answer the questions in each quiz before

looking back at the text.
--f
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ROTARY - WING THEORY OF FLIGHT

OBJECTIVES
When you complete this-section, you will be able to:

1. Summarize the four basic fortes that act upon a helicopter
in flight.

2. Explain rotary-wing aerodynamics.

3. Define dissymmetry otlift and the effects.of ground reson-
ance.

4. 'Describe the weight.limitations and explain stalls in a hen-
copter.

5. Explain the effects of weather on helicopter flight.

At this point it is assumed that you
are, familiar with theory of flight and its
applicatiOn to fixed-wing aircraft. There-
fore, this section mIntains no extended
diacussion of the basic principles involved
in the aerodynamics of flight. Instead there

is only brief mention of the principles
themselves, with the majox envhasis on their

° application to the helicopter.

1/4

Although in many respect's the\heliqop-
ter differs radically from the conirentional
aircraft, rotary-ming aerodynamics is not

something .entirely new and different from

fixed-wing aerodynamics. The same basic

principles apply to both tatraft. During
flight, the tic) types of aircraft are sub-
jected to many 'of the same forces and
affected by many of the same reactions.

BASIC FORCES ACTING UPON AIRCRAFT

In flight, both conventional aircraft

and the heicopter frre acted upon by four
basic forces - WEIHT, LIFT, THRUST,.and
DRAG. In addition, both types of aircraft

ware affected by torque reaCtion.

WEIGHT AND LIFT

Weight and lift are closely related

in that weight tends to pull the aircraft
or helicopter - down, and lift holds it

up. "Here is where the basic siTilarity be-
tween the helicopter and the airplane be-
gins.; ,both aircraft are heavier than air

1
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and both are supported by the reactions

of airfoils to air passing over them. This
reaction, or lift is a result of pressure
differential. The pressure on the upper
surface of the supporting airfoil is less
than atmospheric, whereas the pressure on
on the lower surface is equal to, or greater
than, atmospheric.

1
The conventional aircraft's airfoils

are, of course, the wings. The helicopter's
airfoils are the rotor blade's. One aircraft
hal fixed wings and the other rotary wings,
bui the same basic Principles of lift apply
to both.

The length, width, and shape of an
'airfoil all affect its lifting capacity.
However, for any ode airfoil there are only
two primary factors affecuing the amount
of lift the airfoil,will develop. The rela-
tion between these< two factors - velocity
of airflow-fiend anglt of attack - and their

ifeffect on lt can b expressed as follows:

Fo a given angle of attack, the great-
er the s ed, the greater the lift.

/A

For a given speed, the greater the
angle of attack (up to the stalling angle),
the greater the lift.

Thus, lift can be varied by varying
either one of these two factors. It is ob-
vious, therefore, that increasing either
speed or angle of attack, or both, (up to
certain limits) increases lift.



Velocity of Airfl

Not Qnly is velocity of airflow a'pri -
° mary faCtor affecting lift, but a certain

minimum velocity is required in order that
the airfoils may develop sufficient lift
to, get either an airplane or a helicopter
into the air and keep it there. This means
*hat for either the airplane or the heli-
copter, the airfoils must be moved through
the air at a relativelyhigh speed.

, In the conventional aircraft, tlie re-
quired flow of air ..over the airfoils can
bq obtained only by moving the entire air-
craft forward. If the wings must move
through the air at 100 miles per hour to'
produce, sufficient lift to support the air-
craft in flight, then the fuselage and all
other parts of the aircraft must move for-,
ward at that same speed. means that -
the aircr,aft * must tally off, y, and land
at relatively high speeds. Furthermore, the
aircraft ,is limited to forward flight; it
cannot fly backwards or sideways.

It can rise vertically. It can fly forward,
,backward, or sideways as the pilot desires.
It can even remain stationary in the air

-while the rotating airfoils develop suffi-
cient lift to support the aircraft. In fact,
all of these kinds of flight are normal
for the helicopter.

Angle of Attack

Velocity of airflow around an airfoil
is onlY one of the factors affecting lift.
The other factor is angle of attack. For
either an airplane wing or a helicopter
rotor blade, the angle of attack is the
angle formed by the chord plane of the air-.
foil and the relative wind, as shown in
figure 1.

'With the fixed-wing Coast Guard air-
craft, the angle of attack can be varied
only by changing the attitude of the entire
aircraft. yhen, for example, the pilot wish-
es to climb, he pulls back on the control

Figure 1. - Chord planes of airfoils.

The helicopter's airfoils must also
move through the air at comparatively high
speed to produce sufficitni lift to raise
the aircraft off the greund or keep it in
the air. But here, the required sOeed is
obtained by rotating the airfoils. Further-
more, the rotor can turn at the required
takeoff -speed while the fuselage speed re-
mains at zero.

Thus, the speed of the airfoils (rotor
blades), and the resultant velocity of air-
flow over them, is independent of fuselage
speed. As a result, the helicopter does
not require high forward speeds of the enr
tire aircraft for takeoff,-,flight, and land-

- ing. Nor is it liMited to forkkrd flight.

2

stick nr colnmn so that the aircraft will
take a nose-high attitude, thereby increas-
ing both angle of attack and lift. When
he reaches 'the desired altitude, he levels
off to decrease the angle of attack. When'
he wishes to desend,'he pushes forward on
the ,stick or column, causing the aircraft
.to take a nose-low attitude.

The pilot can increase or decrease
the helicopter's angle of attack without
changing the attitude of the 'fuselage. He
does this by changing the pitch of the
rotor blades by means of a cockpit control
provided for this purpose. In fact, under
certain flight conditions, the angle of
attack continually changes as the rotor



blade turns 360 degrees. This occurs when-
ever the rotor plane of rotation is tilted,
as it is during forward, backward, and side-
ways flight. This tilting of the plane of
rotation of the main rotor and the aerody-
namics of the various kinds of flight are
discussed later. (Plane of rotation is also
knowq as the tip path plane and includes
that area swept by the rotating blades.) ,

_

'

. Angle of Incidence ..

For the airplane, the final value of
the angle of attack depends on the attitude'
of the airplane and one oi4her factor - the
angle of.incidence. The angle cf incidence,
for either "an airplane or helilopter, it
the angle formed by the chord of Pie air-
foil and the longitudinal axis of the air-
craft. The longitudinal axis of a helicopter
is a line at right angles to the main.rotor
drive shaft.

The conventional airCraft's angle of
incidence is determihtd by the designer
and is built into thi% aircraft. Tht pilot
cannot change the angle of-attack. '

The pilot can change the helicopter's
angle of incidence at will by changing the
pitch df the rotor blades. Like the angle
of attack, the angle of incidence continual-
ly changed as the rotor revolves whenever
the control stick ii moved from the neutral
position and the rotor plane of rotation
is tilted. Note the comparative angles of
incidence as sketched in figure 2.

Airfoil Section

Airfoil sections used for airplane
wings vary considerably; eactl is selected to
meet specific requirementg,ahe airfoil may
be dymmetrical or unsymmnrical, like the
ones shown in figure 3. .

uotrourrmcm.looroft.
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Figure 3. - Center of pressure.

An unsymmetrical airfoil may be effi-
,

cient for an airplane wing, but it has one
disadvantage that makes it unsatisfactory
for use as a rotor blade. The center of
pressure "walks" forward and rearward as
the angle of attack changes. The center
of pressure is an imaginary point on the
airfoil where all of the aerodynamic forces
are concentrated. On an unsymmetrical air-
foil the .center of pressure is toward the
rear of the wing at small angles of attadk
and moves forward as the angle of attack
is increased. Thid forward movement.cOntin-
ues until the angle of attack is approxi--
mately the same as the angle of maximum

AL
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W
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Figure 2. - Angles of incidence.
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lift coefficient. (The angle of Maximum
lift coefficient is that angle at which
1 square foot of airfoil traveling,at 1
mile per hour" will produCe the greatest
possible.lift.)

The center of pressure cannot be per-
mitted fo walk back and forth on a helicop-
ter rotor blade, since Shifting of the cen-
ter of pressure would introduce pitch-chang-
ing forces. This would be undesirable-and
dangerous. Therefore, the center-of-pressure
travel is controlled by airfoil design and
is usually-,at a point 25 perbent back from
the leading edge of the rotor blade. A sym-
metrical airfoil has the itesirable charac-
teristic of limiting center-of-pressure tra-
vel.

THRUST AND DRAG

Like weight and lift, thrust and drag
are closely related. Thrust moves the air-
craft in the desired direction; drag tends
to hold it back.

The conventional aircraft's thrust is,
in general, forward, and drag to the rear.
These fo7es always act in opposite direc-
tions and are usually horizontal, or only

; slightly inclined for the horizontal. Sel-
dom, if ever, do these forces approach the
vertical. Furthermore, the conventional air-
craft's thrust can be separated and consi-
dered apart from lift. The propeller (or
jet) is responsible for thrust; the wings
are responsible for lift.

The helicopter gets both its lift and
thrust from the main rotor. In vertical
ascent, thrust acts upward in a vertical
direction, -while drag, the opposing force,
acts vertically downward. In forward flight,
thrust is forward and drag to the rear.
In rearward flight, the two are reversed.
In short, thrust acts in the direction of
flight and drag acts in the,opposite direc-
tion.

The thrbst and drag forces and two
of these conditions-vertical flight and for-
ward flight-are discussed in the following
paragraphs- These discussions deal with the
thrust and drag forces acting on the fuse-
lage, not with the forces within the rotor
system.

4

During vertical ascent, thrust acts
vertically upward while drag acts vertically
downward. Here the drag,opposiag the upward
motion of the helicopter is increased by
the dawn-wash of air from the main rotor.
Thrust must be stifficient to overcome both
of these forces which make up the total
drag. In figure 4,- note that thrust acts
in the same direction and in line with lift.
Farthermore, the main rotor is responsible
for both thrust and lift. Therefore, the
force representing the total reaction of-
the airfoils to the air may be considered
as being divided into two components. One
component, lift, is the force required to
support the weight of the helicopter. The -
other component, thrust, is the forte re-.
quirtd to overcome the drag-on the fuselage.
But drag is a separate force from weight,
as is indicated,in figure 4.

Now let us examine the thrust and drag
forces acting on the fuselage during forward s
flight.

In any kind of flight - vertical, for-
ward, backward, sideways, or hovering -
the resultantlift forces of a rotor system
are perpendicular to the tip path plane
'(plane of 'rotation). Remember, the tip path's
,plane is the imaginary plane described by
the- tips of the 'blades in making a cycle
of rotation. During vertical ascent or hov-
ering, the tip path plane is horizontal
and this resultant .forCe acts vertically
upward, as shown in figure 5. To accomplish
forward flight, the pilot tilts the tip
path plane forward. The resultant force
tilts forward with- the rotor as shown in
the illustration. The total force, nowbeing
inclined from the vertical, acts both upward'
and forward; therefore, it can be resolved,
into two Components as shown in the illus-
tration. One component is lift, which is
equal to ana oppoSite weight. The other
component, thrust, acts in the direction
of flight to move the helicopter forward.

Although this 'discussion covers only
two flight conditions, it should point the
way to a basic understanding of thrust and
drag forces acting on the helicopter fuse-
lage during flight. In rearward flight,
the thrust and drag forces are' similar to
those in forward flight, but are reversed.
The tip path plane is tilted to the rear,
the thrust components act to the rear, and
drag opposes the rearward motion of the
aircraft. In sideways flight, the pilot
tilts the tip path plane in the desired

5
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direction of flight, thrust is to the right the rotor is driven by the engine and is
.or left in the direction of flight, and proportional in magnitude to the power being

; dikg acts in the opposite direction. delivered by the engine.

mew

UFT

Figure-4. - Alignment of forcet during
vertical ascent.

RESULTANT LIFT

WNW

Figure 5. - Transition from vertical to
forward flight.

TORQUE

As the helicopter rotor turns in one
direction, the fuselage tends to rotate

in the opposite direction. This torque ef-
fect is in accord with Newton's third law
of motion which states that, "To every ac-
tion there is An opposite and equal reac-
tion." In the helicopter, the.reaction is
in a direction opposite to that in which

Torque is of real,concern to both the
designer and pilot. There must be provisions
for counteracting torque and for positive
control over its effect during flight. On
dual-rotor and coaxial-rotor helicopters,
the 'rotors turn in opposite directions,
thus "washing out" 'torque reaction. In jet
helicopters with engines mounted on the
main rotor blaue tips, the power is ini-
tiated at the rotor blade; therefore, the
reaction is between the blade and the air,
with no torque reaction between the rotor
and the fuselage- Therefore, in helicopters
of the single main rotor configuration,'
torque presents a problem to the pilot dur-
ing flight.

The usual way. of counteracting torque
in a single maimlirotor helicopter is by
means of an antitorque rotor. The auxiliary
rotor is mounted vertically oa the outer
portion of the tail boom. The tail rotox
produces thrust in a horizontal plane; oppo-
site in direction to the torque reaction
developed by the main rotor. Figure 6 shows
the direction of the torque reaction and
the direction of tail rotor thrust'for a
helicopter in which the .main rotor turns
from the pilot's right, to his front, to
his left, and then to his rear. Moat single -
rotor systems turn in this direction. o

ROTOR SCAN
ROTATION

DIRECTION TAIL ROTOR THRUST
OF TOWNIE TO CONIPERIATE

TON TORQUE

Figure 6. - Torque reaction
and compensation.
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Since the torque effect on the fuselages_
is a result of the engine power supplied
to the main rotor, any change in engine
power brings about a corresponding .change
in the torque effect., ylarthermore, power
requirements vary with flight conditions.
Therefore, the torque effect is not con-
-stant but varies during flight. This means
that there must be some provision for vary-

-ing tail rotor thrust. Usually, a variable -
pitch tail rotor is .employed, and rudder
pedals are linked by cables with the pitch
change mechanism in the tail rotor gearbox.
This permits the pilot to increase or de-
crease tail rotor thrust, as required, to
neutralize the torque effect.

The tail rotor and its controls serve
as both a means of counteracting torque
effect and a means of heading the helicop-
ter In the desired direction of flight.
Therefore, the tail rotor control pedals
serve as 'rudder pedals. The effect of the
tail rotor controls is shown in figure 7:
Applying left rudder causes the nose of
the helicopter to turn to the,left; apply-
ing right rudder causes the nose to swing
to the right. When the pilot wishes to main-
tain a constant heading, he keeps just e-
nough pitch ill the tail rotor to neutra-
lize torque effect.

Although the tail rotor is the pri-
mary means of counteracting and controlling
torque, the tail rdlor alone does not quite
do the job. This is true.because torque
cannot be compensated for by a single force.
The tail rotor alone would prevent rotation
of the fuselage, but would cause TRANSLATION
(movement In a lateral direction) of the
helicopter, during hovering, in the direc-
tion.of tail rotor thrust.

Complete compensation for torque re-
quires a COUPLF - a pair of equal forces
acting In opposite directions. Tail rotor
thrust constitutes one of the forces. The
second force is introduced by rigging the
helicopter with the tip patkplane tilted
from 1 to 2-1/2 degrees to the left, de-
pending upon the helicopter. Figure 8 shows
the balance of forces on a helicopter em-
.ploying a single right-to-left main rotor.
Note that the slight tilt of the tip path
plane to the left results in a thrust force
to the left. This force and tail rotor
thrust form the couple required to complete.:
ly compensate for torque.
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Figdre 7. - Effect of tail rotor pitch
changes on heading.

HELICOPTER FLIGHT

HOVERING

Hovering is the maintaining ot a posi-.
tion above a fixed 'spot on the ground, mu-
ally at an altitude of about 8 feet. Heli-
copters normally hover on takeoffs andtlane.....
ings.

For the .helicopter to hover, its main
xotor must supply lift equal to the helicop-
ter's Weight. Lilt is controlled by control-
ling the pitch of the rotor blades. As the
,blades rotate, air flows across the leading
edge of each blade in the direction-indicat-
ed in figure 9. The airflow crosses the
leading edge of each blade throughout the



complete rotational cycle,'of 360 degrees.
At the same time the blades have a tendency
to screw upward into the air, and air.flows
down through the rotor system from above,
as Shown in figure 10.

Figure 8( - Balance of forces
on a helicopter.

Figure 9. - Airflow across blades.

TTT
Figure 10. - Airflow through blides.

,By- raising or lowering the collective
pitch stick, the pilot can change the col-
lective pitch 1- the pitch on all of the
main rotor blades - the same ittount. The 7

collective stick is operated with the left/
hand, as shown in figure 11. Raising the

07,

I 4

stick increases the pitch; lowering it de-
creases the pitch. If the rotor rpm remains
constant, increasing or decreasing the blade-
pitch causes the helicopter, to climb or
descend.

Figure 11. - Main rotor_pitch controls.

To maintain constant rotor rpm dur-
ing pitch change on turbine powered heli-
copters, the fuel control, on the engine,
senses the in9rease or decrease of the rotor
rpm and schedules fuel to the engine-to
compensate for it. When the collective stick
is raised, the rotor klade rpm will begin
to slow down due to the added load on the
blades from the increase in pitch. The fuel
control immediately senses this slowing down
through the power turbine flex shaft and
supplies more fuel to the engine. The re-
verse takes place when the pitch is de-
creased.

DIRECTIONAL FLIGHT

Verticartflight

Vertical flight is controlled exactly
the same way as hovering, since hovfring
is an element of vertical flight. To climb,
the pilot raises the oollective pitch stick.
At-the sime.time, the cyclic control (dis-
cussed under "Horizontal Flight") is held
in a near neutral position, so that lift
will be vertical. The flow of air is still
over the -leading .edge of each blade, but
the helicopter is now moving upward, as
sham in figure 12.

When the helicopter is climbing ver-
tically, the main rotor supplies not only

the lift necessary to support the helicop-
ter's weight, but also the thrust nece531117
to cause the helicopter to rise vertically.
To descend, the pilot lowers the collective
pitch stick to Aecrease main rotor pitch
and the resultant /ift.



Horizontal

Horizontal is controlled by
tilting the tip, path plane in the direction
of desired flight forward, bickward, to
the left, or to the right. As detailed in
figure 12, the helitopter moves in the
direction the tip path plane is tilted.

VERTICALFUNT

VOIWAROPLIgHT,

roonsueoramir

Figure-42. Directional flight attitudes.

The pilot tilts the tip path plane
by means of the cyclic pitch control. This
control provides a mechanical means of
changing the pitch of the main rotor blades
in any direction of tilt thpughout their'
full 360' degrees of rotation.: Cyclic pitch
change is equal and opposite, as shown in
figure 13. If the blade pitch is increased
3 degrees on one side of the rotor center,
at a point 180 degrees around the cycle
of rotation, 'the blade pitch is decreased
3 degrees.

Figure 13. Pitch changes for forward flight.

For every pitch change, there is a
resulting flapping'action,of the individual
.blades, as they constantly 'change pitch
dulting rotation. As ii shown, maximum flap
ping takes place 90 degrees around the cycle
of rotation from-the place where the pitch
change was applied; The equal and opposite
pitch change and 020 resulting flapping
of the ,individual 'Aides causes the tip
path plane to tilt in the sue direction
as the pilot moves the cyclic control stick.
Thus, to fly forward, backward, sideWays,
or in fact, any direction horizontally,
the pilot must tilt the cyclic control stick
in the desired direction. Coordination of
the tail rotor pedals may be required to
neutralize torque effect.

Combination Changes of Direction

To climb or descend while moving for
ward, backward, or to either side is merely
a matter of coordinating the movements of
the collective pitch control,,which govern
vertical flight, and the, cyclic.control,
which governs horizontal flight. The tail
rotor counteracts torque and is used to
change the heading of the helicopter.

Makeoffs

Helicopter takeoffs are verkical
climbs. For normal takeoff, the engine is
run up to the stipulated takeoff power; then
the collective pitch stick is raised gradu
ally to increase the rotor blade pitch,until
the helicopter rises into the air. The
cyclic control stick is held in a near
neutral position so that the helicopter will
rise vertically.



At height of about 6 feet, the col-

lective pitch is adjusted to maintain rwa

poeition, hovetiug above the takeoff spot

tn preparation for movement in the desired

-.direction of travel.

Oround Cushion

A. the 4allcopter rises fran II.. linnAnd

in hovering attitude to height of 6

er II feet, cuilltion effect Is built up

milder the helicopter. This km commottly cal-

led ground cisehion or lymen. The

ground ciribion 4.volops because air I. pack-

ed between the Wain rotor blades And the

ground. As ahown in.figure 14, the downward

fhow of air strikes the ground and is par -

*6 tially trapped under the main rotor system.
The air packs because it cannot scape ss

rapidly es the downward flow of air esta-

blished by the mein rotor blades; therefore,

a cuohlon of slightly coopiessed air is

built up,

Moyle'. Lev that the density

of any galevaries directigpas to its pres-

sure. The greater Om Jeffsity of air, the
the efficiency of both the engine

and the rotor system. The ground cushion

is established la a height equal te the

rotor diameter, but is effective only to

height of approximately one-half the rotor

diameter. Uorrespnviingly, there is more

power available for hovering near the

gtound, that is, within a height of one-

half rotor diameter. The ground ceshion

effect is lost at airspeeds In faces. of

10 miles per hour.

Translattileal Llft

Translational lift ix the additional

lift developed as the helicoptet accelerates

into forward flight. Translational lift be-

comes effective 41 an airspeed of approxi-

mately IS miles per hour, And it continues

to increase with forward speed. However, at
high values of forward speed parasite drag

Indrearte more rapidly than translational

lift.

Since vertical lift increases aml then

decreases with changing values of forward

speed, at some -Airspeed it must reach a

point ef maximum. This speed Is know, as

the volt efficieet airspeed and It will

remain approximately constant far parti-

cular typo of helicopter. For example, the

most efficient airspeed far typical heli-

copter may be 40 knots. Xt its most effici-

ent airspeed, helicopter will have its

best rate of cliedo, least rat. of descent

for given power setting, and manillas. en-

durance.

When hoveting to V f- eet above-the

ground in no-wind condition, the helicop-

ter is aided by the grouod cushion effect.

Am the helicopter enters forward flight,

It slidee off the ground cuollion, end re-

duced lift will reuse the ciaft to 'mottle.

The pilot 1 pitch to prevent con-

tact with the groumd. lloweiterI:when for-

ward-1speed of approstmately IS myM io reach-

ed, translational life becomes effective

and the helicopter will gradually climb.

is forward limped I. increased, lift is in-

creased and lees power will be required

to maintain ghl And level flight,

rrOM thi hovering position, I to V

feel above the",ground, the pilot pioperou
to move into forward flight. As he moves
the cyclic stick slightly forward, causing
the tip path plane to tilt forwatl, the

helicopter settles toward the ground far

two reasons. lirst, the helicopter moves

off its ground cuohion losing the support

of the &neer air. 3:rcend, the power or

the mote rotor system is m losgei devoted
completely to lift, bid is new divided be-
tween lift and thrust.

At 5 mph the helicopter is losing some
of its ground cuohion and has a shorter
III' vector, so it settles slightly towAid
the ground. At 10 mph it is still settling.
but at IS nph there I. noticeable incteese

ie lift, which will continue duo forward

speed I. increased. TIMs additional lift,

whith becomes available at about ii aph,

is called lreneletional

'Nene efforts hese bees made to explain

translational lift. Perhaps tha most plies,

sible explanation is that a helicopter must

un travel bout the distance covered in reach-

ing IS mph to enter S clear eir

Whatever the explanation, helicopter de-

finitely Will have greater efficiency dsd
greater lift when it reaches a forward spesd
of IS mph and beyond.

Helicopters usuelly take ofl into the
w indy hence, the greater the velocity ef

the wind, the sooner helicopter will enter
into translational lift. In IS mph wind,

for example, a helicopter will hover in
tranglational lift following lake -off. It

will not settle as it moves forward, pro-
viding the takeoff is into the ;ind.

NOTANT-WINO AWROOTWAVIC EFFECTS

A helicopter is subject to several

rotary-wing aerodynamic effects, which we

w ill now consider.

AUTUigITATIOW

Autototation,' sometimes called "wind -

milling,' is the process of producing lift

w ith air -foils which rotate freely ss tha

air passes from the bottom up through the

rotor systole. Under power-off conditions,
the helicopter will descend; thus the air,

flow will be tstabliehed fres the bottom
upward through the rotor spite.. The rotor

Inwebereslidi

ligure II. - Oround cuvhion and translational lift.

NIc
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is automatically disengaged from the engine,
and the necessary power required to overcome
parasite and induced drag of the rotor

blades is obtained from the potential energy
due to the helicopter's weight and height

above the ground. This potential energy

i& converted into kinetic energy, which

is used to rotate the overhead rotor sys-
tem during descent.

Autorotation is the principle used in

the flight of the autogyro to provide lift.
A helicopter uses autorotation for emergency
landings in case of engine failure.

During autorotation; the rotor blades

turn in the mime direction as when engine-

driven, but the air passes upward phrough
the rotor system, causing a slightly greater

upward flexing or coning of the rotor

blades. Since the engine is not driving

the rotor, there is no torque effect On

the fuselage during autorotation.

While the helicopter is in autorota-

tion, it is essential that the pitch of

the rotor blades .be reduced materially to

minimize drag, thus permitting a high rotor

rpm to build up. When the pitch angle of

the main rotor blades is low (as shown in

figure 15) the resultant lift force lies

ahead of the &Xis of rotation, tending to

keep the blade turning in its normal direc-

tion of rotation.

Figure 16 Shows a condition in which
the blade pitch angle is too high for satis-
factory autorotation. Note that drag is

Figure 15. - Lift and drag forces
at law blade pitch.
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ft

increased and the resultant lift force lies

behind the axis of rotation, slowing the

rotor.

The pilot' must reduce the pitch in

order to keep, the rotor blade's turning at

ksufficient speed to maintain the required

centrifugal force. Otherwipe, the blades

will fold up and the helicopter will tumble
out of control.

If the engine fails during flight,

a safe autorotation can be accomplished,

provided the helicopter is being flown at

a safe altitude-airspeed combination and

the inflight iltitude is sufficient to per-

mit selection of a suitable landing area.
When altitude permits, an engine air restart
may be attempted. If the engine fails to

start, a power-off landing must be made.
Collective pitch must be reduced for autoro -

tation and a glide established at the most
efficient airspeed with the stipulated auto -
rotative rotor rpm. At a predetermined alti-
tude '(140 feet. or ZOO feet depending on

the type of Coast Ward helicopter), the

nose of the helicopter is rotated up with

aft cyclic to reduce the airspeed and the

rate of descent. This maneuver is referred
to as a flare. When the desired reduced

airspeed and altitude are obtained, the

cyclic stick is moved forward to position
the 'helicopter in the desired attitude for

lianding. The collective stick will now be

used to control' the rate of descent when

the helicopter is approaching the ground.

The collective is not used to stop the rate

of descent, but to establish a very low

sink rate at surface contact. After ground

contact, the collective stick is lowered

to minimum pitch.

9 --

Figure 16. - Lift and drag forces
at high blade pitch.



The same basic principles of aerodynamics and theory of flight

apply to ,both the helicopter and the fixed-wing aircraft. However, a

.comparison of the blade and wing dhows how these two types of aircrilft

differ. Although the blade and wing are both lift-producing airfoils,
an aircraft wing is fixed, but'ille helicOptex: blade is moveable. Also,

movement of the blade changes the direction of helicopter flight,

whereas the primary. control surfaces perform,tklis function on efixed-

wing airdraft;4,

The "basic'forces acting on an aircraft" and some of the "rotary-
,

wing aerodynamic effects" were covered in this section.

plow answer the following re`view questions.)

s P.

le Which combination of pressures on the
upper and lower surfaces of an airfoil will
produce lift?

A. Upper - equal to atmospheric
lower - equal to atmoipberic

B. Upper - greater than atmospheric
lower - equal to atmospheric

C. Upper - less than atmospheric
lower - equal to atmospheric

D. Upper - equal to atmospheric
lower - less than atmospheric

2. The two 'PRIMARY factors affecting the

amount of lift an airfoil will develop are
the angle of -

A. incidence and the chord plane of
the airfoil

B. incidence and the center ofspres-
sure travel

C. attack and the transition of for-
ces

D. attack and the velocity of airflow

3. Symmetrical airfoils are used for heli-
copter blades beause the center of presspre
on this type of airfoil is fixed.

A. True
B. False

4. Regardless of the direction of heli-
copter flight, what force always acts in
the opposite direction to thrust?

A. Lift
B. Velocity
C. Gravity
D. Drag

13
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1.-C When pressure on the upper
surface of an airfoil is less -,
than the pressure on the lower
surface,.,lift is produced.
(Refec_to page 1)

2.-D As the angle of attack and
the-velocity of aleflow
increase, pressurAon the
loweLsurface of the blades
inorkises and lift is greater.'
(Refer to page 1)--,

3.-A Hon Unsymmetrical airfoils,
the center ofbalance will
walk back and forth on the
rotor blade as the angle of '

attach'is changed. This
introduced pitch changing
forces. 'Olefei to page 3 mind 4)

4.-D Any type of drag on an air-: -

craft surface tendu to Mild
,the aircraft bac/C. (Refer ,to

page 4)

4.,
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5. Anglerotbr helicoPters nre rigged
the main-A rotor tip path plane tilted

lihtly to the left ih order to

A. ensure titre stabiliiy during
autorot

B. pre* t blade stall during auto
rot ion

ct offset tail
hovering

D. offset 'main
hovering

rotorirthrust during,

rotor .torque during

6. A 'vertical climb in a helicopter is
initiated by .pitch control.

A.

B.

C.

D.

raiaing.the cyclic
lowering the cyclic
loweiing the collective
raising the collective

7. As a helicopter accelerates into .for
ward flight, additional lift is devel4ed.
Thiais called lift.

A. ' translational
B. effective
C. secondary
D. armetrical

1.

8. A helicopter,Will settle when it moves
fromha hover tolforward flight because

A.

B.

C.

D.

it moves off'''

engine power is
to thrust
the air into
denser
the effects of
are lost

its ground cushion
devotecr.bompketely,

-which it, moves is

translational lift

9. ,What is the purpose of the "flare"
(if an autorotation?

A. Reduce the -airspeed and the ra;p
of descent

B. Reduce the airspeed and increase
the rate of descent

C. Establish a very low - sink rate,
at surface contact

D. Position the helicopter in the
desired attitude for landing

14

Tail rotor thrust offseta the main
rotor torque, and the tilt to the
main rotor trippath plane offseta
the thrust of the tail rotor.
(Refer to page.

; -

6,D - Raisihg the collective increases
the pl,tch on all the rotor blades
at the same time. By ,increasing
the Ritch, you will create more
lift and the helicopter will
climb. (Refer to pagt 7)

7..-A This addttional lift is due to
the increase:in the velocity of
airflow. -This occurs at about
15 mph. (Refer to page 9)

"

8.-A As.a helicopter MoveS off its
ground cuShion, it will lose a
small amount of-lift and tend
to settle. (Refer to page:9)

9.-A AS the aircraft flares aut, the
,angle of attack is greatly-in-
Creased and speed is decreased.
(Refer to page 11)



DISSYMMETRY OF LIFT

Disoymmetr,y of lift ia the difference

in lift which sts between the advancing

half of the diI.. area and its retreaiing
half when the helicopter is in horizontal

flight: (The disc area is that swept by

the rotating blades.)

When the helicOpter is hovering option-
less- in still air, the lift created By the

advancing and retreating halves A the-disc
area is equal. But when the helicopter is

.moving forWard, the forward,, speed of the

airtraft ig added to Use rotational speed

of the advancing blade and subtracted from
the rotational speed of the retreating

blade. (See figures 17,and 18.)

The coefficient of lift (CO is deter-

mined by airfoil shape. Most helicopters

use. symmetrical rotor blades, because syñi-

metrical rotor blades perform well whether

the flow of air is,from the top downward

through the rotor system, as in powered

flight - or from the bottom upward as in
autorotativeN.flight. Also as mentioned.pre-

viously, a symmetrical airfoil limits the

travel of the center of pressure, which

.is very important because center-of-pressure
travel would introduce pitch-changing mo-

ments'on the blades.

Density of the air depends, of course,

On temperature, moisture, altitude, and so

forth.
Jt"

Figure 17. - Zero airspeed symmetry.-
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Figure 48. Forward speed - dissymmetry.

Velotity,- as we have seen; is the pro-
-duct of two factors: the speed of the blades

and the speed of the helicopter4itself.

It is ,obvious that three factors of

the basic 'lift formula are the same for

both advancing and retreating blades. These

are CL; D. and A. The only variable is V,

velocity. Therefore, lift varies according

to the square of-the velocity.

Now let ui Consider some specific val-
%es. The tip speed of some helicoiter rotors
is about 350 mph at normal takeoff rpm.

In these examples, however,Thre will use

a tip speed of 300 mph to simplify arith-

metic. Also, we will consideronly.the tip

speed although rotational speed varies from

about 350 mph at the ;ip of-the blade-to

T 'a' coniderably slOwer speed at the rotor

head.

When the helicopter is hovering, the
velocity of the adyancing blade is 300 mph.
The velocity .of the retreating blade is

the same, 300 mph Therefore, the lift treat-

' ed by the advancing blade is the same as

that of the ,retreating blade. (See figure
17.)

Now consider the velocity of the blades

when the helicopter is moving forward, as

.

in figure 18, at a speed of 100 orph.
,

The -advancing blade has a tip speed,

of 300 mph plus the helicopter speed of

100 mph, or 400 mph, V2 is 160,000.

15
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The retreating blade has a tip speed
of 300 mph minus the helicopter speed of
100 mph, or 200 mph. V2 is 40,000.

The lift created at the blade tip is
in the ratio of 160,000/40,000, or four
tithes as much for the advancing blade than
for the retreating blade. If such dissym-
metry of lift were allowed to go uncorrec-
ted, the helicopter would turn over.

"The normal correction for dissymmetry
of lift is to incorporate a flapping hinge
in the rotor head. This device equalizeS
lift on the advancing and retreating blades.
The hinge permits an advancing blade to
rise, thus reducing its effective lift area.
The hinge also allows a retreating blade
to settle, increasing its effective lift
area. Thus, the blades position themselves
aerodynamically to equalize lift on the
advancing and retreating halves of the disc
area.

PENDULAR ACTION

It is' normal for the fuselage of a
helicopter to act like a pendulum, that
is, to swing laterally and longitudinally. '
This pendular action can be exaggerated

'by over-controlling; therefore, control
stick movements should be decidedly moder-
ate. Aailso, because of this normal pendulous
actiorl, it is wise to keep the wheels of a
helicopter at least 5 feet above the
ground while hovering. (See figure 19.)

' -It is also normal for the helicopter
,to "take a nose-low attitude in forward

RESULTANT LIFT

7

flight; and a nose-high attitude in rearward
flight. This is caused by- the fact that
the drive shaft lines up in the same
straight°' line as the resultant lift vector.

RESONANCE

A helicopter is subject to two types
of resonance -- sympatheticr resonance and,
ground resonance.

Sympathetic resonance is a harmonic
beat between main rotoi and tail rotor sys-

otems, which could shake the helicopter to
pieces. This unsatisfactory cOndition has
beed engineered out of helicopters by de-
signing the main and tail gear boxes in
odd decimal ratios. Thus, the beat of the
main rotor casnot harmonize with the beat
of the-_ tail rotor. There is no known case'
of helicopter destruction caused by sym-
pathetic resonance.

Ground resonance, .may develop whenever
the center of mass of the rotor system be-
comes unseated. This usually occurs during
landings, when the heiicopter is 87 to 95'
percent airborne. Ground resonancs develops

- when the aircraft is light on its wheels,
and one wheel of the main landing gear hits
the ground and then the other wheel hits.

. Such successive shocks tend to cause the
blades straddling the wheel hitting the
ground to move down and to change their
angular relationship. If a similar yeaction,
takes place'when the opposite wheel hits the
ground, resonanc may develop. (See figure
20.) This sets uP a pendulum - like oscilla=
tion, of the fuselage, which continues when

fl
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Figure 19, - Pendular action.
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once established until some force shocks.the

system sufficiently to interrupt the beat.
'This oscillation usually leads to structural
failure. .

01WIN
wmet

Figure 20. - Effect of ground resonance.

If grouna resonance should occur with

high- power, the pilot must immediately:in-

crease pitch and takeoff, The resonance

will stop wnen the helicopter becomes air-
borne. If ground resonance 'should octur

with low 'power, the.pilot must immediately

decrease rotor rpm further by decreasing

throttle and applying both ihe rotor brake

and, the wheel brakes. If ground resonance

. should occur on a landing, increshe throttle
and collective pitch and hover. Seek a soft-

er spot to make a landing because a shock
strut or damper may be malfunctioning.

To reduce the possibility of ground
resonance occurring during takeoff, steadily

increase main rotor pitch until the wheels

are clear of the ground. During landings,

steadily decrease collective pitch as the

,wheels contact the ground.

GYROSCOPIC PRECESSION.

Gyroscopie ,precession is an innate

quality of all rotiting bodies, in which an
applied force is manifested approximately
900 in the direction of rotation from the

point where the force is applied.lhus, in
figure 21, if a downward force is applied to-
the right of the disc area, gyroacopic
"precession Mill cause the disc area to tilt *

down in front, provided that the rotor

system is turning from right to left. The

applied force is pitch change on the main

_rotor blades, which is regulated by the

*lie control.

BECOMES MANIFEST Ett

Figure Gyroscopic prificiples.

TO simplify directional control, heli-

copters employ a mechanical linkage (figure

22), Which actually places cyclic pitch,

change, of the main rotor blades 900 ahead

in the cycle of rotation. Thus if the cy-

.clio 'control is moved forward,(in case of

a rotor system turning from right to left),"

high 'pitch is applied to the blade on the,

pilot's left and low pitch is applied to

the blade' on his right. Since every pitch

change causes a flap, reaching its maximum

approximately 900 around in the cycle of"'

rotation, this flapping will cause the disc
area to tilt forward.

As you can see, if this offset linkage

were not employed?, the pilot would be re-

quired to move the cyclic stick 900 out

of phase, or to the right when he wanted

to tilt the disc area-forward, and forward
when he,wanted to tilt the disc area to

.the left, and so on.

WEIGHT LIMITATIONS

There is no single answer to the maxi-
mum weight at. Which a helicopter can be

'operated. The maximum permissible weight ,

of a helicopter varies within broad limits

depending upofi certain weight controlling,
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'Figure 22. - Mechanical linkage.

criteria. The maximum weight of a helicopter
becomes a variable quantity, to produce op-

. timUM3 under different conditions. The
weight limitation charts for a particular
type helicopter provide flight persobnel
with 'operational gross weight information.
Hottever, it is readily. understandable that
as a structure is loaded to higher weights,
its ability to withstand shocks or add.J.-

tional loadn resulting from maneuvers We- -"-T
somas increasingly less.

The margin of safety is the amount
of shock or additional, load that the struc-
ture will sustain ,before failure occurs.
In planning any helicopter mission, the
fact muat be recognized that the maximum
permissible weight may depend on the margin
of safety deiired for the various support-
ing structures, such as the main rotor,
fuselage, landing gear, flooring, etc.
Should the minsion,require excessive-maneu-

-vering or flight through turbulent air,
ii would be alivisable to maintain a larger
margin of safety than if smooth, level
flight were contemplated.

In regard to helicopters, load faetors
are used as an indication of the margin
of safety that is available. At any parti.-;
cular ,moment -Of operation the etructural
margin of stfety, for example?will be equal
to the difference between the load factor
the helicopter is designed for, and the
load factor the helicopter is sustaining
at that given moment. For any specific heli-
vopter, the weight limitations are bised
Ion the basic operating weight as determined
by structural engineers and flight test
data. The helicopter pilot'should make cer-
tain that he thoroughly understands the
weight limitations before flight. The fact
that a helicopter can take off with a heavy
load is no assurance of a safe flight.

The permissible center-of-gravity (M)
trave/iSvery critical in many helicopters.
In fact, some helicopters 'have only a 4-
inch maximum traVei. If a helicopter-is
improperly loaded, not qnly does the fuse-
lage, tilt off .the horizontal, but the rotor
mast which is attached to the fuselage tilts
the entire rotor syStem. The cyclic. stick
,Rvtiole the amodnt and direction of tilt
BY-ttle rotor system, but the travel on the
cyolic control stick is limited.

-

WEIGHT AND VALANCE
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The amount of back-stick the *pilot
can apply to the cyclic control to level
the rotor system is limited by the manner
in which the helicopter is rigged. If the°
helicopter is dangerously nose-low, the pi-
lot may find that when he pulls the cyclic'
control back as far as it will go, the
helicopter's attitude remains nose-lbw, and
the rotor system still tilts forward. The
pilot cannot slow the helicopter, nor can he
raise the nose to land. Needless to say, he
then finds himself in a dangerous predica-
ment. (See figure 23.)

- In newer helicopter designs, efforts
have been made to locatethe loading com-

Figure 23. - Excessive loading forward of
center of gravity causes dangerous nose-

,' low attitude.



partment directly under the rotor shaft

to minimize CG travel. For the same reason,
the fuel supply may be located at or near
the balance point, which ,is normally at

the main rotor shaft. Howeve , the fact

remains that the pilot mus at all times

balance his load so as t remain within
CC travel limits'. HA Should be well informed
as to the OC travel limits of his particu-
lar helicopter' and Should exercise great
care in taking on loads.

Here again, we can refer to the tanderd
rotor-type helicopters. The wide center of
gravity range is an advantage over the

single-rotor helicopter..

STALLS

'Stalling, as applied to a fixed-wing

aircraft, will not occur in a helicopter.

However, power settling may occur in low-
speed flight, and blade stall may occur

in high-speed flight.

POWER SETTLING

Power settiing is the uncontrollable
loss of altitude. This condition is aggrava-

, .ted by heavy grosS weight, 'unfavorable den-
sity conditions, low forwird speed, or oper-
eating with reduced power. When the rate

of descent approaches 200 feet per minUte

24

with an airspeed of 10-15 knots, roughness
and partial lOss of control may occur. At

this rate of descent and low airspeed, the
downwash from the rotor begins to recircu-

,late - up, around, and back down through
the effective outer rim of the rotor disc.
The velocity of this recirculating mass

of air may ..become so high that full high-
collective pitch .will not produce suffici-
ent lift- to retard or control the rate of.

descent. (See figure 24.)

'To recover from this condition, in-

crease forward speed and reduce pitch. An

altitude loss of 400 to 700 feet may occur

before the condition is recognized and re-

covery is complete: During approach- for

landings, and descent or takeoff above con-
gested areas, the pilot should avoid the

cpnditions causing power settling.

BLADE STALL

A flight characteristic that hai caused

a number .of helicopter accidents is the

blade stall or blade'tip stall. Ihestill
usually occurs at the tip of the retreating
blade due to high angle of attack and slow
airspeed- of the retreating blade. The stal-
led blade sections Ire localized and exist
throughout only a' small portion of the rotor
disc, as shown in figure 25.

During flight conditions with high val-

ues of forward speed, gross weight, and

1111T1T111

MAIO
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Figure 24. - Power settling.
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Figure 25. - Blade stall.

altitude, the retreating blade has an exces-
sive angle of attack and low airspeed. These
conditions aggravate blade stall. Mild blade
stall will cause a roughness in both the
helicopter and flight controls. Severe blade
stall will cause an abrupt pitch-up of the
nose of the helicopter. Although the re-
treating blades stall on the pilot's left,
the loss of lift is manifested at a point
90° later, causing the tip-path plane to
tilt downward toward the rear. The uncon-.
trolled pitch-up will last only for a very
short period as full control is restored
automatically when airspeed decreases in the
nose-high attitude and the excessively high
angle of attack no longer exists. (See
figure 25.)

When blade stall occurs, the controll-
ability of the helicopter will diminish.
If such vibrations and control kicka are
noticed, the pilot -may easily eliminate
the atall by accomplishing any 'one or a
combination of the following:

1. Reduce collective pitch
2. Increase rotor rpm
3. Decrease severity of the maneuver
4. Gradually decrease air speed

In general, it can be stated that blade
stall occurs when the rotor is excessively
loaded. Turbulence ocan also cause blade
stall due to sudden high blade loading.
The general rule for the elimination of
blade stall once it is suspected is to un-
load the rotor.

11(
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WEATHER

The flight characteristics of a heli-
copter are noticeably affected by the exist-
ing density conditions. For example, at
sea level on -a cool'day the average heli-
copter demonstrates ample power and lift.
However, on a very hot day at sea level
the same helicopter is apt to be underpower-
ed, and flight may become critical because
of the lose dense air conditions. The alert
helicopter pilot shrewdly evaluates the ex-
isting density conditions, for experience
has taught him to alter technique for land-
ing, take-off, or ihtorotation, if such an
emergency should arise:

Variation in density conditions will
not only affect the efficiency of the main
rotor blades as they bite into the air,
but engine efficiehcy also will be altered.
As the fuel-air ratio varies, so will the
available engine power.

The air surrounding the earth extends
upward for about 500 miles. The air it sea
level is subject to pressure due to the
weight of air above it. Air at sea level
is subject to a pressure of 14.7 pounds
per, square inch and haa a density ,corres-
ponding to that pressure.

The air at an altitude of one mile
above sea level has a pressure of 12.1
pounds per square inch, and the pressure
at a .two-mile altitude is 9.9 pounds per
square inch. The higher the altitude, the

3 3
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lower the pressure and, consequently, the
less the density. Altitude is an impoftant
factor affecting density, but it is not
the only factor.

Another major factor affecting density
is temperature. Charles' law states that

the density of any gas will vary inversely
with the temperature. As ala-becomes warm,
it- expands; and as it expands, it becomes
thinner because there are fewer particles
(molecules) per cubic foot. Therefore, on
a warm day the air will be less dense than
on a cold day. A definite relationship ex-
ists between density and helicopter flight
efficiency.

Standard air is designated as air at
59 F. sea level conditions (29.92" 110.

26

In general, the density of air will decrease,
eqUivalent to 1,000 feet. of altitude for
each 15' rise in temperature.The presence
of moisturs in the air will also decrease
density, as saturated moist air weighs
proximately 5/8 as much as pure, dry air.
However, the presence of moisture in the
average climate is not too significant.

Remember that wind, is a great help
in helicopter flight and may compensate
for the loss of efficiency caused by dem-
laty. The pilot should consider all the
factors affecting operation, as each has
a direct bearing on the performance of the
helicopter. Only by careful analisis can
the pilot obtain the maximum functional
capacity from his helicopter.



2.7

Im..me

The preceding material sboUld have helped you gaim a better
understanding of helicopter flikht. We discussed dissymmet4y of lift,
effects of resonance, weight limitations, blade stalls, and weather.

(Now anader the following review qu'estions.)
Nommmmmir

10.-A This is done by incorporating
a flapping hinge in,the rotor
head. (Refer to page 16)

0

10. On a single-rotor helicopter, a cor-
rection for dissymmetry of' lift is to re-
duce the effective lift area of the advanc-
ing blades.

A. True
B. False

11. The possibility of ground resonance 11.-B
is GREATEST during which helicopter con-
Oltion?

-cs!

A.

B.

C.

D.

Takeoff
Landing
Hovering
Taxing

12. ,What will ba. the effect on a single -
rotor helicopter if an excessive' amount

.of weight is placed aft of the center of
gravity?

A. Aft cyclic range, will be insuffi-
cient to level the helicopter

B. Forward cyclic range will be in-
sufficient to level the helicopter

C. Tail rotor control will be lost
D. Main rotor control will be lost

13. Under which flight conditions are heli-
copter blade stalls MOST likely to occur?

A. High forward-speed, low angle of
attack, and low gross .weights

B. Excessive retreating blade speed
and high gross weights

C. High gross weights, high altitude,
and high forward speed

D. Low angle of attack.and excessive
retreating blade speed:,

14. Helicopter rotor blades will produce
MORE lift on a day.

A. cool - dry
B. hot - damp
C. cool - damp
D. hot - dry

23

12.-B

Ground resonance develops
when one wheel of the main
landing gear hits the ground
,and then the other wheel hits.
The rocking motion will continue
until some force breaks-the
beat. (Refer to page 16)

(Refer to page 18)

13.-C , Blade stall is a loss oi

lift on the retreating tilade.
(Refer to pages 19 and 20)

oer

14.-A On a warm day, the air is
thinner and the blades will
produce less lift. (Refer
to pages 20 and 21)
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HN-3F GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1.

When you

OBJECTIVES

complete this section, you will be able to:

Describe the dimensions of the HH-3F.

2. Identify the

3. Identify the
use.

fuselage components,. and state their locations.

various fuselage compartments and explain their

4. Describe the cabin equipment used in the HH-3F.

GENERAL

USCG model.HH-3F helicopters (figure
26) are twin engine, search/rescue and car-
go/personnel transport helicopters, designed
and manufactured by Sikorsky Aircraft, Divi-
sion of United Aircraft Corporation, Strat-
ford, Connecticut. The 'crew consists of
a pilot, copilot, flight meshanic, and avi -
onicsman. The helicopters/are capable of
water landings and takeoffs and have aux-
iliary flotation for emergency landings.
Distinguishing features include a hull -

shaped fuselage, into which the nose gear
retracts (kneels), and sponsons, into which
the main landing gear retracts.

On HH -3F helicopters, two General Elec-
tric model T58 -GE -5 gas turbine engines
are used and mounted silk -by-side above
the fuselage forward of the main gear box.
In addition to the engines, a fixed hori-
zontal stabilizer is installed on the upper
right side of the pylon, and an auxiliary
power unit (AYU) is mounted on the aft
transmission deck. The APU is connected
to the main gear box accessory drive and
provides auxiliary power to run gear box
accessories. Flight configuration is a five -
blade main rotor and a five-blade tail ro-
tor. Forward, aft, lateral, and vertical
flight is accomplished throUgh the main
rotor, while the tail rotor counteracts
torque from the main rotor and provides
directional control. Power to drive the
mains rotor is supplied through the main
gear box. The tail rotor is driven through
shafting which extends aft from the main
gear box, through the., intermediate gear
box', and terminates at the tail gear box.

Three separate hydraulic systems are
used in the helicopter. The primary and

auxiliary hudraulic syitems are used in
, conjunction with the mechanical linkage of
the flight controls. The auxiliary hydraulic
system is also used in conjunction with the
automatic flight control system (AFCS). The
utility hydraulic system provides power for
the retractable main landing gear, nose
landing gear, APU startin4, ramp system, and
rescue hoist.

25

Principal dimensions of the helicopter
are shown in table 1 and figure 28. Weights
of principal helicopter components are list-
ed in table 2. Stations and waterlines pro-
vide' an accurate method of locating or in-
stalling equipment in the airframe. Heli-
copter length is divided into stations,
located one inch apart, beginning with sta-
tion 42.5 at the nose of the helicopter.
Station 21.7 is at the tip of the redone.
Helicopter height is divided into water-
lines, located one inch apart, beginning
106 inches below and parallel to the cabin
floor. (See figure 27.)

FUSELAGE FORWARD SECTION

This section includes the electronics,
battery, engine, and transmission compart-
ments, main rotor fairing, engine and trans-
mission service platforms, eponsons, and

,cockpit and cabin.

NOSE DOOR

The watertight nose door (figure 29)
is in the nose of the lower fuselage. When
the door is closed, a lock engages a funnel
mouthed lock tube inside the electronics



7..9

Figure 26. - Model HH-3F helicopter.

COO ent. The ihr tube, secured to the
center overhead t cture, is stowed up
out of the.way for access to the electron-.
ics compartment. A microswitch, attached
to the lock.tubey contactsthe door. Open-
ing the door CiUses the microswitch to ac-
tuate a warning light on the caution/advi-
sory panel in the cockpit.

ELECTRONICS COMPARTMENT

The electronics comppFtment under the
cockpit contains shelves of various depths
and spacing to accommodate APES and naviga-
tion equipment. The compartment also con-
tains flight controls, wheel brake tompo-

X * IX IMO no ø 181 VI IX IA VA NO la a am 41111 Sa Sal 10 118

Figure 27. - Stations and waterlines.
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Table) 1.= Print!

MEUCOPTER DIMENSIONS

, Length - Maximum (Blades at 73 It
Extreme Position) I

-Length - MininnitU(Blades-' 59 ft 1 in. .

Rmoved)
Height Maximum (Tail Rotor III ft-1 in.

Blades at &dries), Position)

Width - Maximum 62 ft 0 in.

Width.- Minimuni (Blades '17 ft in. .,
Removed with Flotationpear)

Main 'Rator'Oround Marano* - 10 ft 1 tn.
Minimum (Blades fltatio-,Nos-,

pal,DImensione Table.

Bled* Thloknees

wheel Extended)

Main Rotor Oround,Clearanoe -
Minimum (Blades Rothting -
Nosewhiel)theiled)

Main Rotor Ortimd Clearance -
.1finimum (Bled's litatio -
Nosewbeel Kneeled)

Tall Rotor Oround gleams,' - 7 ft V in;
Minimpm (Blades Rotating c*
Maio)

Tin Rotor Oround Clearano - 9 ft 11, tn.
Minimum (131adse Ratio or
Rotating - Nosewheel *Wailed),

re ft 5 In,

f

7 .ft in;

Main Landing Oe'r Tread:,

- Cabin Length

Cabin Width

Cabin Height

1$ ft 4 tn.

24 ft tn.

tit II tn.

MAIN ROTOR BLADE remsNaKve

Math Rotor Diameter

Math Rotor Diso Area

Individual etad Area
Number of Blades

Total Blade Area

Solidity Ratio

Airfoil
Weight Each - Standard

Weight Eat* - De-loing Tape
(Polyethylene)

Blade Chord at Root

Blade Chord at Tlp

1.

3/

12% at 30%
chord

-Blade Twist . 8 bevies LH
TAIL ROTOR BLADE DIMENSIONS

Tall Rotor Diameter 10 ft 4 In.

Tail Rotor Diso Area, 63.9.q'ft
Individual 'Blade Area 2.30 64 ft

Number of Biocide ;

Total Blade Area 11.75 .9 tt

SOlidity Ratio 0.18,

Airfoil ,NACA 0013

Blade chord id Root 7.34 ht.

Blade Chord at Tip 7.34

Blade Thlokness

Blade Twist

12% at 30%
Chord

Degrie

STABIUZER DIMENSIONS, ,

' Total Area 27 eq ft

Taper Ratio;

62 ft 0 tn.

3019 44 ft

39.9 sq ft

199.5 sq ft,

0.%1411

NWCA 0011

207.50

205.80

11.21 IL

111.25 in.

5

Total Anguler Movement , o Dome
Airfoil at Root (BL 0 to BL 11) NACA 001$

Airfoil at Tip (HI. 11 to TIP) NACA 0011.1

,3.111

0.455

Aspoot patio

Number

' alien

Chord* Root
Chord at Tir-
Dihedral

,48*

HYDROSTATICS

Hull Buoyancy

Sponsou Buoyant* - gaols

Total Buormay
Molnar Float Buoyant* - !soh

Draft Empty Weight

Draft Normal Oros.' Weight

Draft - Ilaxinson Overload
Oross Weight

26470 lb

4797 rb

35044 lb

P2419 lb

14 In. at
11445 lb '

20 in. at
19500 lb

22 la. at
22004 tb



Table 2. Principal ComponenPts Weight Table.

COMPONENT WEIGHT

207.8Main Rotor Blade

Tail Rotor, Blade

Beth Rotor Head

EACH

lbs

lbs

lbs

lbs

lbs

lbs

lbs

lbè

1b0

1131

ibè

6.25

1000,

hlain Rotor Hemui(litanium 985' .

plate)

Swashplate 1/0

Tail Roior Head

Main Gear Box

Main Gear Bdx gCU

Intermediate Gear BOX

Tail Gear Box

Oil Cooler and Blower

ForWard Wanp'

90:

1100

3280

40

.52

165

nents; emergency release cables,-And other
"equipment necessary to,operate and control
the helicopter. Access is'gained by opening,
the watertight nose door or.bylifting out
the access cover in.the cockpit.- ,

Battery Compartment

The battery compartment j.n,the nose
of the helicopter is a 'melded fiberglass
shell containing -battery shelf, mounting
rods, clamps and the battery quick-discon-
nect plug. The compartment- is vented to
prevent acid tumesfrom entering the cock.-
jpit. A rubber seal is incorporated on the
outer flange Of the- battery cOmparyAnt
to entre a watertight seal when the Com-
partment door'is closed.

(Battery Compartrient Door

The battery compartment door is on
the nose 'of the helicbOter. When closed,
it renders ,the. compartment watertight by

COMPONENT

Aft Ramp

Demountable Power Plant

(T58-GE-5)'

WEIGHT EACH

175 lbs

440 lbs

Sponson (with Landing Gear) 260 lbs

Main IAnding Gear

Main Wheel and Tire

Noie ,Landing Gear.

Auxlliary Poler Unit (APU)

'Heater
(with Blower and

Ignition Unit)

Pylon (Assembled)4 .

Stabilizer and Strut

Rescue Hoist

165, lbs

20 'lbs

140, lbs

95 lbs

50 lbs

350 rbs

65 ,r,1 Dre

49 the

compressing_ a rubber' door seal: T door-
iS "held in- position J;Yf4steners. A con-;'.
trollable spotlight is installed 1.n the
door.

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION COMPARTMENT F4RUC.4.

k TURE AND FAIRINGS

30

-,

The engiit, and transmission compart -

Ir.\meni structure (figure 30) 4nd fairing
include the firewalls, engine service plat -
fonts, rear engine cowlings, right and left
transmission service platforms, forward en-
gine cowling, right and left main rotor
fairings, aft main rotor fairing, and when
required, an entine inlet iqp shield forward
of the_ engine 'inlets.' The fairings reduce
air turb4pnce and prevent- moisture and dirt
from entering the area, The engine inlet ice
shield prevents foreign oblects from enter,-
tnk the engine inlets. -.''

,.

v
1 0

r

4Engine Seivice Platforms
1

ANngine serVice platform (figure 29),
outboard of each engine, prov.ides a work
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1 No. 2 Engine
Aft.Cowling

2 Right Section, Main
Rotor Fairing

3 Access Panel
4 Transmission Service

Platform
5 Access Door
6 Inspection Door
7 Access Door
8 Access Panel
9 Access Panel

10 Screen

11 Inspection Door
12 Access Door
13 Access Door
144,APU Cowling
15 Aft Structure
16 Access Panel
17 Left Section, Main

gotor Fairing e
18 Access Door
19 No. 1 Engine Aft

Cowling
20 TransmiSsion Service

Platform

Figure 30. - Engine And transmission

closed position), and an4aft engine cowling.
Tile canted firewall separates'the two engine
compartments. froth the transmission compart-
ment. The center firewall 'separates the
two engine compartments 'from :. each other
and contains, one large opening fitted with
a removable cover. The opening permits ac-
cess to disconnect plugs, throttle linkage.,
and the power turbine tachometer-generator
of the No. 2 engine. In each engine compart-
ment, overboard drain lines are incorporated
for fuel, lubrication, and water condense-

32

21 No. 1 Engine Service
Platform
Fitting22

23 Bolt, Washer, Nut
24 Forward Engine

Cowling
25 No. 2 Engine Service

Platform
26 Channel
27 Engine Inlet

Ice Shield
28 Screw.

compartment structure and fairing.

tion. Access to the engine compartments
is gained by hinging down the engine service
platforms and removing the aft engine cowl-
ings.

4

Engine Cowlings

The aft engine cowling (figure 30,

items 1 and 19) is a heat-resistant remov-
able covering made of titanium. The forward.'



engine cowling iS a removable covering made
of fiberglass. The aft engine cowling is
rimmed for engine maintenance. The forward
Asleme cowling ("T" cowl) :can be remmved
only yhen the engine ,,inlet ice Shield is
reamed. The cowlings are secured by fast..
eners.

Firewalls

A center firewalle (figure 30), sepa-
rates -the engine compartments and a canted
fireWail Separates each engine compartment
from the transmission compartaant.,Fabricae-
ted of heat-resistant titanium, they also
act as supports for the,cowlings and engine
service platforms. The firewall, separating
the engine Compartments, has an opening
fitted with a remdVablia titanium cover.

The opening permits access to disconnect
plugs, thrOttle lihkage, and-power_turbine
tachometer-generator on the No. 2 engine.

The canted firewalls incorporate special

seals enciArcling the engine shaft support
to prevent fire seeping through the fire-
walls.

Ir

Transmission service platforms

A-transmission service platform (figure
30 item 4), below 'and outboard on both

sides of the main gear box, providesa work
area with a.capacity of two men each. EaCh
transmission serfrice platform has a securing
'mechanism and is supported by cord and cable
assemblies. The securiLg mechanism consists
of a thumb latch, spring-loaded handle,

tube, and latches. When the platforms are
in the closed poaition, they form part of
the main'rotor fairing.

Main Rotor Fairing,
\

,The main rotor fairing (figure 30,

items 2 and 17) protects transmission com-
partment components from weather and foreign
matter. Its configuration is designed to

reduce air turbulence. Roused within the
fairing ..are ,the main gear box, primary hy-
draulic system pressure transmitter, genera-

, tors,. lateral and fore-and-aft servocylin-
deriand the primary, auxiliary, and utility
hydraulic systea. pumps and associated val-
ves, tubing, and conneCtors. The transmis-
Sion service platforms and the two access

33
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panels allow limited maintenance operations
within the transmission compartment. For
sudh operations as removing the main gear
box, the complete main rotor fairing must
be removed.

Aft Main Rotor Fairing

The aft main rotor fairing (figUre
30, item 15) serves as a protective housing'
against weather and foreign matter for the
main 4 gear box oil cooler, primary, auxil-
iary, and utility reservoirs, utility and .

auxiliarr pressure transmitters, fire ex-
tinguisher bottles, and associated valves,
tubing, connectors, and wiring housed within
the fairing. A group of access panela per-
mits servicing, repairs, ''or replacement
within ,the aft main rotor fairing..Stream-
line configuration of, the fairing reduces
air turbulence.

Auxiliary POwer Unit (APU) Service Platfarm

An APU service platform (figure 29),

below and outboard of the APU, provides
a 'work area with one man capacity. The plat-
form-lathes at the top and has two hinges
at the bottom. When unlatched and lowered
for, use, the platform is supported by two
cables? When closed, the platform' forms

a flush fitting contour with the helicopter
fuselage. The Apu service platforin may be

remov%d by disconnecting cables and remov-
ing hinge pins.

Transmission ComPartment

The transmissiOn compartment, aft of
the engine compartment, houses the main
gear box and other components and electrical
units. The main rotor fairings protect these
components from weather and foreign matter.
Access tO the transmission compartment is
gained from the right or left transmission
service platform and from the cabin when
the main gear box drip pan is removed.

Engine Inlet Ice Shield

Provisio st for moUnting an engine
inlet ice shield (figure 30,,item 27) for-
ward of the engine inlets to prevent objects
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_fir being ingested into the engines. The
ice Shield codsists of a plastic Skin bonded
to an'aluminum angle frame, which is screwed
to the fuselage.

SPONSOR

Watertight sponsons (figure 31, item
I), on both sides of the helicopter, support
the main landing gear and provide stability
to the helicopter while in the water. On
the outboard side of each ,sponson is an
auxiliary flotation, bag, and in the left-
hand sponson are tiro auxiliary flotation
air. cylinders. Each sponson has drains and
access covers for draining and inspection
of bilges and fairings for 'servicing the
main landing gear and hover lights. The
auddliary flotation system is aCtuated man.-
ually inside ihe cabin and from overhead
the copilotts seat.

PiREWALL

5

C

bottom structure contains the electronics
compartment, fuel cells, fuel,selector val-
ves, and interconnecting fuel lines. Fiber-
glass liners 'are provided to protect fuel
cells from damage.. The bottom structure
skeleton is covered with plating which is
sealed and riveted to form .a watertight
unit.

0

CABIN FLOORING

The floor surfaces include removable
floor. panels, All flooring is constructed
of two aluminum sheets with honeycomb core.
Circular access covers are mounted, over
the fuel cells. Other access covers and
panels are provided for components below
the cabin flooring.

RJEL ala,- LINERS

"AMOY COMPARTMENT
COCKPIT

C ELECTRONICS COMPARTMENT
O AEC S COMPARTMENT

INIVNI COMPARTMENT
TRANSimSSION,NO AUXIUARY
ROMEO UNn COMPARTMENTS

Figure 31.

FLIGHT CONTROLS COMPARTMENT

G CAM
H BOTTOM- STRUCTURE

I SPONSON
I Ain EUSBAGE
X HEATER COmPAIITMENT

PYtON

Fhselage compartmehts.

The flight controls compartment (figuie
31), aft of the pilot's seat in the forward
portion "of the cabin, houses part of the
flight controls system,.the auxiliary servo-
cylinder, mixer unit, and mechanical link-
age. ACcess to the compartment is gained
through a door on the cabin side of the
compartment.

BOTTOM STRUCTURE

The bottom structure extends the length
the fuselage, ending at the ramp. The

Fiberglass fuel cell liners preveqt
the" fuel cells fromichafing dn the helicop-
ter struc,ture. Each cell is protected on
the bottdm by two pref6rmed liners . which
fit "the contour of the helicopter bottom
structure. In addition, a limer is sechred
to the aft side of the bulkhead, dividing
the forward fuel cells, and another liner
is secured to the forward side of the bulk-
head, dividing the aft fuel celli.
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FUSELAGE AFT SECTION

The fuselage aft section (figure 31,
item J) serves to extend the airframe and



support the pylon. The pylon is joined to
the _aft section and is removable.

PYLON

The pylon (figure 31, item L)Aupports
the intermediate gear box, section IX of
the tail drive shift, tail gear box, tail
rotor and associated controls, position and
rotating beacon anti-collision lights, and
the stabilizer- It is secured to the fuse-
lage aft 'section. The trailing edge is
streamlined by removable fairings which
house the intermediate gear box, section IX
of the tail drive.ihaft, and the tail rotor
control system. The top. i3 covered by a
removable fiberglass fairing, which houses
the tail gear box and supporta the rotating
beacon anti-collision light. Four retract-
able steps are on the lefeside and two on
the right side. Thb step may be extended by

3 pushing in, turning counterclockwise, And
pulling outward. A spring holds the step in
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the extended position. When retracted, the
step is held in position by a pin which ,is

- turned into a locking slot.

STABILIZZR AND STRUT

_ The stabilizer (figure 32, item 1),
install"' on the pylon, is a fixed, hori-
zontal airfoil which provides logitudinal
stability. It is composed bf ribs, bracket,
angles,, beams, aluminum alloy skin, and
-a fiberglass tip. It is bolted to and sup-
ported vertically by the strut and bolted
at fittings at the.reot end And upper pylon.

OABIti EQUIPMENT

The cabin (figure 34) located from-
station 137.0 to station 379.5 is capable
of 'carrying cargo, personnel, litters, and,

1 Stabilizer
2 Bolt, Washers, Nut,

Cotter Pin
3 Cover Plat
4 Screw Washer

5 Bolt, Washers, Nut,
Cbtter Pin

6 Cover Plate
7 Screw, Washr
8 Deleted

50.0

.r.""

9 Strut
10 Bolt, Washer, Ball Seat,

Washer, Nut, Cotter Pin
11 Deleted
12 Deleted

Figuie 32. - Stabiliier.
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4 4.

13 Bolt, Washer,
Nut, Cotter Pin

14 Delked
15 Deleted
16 Deleted
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SEAT, Lirren raTINaf

AFT RAMP

STA
MO

Figure 33. - Tiedown fittings, location.

wheeled vehicles. The impact and wear-resis-
tant cabin floor has a positive non-skid
surface for personnel footing, and skid

strips to facilitate the movement of cargo

and provide floor protection. The cabin
floor is divided into six sections and capa-
ble of sustaining static loads of 200 pounds
per square foot. Tiedown fittings, rated

at 2,500 pounds, are installed on the cabin
floor to facilitate cargo tiedown, and are

provided with fittings that serve as troop-
seat and litter attachment points. The cabin
contains a personnel door and a ramp, both
of which may be used for loading personnel
and cargo. When loading the helicopter,

refer to T.O. 1-18-40, Handbook of Weight

and Balance Data.

CARGO LOADING STATIONS

The cabin is divided .into marked cg
stations ,between fuselage stations,150 and
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375. Cargo loading scales, correspondihg

to these marked stations, are provided on

the load adjuster. The cg loading stations
are marked at eye level for easy reference.

CABIN FLOOR

The cabin floor, made up of 1 -inch -
thick honeycomb floor, panels, is supported
by transverse'bulkheads and beams. Xhe cabin
floor is approximately 310.5 inches long
and 76 inches wide. The forward ramp forms
the last 68 inchea of horizonial floor.
The floor has a positive-non-skid surface.
Three rows of low friction longitudinal
skid strips are installed 'on top.of the
cabin floor to provide floor protection
and facilitate cargo handling. The cabin
floor area, is designed to support a maximum
load of 200 pounds per square foot; however,
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4,1

higher weights may be carried if shoring The type of tiedown fitting (figure
is used to distribute the weight over a 33) used is the combination cargo restraint
larger area. and lug for troop seat and litter floor

37

attachments. The recessed tiedown fittings
have 4 2,500-pound Testraint capability.
The 2,500-pound tiedown fittings are used
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to secure cargo, litter support straps,
troop seat legs, and the crewman's safety
harness.

TIEDOWN DEVICES

Various types of 'tiedown devices may
be used for securing cargo. One type is
a turnbuckle arrangement for tightening the
tiedown chains; another is a webbed type
strap with hooks for attaching to tiedown
fittings.

' 1

1,*



REVIEW

IIn this section, the description of the HH...3F helicopter will help
you in completing preflights, postflights, and succeseful SAR missions.

(Now anwer the following review questions.)

15. What are some of the features of the
HH-3F helicopter?

1. Retractable nose landing gear
2. five-blade tail rotor '

3. A utility hydraulic system used
to provide power for an automatic
flight control system .

4. An ameliary power unit for driv-
ing the gear box accessories

5. Three separate hydraulic systems

A. 1, 24 and 3 only
B. 3, 4, and 5 only
C. 1, 2, 4, and 5
D. 1, 2, 3, and 4

16. What is theminimum tail rotor ground
clearance when the blades are rotating?

A.

B.

C.

D.

6 ft. 3 in.
6 fp. 6 in.
7 ft. 4 in.
7 ft. 9 in.

17. Access to the electronics compartment
is gained by

A. going through the deck opening
,1 in the cabin

B. :removing the plate on the fuselage
C. Opening the nose door
D. walking aft in the cabin

18. Damage has occurred to the forward
engine cowling of an HH -3F helicopter. To
remove this piece of cowling for repair,
what else must you remove?

A. Main rotor cowling
B. ' Aft engine cowling
C. &gine inlet ice shield
D. Number one engine
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15.-C The utility system supplies
hydraulic power to the ramp,
hoist, and landing gear.
Refer to page 25)

16.-D (Refer to page 29)

17.-C (Refer to page 25)'

18.-C (Refer to page 33)
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19. The right-hand sponson'is equipped with
which of the following? )

1. Drain ports
2. Hover light
3. Bilge access covers
4. Auxiliary flotation air cy-

linders

A. 2 and 4 mnly
B. 3 and 4 only
C. 1, 2, and 3 only
D. 1, 2, 3, and 4

20. How is the auxiIiary flotation sys-
tem actuated?

A. Man4ally
B. Electrically
Q. Hydraulically
D: Electromechanically

21. The fuel cells are prevented from chaf-
ing on the helicopter structure by
fuel cell liners.

A. rubber
B. fibPglass
C. plastic
D. Battglite

22. The cabin floor ii designed to sustain
static loads of pounds per square
foot.

A. 200
B. 400
C. 2,000
D. 2,500
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19.-C The auxiliary flotation air cylin-
ders are in the left-hand sponson.
(Refer to page 34)

20.-A The handles in the cabin over-
head are actuated. (Refer to
page 34)

21.-B (Refer to page 34)

22.-A (Refer to page

. Nr



ELECTRICAL POWER

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able to:

1. Describe the HH-3F electrical supply systems, AC and DC.

2. Identify the AC power supply system components and eiplain
their use.

3. Idefitify the DC power supply system cOMpon'ents and explain
their use.

4. Summarize the external power supply system.

5. Identify the lighting equipment uaed on,the HH-3F and explain
its use.

ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

Two brushleas generators supply 115/200
volt, three phase, 400-Hertz AC power to
the electrical system. Three trAsformers
provide 26-volt single-phase AC power. Both
generators also supply 28-volt DC power
to the electrical system control circuits.
Two converters provide 28-volt DC control
and operating power. One battery supplies
24-volt PC power.

ALTERNATING CURRENT POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

AC power iA supplied by two generators
designated as No. 1 and No. 2. Associated
system components are designated in a sin1.-%
lar manner. System operation is automatic;
control 'switches -on the overhead switch
panel and monitoring caution-advisory light
capsules on the taution-advisory panel are
provided. Normally, associated primary and
monitored bus,loads are assumed by each
generator. Primary bus loads are those that
are essential for night instrument flight,
and monitor bus loads 'are' not essential
for this type of flight. If either generator
fails, its primary bus load is automati-
cally transferred to the remaining genera-
tor. With a failed generator, all monitor
bus loads are automatically dropped. An
AC external power receptacle permits use
of an AC, external power unit for ground
power application.

tit

Generators

, Two 115/200-volt, 3 -phase, 400-Hertz,
PMG, -AC generators are mounted on and are
driven by theaccessory section of the main
gear -box. Generator output varies with,tem-
perature and altitude (approximately 20 KVA
at sea 'level to 25.. KVA at 15,000 feet
altitude). Generator AC voltage is delivered
to the associated supervisory panel and
generator contactor relay. The permanent
magnet sections of the generators alsb de -
velopmrDC power to be.used in the control
circuits. This DC power is delivered to the
associated. supervisory panel. The auxiliary
power unit (APU) drives thet' generators
through, the main gear box accessory section
when the rotor rpm is below 100% Nr. When
the totor speed reaches 100% Nr, the acces
sory section is driven through the main.gear
box.

Supervisory Panels

The supervisory panels designated No.
1 and No."2 provide-control for all AC re-
lay's and one DC relay lin the electrical
system. When the No. 1 generator is develop-

.

ing normal AC power and the generator switch
is placed ON, De power from the same genera-
tor will be used by the No. 1 supervisory
panel to close the No. 1 generator contactor
relay. Closing tfle No. 1 generator contactor
relay permits the No. 1 generator to power

41
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the No. 1 AC- primary bus and to deliver
28 volts DC to the AC monitor bus relay.
In addition, closing the relay opens the

No. 1 generator caution light circuit, caus-
ing the 'light to go out. The No. 2 super-
visory panel operates the same way to power
the No. 2 Ac primary bus and to turn out
the No.2 caution light-. DC power from the

No. 2 supervisory panel also closes the

AC monitor bus control relay, and the No.

1 and No. 2 monitor bue contactox relays.
Therefore 28-volt DC pqwer is required
from boll; the No. 1 and No. 2 supervisory

panels to energize the AC and DC monitor
buses. If either generator fails to produce
28 volts DC, the primary DC bus supplies
backup DO voltage to eaCh supervisory panel

, through circuit breakers. The circuit break-
ers, located on the overhead circuit breaker
panel, are marked 1 and 2 under the general
heading PMG BACKUP.

The supervisory panels provide protec-

tion for the electrical system. AC power
delivered to .the panel from its associated
generator is monitored by the-panel for open
phase,. overvoltage, .and undervoltage at all
times. The panel monitors for underfrequency
when the helicopter is on the ground with
its main landing gear struts compressed,

activatim the scissors switch...If any of

the monitored cqnditions are not normal, the
generator contactor relay will open, taking
the ,associated generator off.the line, de -
energizing all monitor buses, and illuminat-

ing the assocbated generator cautid4 light.
If the generator fails, primary AC bue loads
will be switched automatically to the re-

maining generatdr.

Generator Switches

The generator switches are located on

the overhead switch panel (figure 37) under

the general heading 1 GEN 2 and have the

marked positions ON-OFF RESET-TEST. Placing
the switch on the ON position puts the

respective generator on the line by closing
the generator contactor relay. The OFF-RESET
position turns the generator off and resets
the cycle. The TEST position is used only

for maintenance.

'Generator Caution Lights

Two generator caution lights, marked

#1 GEN and 42 GEN respectively, are located
on t'he caution-advisory panel. These lights
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.will illuminate whenever the associated gen.
erator is taken off the line by opening the

'generator contactor relay, which causes the
_caution light circuitoto be completed. The
generator caution lights are powered by the
DC primary bua and are protected by circuit
breakers on the overhead circuit breaker
panel.,The circuit breakers are marked No. 1

and No. 2 under the general headings GENER-
ATOR and INDICATOR LTS.

Autotransforiers

Three autotransformere .in the AC sys-

tem convert 115-volt power from the primary

AC buses to 26 volts. Two of the autotrans-

formers are powered by the No. 1 primary

bus and are protected by circuit breakers

in the copilot's overhead circuit breaker

panel. -The circuit breakers are marked 26V
XMFR and RADIO XMFR 26V OB under-the general

heading No. 1 AC PRI. The autotransformer

protected, by the circuit *breaker marked

26V XMFR supplies 26 volts AC to the co-

pilot's AN/ASN-50 compass copilot's ID-250

RMI card, primary hydraulic pressure gage,

transmission oil pressure gage, and the No.

1 engine torque sensori' and oil pressure

gages. The autotransformer protected by the

circuit breaker marked RADIO XMITt 26V OB

eppplies 26 volts AC to the pilot's AN/ASN-

50 compass, pilot's ID-250 RMI card, both

pilot's ID-250 pointers, AN/AYN-1, AN/APN-

175, AN/ARN-73, AN/ARN-87 (NVA-22A), AN/ARN-

52(V) and AN/ARA-25. The-third autotransfor-

mer is powered by the No. 2 primary bus and

is protected by a circuit breaker on the

pilot's overhead circuit breaker panel (fig-

ure /5). The circuit breaker is marked 26V
XMFR under the general heading No. 2 AC PRI.
This autotransformer supplies 26.volts AC to

operate the primary and utility hydraulic

pressure gages and the No. 2 engine oil

pressure and torque slpsor gages.

AC Utility Power Receptacles

Two 115-volt AC 400 Hertz utility re-

ceptacles are provided. The receptacles re-

i

ceive powe

''

from the No. LAC monitor bus

through tw circuit breakers on the.copi-

lot's over ead vircuit breaker panel. The

circuit breakers are macked CABIN and XMSN
under the general headings UT RECP and NO. 1

AC N.
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Figure 35. - Pilot's over;:lead circuit breaker panel.

Alternating Current Circuit Breakers

Alternating current circuit breakers,

are located an the pilot.'s and copilot's'

overhead cirtuit breaker panels (figures

35 and 36).

DIRECT CURpENT POWER'.
SUPPLY SYSTEM '

for flight under night instrument condi-

tions whereas monitor bui loads are those

not essential for this typo of flight. If

one converter falls, the associated reverse

current cutopt relay will remove the failed

converter from the DC primary bum. Tho re-
maining converter will assume the DC pri

A mary bus loads, and the DC monitored bus

loads will be dropped. The battery can pro-

Vide power to the DC primary bus when no

other source is available. The DC external

power receptacle an4 associated circuitry

permit use of an external powerwunit for

ground power application./ DC power is supplied by two 28-volt,

200-ampere converters, designated as No.

1 and No. 2, which are ponered by the No.

1 and No. 2 AC primary buses respectively.
The. DC Systall operation is automatic; con-

trol switches ,and converter caution lights

are provided. Normally, primaryland monitor

bua loads 'are assumed by both converters.

Primary bus Ludt, are those loads essential.

r 43

Converters

are
The

:-

Two 200-ampere, 28-volt DC converters

located id the electronics compartment.

converters require an AC input,from
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Figure, 36!. Copilot!s overhead!

!

the generaiors or from an AC external power.
sanrce. The two 'converters are designated
as ',Igo, 1 and No. 2, and the aSsociated com
ponents are, designated in a similar manner.
Both converters normally suPply power to
the DC primary .bus, The DC primary bus sup
°plies power to the DC monitor bus. The No.
1 converter receives threephase power from
.the No. 1 AC primary bus, and the No. 2
c6nverter receives ihreephase power from
the No. 2 AC primarrbus. The AC inp4 is
°stepped down, rectified, and filtered within
each converter, and the DC output is fed
to the associated reverse current cutout
relay, During normal operation, DC power
from the reverse Acurrent cutout relay is
fed to the DC primally bus. If either conver-

circuit breaker panel.

_ter or either AC generator fails, the moni
for bus is automatically dropped from the
line, and an appropriate cautiorv light will
illuminate. The reverse curilent cutout relay
prevents current flow from the DC primary
bus to a failed conxerter., The DC monitor
tins will be dropped from the line if ihe
AC monitor bus relay is openThe_DC monitor
bus relay must be closed for the Ainitor
bus to receive power. Power to clo'se this
relay comes from the DC sprimary bus and

' is routed.through the No. '2 and the No.
1 reverse current cutout relays. If either

'converter, either reverse current cutout
relay, or either AC generator is inoperative
(or- if either cOnverteer _switch is OFF),
the DC monitor bus will be dropped from

to.



the line. The No. V converter is protected

Thy a circuit breaker on the copilot's over-

head cirCuit breaker panel (figure 36).

The circuit breaker is marked No. 1 CON-

VERTER under the general heading No. 1 AC

PRI. The ,No. 2 converteriS protected by

a circuit breaker ofi the Pilot's overhead

circuit breaker panel. The circuit breaker

is marked No. 2 CONVERTER under the general

heading NO.'2'AC

Converter Switches

Tile converter switches are located on

the, overhead switch Panel under the general

heading 1 CONVERTER 2 and marked ON and OFF.'

Converter Caution ights

Two converter caution' lights, marked

#1 CONV and #2 CONY, :are located on the
caution-advisory panel. Failure of a conVer-

,ter, or reverbe. Current cutout relay (or

turning 4 converter switch OFF) witli-willtri=
-nate the aseociated caution light. *

Battery

A 24-volt, 22-ampere'hour niCkel bad-

miUm -battery, located in the nOse seCtion

forward, of the pilot's compartMent, is ad-

cesSible from outside the helicopter. Bat-

tery power is used ,for limited ground opera-

tions, when no external power is' available,

and as an emergency source of power to the

DC primary tus. The battery bus is continu-

ally energiied and provides'poWer for the

anchor lights. The battery bus iS Connected

'to the DC primary > bus when' the battery

switch is ON.

BATTERY OVERTEMPERATURE WARNING

SYSTEM

When a battery temperature of 135' (t5')F

lis deteqed by the battery oVer-temgerature

sensing unit, a BAT OVTEMP light on the

caution panel will illuminate. At this time, the ,

battery must be removed from its charging

source by placing the batted switch OFF. The

BAT PVTEMP caution light will go out when

the battery cools to about 95'F or when all

power is turned off. The caution light is powered

by the dc primary bus.

Battery Switch

The battery switch(figure 37), located

on the overhead switch panel, is labeled

BATTERY, with .positions marked ON and OFF.'
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DC Utility Power Reteptacle

Three 28-volt DC utility receptacles

are installed. The receptacles receive power

from the DC monitor bus through three cir-

cuit breakers on the pilot's overhead cir-.

breaker panel. ,The circuit breakers are

marked COCKPIT, CABIN, and XMSN under the

general headings UT RECEPTACLE, MON, and DC. .

Direct Ctrrent Circuit, Breakers

, Direct* current circuit breakers are

located on 411 three overhead circuit break-

er panels and on the battery bus cirCuit

lireaker panel.

EXTERNAL twill

External Power Switch

The external power switch J.S located

on the overhead Awitch pan 1 under the head-

ing, EXT PWR with positions Marked ON. and

OFF. .The external power switch is protected

by a circuit breaker on the overhead circuit

breaker panel. The circuit breaker is marked

EXT PWR under the general heading DC PRI

BUS.

External)Power AdviSory Light

The external power advisory light, lo-

cated on the caution-advisory panel and

marked EXT POWER, will illuminate when the

external power switch is ON and-external

power is being supplied to the aircraft.,

AC External Power Receptacle

The AC external power receptacle,is'

located on the left side of the fuselege

aft of the sponson, and is used to connect

115/200-volt, 3-phase, 400-Hertz 'power tO

the helicopter. A phase sequence relay is

is incorpoiated to sense proper'external

power phase rotation. If external AG power

is connected to the receptacle and the phase

rotation is^ incorrect, power will.not be

applied to the electrical system. However, ,

if the phase rotation is correct, DC power

will pass through the phase sequence relay

and.. close- the external power contactor re-
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.Figure 37. Overhead control and circuit breaker panels.

lay, thus admitting external 3phase powei Two different type external power Units
into the AC electrical system. ,May' be used to provide AC external power.
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One type-,provides AC poweeonly, and the
other provides AC power and.28-volt pc con-
trol power to the Phase sequence relay.
When external power units providing AC power
only are plugged into the helicopter,- power
is delivered through the- phase sequence
relay.. to the external power contactor. In
this confibration, the battery switch And'
the external power switch must both be ON.
The battery Switch must ,be ON to..power the
DC primary buS, and the external power
switch must be ON to permit the DC primary
bus to supply control power to the phase,
sequence relay. If AC phase rotation is
correct, DC control power will pass through
the phase sequence relay to illuminate the
external _power advisOry light, and.close
the exteihal power contactor relak and both
AC monitor bus contactor relays. Closing
these relays will allow the AC power system
to 'function normally With the converter
switches ON, the .DC Monitor, bus control
relay, and the DC monitor bus reLay'Will.
close, and the.DC power System will function
normally. If external power is to be,used
for 'An extended period of time the battery,
switch should be placed OFF to avoid pqssi-
ble overcharging."Hhen external power units
providing both AQ and DC power are plugged,
in, the AC Power is-deliVered to the phase
sequenCe relay and.the exteiTal power con-
tactor. .In .this configuration, only ,the
external power switch need,be ON to permit
the DC control circuit to close the external
power, contactor relay if AC phase,rotation
is correct. The external power switch in
the ON Position also permits external DC
pager to -illuminate the external power ad-
visory light and close the DC monitor bus
relay, providing power to the DC primary
and monitor bus.

. DC External Power Receptacle

The, DC -external power receptacle,is
located on the right side of the fuselage
below the pilot's window and- is used to
connect 28,rvolt DC power to the helicopter.
With the external power switch ON, 28-volt
DC power from an external power source is
delivered through the DC power receptacle
to illuminate the external power advisory
light, close 'the external power relay,An-
ergize. the DC primary bus, and close the
DC monitor bus relay, providing power to
the DC monitor bus.

f

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
(See figure 38.)

INTERIOR LIGHTS

Pilot's and Copilot's Flight Instrument Pa-
nel rights

The pilot's and copilot's flight in-
strument panel lights and VOR-TACAN selector
lights are individually controlled by rheo-
stats marked PILOT FLT INST and COPILOT
FLT AST, located on the overhead switch
panel. With the PrLOT FLT INST or COPILOT
FLT INST rheostats .16 the OFF position,
the VOR-TACAN lights will operate with a
bright, fixed intensity.-- The VOR-TACAN
switch turns the appropriate VOR or TACAN
light on. The intensity of the flight in-
strument lights 'may be Varied by rotating
each- rheostat. The copilot's flight instru-
ment lights operate from the No. 1 AC
primary bus and are protected by a circuit
breaker on the copilot's 'circuit breaker
panel. The'circuit breaker is marked CO -PLT
FLT DST under the general headings CEPT LTS 0

and NO 1 Ad PRI. The pilot's flight instru-
,ment -lights operate from tht No. 2 AC
primary bus, and are protected by a circUit
breaker on the pilot's circuit breaker pa-
nel. The circuit breaker is marlyed PILOT FLT
INST under the general headings'CKPT LTS and
NO 2 AC PRI.

NonFlight Insirument'Lights
-

The non-flight instruMent panel-lights
are controlled by a'rheostat, marked NON-
FLT INST, located on the overhead switch
panel. The intensity of the engine and
transmission instrument ligthts, the hydrau-
lic Pressure. gage.lights,-the fuel manage-
ment backlighting, and fuel qUantity lights
may be varied by rotating the rheostat.
The nonflight-instrument lights operate from
the No. 1 AC primary bus and are.protected
by a circuit breaker" on the copilot's cir-
cuit breaker panel. The circuit breaker is
marked NON-FLT INST under the general head-
ings CKPT LTS and NO 1 AC PRI.

Console and Overhead Panel Lights

The white lights on the center console,
the overhead switch panel, the pilot's side
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console, the copilot's side console, and

the MARKER HEACON/RAWS control panel are

controlled by rheostats on the oVerhead

switch panel. The rheostats are under the

tieading CONSOLES LOWER and OVHD. An addi
tional rheostat for red lighting oon the
lOwer center console, pilots' side console;

and copilots' side console is-on the over

head switch, Panel under the headings LOWER

bONSOLE RED LIGHTS. The center console

lights operate from the No. 2 AC primary bus

and are protected by a circuit breaker on

the pilot's circuit breaker panel. The cir

.cuit breaker is marked CSL LOWER under the

general headings CKPT LTS and NO 2 AC PRI.

The ,cockpit overhead panel lights operate

from the No. 1 AC primary bus and are

proiected by a circuit breaker on the copi
lot's circuit breaker panel. The circuit
breaker.is marked CSL OVHD under the general
headings CKPT LTS and NO 1 AC PRI.

Cockpit Dome Lights and Secondary Instru
mmnt Light

There is one red and one white dome

light on the cockpit overhead dome light

panel. These lights are controlled by a

guarded switch on the dome light panel.

The switch is marked DOME LIGHTS CKPT

with the marked positions RED; OFF and WHT.

This switch will supply white light of a

fixed intensity. In addition, the red dome

light may be used as a-secondary instrument

light. When the red dome light is used as

an instrument light, it should be turned

on and its intensity adjusted with the rheo
stat, marked SECONDARY 1NST, on the overhead

switch 'panel. These lights are powered by

the DC primary bus and are_protected by

a circuit breaker on the overhead circuit
breaker panel. The circuit breaker is marked
COCKPIT DOME under the general headings TNT

LTS and DC PRI MS.

Cockpit Utility Lights

Two portable utility lights with toiled cords

are secured, pne on each outboard side of the

cockpit above the sliding windows. The lights may

be adjusted on .their mountings to direct the light

beams, .or their may be removed and used as
portable lights. On helicopters modified by TCTO
111(3)F-582, two additional mounting points ere

installed; one in front of each pilot's sliding

window..The utility lights are each controlled by a

rheostat or a pushbutton, located on the end of

_each light casing. The lens casing of the light

may be rotated to position a red filter converting

the white light to a red light. The cockpit utility

tights operate from the DC primary bus and are
proteCted 1iy a circuit breaker on the overhead
circuit breaker panel. The circuit -breaker is



breaker is marked COCKPIT DOME under the

general headings rNT LTS and DC PRI BUS.

` Scroll Checklist Light

The scroll checklist light is control-

led. by an on-off rheostat switch mounted

on the left side of the checklist container.

The icroll checklist light operates from

the DC primary bus through a circuit breaker

on the overhead circuit breaker panel. The

circuit breaker is marked CHECK LIST under
the general headings INT LTS and DC PRI.BUS.

Navigator's Panel Light Control

The navigator)s. panel light control

rheostat, marked PNL LTS, is located on

the radio rack in front of the mavigator'i
table. The'rheostat controls light intensity
of the,LORAN pontrol panel. The night light-

ing for the BF head, INTERICS panel, and
RADIO panel is controlled by the LOWER CON-

SOLE RED LIGHTS rheostat located on the

overhead switch panel in the cockpit The

navigator panel lights operate from the No.

2 AC primary bus and are protected by a
eircult breaker on the pilot's circuit

breaker panel. The circuit breaker is marked
NAV' under the general headings CREW LTS and
NO. 2 AC PRI.

Navigator Utility Light

to
A portable utility light, with coiled

cord and mounting base, is secured to the

left side of the cabin beside the naviga-

tor's table. The light is controlled by

a rheostat on thampunting base. The light

may be adjusted on its mounting base to

direct the light beam, or it maybe removed

and used as a portable light. The utility

light can be adjusted to operate as a red

or white light. The navigator's utility

light operates from the No. 2 AC primary

bus and is protected by a circuit.breaker

on th pilot's overhead circuit breaker

panel. ,The circuit breaker is marked MAP

LT un r tht general.heading NO; 2 AC-PRI.

Hoist Operator's Panel Light Control
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ted forward of the cargo door below the
hover trim control. The hoist operator panel

lights operate' from the No. 2 AC primary

bus and are protected by a circuit breaker ,

on the pilot's circuit breaker panel.. The

circuit breaker .is marked HOIST under the'

general tipa4ings CREW LTS and No. 2 AC PRI;

Cabin Dome lights

The four cabin dome lights (9, figure

38) are controlled by a guarded switch on

the cockpit dome light, panel. The switch

is marked CABIN under the general heading .

DOME LIGHTS, with marked positions RED, OFF,
WHT. The cargo compartment dome lights are
equipped with a red and white lamp. The red,
or white ligh#may be turned on at any_time

DC power is available at the DC monitor bus.,,
The white light.may be turned on only if the

guard is lifted. The cabin dome lights

operate from, the bc monitor bus and are

protected by a circuit breaker, located on

the pilot's circuit breaker panel. The Cir-
cuitbreaker is uarked CABIN DOME LTS under

the general headingt DC MON:

Standby Compass Light

,The standby compass on-off switch is

on the compass casing, and the 'intensity

is controlled by the nonflight instrument

rheostat, powered by the Ne. 1 AC primary

bus.

Loading Lights

Two loading lights (10 and 14, figure

38), one in the ceiling of the cabin above

the. ramp and one in the bottom of the tai

pylon, provide illumination for the r

loading area. The lights are contro ed .

by a two-position switch, marked LO ENG

LTS, ON, OFF, Iodated on'the overhead switch

panel. The loading lights receive power

from the DC primary bus and are protected

by a circuit breaker on the overhead circuit
breaker panel. The circuit breaker is marked
LOADING under the general headings EXTERIOR
LTS and DC PRI BUS. '

. The hoist operator's panel light.con- , EXTERIOR LIGHTS

trol\rheostat, Marked PANEL LIGHTS, is loca- (See figure 38.)
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Controllable.Searchlight

The lorward.facing searchlight located'
in the ose of the helicopter can move on
its' hinged mounting bracket forward and
downs through a 120* arc. In.addition# the
searchlight can rotate 3600 in either direc-
tion on its axis. However, it is restricted
to 450 left or right until the unit has
extended" forward and down 1100 to 120°,
at which time the light will rotate 360°.
The extend motor, rotate 'motor, limit ?
switches and lamp are enclosed in waterproof
housings.

There are three searchlight position
control switches, one located on each col-

.

lective pitch' grip, mirked SLT,TRAIN, and
the-third on the copilot's searchlight and
ICS switch panel. The illumination switch,
labeled SEARCH, iith the marked positions
STOW, OFF, and ON, is on the.overhead switch
panel. under the general heading EXTERIOR
LTS. The SLT.TRA1N switch is a spring-load-
ed, four-position; thumb switch, center po-
sition OFF, with marked positions, FWD, AFT,
L, and R. Placing'the SEARCH Switch in the
ON position lights the controllable Spot-
light and furnishes power to the SLT TRAIN
switcl" to-control the searchlight movement.
When the SLT TRAIN switch is placed in the
FWD position, the controllable searchlight
extends , by revolving, forward and down a Position Lights

staximum of 120° from its stowed position,.
and AL may, be stopped at any intermediate \
positiM by releaiing the switch. Placing The position lights (17, figure 38),
the switch in the AFT popition retracts the located on.the sponsons and alon,, are con-
light until the searchligHt is in the fully trolled by two switchW on tfie overhead
stowed position. By placing the switch in switch Panel. The switches ire marked POSI-
the L or R positions, the searchlight will TION under the general heading ,EXTERIOR LTS.'
rotate to the left or right. The search- The switch will turn the lights on in a
light position control switch mounted on the STEADY or FLASH configuration or twirl the
copilot's linding light and ICS switch panel lights OFF. The switch, marked DIM and 'BRT
operates in the same manner, and _is marked will adjust the intensity of the lights
LDG LTS with the marked positions FWD, AFT, accordingly when they are in the STEADY or .

L, and R. If the SEARCH switch is placed in FLASH configuration. The position lights
the STOW position while the cOntrollable 4 operate, from thp DC primary bus and are
searchlight is extended," the _searchlight . protected by a dircuit breaker on the over-0
will automatically go out and then retract- head circuit breaker panel. The circuit
to the stowed position. The switch is then breaker is marked POS under the general'
placed in the OFF position. ° headings EXTERIOR,LTS and DC PRI Bus.

The controllable searchlight operates
the DC primary bus and is protected

by circuit breakers on the overhead circuit
breaker panel. The circuit breakers are A. I

Hover. Lights

Four hover lights, 6n1 loanted on each
side of the electronics cbipartment door
and one located on the lower leading edge
of each sponson, are controlled by a push-
button -switch, marked FLOOD HOVEA, on the
overhead switch panel. The button portion
of the switch is i green lens fhat illumi-
nates when the switch is pressed,to illujni-
nate the hover lights, and goes out when
the button is pressed to turn off the hover
lights. The hover lights illuminatean area
forward and below the helicopter. The hover
lights lperate from the DC monitor bus and
are protected "by- three circuit breakers,
located on, the pilot's circuit breaker pa-
nel. The circUit breakers,are marked CONT,
LH, ind RH under the general headings FLOOD
.LTS, and DC MON.

CAUTION

The. hover lights should not be left
illuminated far more than 15 minutes

- at a time, to prevent overheating.
The length of time while illuminated
and the OAT will determine the cool-
'ing off period.

Xuselage lights

. marked SEARCH LIGHT, PWR, and CONT under the Two fuselage lights (8 and 18, ffgure
/general heading EXTERIOR LTS. 38) are installed 'on the helicopter. One
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light is located on the top rear side of
the transmission compartmepx and the other
on. the bottom of the hull. Both lights are
controlled by 'a three-position switch on
the overhead switch panel. The switch is
harked FUSELAGE undei the.general heading
EXTERIOR LTS, with marked positions DM,
"IMF, and BRIGHT. The lights receive power
'from the DC primary bus and are protected
by a circuit brealor on the overhead circuit
breaker panel. The circuit breaker is marked
FUS under the general'heeding EXTERIOR LTS.

"'

Anchor.Lights

No anchor lights (2 and li, figure
38), one located on the nose and the other
on the pylon4 are controlled by a two-posi-
tion switch on the overhead switch panel.
The 'switch is marked ANCHOR under the gener-
al heading EXTERIOR LTS, with marked posi-
tions ON and OFF. The anchor lights receive
power from the battery bus and are,protected
by a circuit bpeaker, marked ANCHOR LTS,

,s
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on the battety bus circuit breaker panel
-located 'on the center console.

Rotating Anti-collision Lights

Two rotating anti-collision light8 .(11
and 15, figure 38), one located on the top
of the, tail pylon an& the other on the
bottom of the fuselage, are controlled by
two switches on the overhead switch panel.
The switchel.are under thegeneral headings
EXTERIOR LTS abd ANTI-COLLISION. The left -
hard switch, under the heading FWD with
marked positions ON, and OFF, controli the
forwatd anti-collision light. The righthand

...switch, under the heading Arr with marked
414fositions APT, ON and .OFF, controls the aft

rotating anti-collision fight. The rotating
'anti-collision lights operate from the DC
primary bus and are protected by two circuit
breakers on the. overhead circuit breaker
panel. The circUit breakeraare marked FWD
And AFT under the general headings Ater-COLL
and EXTERIOR LTS.



REVIEW

This section has covered the electrical power supply systems and

lighting equipment used on the HH-3F. To complete a 'preflight and cer-

tify the aircraft ready for flight, you will need to acquaint yourself

thoroughly with these.systems.

(Now answer the following review questions.)

23. The primary bus provides power for
all components that are essential for

which flight operations?

A. SAR only
B. Night VFR only
C. Night instrument only
D. Any flight opeiations

24. If the No. 1 generator fails, you

Should expect to lose all components power-
ed by the bus.

A.

B.

C.

D.

No. 1 primary AC
No. 1 AC monitor
primary DC
No. 2 primary AC

23.-C (Refer to page 41)

24.-B If you lose a generator,
you will lose all monitor

buses. (Refer to pages

41 and 42)

25. DC power is supplied by two 25.-A
ampere converters.

A. 28V., 200
B. 26V 200

C. 28V., 260
D. 26V., 250

26. Assume that the No. 2 converter fails.

Which. buses will be dropped from the line?

A.

B.

C.

D.

No..1 AC primary
DC primary
DC monitor
No. 2 DC primary

.26.-C

(Refer to page 43)

/0

Oefer to page 44)

27. The AC external power receptiicle is 27.-D (Refer to page 45)

located on the

A.

\B.

right side of the fuselage aft

.of the sponson-
right side of the fuselage for-
ward of the cabin door
left side of fuselage forward of
the sponson

T. left side of fuselage aft of the

--sponson
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28. Which witches must _be on when only,. 28.B (Refer to page 47)
AC external powt+ is plugged into the air
craft?

1. External powe'r
2. -Battery
3. Converters
4. Generators

A. 1 and 3 only
D. 1 and 2 only
C. 1, 3, and 4
D. 2, 3, and 4

28. The pilot's flight -instrument lights
operate from the bus.

A. No. 1. AC primary
D. DC primary
C. NA. 2 AC primary

DC essential
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29.-C, (Refer to page 47)
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HYDRAULIC AND LANDING GEAR SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able to:

1. Summarize the operation of the utility hydraulic system.

2.- Identify the utility hydratilic system equipment components

and explain their function.

3. Interpret the utility hydraulic system schematic diagrdm.

-4. Describe the landing gear system.

5. Identify the landing gear system components and explain their

function.

6. Explain the landing gear emergency extension system.

, 7. Interpret the landing gear system schematic diagram.

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

Three hydraulic systems, the primary,

auxiliary, and utility, are incorporated
in the helicopter. The primary and auxiliary
hydraulic systems assist.in flight control.

The utility hydraulic system.provides hy

draulic power for the main landing gear;

nose landing gear, ramp, and APU start sys

tem and rescue hoist system.

11----RZIMARY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

e primary hydraulic system provides

pow r for the primary ser4ocylinders, which

assist in flight control. Normally operated

in series with the auxiliary hydraulic sys
tem, the primary hydraulic system is capable
of independent operation, if desired.

AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

The auxiliary hydraulic sydtem provides
power for the auxiliary servocylinder, which
assists in flight control. Normally operated
in series,with the primary hydraulic system,

55
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the auxiliary hydraulic system i8 capable of
independent operation, if desired.

Since thq primary and auxiliary hydrau

lic systems are described in, the Flight

Control Systems section of this pamphlet,

these systems will not be covered in this

section.

UTILITY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

The utility hydraulic system (figure

42) consists of a fluid tank, hydraulic

pump, panel package and a pressure indicat

ing :system. The system supplies 3,000 psi

pressure- to thIpunose landing gear, main

landing gear, start system, ramp, and

rescue hoist system. In addition, a heat

exchangdr is incorporated into the utility

system to cool hydraulic fluid, if neces

sary, returning to the reservoir. On the

ground, hydraulic power may be obtained

from a hydraulic test stand connected to

the external hydraulic pressure_couplings,
or by operating the APU or the rptor system.

In flight, the utility pump, driVen by the

main gear box, supplies 3,000 psi pressure

to the utility panel package for direct

distribution and for reduced pressure dis
tribution to other systems. Utility hydrau

lic pressure is Aisplayed on ;he UTI HYD

PRESS indicator on the instrument,panel.
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traRNAL HYDRAULIC PRESSURE
CONNECTIONS

External hydraulic pressure couplings
(figure 39) are provided for testing the
,hydraulic systeps. &UTILITY PRESSURE coupl-
'ing and A UTILITY SUPPLY coupling are in-'
stalled on the coupling support aft and
to the right ef the main gear box. The U-

. ILITY SUPPLY coupling provides for the re-
turn of the hydraulic fluid from the system
io the external'source of hydraulic power.
When not in use, the couplings are covered
with dust caps to prevent entry of foreign

I Coupling Support 5
. Auxiliary Servo Supply
Coupling ,

3 Utility Pressure
Coupling 7

4 Primary Servo Supply
CoUpling

Primary Servo
Pressure Coupling
Utility thlpply
Coupling
Auxiliary Servo
Pressure Coupling

Figure 39. - External hydraulic pressure
connections.

matter. Access to the couplings is gained
by hinging down the right transmission ser-
Vice platform.

EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS

FLUID TANK (RESERVOIR)

Hydraulic fluid for the utility hy -
diaulic system is supplied from the utility
fluid tank (figure 42, item 8), aft and
to the right pf the main gear box. Ports
for supply and return, a vent line, a drain
plug, sight level gage, 'a filler neck, a
scupper drain, and a servicing instructions
decal are on the tank. When filled to the
FULL mark on the sight level gage, the fluid
tank contains 3.05 gallons of fluid. If
the filter element becomes clokged, an in-
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ternal relief valve operating at 6 to 8
psi pressure will bypasa the filter element.
Accees to the fluid tank is gained from
the transmission service platform and by
opening the ACCESS PANEL and the UTILITY
HYDR REFILL ACCESS PANEL on the right-side
of the aft main rotor fairing.

UTILITY PUMP

A constant pressure, variable flow pis-
ton-type pump (figure 42, item 11) delivers
hydraulic fluid at 3,000 psi pressure to ithe
'utility hydraulic system. Hydraulic flUkd is
drawn by the pump from the system fluid tank
arid delivered under pressure to the utility
panel package. The utility Omp is mounted
on the No. 2 oil pump between/the primary
and auxiliary pumpa on the aewer right half
'ef the main gear box rear,cover. Access to
the pump is gained by hinging down the right
transmission service platform.

CHECK VALVES

The external pressure line to the U-
ility panel paekage contains a one-way check
valve (figure 42,. item 10), which protects
the Amternal coupling ,ftom back pressure.
Access to the check valve is gained by hing-
ing down the ACCESS PANEL' on the right
side:of the aft main rotor fairing.

UTILITY PANEL PACKAGE

Hydraulic fluid in the utility hydrau-
lic system is directed through the utility
panel package (figure 40) on the support
panel below the system. fluid tank. The u-
tility panel package, operating at 3,000
pei pressure, is a self-contained unit in-
corporating a 10-micron filter. If the fil-
ter becomes clogged, a differential pressure
indicator will indicate at 100 + 20
psi, diff ential pressure. A snubber to
equalize system pressures, a relief valve,
preset t open at 3,500 pai pre sures, and
a four-way solenoid valve, a].3c1 are incor-
porated in the utility panel pacl4age. Access
to the utility panel package is gained by
hinging down the right transmis ion service
platform and the ACCESS PANEL on the right
side of the aft main rotor fairing.

I"
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1 Utility Panel Packige
24 Bushing
3 'Packing
4 lri liar Element.
5 Spring
6 Packing
T Back-Up Ring

. dTILItY PANEL rAcua Frink

8 Cap
'9 13csly
10 Packing
11 Receptacle
12 Scrim
13 Screw
14 Retainer

Figure 40. 2

The utility panel package filter (fig-
ure 40) consists of a filter cap; 10-mi-
cron stainless steel filter element, bush-
ing, spring, back-up., ring, and packing.
Should the filter become clogged, a differ-:

15 Solenoid
16 Packing
17 Spring
16 Core
19 Packing
20 Spacer (Vent)
21 Packing

22 Seat
23 Ball
24 Spacer
25- Seat
26 Packing
27 Filter
28 Spring

Utility panel package.

ential pressure indicator pin will extend
when 100 t 20 psi differential pressure
exists across the filter and the hydraulic
fluid temperature is between 0.0° C. (32°
F), and 16.7° C. (62° V.) Inspect frequently
to ensure the pin has not extended. If the
pin has extended, clean the filter in accor-
dance with T.O. 9H3-1-1. The differential



1 Clamp
2 Screw, Wuher, Nut
3 Hose (Rescue Hoist Return)
4 Disconnect plug
5 Hose (Ramp and Landing Gear Return)

.

6 Hose (Return)
7 BuShing, Union, PacIdn118
8 Bushing, Packing
9 Tee, Nut, Packing, Ring

N10 Heat Exchanger ,

Figure 41.

pressure indicator pin must then be reset
by manually pressing the pin into the util.
ity panel package housing. Access is gained
by hinging down the right transmission ser-
vide platform and by hinging down the AC-
CESS PANEL on the right side of the aft
main rotor fairing.

HEAT EXCHANGER

The heat exchanger (figure 41), on
the right side qf the transmission deck,
consists of a cooler, blower, and associated
ducts. Ail utility hydraulic system return
lines are rout4h through the cooler. The
blower blows outside air across the cooler
to dissipate heat and prevent fluid tem-
perature from exceeding 93.3° C. (200° F.)
The blower operates whenever the OIL COOLER
BLOWER_ circuit breaker on the copilot's
circuit breaker panel, and the OIL COOL
8L0 CONT circuit breaker on the overhead
circuit breaker panel, are engaged. A ther-
mostatic bypags valve opens to bypass fluid
around the core to the return line when
fluid temperature is below 26.7° C. (80°
F.) or pressure drop across the core rises

11 Bolt, Washer,
12 Spacer
13 Bolt, Wuher
14 Clamp

.13 Fan Guard
,

`.1

Nut

- Heat exchanger,

between 35 to 45 psi. A blower motor over-
temperature sensor is contained within the
motor andcan shut the motor off by de-ener-
gizing the blower control relay. A screen-
type fan guard is secured over the blower
inlet portion of the heat exchanger by a
band-type clamp.
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UTILITY HYDRAULIG PRESSURE'
INDICATING-SYSTIM

The utility 'hydraulic pressure biai-
cating system consists of a pressure teans-
mitter, pressure indicator, and snubber.
The psystem indicates the pressure being
supplied 'to the-utility panel package. The
snubber within the utility panel package

xdampens pressure oscillations to the pres-
sure transmitter.

PRESSURE TRANSM/TTER

, the pressure transmitter (figure' 42
item 9), on the right side of'the trans-
missiod" deckl trammits, electrical impulses

.) 3
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to the HYD PRESS UTI Andicator on the in-
strument panel. The pressure transmitter
has an operational range of zero to 5,000
psi. pressure. Access to the transmitter
is gained by,hinging down the right trans:.
mission service platform.

unrry PRESSURE DIDICATOR

The utility pressure indicator, neai-
the lower, center of the instrument panel)
indicates utility hydraulic system preSsure.
The indicator dial has a range of 0 to 4,000
psi.

LANDING GEAR

The landing gear system comprises the
retractable main landing gear mounted in
the sponsons and the retractable (kneeling)
nose landing .gear mounted immediately aft
and beloir the cockPit. The nose landing
gear is a swivel type and can be locked

. in the trailing position for parking. Thi
main and nose landing gears are normally
operated hydraulically, but in the event
of hydraulic failure, an emergenck system
of compressed air Vill lower the main land-
ing gear, and a switch will actuate a valve
to direct APU accumulatar hydraulic pressure
to lawer the nose gear. While the. helicopter
is on the ground, the nose landing gear
May be kneeled to increase ground clearance
at the aft ramp for cargo loading. '

LANDING GEAR SYSTEM
(RETRACTABLE)

The landing gear System codsists of
4 landing gear control unit with indicating
lights, retractable main landing gear, and
retractable (kneeling) -non ;landing gear.
(Turn to figure 43 at this time.) Hydrau-
lic power extends and retracts both main
and nose landing gear, and electrical compo-
nents sequence the operations. When the
nose -and main landing gear art fully exten-
ded,- the control unit indicating lights
illuminate The control handle lights illu-
minate at the start of the nose and main
landing gear cycle and go off at the end
of the cycle. If the System fails, the main
and nose landing gear may be eXtended
through the emergency extension system.

A down-fimit release switch (figure
43, item 19), attached to each main landing
gear, is actuated by: compression of the
shock .strut. The down-limit release
switches, connected in series, prevent in-
advertent,Iretraction of the landing gear
while the helicopter is on the ground. In
addition, the ground lackpin sensing
switches (21) prevent inadvertent retraction

,of the landing gear while the ground lock-.
pins are.installed. The ground lockpin sens-
ing switches are normally closed and are
actuated when groundlockpins are installed.
When 'the ground lockpins are removed, the
switch contacts close. As helicopter weight
is removed from the gear, the shock strut
extends,, closing 'the rdownlimit release.

, ,switch contacts. This energizes a coil in
the landing gear control unit and unlocks
the control handle.

After the down,limit'release switches
have closed; electrical power is available
at the landing gear control xmlt"(11) to
retract the nose and main- 1an4ing gear.
Placing the control handle in the UP posi-
tion illuminates the control handle.lights
through the uplock limit switches on the
upper ding links or the up-limit switch (25)
'in the nose gear, energizes the up-coil in
the main lafiding gear control valve, and
eneEgizes the ikneelini-vIlve,(13), and-pres -

suie) lock Valve (29). HydraUlic pressure
flows through the-kneeling control valve, an
emergency release valve (6), and a two,way
restrictor (26), to the':,kneeling cylinder in
the nose gear, permitting,the.cylinder to
raise the'nose, gear. The,return flow passes
through a flow regulator (1), shuttle valve
(2)0 pressure lock valve,,and a check valve
(5) to the return port of the kneeling
control valve (13). Also, hydraulic pressure
flows through the main landing gear control
valve (11), -an emergency,release valve (6),
plus a two -eay (15) and a one -way'(14)

restrictor, to the retracting cylinder (22)
of the main landing gear. An integral down -
lock mechanism in the retracting cylinder is
released Upon application of pressure, per-
mitting the piston to extend and raise the
main landing gear. The return flow passes
through a shuttle valve (17) in the retract
ing cylinder and a two-way restrictor (23),
to the return port of the main landing gear
control valve. As the main and nose landing
gears start to retract, the main gear down -
lock limit switches (18) and nose gear down -
limit switch aillt tripped (24). This inter-.

rupts electrical power to the control unit
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Key to Figure 42.

I. Quick disconnect (supply)
2. Quick disconnect (pressure)
3. Utilitydmanifold
4. Relief valve (3500 psi)
5. Landinggmar control Wilms
6. Snubber ,

7. Filter
8. Resbrvoir
9. Transmitter
10. Check valve
11. Pump
12. Indicator
13. beat asciumger
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LEFT, RIGHT, and NOSE GEAR DOWN indicator

lights and completes another eircuit to the

control unit, making electrical poWer avail_

able tO lower the landing gear.

When the nose and main gears are fulli

retracted, the main gear uplock limit

.switches are actuated, interrupting the e

lectrical circuit to the-landing gear con

trol valve and control handle lights. The

uplimit switch in the nost gear interrupts

an electrical circuit to the control handle

lights. Placing the control handle in the DN

position illuminates the control handle
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lights through the downlock limit switches

and downlimit switch (24)'in tilt nose gear,

and energizes the down coil in the main

landing gear control valve (11). This also.

deenergizes _the. kneeling valve (13) and

pressure lock valve (29). Hydraulic pressure

flows 4through the kneeling valve"(13), pres

sure reducer (4)-, pressure lock valve (29),

shuttle valve (2), and flow regulator (1),

to the' kneeling cylinder 'in the nose gear,

perMitting the cylinder to extend the nose

gear. The return flow passes through a 610

way restrictor (26), the emergency return,

valve (6), and to the return port qf,the ,
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allows hydraulic pressure-through the actu-
ated kneeling valve to kneil,the nose gear.

_When the NOA*Alk knpelwitch is po.sitiOn-
ed tO NORMAL, the nose gear' extends to the
static liosition.' 'Hydraulic power for the
landing gear system is supplied by the util-
ity hydraulic system at 3,00g psi pressure.

ngse kneeling valve (13). AlsO, hydraulic
pressure flows through the main landtng
gear , control valve to the uplock cylinder
(16), extending the piston ind unlocking
the main gear. . SOultaneously, resstfre

flows through a two-4ay restrictor 23) and
shuttle valve (17) to the retracting cylin-
der (22), retracting the piston and lowering
the, main gear. Return flow passes through a
two-wai, restrictor (15), one-way restrictor
(10, and;the emergency release valve (6) to .

the return port or the main landing gear
control valve (11).

0.

As
1

the main, and nose landing gears
start to extend, the uplock limit switches
are actuated, completing an electrical cir-

cuit to the up contacts in the landing gear
control unit, making electrical power avail-
able to raise the landing gear. When the
retracting cylinder has fully retracted,
an Integral locking.mechani,sm ensages, lock-
ing the main landing gear in the;down posi-
tion. When the mairwand.nos4 gears are fully
eitended, the main gear. downlock limit
Twitches and the down-limit switch in the
nose gear are tripped, and pressure build-
up in the nose gear kneeling cylinder closes
the contacts of 'the prcssure switch. This
completer an electrical circuit to the LEFT,
RIGHT, and NOSE GEAR DOWN +indicators and

interrupts the electrical circuit to the

down contacts of the control unit, de-ener-
gizing the down coil of the main landink

gear coritrol valve and the cireuit to the '
control handle lights.

Emergency provisions are provided in
the event of electcicar or hydraulic failure
when the nose and main landing-gears are
in the up and locked position. These include
the emergency control valve (figure 50,

item ,6) emergency air valves (2), emergency
air bottle (3), aj.r pressure gage (4), and

air valve (5), which permit 16wering the

main landing gear-by empressed air. Simul-
taneously, the nose gear is lowered by hy-
draulic pressure through additional emergen-
cy provisicns, which include an emergency
air valve (2), a 'solenoid operated emer-'
gency release valve (10), accumulator (9),
air pressure gage (7), and air valve' (8).

When the NOSE GEAR kneeling switch on the
overhead control panel is positioned to

KYEEL, the kneeling valve and the pressure
lock valve are actuated. This allows the
kneeling cylinder to vent through the open
pressure lock valve and the kneeling valve
ro the hydraulic return line.'Also, this

Control Unit

The landing gear control unit, on the,
. lower center of the instillment panel, pro-
vides control for raising and lowering the ..
main and nose landing spar. The control .
unit consists of an UP and DN control handle
with two lights in its wheel-shaped kno8,,
-DN LCK REL arm, a HDL LT TEST button and
LEFT, RIGHT, and NOSE GEAR DOWN indicating
lights. The indicating lights .illuminate
when the applicable landing_ guari down
and locked. Pushing in each indicat ng light
determines if the light is -operable. The

control handle lights illuminate whenever
the nose or Main gear is in motion and not
locked in the up or down position. When

-the helicopter is on the grpund, the control
handle iS locked in the down position by
a solenoid actuated bolt to prevent acci-
dental retraction of the gear. The handle,,
is unlocked when,weight of the helicopter
*is sufficiently off the wheelg to acutate
the down-lock release limit switches. Pi-es-
sing the HDL LT TEST buttOn determines whe-
ther its lamps are operative.
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Control Valve

The four-way solenoid operated main

landing gear control valve (fi,sure 43, item
11) is an integral part of the utlilty panel
package. The valve directs hydraulic pres-
sure to either Ade of the actuating cylin-
der to retract or extend the main landing
gear. Limit switches at each end of the
retracting or extending cyele break the

circuit, releasing the solenoids,and placing
the control valve in bypass condition,

blocking off pressure. The bypass charac-
teristic prevents, a hydraulic lock, allow-
ing the landing gear to drop freely when
released by emergency procedure.

Two-Way Restrictor

The two-way restrictor (figure 43, item
15), in the landkng gear downline attached
to the actuating cylinder, dampens pressure

,)

4
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surges and limits the -flow of hydraulic
fluid..The two-way restrictor may be removed
by disconnecting the tubing from each end.

Kneeling Control Valve

The four-way two-position solenoid op-
erated 'kneeling control valve (figime 43,
item 13) directs hyaraulic pressure to' ei-
ther ,side" of the- actuating, cylinder to
extend 'or 'retract the'nose gear. The valve
is controlled0 by a two-position toggle

switCh on the overhead control panel and/or
the control unit handle.

Two-Way Restrictor-Filfer
0

The two-way restrictor-filter, in the,
landing gear upline attached.to the retract-
ing iglinder, limits flow of hydraulic fluid
which controls rate of extension and re-
traction of tht retracting cylinders. The
restrictortfilter also. aids in synchroni-

zing up and down motion of the 01anding

gears. The two-way restrictor-filter ,,may

be removed by disconnetting the tubing Trom
each end.

Main anding Gear Retracting
Cylinder tee,

The ,hydr ically operated retracting

cylinde clIgurp 44, item 1) is between

,the pper end La fhe uppil. drag link and
U per and lower links. The retracting cylln-7.
d r extends" to retract the landing gear

an cpmpresses to extend the landing gear.

The yetracting cylinder, has an internal

positive lock to secure the piston in a

compressed position, 'and 'a Microswitch to

, indicate when the landing gear ia in ftte

fully down and locked position. In the.down
and lock ppsieton, the retracting cylinder

is '1,fully compressed and locked, bringing,

the upper and ,lower links and the upper

Wnd lower drag links into position agdinst

physical ltops. This holds the gear in a

Pbsitive down and locked position.

Uplock Cylinder

The uplock cylinder (figure 45, item

is a hydromechanical unit between the

uplock mechanisd a
son#, The cylinder op
nism to lock the 1
position and'hydra
lock mechanism so
be lowered. The
actuate& meChanica
extension system.

Uplock Limit Switc

a bracket in the spon-
rates the uplock mecha -
ding gear in retracted
ically releases the up-
t the landing gear can

plock mechanism can be
y through the emergency

4

The landing gear uplock limit switch

i3 on a bracket t the bottom of the uPper

drag link. The switch should be actuated
simultaneously with the uplock hook, engag-
ing the landing gear lug. This will inter-

. rupt the circuit to the ggar -up solenoid

in the main landing gear control valve and
cause the lights in die control handle to
go off. Adjustment I% made 'by threading

adjusting nuts on each side of the bracket
wher the landing gear i3 fully retracted
and locked. '

Ground Lockpin Sensing Switch

The landing gear groUnd lockpin sensing
' switch iS on a braCket at the 'bottom of

the 'upper drag link. The sWitch should lie"

actuated when the ground lockpin IA instal-
led. This will interrupf the circuit from

the gear-up solenoid in the main lan&ing

gear0 control valve and prevent inadvertent
'landing gear retraction.

pa -Limit Release Switch

The dawnlimit release switches" are

on the lower, aft end of each trunnion and

'are actuated, by comprii'sion and extension

of, *hock struts._ When .the weight of the

P helicopter is, on the wheels, the shock

struts are compressed and the contacts of

the switches ,are open, thereby allogine
. the ,solenoid-operated locking pin to'lock
'the handle of the landing gear control unit.

The switches also complete the underfre-

quency control circui t. through the.super-

visory panel t6 monitor the generator't,
underfrequency when the helicopter is

the ground. Afso, the, 6witches complete

a rgmp cbntrol circuit to the forward ramp.

system .30 fhat the forward ramp may be low-"
ered when" thie helicoOter is on the ground.
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1 Retracting Cylinder a Upper Link , 11 Bolt, Washers, Nut, 17 Clamp 1

2 Downline Hose 7 Bolt, Washers, Nut. Cotter Pin ^ 18 Elbow, Washer, Nut
3 Elbow, Washer, Nut, Cotter Pin 12 Washers 19 Bracket

Gasket Upper Drag Link 13 Bolt, Washers. Nut 20 Bolts, Washers, Nuts
4 Elbow, Washer, Nut, 9 Lower Link 14 Doiwnlock Limit Switch 21 Uplinef Tube

Gasket 10 Washers 15 Ball 22 Elbow, Washer, Nut,
tt .Emergency Air Hose bOA Washers 16 Upline Hose Gasket

Figure 44. - Main landing gear retracting cylinder.

When the weight of the helicopter is re-.
moved from the wheels, the struts extend
and the switches close, activating the sole-
noid and releasing thecontrol handle. This
also opens the underfrequency control cir7
cuit and the ramp control circuit. Both .
down-limit release switches mist be actuated-
to unlock the control handle.
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Main Landing Gear Extension
'And Retraction Links

The main- landing "gear extenision and

retraction links (figure 46) consist of
the uppei and lower drag links, and the
upper_ and lower links. The links provide

Ale
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4

1 Hydraull Hose
2 Bolt Waers, Nut,

/ e

ft

9. Bolt, Washer, Nut,
Cotter Pin

18

2294 0

Bolt, Washers, Nut.
Cotter Pin

Cotter 10 Link 19 Bolt, Washer, Nut,
3 Fitting 11 Spring Cotter Pin
4 Uplock Cylinder 12 Bearing 20 Etnergency Release
5 Bolt, Washer, Nut, 13 Arm Engagement Pin

Cotter Pin 14 Bearing 21 Pin, Washers, Cotter Pin.
6 Link 15 Support 22 'Washers

' 7 Link 18 Support 23 Elbow, Nut,
8 Bolt, Washer, Nut, 17 Spacer Gasket, Packing

Cotter Pin
-Figure 45. - Main landing gear uplock,cylinder.

the mechanical linkage to extend and re-

tract the main landing gear. The upper and
lower drag links are between the lower end
of the trunnion and the support on the spon-
son. The upper and lower links are between
the upper drag link and the support on the

sponson. The upper and lower links join

to a pivot (knee joint) which has an over-
center action to maintain the landing gear

in the extended position. A safety hole
through both the upper andp,lower' links at

the pivot provides for
landing gear safet4 pin
tent retraction the

ground handlihg.

Main Shock Strut

installation of the
to prevent inadver-
landing gear during

The shock strut an integral part

of the main landing gear and consists of

tit
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'
1 Upper Link
2 Bearing
3 Bushings
4 Bushtngs ,
5 Lower Link
6 Insert
7 Lock
8 Nut
9 Rod Eltd

Figure 46. - 'Main

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Rod End Bearing
Bushing
Lower Drag Link
BushWg
Bushings
Bushings
Upper Drag Ltnic
Bushings

landing gear extensiOn
and retraction links.

the trunnion and piston. The dual wheels

and brake are attached to the axle at the
lower end .of the piston.,A pair'of torque
arms, secured to theetrunnion and p n,

prevent the piston from swiVeling, but
vertical movement. The trunnion is the c
linder of the shock strut and secures th
'main .landing gear to the sponson. The lawer
drag link is also secUred to the trunnion.
The shock strut 'it hydro-pneumatic with

an internal floating piston which separates
the ain and the hydraulic fluid. The air
chamber is in the lower 'Aston and is ser-

. viced through the air valve, aft between
the dual wheels. The hydraulic fluid is

added through a- filler Plug at the top of

the trunnion and bled of air through a

bleeder plug, 'also at the top of the trun-
nion. The trunnion, has bosses for attach-1
ing the tow ring and limit switches. The
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Shock strut: absorbs Shock during landing
and ground operations.

Main Shock Strut:Filler Plug

A filler plug is at the top of the

trunnion for servicing the shock strut with
hydraulic fluid. When the shock strut is
being serviced, a hydraulic line is threaded
on the stem, preventing spilling of excess
fluid and.allowing greater filling control.
The bleeder plug, neXt to the filler plug,
provides a means for allowing the trapped
air to escape and a way to ascertain that
the strut is'filled.

WARNING

To prevent injury to personnel
and possible-, loss-of life, do not-re-
move hydraulic filler plug unless air
pressure has first been released.

Emergency Extension System

The landing,gear emergency extension syi=
tem (figure 50) consists of an uplock emergency
release rftechanism, emergency contr,al valve, air

bottle; emergency air- valves, pressure gage,
ernergency release valve, emergency valve relay,

and a switch. The nuan landing.gear emergency
extension system provides for landing gear exten-

sion in event of electrical or hydrauliciailure of

the main landing gear system. Actuation of the

emergency extension release handle disen-

gages an emergency release pin in the up-
lock mechanism and simultaneouslyopens the
emergency control valve to permlt an air
bottle, preloaded to 3,00Q psi air pressure,
to discharge through the emergency control
valve. This air charge actuates the emergen-
cy air valves to vent the return,sidetif xhe
refracting cylinder and the return side of
the kneeling cylinder to the utility hydrau-
lic fluid tank. The air charge alsd dis-
places a shuttle valve and operates the
retracting cylinder to lower the main land--
ing gear. Also, actuation of the emergency
extension release handle closes a switch at
the bottom of the handle, completing an

electrical circuit from the LAND GEAR EMER
DN circuit breaker through the emergency
valve relay to the emergency release valve,



opening. the' valve. The contacts of the
emergendy valve relay are open when the nose
gear is extended to prevent'accidentardis-
charge of the accymulator to the nose gear
when the helicopter is on the ground.-The
open emergency release waive permits the
airriliiry power unit accumulator to dis-
charge hydraulic fluid Under pressure
through the valve. The hydraulic charge
displaces a shuttle valve and causes the
nose gear to extend. A red safety string
having a tensile strength of 2 to '5 pounds

. L9

is instilled between the emergency release
handle' and handle bracket' to provide a

visual check for accidental actuation-of the
emergency 'Please handle.

4

Uplock EmergenCy Release
Mechanism

The uplock emergency release mechanism
(figure 47) for each landing gear consists

I Cable 9 Emergency Control Valve 17H.
2 Bracket 10 PM, Cotter Pin ITC
3 Bracket 11 Bracket 18
4 Bracket 12 Cable 19
5 Bracket 13 Bracket 20
6 Emergen-cy Release 14 Bracket 21

Valve 15 Bracket 22
7 Air Bottle le Bracket 23
8 Pressure Gage And 17 Bracket 24

Air Charging Valve ITA. Clamp 25

Figure 47. - Landing gear
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Screw, Washers, Nut
Shield
Turnbuckle
Bracket
Cable
Engailltul Pin
Pin, Cotter Pin
Boot
Bracket
Plates

emergency extension

28 Screws, Washers,
Nuts

27 Screws, Washers,
Nuts

28 Switch
29 Bolts, Washers
30 Handle
31 Bracket
32 Bracket
33 -Bracket

system.



of a handle, cables, pulleys,' and pins.
The release handle is on the left .side of
the center console in the cockpit, 'Cabling
connected to the handle extends_ through
the pulleys to the pin in the uplock mecha-
nism in each sponson and to the air bottle
on the right side Of the transmissift well.

Emergency Control Valve
And Air Bottle

(See figure 47.) A pressurized,air bot-
tle (figure 46, item 7) and emergency con-
trol valve (9) are in the transmission well
on the right side of the helicopter. Actu-
ating the valve releases, compressed air
to the main landing gear fetracting cylin-
ders to lower the gear in ap emergency.
At the same time, ehe compressed air actu-
ates the emergency air valves (6) and the
shuttle valve (figure 50, item 11) to vent
the hydraulic system to prevent a hydraulic
lock. The air bottle is normally charged
to 3,000 psi and should be recharged if
the pressure drops below 2,500 psi.

Emergency Air Valves

The two air-operated emergency air yal-
yes (figure 50, item 2), in the cabin on the
right side of the transmission well, vent
the nose gear kneeling cylinder and main
gear retracting cylinder for emergency ex-
tension Of the landing gear. The emergency .

air valyes.are actuated by.air from the air
bottle. The solenoid operated emergency re-
lease valve, on the left side of the

transmission deck, directs hydraulic power
to_ lower the nose gear for emergency exten-
i73n of the nose gear.

Nose Landing Gear

A retractable nose landing gear (fig-
ure 48) is bolted to the forward structure
Lmmediately aft of the electronics,compart-
ment. Thm gear consists of a strut, kneeling
piston, dual wheels, shimmy damper, and
nose gear lock control system. It is re-
tracted vertically into the fuselage for
flight and may be kneeled to provide addi-
tional Twerhead clearance when cargo is

being loaded through the rear ramp. The

1 Cable
2 Down line Tube
3 Vent Line
4 Nut
5 Screw, Washer
6 Pin Guide

7 Up line Tube
8 Nose Landing

Gear
A Return Line Tube

10 Bolt, Washer,
Retainer, Nut

Figure 48. - Nose landing gear.

*heel- can swivel 360 degrees and may be
locked in the trailing position by the lock
control system.

Shock Strut

The shock 'strut consists of a cylinder
and a kneeling piston to extend and retract
the nose gear. Also, the shock strut con-
sists of dual wheels, a shimmy damper, and
microswitches to light the control handle
when the nose gear is cycling, and to light
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e" tar

1 Gronunet 7 Handle 14 Telescopis End lor Lever
2 Conduit
3 Nut '

8
9

Conduit
Cable

15
16

Fitting
Nut

20 Pins, Mishima
Cotter Pia

4 Body 10 Clamp 17 Fork End 31 Pin
5 Brum Jun 11 Conduit 16 Pla, Wuhars, 22 Screw, Wuber
6 Retaining BAAL

Tab Washer
12
13

Conduit
Locking Nuts '

Cotter Pin, 33 Pin Guide

Fig lire 49. - Nose

the NOSE GEAR DOWN indicator light on the
control unit. Two adaptets aee secured to the axle
so the belicoer may be towed forward. The
shimmy damper dampens gear oscillations and
ground disturbances that occur when the heli-
copter is taxiing.

NoseXrear Lack Control System

The nose lmar lock control.system (fig-
ure 49) consists of a handle marked PARK
4OCK secured to the right side of the center

gib

gear lock control system.

console; a pin guide pecured to the nose
landing gear shock strut above the shimmy
damper.; a pin.in the guide; a lover connec-
ted to ;he pin and pin guide; and a cablp.
The cable is connected between the handle
and lever. When the handle is pulled, aft
and up, the cable lifts the arm attached
to the pin guide. This pushes the pin into
a slot in 'the shock strut flange, locking
the nose landing gear in the straightforward
position. When the handle is pulled aft
and pushed down,the pin ls withdrawn from
the slot, allowifig fhe nose landing ogSgr to,
swivel.
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REVZEW

This section has given you a good background on the utility hy-
, draulic system and the landing gear system. As a flight mechanic on
the H11-4F, you'will need to know these systems in detail.

(Now answer the following reviel:i_queiions.)

30. The utility hydraulic syseem operates 30.-D
at psi pressure.

A. 750
B. 1,500
C. 1,750'
D. 3,000

(Refer to page 55)

'31. Tbe 'external pressure coupling is pro- 31.-B (Refer to page 56)
tected'from back-pressure bY a

A. snubber
B. check valve
C. relief valve
D.' control valVe

32. The flow of' oil either through or a- 32.-D' (Refer to page'58)
round thg oil cooler is" controlled by a

valye.

A. check ,

B. diverter
C. pressure bypass
D.. thermostatic bypass

33. Refer to figure 42 in your text, which -33:-C (Refer, to page 59)
components are contained scheMatically with-
in the Ante component?

Relief valve (4)
,Control valve (5)
Snubber (6)
Filter (7)
Transmitter (9)
Heat exchanger (13)

A. 5, 7, 9
B. 4, 5, 13
C. 4, 5, 6, 7
D. 6, 7, 9, 13

34. The preqsure lock h.lve must be, ener-
gized to

A. raise the nose'gear
B. raise the main, gear
C. lower the nose gear
D. lower the main gear

77

34.-A (Refer to page 61)
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35. In an emergency, the main landing gear
is extended bY

A.

B.

C.

D.

an electric motor
air pressure
trapped hydraulic pressure
a mechanical jackscrew

36. The light in_the landing gear control
handle will be illuminated when the gear
is

A. up and locked
B. down and locked
C. up and the throttle is retarded
D. in- any intermediate position be

tween full up or down

37, The main landing gear downlock liit
switch is mounted on the

A.

B.

C.

D.

retracting cylinder
upper drag link
lower link
upper link

38. What are the functions of the swi,tches
11M-tilted on the, lowei aft end of each main
landing gear trunnion? '

1. Release the, landing gear handle
locking pin.

2. Permit the, main landing gear to
lock in the down position

3. Permit lowering of the forward
ramp on the ground

4. Complete the underfrequency con
trol circuit

5. Actuate the UNSAFE GEAR, light in
,the cockpit

-

A.,
B.

C.

D.

1, 3, and 5
2, 3, and 4
2, 4, and 5.
1, 3, and 4 ,

39. Actuation of the emergency extension
release handle does which of the following?

1. Disengages a release pin from the
main gear uplock

2. Disengages a release pin from the
nose gear uplock

3. . Opens the emergency control valve

A.

B.

C.

D.

1 only-

2 and 3 only -

1 and 3 only
1, 2, arid 3

35.-B . (Refer to page 66)

, 36.-D

37.-A
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ThiS light serves as a warning
that the landing gear is not in
a fully up or down position:,
(Refer to page 66)

This switch gives an indidation
in the cockplt when the gear is
lockad'down. (Refer to page 67)

38.-D (Refer to page 67 and 68)

39.-C (Refer to page 70)

s,



40. The emergency landing gear air bot7 40.-C (Refer to page 7-2)
tle ihould be reCharged when the pressure
drop& to 130-

-Or
A. -1,500

B. 2,000
C. 2,500
D. 3,000

4 ,

41. The nose wheel can swivel 'a MAXIMUM 4 1.-D (Refer t6,page 72)
of degrees.

A. 70
B; 90
CL 180
D. 360

,

I

(

79-
es.



WHEEL BRAKE, RAMP, AND RES HOIST SYSTEMS

OBJ
When you completethi section, you will be able to:

Describe the whe brake system.

Identify t wheel brake system components and explain their
function

IVES

rize the ramp system.

Identify the coponents of the ramp system and explain their
function.

Summarize:the operation of the hoist system.

Distinguish between the components of the hOist system
define them-

and

WHEEL BRAKE SYSTEM

The main wheel brake system (ftguris
51 and 52) consists of four master cylin-
ders, two slave mixer yalves, a parking
9brake valve, a parking brake handle, and,
two dual-wheel brakes.. When--the
or copilot's pedals are depressed, hydraulic
pressure builds up in the master cylinder.
The pressurized hydraulic fluid flaws from .
the master cylinder through the slave mix-
er valves and the parking brake vallre to

each dual brake. Tico slave 'mixer valves
select which side, pilot.'s or topiIot's,
of the dual system will operate the brakes.
If pressure from the pilot's sidereaches
the slave mixer valves first, the:Valves
act= to check fluid flow from the copilot's
side. Therefore, only the pilot or copilot
May operate main wheel brakes dUring a given
moment. The parking brake valve is actua-
ted by the parking brake handle on the right
side of the center console.,When actuated,
the parking brake valve traps fluid pressure
to the brake4. The parking brake is relemsd
by .depressing, the toe pedal.. This acfnin
produces pressure in tip maiter.cylinder
which actuates the parking brake valve re-
lease medkanism.

EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS

Brake Pedals

The brake Ipedals, on the pilot's and
copilot's direokional cdntrol pedals, pivot

81

on needle bearings and are held in place
by split washers set in grooves. The master
cylinder piston is attached to a stud se-
cured in the pedal. The Main landing gear
wheel brakes are individually actuated
depressing the corresponding toe :brake
pedal. -

Slave Mixer Valves

Two slave mixer valves.(figure 52 item
2) are in the brake lines between the pi-
lot's and copilot's master brake-cylinders
and main wheel brakes. The valves check
an& shuttle pressure flow from master brake
cylinders to the main wheel brakes. This
allown independent brake application by the
pilch or copilot and prevents simultaneous
dual operation _Of ,the brakes. The slave
mixee valve piston is spring-loa4ed open to
the pilot's master brake cylinders. Pressure
from the copilot's cylinders will shuttle,
the piston in the mixer valve to-criAte
pressure to the main wheel brakes.

Master Brake Cylinder

The master brake cylinders (figure 53)
are secured to the tail rotor control pe-
dals. The cYlinders 'provide hydraulic pres-
sure for braking 4the helicopter. Pressing
the toe brake pedals actuates the pistons in
the master brake cylinders. Cylinder pistons
force hydraulic fluid from the master cylin-°
der under pressure to operate the wheel
brakes.
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ARKPAG HARI
KANOtt

ILIEDITI CAPS

IRAK/ ASSRPAIRY
(TYPICAL BOTH SPITES)

PARKING 'SAKI VALK!

TOE PROAL

*ASTIR CYLINDER

Figure 51. - Wheel.brake

Brake

system - Component accation diagram.

ture variatiors. In the off position, .h-Ye
draulic fluid freely flows through the val-
.ve. Access to the valve is through the nose'
door.(See figure 54 and 55.) Each brake is

a single 'cavity, self-Adjusting disc-type
brake. Braking action is provided by hy-
draulically clamping the brake disc between
the:piston lining an4 anvil linings retained
in the brake housing. The anvil linings
are stationary, -but Ihe piston linings are
hydradlically operated.

Parking Brake Valve

The mechanically operated.valve (fig-
,ure 56), in the brake lines between the
master cylinderp and wheel brakes, traps
hydraulic fluid pressure to the wheel
brakes. When Actuated by the parking brake
handle, a cam in the valve turns to block
the ports to the'master cylinders and opens
ports ,to the accumulators. The accumula-

tors 'are spring-loaded valves which compen-
sate for oil volume changes due to tempera-
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Parking Brake Handle

The parking brake handle, on the right
side of, the center con56le, is a straight
pull' type. The parking brake is set,by de-
pressing the brake pedals and holding the
PARKING BRAKE handle up until the brake
pedals are released. The PARKING BRAKE hand-
le is released by applying brake pedal pres-
sure. Brake handle operation actuates the
parking brake valve switch, which illumi-
nates a green PARKING BRAKE capsule on the
caution/advisory panel.

RAMP SYSTEM

The ramp system 4figure 60) consists
of the forward and aft rampi, ramp cylin-
ders, uplock cylinders, . control ,valves,
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mow seal Lan ems.,
Key to Figure 32
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Raem's Master Cylinders 6 Parking Bralim Valve 10 Brake Linings

2 r Valves
. ) 7 Release Pin 11 arum Disc

3 once Valves_ 8 Out& Valve 12 Piston ,

. 4 Acc tor 9 Switch 11 Check Valves

5 Act

.
igure 52. - Wheel brake system - schematic diagram. i

indicnting lights, cables, 'a cockpit ramp CONTROL panel compleles an electrical cir-.

control' panel, and a crew ramp control pa- cult to either the cockpit RAMP CONTROL

nel. The MASTER switch on the cockpit RAMP panel or crew RAMP CONT panel. When the
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3.

1 luster Brake Cylinder 2 Toe Brake Pedal

13

3 Arm -4 Elbow, Nut, Gasket

Figure 53. -.Master brake ylinder.

1 Brake Housing
2 Gasket

. 3 Bushing
4 Gasket

5 Check Valve 8
8 Cap 9
7. Brake Lining 10

Brake Lining
Piston -
Seal

Figure 54. Wheel brake.
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11 Seal
12 Cylinder Head
13 Union, Gasket
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Figure 55. - Checking brake wear.

c:)

I Parking Brake
Valve

2 Union, Gasket

3 Hydraulic Line
4, Parking Brake

Handle

5 Pin, Washer, Clair Pin
6 Parking Brake V ye

Arm

7 Bolt, WaihsIsNiit
8 Stop
9 Hydraulic Lines

Figure 56. - Parking brake valve.

AFT RAMP switch.on either panel is positioned to
OPEN, an electrical circuit iS completed to the
solenoid in. the downside of the aft ramp control
valve (17). When the solenoid valve is actuated,
hydraulic pressure through the valve-actuates the
r,amp uplock cylinder (7) to unlock the ramp, and
actuate$ the aft ramp cylihders (10) to lower the
ramp. The ramp UP-LIMIT switch is tripped, de-

energizing the forward ramp interlock relay to
complete a potential circuit from the OPEN con-.
tact of the FWD RAMP switch to the solenoid of
the forward ramp control valve (3), so the forward
ramp may be opened. Also, a circuit is completed
to the RAMP light on the caution/advisory panel
and to the AFT RAMP OPEN indication lights on
both ramp control panels.

3
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Mhen the AFT RAMP switch on either
panel is positioned to CLOSE, an eleCtri-
caS circuit is completed to the solenoid
o.f the upsidecof the aft ramp control valve,
and the aft ramp interlock relay becomes
energized. When the solenoid is actuated,
hydraulic pressure through the valve ac-
tuates the aft ramp cylinders to close the
aft ramp. When the ramp is fully up, poWer
to the RAMP light on the caUtion/advisory
panel and to the AFT RAMP OPEN indicating
lights' on , both ramp centrol panels is dis-
rupted by the energizird aft ramp interlock
relay, 4nd the forward'ramp interlock relay
is energized. The relay prevents opening
rhe forward ramp, unless the aft ramp is
open, by disrupting power to the solenoid
o& the down side of the forward ramp control
valve.

When the aft ramp ilopen, position
ing the FWD RAMP switch on either ramp con-
trOl panel to OPEN completes an electrical
circuit to the solenoid' of the downside
of the forward ramp control valve. When
the solenoid is actuated, hydraulic pressure
through the valve actuates the forward ramp
'cylinders' to open the ramp and close the
cOntacts of an internal switch in the for-
ward ramp cylinders, illuminating the RAMP
light on the ,caution/advisory panel and
the FWD RAMP OPEN indicating lights on both
rampikontrol panels.

Mhen tie ..FWD RAMP, switch on either'
panel is positioned to CLOSE, an electri-
cal circuit is completed to the *solenoid
of the ups!de of the forward ramp control
valve. When the solenoid is actuated, hy
draulic. pressure through the valve actuates
the 'forward ramp cylinders to close the
forward ramp and open the contacts of the'.
Lnternal- switch, .interrupting power to the
RAMP light on the caution/advisory panel
and to the FWD RAMP OPEN indicating lights
on both ramp control panels.

In flight, safety cables are attached
to the aft ramp to hold'the ramp in a hori-
zontal position. If the aft ramp strikes
a ground obstacle, it will stay at the nevi
position because one side of the ramp cylin-
ders is open to return. When the aft ramp
is being opened, hydraulic pressure posi-
tions a shuttle valve (9) to'direct pressure
to the aft ramp uplock cylinders to unlock
the aft tamp. Pressure is also directe
to the aft ramp cylinders (10). to lower
the aft ramp. When the aft ramp is being
closed, hydraUlic 'pressure is directed to
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the aft ramp cylinders to Close the ramp.
Hydraulic pressure also repositions the
shuttle valve to direct pressure to the aft
ramp . uplock- cylinders to keep the uplock
cylinders unlocked until the aft ramp is
closed. The aft ramp uplock cylinders are
hydraulically released and mechanically
larceed. The forward ramp cylinders incorpo-
rate uplocks which lock the ramp in the
'closed position. The uplocks are mechanical-
ly latched and released by hydraulic pres-
sure. Restrictors are in the forward and aft
ramp. hydraulic systems to control the rate
at which thejamps open.and close.

. In, the event of ln electrical or hy-
draulic'-failure, the aft ramp may be opened
manually. To open the aft ramp manually
from inside the helicopter, pull the handle
attached to the 'manual shutoff valve for-
ward. When .the handle is positioned for-
ward, the manual shutoff valve'(15) is ac-
tuated to vent the aft Tamp cylinders, and
a cable attached to the handle (5) actuates
a handle attached to the uplock cylinder
to unlock the aft ramp. The ramp will open
by its own weight.,The aft ramp may be open-
ed from outside the helicopter by removing
the handle from the stowage container sek-
cured to the aft fuselage and pulling the
handle down. The.outside handle is connec-
ted by a cable to the handle attached to
the manual 'shatoff valve. The forward ramp
mar :be opened by 'simultaneously pulling '

up on -the manual override handles on top
of the forward ramp cylinders. _The ramp,
will open by its.own weight, and the-rate
Of opening will be controlled by a restric-
tor: Hydraulic power for the ramps is.sup-
plied by the ,utility hydraidlc system at
3,000 psi pressure.

.

EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS.,

Ramp

The ramp (figure 57), which consists
of a forward and aft- tarn'', permits easy
loading of personnel, wheeled vehicles, and,
cargo. The forward ramp, when lowered, acts
as. a loading ramp shd, when-closed, in-
creases cargo capacity by becoming a part of
the floor. The aft ramp, when opened, acts
as a loading ramp and, when secured in a
horizontal position by safety cablesper-
mits transportatipn of cargo too long to fit
in' the cabin. The forward ramp cannot

+ I 1
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I Bolt, Washers, Nut, Cotter Pin
2 Elbow, Nut. Ring, Gasket

3 Up line Hose 5 Nwnline Hose 7 Bolt, Washers,
4 Forward Ramp Cylinder 6 Elbow, Nut, Ring. Gasket Nut, Cotter Pin

.Figure 57. Forward ramp cylinder.

be opened unless the aft,raMp is opened.
The aft ramp may be opened while the heli-
copter is in the air, on the ground, or
waile afloat. When the, aircraft is airborne
or on the meter, the forward rardp cannot
be opened. In the event of hydraulic or
electrical malfunction, the aft rang/bay
be opened by manual operatiOn of a hirndle
inside the cabin, or from a handle secured
to the underside of the aft fuselage. In
the event of hydraulic or electrical mal-
function, the forward ramp may be opened
by manual ()Oration of a ManUal override
handle, on each forward'ramp cylinder. Ramp
operation is controlled by the cockpit and
'Grew ramp control panels.

Forvard Ramp Cylinders

The forward ramp cylinders (figure 57),
mounted vertically within the aft fuselage
section, are attached-to fittings on the aft
outboard sides of the forward ramp and to
fittings on the aft fuselage section. The-

,
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forward ramp cylinders open and close the
forward ramp when actuated by hydraulic
pressure. In'the event of hydraulic failure,
the . cylinders may be actuated to lower the
forward ramp by operation of the'manual
override, handle on each cylinder.

Aft Ramp Cylinders

The aftt ramp cylinders (figure 60,

item 13), mounted horizontally in the for-
'ward ramp and connected to the forward end
of the aft ramp, open and close, the aft

ramp yhen actuated by hydraulit pressure.
Accessq%to the cylinders is gained through
two 'adcess covers,on the botton of the for-
ward ramp.

Aft Ramp Uplock Cylinders

.The aet ramp uplock cylinders (figure
60, item 7), on each side of the aft fuser
lage section, unlock the aft ramp when ad.,.
tuated by hydraulic pressure. In event of
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Figure 58. - Alt ramp manual release system - disassembled.

1 Sid*
2 Pulley
3 Block

SI65BBuldoce4hiltng

7 Rivets
Boll, Washers, Nut

9 Rivets
10
11 Bolt, Washers, Nut
1? Handle

13 Bolt, WashercNut
14 Bolt, Washers, Nut, Bushing
15 Spring
16 Cable
17 elicits
18 Sleeve
19 Slsevi
20 Sleeve
21 Cable
22 Sleeve
23 Turnbuckle, Fork, Clips
24 Pin, WaVier, Coder Pin

- 25 Turnbuckle, Pork, Clips
26 Fin, Washer, Cotier'Pin
27 Turnbuclde, Clip
28 Pin (Typical)
29 Boll, Washers, Nut (Typical)

, 30 Pulloy (Typical)
31 Cable
32 illeelo
:13 Pin, Washer, Cotter Pin
111 Cable
15 Sleeve
16 Turnbuckle, ClIps



NO, I SOLENOIO

NO. 2 SOLENOIO

ELECTRICAl. SCHEMATIC

11
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FILL AREA wiTH
POTTING COmPOUNO

13

14

18

Solenoid 7 Plunger 13 Mounting Bracket 19 Stop
2 Wsudver 8 Stop 14 Nameplate 20 Piston

.3 Rod 9 Pacidngs 15 Screw, Washer, Nut 21 Bracket
4 Slide 10 Body 16 Cap 22 Screw, Washer, Nut

5 Spring ton 17 Pacidng 23 Connector
6 Cap-Retainer 12 Scr , Nut 18 Spring 24 Insulated Tubing

Figure 59. Ramp control valve.

hydraulic failure, the uplock cylinders may
be manually operated by a handle in the

cabin or a handle outside the helicopter.

The cabin release handle at the manual

shutaff valve and the-outside release handle
in the storage container on the aft fuselage
are connected to the handles on the aft ramp

uplock cylinders by a system of cables and

pulleys.

Aft Ramp Manual Uplock
."-Release System

The manual uplock release handles (fig
ure 58), one on the right internal side

of the aft fuselage,section and one on the

right external side of the aft fuselage

section, permit mechanical release of the

aft ramp uplock cylinders when electrical

or hydraulic power is not available. The

external handle is stored under a cover

when rnot in use. When either of the two

release handles are actuated, the uplock

cylinders are released, a shutoff valve

U P.'

is actuated to vent the aft ramp cylinders,
the aft ramp wi lower by its own

larmili

ll

fght. A restrictor in the actuating system

hydraulic lines provides a snubbing action

so the ramp will lower litsoothly and slowly.
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Aft Ramp Control Valve

The aft ramp control valve. (figure

59), on the right cabin wall above thefor
ward 'ramp, is a fourway solenoid,operated
valve. Jihen either solenoid of the aft con
trol valve is energized, hydraulic pressure
is directed to the aft ramp cylinders to

open or close the aft ramp.

Forward Ramp Control Valve

The forward ramp control valve (fig

ure 59) on the right cabin wall above the

forward ramp, is a four-way solenoid opera
ted valve. When either solenoid of the valve
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is energized, hydraulic pressure is directed
to 'the forward ramp cylinders to open or
dole the forward ramp.

Check Valves

One check valve (figuz4 60), is on the
tee on the aft ramp bontrol valve. This

'check valve allows hydraulic pressure to
flow to the upline side, of the aft ramp
cylinder from the aft ramp control valve,
td close the aft, ramp. When the aft ramp'
is opening, the checka valve prevents the
aft ramp cylinders from venting directly
to the shuttle valve and fo the aft ramp
control valve. A check valve installed on
the bottom tee, between the ramR upline
and dowmline, and aft of the aft ramp n -

trol valve allows hydraulic pressur to
flow to the upline and downline when the
aft ramp is opening. When the aft ram is
closing, the check valve prevents hydraulic
pressure entering the downline... A check
valve installed on the elbow on the relief
valve and the forward ramp upline allows
hydraulic 'pressure frok the relief valve
to vent to retUrn when the forward ramp
is opening. When the forward ramp is clos-
ing, the check valve prevents back pressure
on the relief valve.

Shutoff Valve

shutoff valve (figure 60, item
15) f on the right wall above the forward
ramp. When the shutoff valve handle is pul-
led forward, the valve is actuated to vent

aft ramp cylinders. The ramp then can
be lowered manually, and the aft ramp will
lower'under its own weight.

Shuttle Valve

The sh tt valve (figure 60, item 9),
on the ri t all above the forward ramp,
allows hydraulic pressure to release the
aft ramp uplock cylinders when the aft ramp
is opening. When the aft ramp is,closing,
the valve is hydraulically repositioned to
allow downline hydraulic pressure to main-
tain the aft ramp uplock cylinders in the,
unlockea position until the aft ramp is
cl,sed.
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Relief Valves

A relief valve in the forward ramp
system (figure 60, item 4) with a cracking
pressure relief of approximately 330 psi
is on the right wall above the forward ramp. --.

When the forward ramp is opening, the relief
valve allows the forward ramp cylinders
to vent hydraulic pressure to the forward
ramp control valve. When the forward ramp
is stopped by an obstruction in the line
cluring the opening 6,cle, hydraulic pressure
to tO forward cylinders is directed through
the relief valve to the return line. A re -
lief valve in the aft ramp system with a
cracking pressure relief of approximately
3,200 psi is on the right wall above the
forward ramp. When the aft'ramp-is opening,
the 3,000 psi hydraulic preleure actuating
the aft ramp cylinders opens the relief
valve to allow the aft vamp cylinders to
vent

Restrictors

'

Five restrictors (fibre 60), three
two...way ,and two one-way, are on theright
wall above the forward ramp. The reVtric-
tors control the rate-of-speed of ramps
during opening or closing and dampen out
hydraulic pressure surges:

HOIST SYSTEM

The 'hydraulically oPerated system
(shown in figures 61 and 63) consists of a
hoist, motor, control relay, hoist control
panel, accumulator, circuit tester, and pi-
lot and crew control switches. The system
receives, power from the utility hydraulic
system at 3,000 psi and can be controlled
from the cockpit or at thm crew-station at
the personnel door. The pilot operates the
hoist by positioning the HOIST MASTER swftch
on the overhead control panel to PILOT, ala
can extend or retract the cable by operatidi
the HOIST UP/DN switch op the collective
control stick grip. When the pilogoerates
the hoist, the speed. of the hoist is limited
to 100feet per minute. To use the rescue
hoist crew station, the operator positioçis
the HOIST MASTER switch on the overh
control panelNto CREW and rotates the man
speed controlvalve handle-in either the
or DOWN dijection, or *positions the crew

4
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CIO WilsT WITCH

cgt soca APO tEST SWITCHES

Figure 61.. Rescue hoist

switch to UP or DOWN. Using the manual speed

control valve, the hoist operator can vary

the speed of the hoist from 0 to 200 feet

per minute, depending upen the amount of

component location diagram.

rotation of the handle. Using the hoist crew
switch,. the .operator,can operate the hoist

at only 100 feet per minute Limit switches

-cm -the hoist stop the hoistjat full extend

95 lvi
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and full retract. An intermediate switch
limits the hoist to a speed of 100 feet-per-
minute when 5 to 7 feet,of -cable remain from
the *fully extended or retracted position. A
built-in guillotine circuit permits shearing
of the hoist cable in event of cable ground
fouling. Separate HOIST CABLE SHEAR switches
exist for the pilot and .hoist operator.
Faulty wiring ,in the guillotine circuit
can be detected by the circuit tester.

EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS

Hoist

The hoist (figure 63) is installed
on a fixed support over the'Cargo door.
Maximum loads are 600 pounds when lifting
and 600 pounds when lowering. The hydraulic
motor drives the cable drum which can reel
in or pay out 240 feet of 3/16-inch diameter
corrosion-resistant steel cable. The self-
energizing type brake enables the operator
to stop the cable at any desired length
and hold it in place, with or without a
a load. The drum and brake housings are
partially filled with oil for lubrication
and &Poling. The level wind mechanism dii-
tributes cable evenly on the reel, and limit
switches provide automatic stopping of the
hoiat at extreme upper and lower cable posi-
tions. An intermediate limit switch actuates
the flow control valve to limit the speed
to 100 feet per minute when the cable is
about 5 to 7 feet from full'extend or re-
tract. A ballistic-type guillotine cartridge
permits shearing of-fhe hoist cable in case
of emergency. An oil filler hole and sight
gage on7the hydraulic motor-end of the hoist
housing are used for servicing the hoist.

NOTE

Hoists are rated at 550 pOunda
capacity with a minimum speed of 182

, feet per minute.

Hydraulic Motor

The piston-type hydraulic motor on the
rescue hoist drives the cable drum to reel
in or pay out the hoist cable. The motor is
hydraulically driven, at 3,000 psi, by the
utlilty system.

Hook And Handwheel

A hook and handwheel, attached to the
hoist cable, serves as a hand grip during
rescue operations and as a positive engaging
cargp hook.

Hoist Control Panel

The hoist control panel (figures 61
and 62), aft of the personnel door, is in-
corporated in the rescue hoist system and
allows the crewman to operate the hoist
at variable speeds. The panel consists of
a manual speed control valve, shutoff valve,
flow control valve, directional control val-
ve, flow' regulators, relief valve, and the
necessary hydraulic lines and fittings. DC
power for the electrically operated valves
is supplied by the DC primary bus through
the RESCUE HOIST circuit breaker on the
overhead control panel.

Manual Speed Control Valve

The valve (figure '62, item' 38), on
the lower forward area of the hoist control
panel, is operated manually to vary the
speed of the hoist ahd to select direction
of hoist rotation. Positiohing the handle
,to UP or'DOWN, up to 90° from center, pro-
grpssively increases the speed of the hoist
by gradually opening the valve. Microswitch
contacts in the- control, close at 3 to 5
degrees rotation of the handle,from center,
to direct electrical power to the direction-
al control valve.

Shutoff Valve

The solenoid-operated valve (figure 62,
, item 20), on the upper, center area of the

hoist control panel, provides a bypass a-
round the manual speed control valve to
enable the pilot to operate the hoist at a
fixed speed.

96

Flow Control yalve

The three-way solenoid-operated valve
(figure 62, item 23), located on the middle

4
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1 Elbow, Nut, Packing. 13 Tube 26 Elbow, Nuts, Packing. '37 Bolts, Washers, Nuts,
2 Elbow, Nut, Packing. 14 Elbow, Nut, Packing. 27 Elbow, Uron, Nuts, 38 Manual Control Valve
3 Tube 15 Plate Packing. 39 Reducer, Elbow, Nut,
4 Bolts, Washers, Nat's 16 Plate 28 Flow Regulator Packing.
5 DirectionalVentrol 17 Elbow, Nut, Packing. 29 Unlbn, Packing 40 - Plate

18 Plate 30 Flow Regulator 41 Reducer, Tee, Nut,
6 Tub* - 19 Elbow, -Nut, Packing. 31 Union, Packing Packing.
7 Elbow, Nut, Packing. 20 Shutoff Valve 32 Tube 42 Plate
8 Tub* 21 Plug, Packing .,33 Tee, Nut, Packing. 43 Tube

9 Relief Valve 22 Elbow, Nut, Packing ' 34 T.uti Nut, Packing. 44 Tube
10 Clamp 23 Ylov Control Valve 35 Tub. 45 Plate
11 Bolt, Washer, Nut 24 Bolts, Washers, Nuts 36 Tub. 46 Hoist Control Panekw.
12 Elbow, Nut, Packing. 25 Tub,*

Figure 62. - Hoist control panel.

aft area of the hoist control panel, con-

trols hydraulic fluid to the flow regula-

tors.;

Flow Regulators

Two flow regulators (figure 62, items

28 and 30), on the hoist control panel,

regulate maximum speed of the hofst motor

by limiting the flow of hydraulic fluid.

When the hoist IA operated by the pilot,

or with the crew hoist switch, hydraulic
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fluid is routed through the.low flow re=
%

gull, permitting the hoist to operate

at 1 feet per minute. When the%oist is
operatedV,with the manual control valve,

hydraulicl fluid is routed throughlthe high

-.flow regulator, permitting the hoist to

operate from Zero to 200 feet per minute.

Relief Valve

The relief valve (figure 62, item 9),

on top of the hoist control panel, has a



--;oximirre".

225 psi cracking 16-ets
is being extended, the
a back pressure in the
smooth operation of the

Accumulator

Figure 63. - HH -3F hoist aeeembly.

sure. When the hoist
relief valve creates
return line to allow
hoist brake.

An accumulator, on top of the hoist
3uppdrt, maintaine constant'pressure to en-
sure the hoist brake dieengagee during cable
exteneion. The accumulator ie charged with
200 pei air pressure.

Restrictor

98

*S.

The reetrictor, on the accumulator,
regulatee the accumulator diecharge rate
when the hydraulic hoiet motor ie acutated.

Circuit Teeter

The circuit teeter, aft of the per -
eonnel door, ie incorporated in the rescue
hoiet guillotine circuitry. The circuit -
teeter contains a HOIST SHEAR CIRCUIT TEST
switch, marked FIRE and TEST. The circuit
teeter J.3 used to determine if the guillo-
tine system wiring is faulty.

.41



PZVIEW

To complete a preflight/postflight on the HH-3F, the flight mecha-

nic must have a working knowledge of the wheel brake system, the ramp

'system and the hoist system.,This section was designed to give you

this,k;owledge.
4r

(Now answer the folibwing review questions.)

42. Which statement concerning aircraft

brakes is TRUE?

1. The pilot's pedals will operate

the brakes
2. The copilot's pedals will operate

the brakes
3. Both the pilot and the copilot

can apply pressure to the brakes
simultaneously

4. The parking brake is released by
rotating the release handle 90

degrees

1 and 2
2 and 3
3 and 4
1 and 3

A.

B.

C.
D.

43. Which of the following serve(s) as

a shuttle valve to control brake pressure

between the master cylinders and the main

wheel brakes?

A.

B.

C.,
D.

Sequence valves
Mixer valves
Master cylinders
Parking brake valve

44. In the parking brake system, any pres-

sure buildups due to temperature variations
are bled off by the

A. parking brake valve
B. _master cylinders
C. relief valves
D. accumulators

45. Pressurized hydraulic fluid passes

through which components when you raise the

aft ramp?

A.

B.
C.

D.

1. Shuttle valve
2. Uplock cylinders
3. Mechanical latches
4. Restrictor

1 and 2 only
3 and 4 only
2, 3, and 4 only
1, 2, 3, and 4

99

42.-A Two slave mixer valves in the
brake lines prevent simultaneous
operation of the pilot's and co-
pilot's brakes. (Refer to page 81)

43.-B (Refer to .p.age 81)

44.-D These are spring-loaded valves
which compensate for oil volume
changes. (Refer to page 82)

45.-D (Refer to page 86)
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46. Which statement concerning ramp opera
tion is TRUE?

A. The forward ramp can be opened
in flight

B. The aft -ramp can be opened on
the water

C. The forward ramp,must be unlocked
before the aft ramp can be opened

D. The forward ramp can be opened
on the water

47. When lowered manually, the aft ramp,
lowers at a slow rate because of a
in the system.

A. check valve
B. snubber
C. control valve
D. restrictor

48. Assume that the forward ramp is lower
ed. if you continue to aOply DOWN
to the forward ramp, you will

pressure

A. damage tLe ramp
B. cause no damage because of a re

lief valve that tracks at 330
psi

C. cause rhe control circuit breaker
tt. pop

D. cause no dimage because of a re
lief- valve that cracks at 3,200
psi

49. The rescue hoist system is operated
by pressure from which hydraulic system?

p.

Utility only
Auxliary only
Primary
Either the
iliary

utility or the

50. The MAXIMUM speed at which the hoist
can be operated by using the crew switch
is feet per minute.

A.

B.

C.

D..

100

182
200
240

51. Which component controls the maximum
speed of the hoist?

A.

B.

C.

D.

Flow control valve
Restrictorr.
Relief valire
Flow regulator
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46.-B (Refer to page 87)

L

47.-D (Refer to page 91) ,

48.-B (Refer to page 92)

49.-A The utility hydraulic sYstem
-supplies the hoist, ramp and
landing gear. (Refer to page 92)

50.-A (Refer t page 95)

51.-0 This allows a maximum speed
df 200 ft. per minute with the
manual speed control. (Refer
to page 97)



52. The hoist control relief valve has

a cracking pressure of psi.

A. -175

B1. 200
C. 225
D. 250

1

52.-C (Refer to page 98)



AUXILIARY POWER UNIT AND ENGINE FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES

Whenyou complete this section, you will be able to:,

1. Describe the auxiliary power unit.

2. Identify and define the components of the APU.

3. Summarize the hydraulic start system of the APU.

4. Describe the APU fire extinguishing system. 0

5. Summarize the fire detection system.

6. Outline the APU start/run checklist.

AUXILIARY POWER UNIT

The.auxiliary power unit (APU) consists
of a turbine, hydraulic start motor, drive
shaft, clutch, adapter, fuel system, control
panel, accumulator, ignition exciter, and
electriCal wiring (figure 64). The APU"ena-
bles ground operation of the helicopter's
electrical and hydraulic systems. A mecha-
nical drive frbm the turbine through the
adapter drive shaft and clutch to the main
gear box rear cover permits operation of
the main gear box accessory section. Hydrau-
lic power .for starting the APU is supplied
by the air-charged accumulator to the hy-
draulic starter motor. Hydraulic fluid 0
supplied by the utility hydraulic system
fluid tank. Rua for the APU is drawn from
the aft main fuel tank, and consumption'
of fuel is approximately 76 pounds per hour.
Sensing .devices for low oil pressure, high
turbine exhaust temperature, and overspeed
conditions provide automatic shutdown of
the APU in. case Of malfunctions. Elec-
trical power, for the APU start circuit is
supplied by the DC PRI BUS..

ELECTRICAL OPERATION

The sequence of operations in the APU
is controlled by switches and relays in
the APU CONTROL panel. The PRI-PUMP warning
light illuminates until the prime fuel pres-
sure switch opens at 2 psi. Hydraulic fluid
under pressure from the accumulator turns
the start motor, cranking the turbine en-
gine. The fuel pump operates as the turbine
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is being cranked. When fuel pressure reaches
110 psi,, the fuel pressure switch opens.
When the turbine has accelerated to 90 per-
cent of its rated speed, the 90 percent
speed switch opens. At this tinejtte start
valve closes, the start fuel valaUcloses,
the ignition unit ia,de-energized, and the
APU is operating. The turbine is shutdown
automatically under conditions of low oil
pressure, overspeed, or high ekhaust temper-
ature. The oil pressure switch will open
at pressures of less than 6 psi. Similarly,
the 110 percent speed switch will open at
speeds in excess of 110 percent of rated
speed. Exhaust temperature is monitored by
the thermal switch.

TURBINE ENGINE

The centrifugal flow-type turbine en-
gine, rated at 65 to 70 horsepower, consists
of a turbine, combustor, reduction drive,
accessory section, and associated wiring
and plumbing. The turbine and combustor
generate torque necessary to sustain engine
operation and to power the reduction drive
and accessory section. The reduction drive,
through an arrangement of gears, provides
the necessary shaft speeds for generator
and main gear box accessory'operation. The
accessory section of the turbine engine,
mounted on the reduction drive, contains
components necessary for engine operation
and control. The turbine engine incorporates...
an integral lubrication system: the
is contained in the reduction drive.

103
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SEE STEP 3

APU COWL ^
(HINGES UP)

,
SEE STEP 5

TURBINE ENGINE OPERATION

) II

Air drawn through the intake by the
impeller is centrifugally compressed 'and

.passed through the diffuser.into the c6m-
lbpastor, wheree the air is mixed with fuel
from the fuel injectors. The resulting fuel-
air mixture is ignited and burned. Ekpanding
gases..a.re directed out through the turbine
nozzle, to the turbine whdel, and Qerr
vented through the exhautt into the weNo-
sphere. The rotatini turbine wheel, in turn,
drives the compressor impeller and output
shaft. During the starting cycle after the
fuel pressure switch Opens (110 + 5 psi),

Figui:e 64. - Auxiliary power unit.

fucl from the start fuel nozzle and the main
fuel injectors is ignited by the spark plug.
At 90 percent speed, the start fuel nozzle
and ignition 'are turned off by opening the,
speed switch. Combustion continues as long
as fuel flows.from the main fuel injectors.

Turbine ,

The turbine consists of a turbine hous-
.

ing,, diffuser, turbine nozzle, and a com-
bination .impeller and turbine wheel. The
tuibine qezzle is cooled by air flow around
the aft Internal edge of the diffuser
through holes sin the turbine nozzle forward
plate.

104



Combustor

The annular-type combustor (figure 65)

consists of4a housing, liner;,, and,nozZle

shield. The housing and liner form a passage
through which.compressed air from the impel-
ler is directed into and around the combus-
tion area for combustion and cooling. This'.

compressed air also passes through deflec-
Ors in the liner for cooling, and to center .
the flamp. The nozzle shield protects the

tufbine nozzle from/the effects of combus-

tion sand directs theeflew of cooling air.
Awl is supplied through six.equally spaced
fuel injectors on the Combustor housing. The
compressed air mixes With the,fUel and is
ignited. ,Ef there is nc\ignition after fuel

is sprayed into the liner, a drain for

unburned fuel is provided on the lower

center section of the housing. The expanding

gases impinge on the turbine wheel and are
then ducted to exhaust.

fi

Figure 65. - Combustor.

Reduction Drive

The reduction drive is "a system of

gears which steps down the 56,700 rpm tur-
bine speed:to speeds required by the,acces-
,sories. The reduction drive turns the APU

'drive shaft at 8,000 rpm and provides a

4,118 rpm output to the accessory section.
The, reduction drive also contains the tur-

bine engine lubricating oil .stkpply, oil

pump, and oiI filter.

Dil Filter

The oil filter, on the right side of

the reduction drive, receives oil ander

CACCILERATION SCHEDULE ADJUSTMENT

&TED SPIED SITTING ADJUSTMENT

Figure 66. - Fuel control.

pressure from the oil pump and filters it

prior to reaching the lubricating points.

'If the filter element clogs, a relief valve

in the filter element cap unseats at 15

to 25 psi and .byyasses the oil through a

passage in the filter element-cap, to the

filter outlet passage.

Accessory Drive

The,* accessory4'drive is a. twd-piede

' four-pad magnesium houding containing an

accestory drive gear, idleF gear, and start-

er gear. The housing hlves are bated
together and attached to the top of the
reduction drive. Accessories are mounted on

three pads of the housing. The fuel contrOl

and speed switch, mounted on opposite pads,

are coupled tb the accessory gear drive

shaft.' The tachometer-generator is mounted

in tandem with the speed switch. The start

motor is mbunted on the remainiia pad. The

junction box is also mounted the acces-

sory drive.

* $

.
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Fuel Contro

ac

of
ge

fuel control (figure 6,6), on the

e sory section ofthe turbine, consists
fuel pump and,a control assembly. The

type fuel pump supplies fuel pressure

ngine operation and contains the fuel

lv a
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filters. The control assembley has a rated
speed adjustment and an acceleration adjust-
ment, and consists of governor control com-
ponents and valves. At full speed, the
governor valve regulates fuel flow to main-
tain the turbine at nearly constant speed.
If, upon application of a load,speed tends
to drop, the flyweights increase fuel flow
and thereby maintain constant speed. Simi-
larly, increase in speed will be sensed
by -the fly-veights, and the fuel flow will
be reduced, thus decreasing engine speed.
A minimum flow needle, installed in the
fuel passage that bypasses the governor,
allows a small amount of fuel under pressure
to flow to the main fuel injectors even
if fuel flow through the governor has been
greatly reduced. ,Setting the minimumPfuel
flow needle maintains an adequate fuel flow
to sustain combustion during momentary over
control by governor control components.

Fuel Control Adjustments

The fuel control (figure ,66) has a
rated speed and an acceleratibn schedule
adjustment. All- fuel control adjustments
should b'e made in small movements. No fuel
control adjustments should be made until
all other possible causes of malfunction
have been investigated.

HYDRAULIC START SYSTEM

. The APU hydraulic start system consists

)
of a start valve, accumulator (figure 68)
start Motor, and hak pump. During starting
of the, turbine the start valve is opened,
allowing hydraulic pressure, built up by
the air-charged--accumulator, to act upon
the start motor and crank the turbine. Hy-
draulic fluid for the start system is sup-
plied 4.-by the utility hydraulic system fluid
tank.)

, t

Start Motor

The start motor, mounted on the acces-
sory section, is used to'crank the turbine
-during starting. When the start val
opened, hydraulic pressure from the accumu-
lator- passes through the valve to the'start
motor.

Accumulator

The accumulatoe (figure 68), mounted
on the support brackets on the left side
of -the oil cooler, is air-charged and pro-
vides hydraulic 'pressure to start the tur-
bine. The accumulator is initially charged
with 1,600 psi air pressure. Durinedpera-
tion of the utility hydraulic pump, ihe
pressure is raised to 3,000 psi. When the
start valve is opened, the pressure is
released to start the iurbine. As soon as
the turbine reaches operating speed and is
driving the main gear box accessory section,
the utility pump pressure recharges the
accumulator with 3,000 psi pressure.

Start Valve

The start valve, on the left side of
the transmission deck outboard of the for-
ward end of the accumulator, allows hydrau-
lic pressure to reach the start motor when
the valve open.

Hand Pump

The pump (fi e 67.) consists of a
manual hydra m., n pump handle, and
a -pressure. gage on the pump. The pump is
inside the cabin on the right structure,
forward of the aft caidn window, at window
sill level. The pump handle is clamped in
a vertical stowed position,above the pump. .

The wing nut On each clamp that secures
the handle Should illways be wired:TO.pump
is used to charesthe accumulator, when-
ever the accumulator charge is insufficient
to start the turbinel At -54° C. (-65° F.)
a pressure of approximaTely 2,000 psi is required
to start', the turbine. A visual indication of pres-
sure can be observed on the hand punhp gage
during pumping operations.

Ignition Exciter

The capacitor discharge-type exciter,
secured to a bracket on the turbine housing,
converts the direct crrent input to a high
energy alternating btkrent suppliecl.4o the
spark plug for ignit n. he outp ;pad
and terminal are integra ts of the ighi-
tion exciter.

Ag AI ,
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ACCUMULATOR HANDPUSAP EantucTIoNs
maw HANDRIAIR UNTIL 30313 MISI IS ATTAINED.
NOTE: GAGE ATTACHED TO APT END Or
ACCUMULATOR $0115 USED FOR PRE.FLIGHT CHECK.

130

FUEL SYSTEM

Figure 67. - APU accumulatbr hand pui4p

procedure. A 20-second time delay is used

which permits operation of ,the pump for

20 seconds. If the turbine does not start,

The APU fuel system is independenk the starting procedure must be repeated.

of the helicopter fuel system, except that'--Thi. PRI-PUMP PRESS warning light, on the

it receives fuel through a connection in APU CONTROL panel,, provides visual indica-

the aft main fuel tank main line. The fuel tion if prime fuel pressure is less than 2

valve, on the left side of the cabin above psi.

the floor forward of the aft fuel tank;

controls flow of fuel to the turbine. The

fuel shutoff valve is electrically actuated DRIVE SHAFT'

by the master switch on the APU CONTROL

panel. With the master switch at START or

1. RUN, _electrical power, from the DC PRI bus The drive shaft extends from the clutch

opens the fuel valve. The prime pump pumps to the flange on the adapter. The drive

fuel tq,the turbine only during the starting shaft transmits turbine power to drive the

,

1
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1 E1bOr1Ut, Ring, Packini
2 DuellIng, Packing
3 Cross
4 Check Valve, Packing
5 Tub.
6 cation, Nut, Ring, Packing.
7 Clamp Half, Pad

.
8 Screw, Washer, Nut

21

9 Accumulator 16 Support
10 ,Bolt, Spacer 17 Bolt, Washer
11 Strap, Pad 18 Clamp Half, Pad
12 Air Valve, Packing 19 Clamp Half, Pad
13 Gage, Bushing, Packings 20 Ithe
14 Fitting, Nut, Ring, qacking .21 Union, Packing
15 Bolt, Body, Packings, Nut 22 Tube

Figur068. - Accumulator.

main gear box accessory drive section. Flex- section of the main gear box, transmits

ible steel couplings are on each end of, power from the turbine to drive the gear

the drive shaft. box accessories. The clutch engages auto-
matically when the turbine reaches 76 to
80 percent speed. The centrifugal force
of the clutch driving part mechanism causes
the brake shoe to engage with the clutch-

The Clutch between the forward end driven surface. An integral free-wheeling

of the drive shaft and the accessory drive unit allows the main tramsmission accessory

CLUTCH

108 ki,ik 1/3
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section to be rotated at a higher speed
than the APU, thus unloading the APU. This
occurs when the main transmission is being
routed by the main enginea. The clutch
is lubricated by the oil supply of the main
gear box.

EXHAUST SYSTE)

The 'system consists of a shroud, ex-
haust stack,-and exhaust temperature sensing
system. The Shroud and exhaust deflect heat
away from the fUselage. The exhaust tedspera-
ture sensing system provides protective cir-
cuitry for the APU system when the exhaust
temperature exceeds its normal limita.

Shroud And Exhauat Stack

The shroud and exhaust stack deflect
exhauat heat away from the fuselage. The
Shroud includes a front fire wall, front
fire wall panel, rear fire wall, and exhaust
shroud. The exhaust stack is mounted on
the rear of the combustor.

APU EXHAUST TEMPERATURE SENSING sysnm

The APU exhaust temperature sensing
system provides protective circuitry for
the APU system when exhaust temperature

exceeds 577° C. (1070° F.). The system con- -
sists of a turbine exhaust thermal switch
mounted on the aft end of th combustor..
When the temperature exceeds maximUm limit,
the normally closed contacts open, initia-
tins control circuitry which cloaes the main
fuel solenoid valve eliminating fuel flow
to the engine.

Thermal Switch

The, thermal -switch is mounted on the
combustor aft end with the sensing element
projecting into the turbine exhaust.. When
exhaust temperature excieds maximum limit,
the normally closed contacts open, initia-
ting control circuitry which closes the main
fuel Solenoid valve thereby causing engine
shutdown.

Control Panel

The APU CONTROL panel (figure 69) on
the pilot console contains all the controls

l

1 00.

necessary to operate the APU. It consists
of a master switch, warning lights, emergen-
cy controls, tachometer, and seven relays.

APU Warning Lights

(See figure 69.) The PRI-PUMP PRESS,
LOW OIL PRESS, HIGH EXH TEMP, and OVER,SPEED
warning lights are on the APU CONTROL panel.
The PRI-PUMP PRESS warning light functions
only during the first 20 seconds of the
starting sequence and provides a visual
indication of prime pump operation. The
LOW OIL PRESS warning light functions only
after the APU turbine engine has reached
90% speed. After a start has been made and'
the unit is up to operating speed, if oil
pressure is los the low oil pressure
switch opens. en the low oil pressure
switch opens, th ma fuel valve is closed,
causing the APU,tur p engine to shut down
and the LOW 0/L PRESS warning light to illu-
minate. If a high exhaust temperature oc-
curs, relay K4 in the APU CONTROL panel de -
energizes, closing the main fuel valve and
illuminating the HIGH EXH TEMP warning
light. If an overspeed condition occurs,
relay K5 in the APU CONTROL panel de-ener-
gizes, closing the main fuel valve and
illuminating the OYER-SPEED warning light.
(See table 3.)

START

OFF PRotop
PRESS

LOW OIL HIGH EXH
PRESS TEMP

OVER
SPEED

FIRE
WARNING

Figure 69. - APU control panel.

AUX/LIARY FOWER UNIT VchE DETECTION SYSTEM

The auxiliary power unit fire detection
system consiSts of five temperature sensing

probes and FIRE WARNING capsules on the

11409



APU CONTROL panel, and caution advisory pan-

el. The NO. 1 ENG/NO. 2 ENG & APU test
switch, on the FIRE WARN TEST panel, is also
used in this system. The temperature sensing
probes contain normally open thermal switch-
es which close at 232.2° C. (450° F.). One
temperature sensing probe -is installed in
the fuel control cos, and four art installed
around the combustion chamber of the APU. If
one of the probes senses a fire or overheat
condition, the switch contacts close, provi-
ding a path to ground for the FIRE WARNING

, capsules, which will illuminate: The temper-
ature sensing probes are wired together, and
the path to ground is through the probe
housing, so that the probes are in parallel,

electrically. The test switch provides a

path to ground for the FTRE WARNING capsules
through the APU fire detection test relay,

when held in the test NO. 2 ENG & APU

position, and tests' the operation of the
light circuit. The FTRE WARNING capsules are
press-to-test capsules and contain two lamps

wired in paralled to provide protection
against lamp failure. (See figure 69.)

*NOTE

Helicopter modification T.O. 1H -3(H)F-
563 added the capsule marked APU FIRE on
the caution advisory panel.

AUXILIARY POWER UNIT FIRE EXTINGUISHIN SYS -

rEm
The auxiliary power unit (ANU ) fire

extinguishing system (figure 70) consists
of a .charged container, discharge nozzles,

- an oirerboard discharge tube, and a thermal
- discharge indicator. The container, in the
aft main rotor fairing structure, id charged
with CF3Br plus a nitrogen charge to propel
the extinguishing agent into the APU com-
partment. The forward discharge tube dis-
charges into the APU fuel inlet pan.lhe
rear discharge tube discharges into the
combustion section of the APU. A safety
outlet in the container is connected to the
red thermal discharge indicator. If contain-
er temperature becomes excessive, the safety
outlet opens', thermal discharge indicator
seal is ejected, and the extinguishing agent
is discharged overboard.

ENGINE FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM

The fire detection systems consist of
engine fire warning lights, control units,
sensing loops, and a test panel on the

instrument panel. The systems provide a

warnini in the event of fire or excessive
temperature rise in either of the engine

compartments. The control units monitor the
impedance of the sensing loopswhich are run
through potential fire zones of both engine
compartments. Any large drop in senling loop
,impedance, such as that caused by fire, or an
overheat condition, will activate the magne-
tic amplifier in the control unit and in-
crease current flow in the power winding of
the 'amplifier. This will cause illumination
of either the NO. -1 ENGINE Or the NO. 2
ENGINE FIRE EMER SHUT OFF SELECTOR :handle,
depending upon location of the fire; and the
pilot's and copilot's FIRE warning lights on
the instrument panel glare shield will illu-
minate. As the temperature in the fire zone
drops below the warning point, sensing.loop
impedance increases, restoring the system to
its original condition with all warning
lights out.

EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS

Fire Warning Test Panel

The FIRE WARN TEST panel on the pilot's
side of the instrument panel consists of
a NO. 1 ENG/NO. 2 ENG, APU switch and an
identification panel. The switch is used
to test the No. 1 engine or No. 2 engine
and APU fire detection components. The com-
ponents consist of the pilot's and copilot's
fire warning lights on the glare shield,
the NO. 1 ENGINE and NO. 2 ENGINE FIRE EMER
SHUT OFF SELECTOR handle lights on-the over-
head control panel, the .control units, and
associated wiring..

Fire Warning Lights

'Two FIRE warning lights, 'pilot's and
copilot's, mounted on the instrument panel
glare shield, illuminate when a fire or
an overheat condition exists in No. 1 engine
compartment or No. 2 engine compartment.

Sensing Loops

Six temperature-sensitive FIRE DETEC-
TION ELEMENT sensing loops, three for each
engine warning circuit, are used in the fire
detection system.-A sensing loop consists of
a sensing element, mounting connectors, in-
terconnecting wires, and mounting clips. The

- ta
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Figure 70. APU

hermetically sealed, flexible temperature-
sensing element consists of a center conduc-
tor and an outer sheath with two end fit-
tings. The space between the center conduc-
tor and the sheath contains a malt which
lowers its impedance when exposed to,,fire or
an overheat condition. Upon removai of the
heat source, the system will rOSSt Inatome-
tically. The loops are secured to the sides
of the engine compartments and seriice plat-
forms.

Control Unit

Two fire detection control units (fig-
ure 71), No. 1 and No. 2 ENG FIRE DET CONT
UNIT, are installed on the cabin ceiling aft
of the firewall valves. The control units
are impedance sensing devices designed to
monitor impedance changes in the sensing
elements. Each control unit consists of a
magnetic amplifier and test relay mounted in
a hermetically sealed case. When the system

fire extinguishing system.

is in the standby condition, the magnetic
amplifier is balanced.' In case of fire or"
overheat condition, sensing element impe-
dance is sharply lowered. As a result, input
impedance .to the control unit is lowered,
activating the magnetic amplifier. 'At a
critical system impedance, increased current
in the powsr winding circuit of the amplifi-
er will .cause illumination of the FIRE
warning lights on the instrument panel glare
shield. and the lights in the FIRE EMER SHUT
OFF SELECTOR handles on the overhead control
panel.

Interconnecting Calle

The four fireproof interconnecting ca-
bles have no heat sensing function and
consist of ,end fittings and protective in-
sulation. The cables connect the seneing
elements attached to the engine compartments
and engine service platforms to thelentrol
units to complete the sensing loop.

! 4 116
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1 Boit, Wasters, Nuts

.Figure 71. - Control unit.

2 Fire Detaction Coptrol Unit

TABLE 3. APU START/RUN

APU START/RUN CHECKLIST

MINIMUM CREW TO RUN APU - 1 FIREGUARD
1 COCKPIT OPERATOR

PREFLIGHT

2. COCKPIT LIGHTING CONTROL
full

3. PILOTS. OVERHEAD MAP LIGHT
tioned

NORMAL DAYTIME PROCEDURES

1. SIGHT CHECK APU COMP., INTAKE & EXHAUST
2. APU WORK PLATFORM - closed
3. APU ACCESS DOORS - closed

MINIMUM CREW TO COMPLETE CHECKLIST - TWO

0'

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

15.

i6.

FIREGUARD MAY READ ALL ITEMS UP
TO #33, THEN ASSUME FIREGUARD
POSITION

STARTING =awn (#1-3 FOR NIGHT ONLY)

1. BATTERY SWITCH - on

112,

- 7 rheostat
. 4

- on & posi-

OVERHEAD CIRCUIT BREAKERS - set
ENG ANTI-ICE - off .

WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE - off
SEARCH LIGHT - off
ANCHOR,LIGHT - off
FUSELAGE LIGHT - off
ANTI-COLLISION LIGHTS - off (2)
POSITIOR LIGHTS - off
CABIN HEATER - normal & off
PITOT HEAT - off
WINDSH/ELD WIPERS - off
WINDSHIELD WASHERS - off
LOADING LIGHTS - off
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17. EMERG LICHT - arm
18. NOSE GEAR - normal
19. HOIST MASTER - off

20. CARGO HOOK - off
21. STICK TRIM MASTER - on
22. CHANNEL MONITOR - off

23. CONVERTERS (2) - on

24. EXT PWR - off
25. BATTERY - on

26. GENERATOR SWITCHES (2) - on

27. ROTOR BRAKE - on press min 320 psi

28. GEAR HANDLE - down/green lights

29. PARKING BRAKE - set

30: RAMP MASTER - off
31. APU FUEL SHUT OFF - normal

32. APU FIRE EXTINGUISHER - off
33. APU START/RUN SWITCH - run

CK FOLLOWING LIGHTS ON - high exch temp
overspeed

PRESS TO TEST - prime pump press/low oil,

press ENG FIRE- WARNING TEST 'SWITCH TO #2

ENG/APU FrRE LIGHT ONLY

34. FIREGUARD - in Position
36. APU START/RUN SWITCH - start position

until Ng passes
45%, then re-

lease to

36. APU CLUTCH ENGAGEMENT - 76 to 80% Ng

37. HYDRAULIC PRESS GAGES (3) - press up

38. 'WARNING PANEL LIGHTS - tested
following lights must be out - on warn-

ing panel CONVS 1 - 2, GENS 1-2, PRI-
HYD PRESS AUX-HYD PRESS XMISSN OIL
PRESS & XMISSN CHIP DET

39. BATTERY - off

1 CA

SECURE CHECK LIST

1. BATTERY - on
2. EMERG LICHT - disarm
3. APU START/RUN SWITCH - off
4. COCKPIT LIGHTING CONTROL - 7 rheostat

closed

5. STICK TRIM MASTER - off

6. CONVERTERS (2) - off
7. GENERATORS (2) - off
8. PILOTS OVERHEADIMP LIGHT - off
9. COCKPIT DOME LICHT - off

10. BATTERY SWITCH - off

APU FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES - (obtain posi-

tive indication -of fire before firing
EXTING)

1. APU EMERG FUEL SHUT OFF - shut-off

2. APU,FIRE EXTING - fire exting

3. APU MASTER SWITCH - off
4. EXIT A/C ASSIST FIGHTING FIRE

APU LIMITATIONS

1. CLUTCH ENGAGEMENT - 4 - 6 seconds

2. Ng TOPPING - 99% * plus.or minus 1%
3. MOMENTARY OVERSHOOT - 110% Ng

4. TOTAL TIME FOR START - approx 10 sec
(never exceediel
sec)

5. ABORT START IF -
a. No Ng indication
b. Warning light on APU panel lit

c. Warning lights cited in #38 lit

d. APU limitation exceeded

6. APU ADVISORY LIGHT ON WARNING PANEL on

above 30% Ng



In this section we have discussed the anviliAry power unit, APU
and engine fire detection systems, and APU fire extinguishing system.
We have also covered the APU start/run procedures.

(Now complete the following review questions.)

ftel to operate the APU is taken from
the fuel tank.

A. forward main
'B. forward aux
C. aft main
D. aft aux

Refer to,page 103)

(Refer Eo page 101)

(Refer to page 104)

(Refer to page 106)

(Refer to page 106)

'53.-C ,

54. The APU start fuel valve is energized 54.-C
until the unit reaches percent of

its rated speed.

55.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Holes

50
75
90
100

are provided in the APU turbine 55.-D
nozzle forward plate to .

A. lighten the turbine nozzle
B. direct airflow to the 2nd-stage

nozzle
C. cool the turbine wheel
D, cool the turbine nozzle

56. APU speed- changes are sensed in the
fuel control by

A. flyweights
B. a bellows
C. a minimum flow needle
D. an acceleration limiter valve

57. The APU is started by a/an

A. electric motor
B. air turbine starter
C. electric starter
D. hydraulic motor

58. The APU clutch is engaged by .

A. a solenoid
B. centrifugal force
C. a.fixed connection
D. oil pressure .

56.-A

57.-D

5 8.-8 (Refer to page 108)
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59. The puriose of the.thermal discharge
indicator in the fire extinguisher system
is to indicate

A. that the container has discharged
due to an abnormally high contain
er pressure

B. that the container cheMical has
become overage

C. that the container pressure has
dropped too low tO be effective

D. the temperature of the chemicals
within the container

60. The two engine fire detection control
units operate by detecting changes in elec
trical in the fire sensing elements.

A.

R.

C.

D.

inductance
resistance
impedance
reactance

61. The APU START/RUN switch is held in
the start position until lig passes
on the start cycle.

A. 38%
B. 45%
C. 76%
D. 90%

59.74 This gives the aircrew a
visual indication of's dis
charged containe'r. (Refer
to page 110)

660.-C (Refer to page 110)
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HEATING, VENTILATING, AND ANTIICING SYSTEMS

OBJECTTA

When you complete this se4;, you will be able to:

1. Summarize the operation of the HH-3F heater system.

2. Tdentify the heater system components and explain their func
tion. t

3. Describe the windshield antiicing system.

4. Summarize ttle engine antiicing system.

, HEATING SYSTEM

The heating system (figures 72 and

73) consists of a 200,000 BTU heater and

its fuel, air, ignition, and distribution
systems and the necessary electrical con
trol circuits. The fuel system supplies

fuel for combustion, and the air system
supplies air for combustion and ventilatift.
The ignition system supplies a continuous

spark for ignition of the fuelair mixture.
The distribution system distributes heated
ventilating air throughout the cockpit and
cabin and also permits heat flow regulation
at any given location within the helicopter.
Ventilating with the heating system is done
by operation of the blower only. With .the

CABIN HEATER LOW, OFF, HIGH switch in the

OFF position and the CABIN HEATER NORM,

VENT blower switch in the VENT position

the blower will force outside air through
the otherwise inoperative heating system and
into the helicopter. A conversion kit is

available to convert the heating system

into a ventilating system for warm weather
operations. The kit consists of an adapter

which replaces the heater and forward adap
ter, covers to close the heater eXhaust

opening and the thermal switch openings,

and associated hardware.

ELECTRICAL OPERATION

With the CABIN HEAT VENT and CONT and

the CABIN HEATER BLOWER circuit breakers

engaged and the CABIg HEATER LOW, OFF, HIGH

switch in the HIGH or LOW position, power

from the fan overrun relay energizes the

blower relay and the blower starts. When

sufficient air is being delivered,.the air

121

pressure switch closes. Power then flows

through the time delay relay to energize

the overheat relay. When the overheat relay
, is energized, power, is supplied through

the relay to operate the fuel pump, master

fuel valve, and ignition unit. A circuit

through the CABIN HEATER LOW, OFF, HIGH

switch operates the, heater Control unit

cycling Valve through either of the nor
Imally closed 65.6° C. (150° F.), or 140.6°

C. (285° F.) thermal switcqes, depending

on whether the CABIN HEATER LOW, OFF, HIGH
switch is in the HIGH or LOW position.

With the airfuel mixture and ignition
spark being supplied, the heater operates,

supplying heated ventilating air for the

cabin and cockpit and discharging exhaust

gases overboard. The heater continues to

operate until the proper normally closed

thermal *witch opens and deenergizes the
control unit cycling valve to shut off fuel

supply and ignition power to the heater.

The blower still-operates and as the plenum

and crossover duct temperature drops, the

proper thermal switch closes, to continue

heater operation to maintain the desired

temperature.

If air in the plenqm chamber approaches
unsafe temperatures, the normally closed

176.7° C. (350° F.) thermal switch opens

and deenergizes the overheat. relay. The
overheat relay opens the heating system

circuit to stop fuel flow and ignition to

the heater, while the blower continues to

operate to bring the plenum temperature

down to safe limits. If exhaust temperature
fails to reach 93.3* C. (200° F.) within
45 seconds, heater operation is s,lso inter
rUpted by tho ignition sensing control relay
circuit. Under these circumstances, or when
the CABIN HEATER LOW, OFF, HIGH switch is
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Figure 72. - Heating system

in the,OFF position, all power to the system
is relmoved ./except for the cirduit through
the normaJJY*mn 48.9° C. (1200 F.) thermal
switch. This circuit bypasses the CABIN
HEATER LOW, OFF, HIGH switch to continue
blower operation'until plenum duct tempera-
ture is below 48.9* C. (120° F.) to provide
safe cooling of the heater and proper ex-
haust of combustion gases.

EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS

Heater Controls

Heater controls (figures
consiast of two- switches: the
LOW, OFF, HIGHswitch, and the

72 and 73)
CABIN HEATER
CABIN HEATER

-74!
JEltio-

Pti.OT'S MONT
OVER PANEL

- tompOnent location diagram. ,

118

NORM, VENT blower 'switch on the,overhead
control panel. The CABIN HEATER LOW, OFF,
HIGH switch controls the system for HIGH
or LOW heater operation, and"the CABIN HEAT-
ER NORM, VENT blower switch allows blower
operation when ventilation only is-desired.

Heating System Relays

Five relays, the fan overrun relay,
blower relay, overheat relay, ignition sens-
ing relay, 'and ignition control time delay
relay, control the heater electrical system.
The relays are on the heaier relay panel
in the aft fuselage. The fan overrun relay
is energized when the CABIN HEATER LOW,
OFF, HIGH switch has been placed in the
HIGH or LOW position. The fan overrun relay
controls the blower relay. The blower relay

,
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.Apr1; 73. - Heating sys

is energized ,by the' fan overrun relay and
through contacts in the fan overrun relay
when 'the CABIN HEATER NORM,' VENT blower
switch is in the VENT position, or by opera-
tion of the 484° C. (120° F:) thermal

switch. -The blower relay controls Power

to the blower motor. The oveiheat relay
.is energized when- the CAM JE.ATER'LOW,
OFF, HIGH switch is in the -TAW or HIGH poSi-
tion .through the ram air pressure switch

.and the Ignition control time delay relay.
The overheat relay controlt the'HEATER HOT
caution light, master fuel valve, fuel pump,
and ignition unit. The overheat relay is
de-energized by the ignition sensing control
relay through the ignition control time
delay relay, or by the overheat switch.'

The ignition sensing control relay is ener-
gized through the 93.3° C: (20.0° F.) therm41

- switch when the ignition control time delay
relay is energized (45 seconds after the

tem

PILTER

- schematic diagram.

MASTER
MEL
VALVE

A

OVERHEAT
M201 "
(03RP,
NORMALLY
a.osem

heater is turned on) and the exhaust temper-
ature has not reached 93.3° C. (200° F.).
When energized,' the 'ignition sensing cork-
trol relay de-energizes the overheat relay
to interrupt the operation of the, heater;
The ignition centrol time delay relay,is
energized 45 seconds after the CAM HEATER
LOW, OFF, HIGH switch has been positioned
to HIGH or LOW..

Heater

The 26(4000 BTU heater (figures 72'. '

and .14)* is a Spark-spray type combustion,
heater in the aft fuselage compartment.

It is capable of obtainini a tempeiature
^rise ,to 4.44° C. (40° F.) in the cockpit

and cabin when the ambient'air temOiatuie
is -53.9° C. (-65° F.). The heater consists
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Figure.14. - Mater - schematic diagram..

ofa 'i'heater jacket, combustiOn chamber,
radiator, ,combastion bead2,--fuel_spray noz-

zle, spark plug, and:ground electrOde. The
heater jaCket, clamped at the back to the
adapter;,4ssembly and at the froneto Ole
plenum/Chamber, encircles the radiator,

which ,4n turn encircles the combustion cham-.
ber./ The area between the heater jacket,

comhustiOn chamber, and radiator is a pass

for the flow of ventilating air. The'combus-
tion chamber is connected to the radiator by

An 'internal crossover passage. Combustion

/ gases from- the combustion chaMber flow
through the crossover passage into the radi-
ator. The radiator absorbs the heat and-then
eXhausts the gases overboard. The combustion
head, fitted over, the baCk end of the

combustion chamber, serves as a mounting,for,
the fuel spray nozzle,, spark plug, an
ground electrode. Combustion air supplied by

COM1VSkON
HEM

the blower is ducted separately from the,
ventilatin4 air and,enters through a combus-

_ 'tion air inlet on the side of the heater.
el .passing through the nozzle, under pres-

sure,' is converted to a fine spray, mixed
ith combustion air, and ignited by she

plug and ground electrode. An over-
board drain line is connected to the bottom
of the combAstion Chamber to prevent unburn-
ed fuel from collecting.

120

Heater ignition system

The ignition system consists of an

ignition unit and a shielded ignition lead

which supply power to the sPark plug for
ignition-or the ruel -air mixture.'

1 2
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Figure 75. - Heater fuel control unit - schematiC diagram.

Ignition Unit And Shielded
Ignition Lead _

The ignition unit, secured to the fuse-
lage next to the heater, is connected.to
the spark plug by the shielded ignition

lead. The ignition unit converts 28-volt

DC current to a high-voltage otcillating
current for continuous ignition in the heat-

er. The ignition unit includes two radio
noise filters, a condenser, a fuse, a relay,
a vibrator with two ,sets of points and a
NOR/RES .point selector switch, and a Junc-

tion box. Under all normal conditions, thp
switch is in tile NOR position.-If the points
fail, the switchr may be operated on the

RES (reserve) points.

Heater Fuel System

The fuel syst (figure 75) conauts
of a fuel control I a,. and a master fuel

valve. The fuel control unit supplies fuel
from the forward main fuel tank through

the master 'fuel valve and also controls

fuel flow in response to the thermal

switches. In event of leakage withim.the

DRAIN

FUEL OUTLET

HEATEL
comma/to/41

°WAILER

fuel control unit, provisions are made for

raining the fuel overboard. The master
fnel valve is electrically operated to stop
fuel flow to the heater in event of over-
heating and when the heater is shut off.

An overboard drain is also provided to pre7,
vent unburned fuel from accumulating in

0 the combustion chamber.

Fuel Control Unit

The fuel control unit (figure 75) is

a sealed container attached to the bulkhead

in the aft fuselage compartment. The unit

contains a fuel filter, fuel pump, pressure
re.Idomr' valVe, and control unit cycling val-
ve. The fuel filter removes impurities in
the _fuel. The fnel pump delivers fuel

through the control unit cycling valve to

the heater., The pressure relief valve re-

lieves exce314.ve pressure from the pump.

The control uniCayeling valve permits pas-
sage of fuel until either the 65.6° C. (150°

F.) or 140.6° C. (285° F.) thermal switchba
open. Also, the cycling valve will close
when the ,48.9° C. (200° F.) thermal switch
opens.
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Air System

The a1 system (figures 72 and 73)
consists of a blower, an air pressure
switch, and a plentim chamber. The blower
supplies both combustion and ventilating
air to the heater. The air pressure switch
controls heater operation.if there is insuf-
ficient air for safe operation of the heat-
er. The plenum Chamber is an air distri-
buting center to the ventilating air dis-
tribution ductwork and, with the crossover
and .heater exhaust tube, serves as'a mount-
ing for.Vle therMal switches.

Blower

The blower is installed in the aft
fuselage compartment between the cqmbustion
air inlet and the adapter. It forces air
into the heating system when the CABIN HEAT=
ER LOW, OFFs HIGH switch is placed in either
the HIGH or LOW position and the CABIN HEAT-
ER- VENT, NORM blower switch is in the VENT
-Or NORM position. The 48.9° C. (120° F.)
'thermal switch servesas an'overrun switch
which causes the blower to operate-until
the pleats' duct temperature drops below
48.9° C. (120° F.) even though the CABIN
HEATER LOW, OFF, HIGH switch has been sei
to OFF, and the CAB/N HEATER VENT, NORM
switch has been set to NORM.

Mister Fuel Valve-

The master fuel valve (figure 75) is
installed in the heater fuel supply line
on the bulkhead forward of the forward fuel
tank. Access to the valve is gained by re-
moving the access cover on the forward floor
panel. It fundtions as a safety valve to
stop the 'flow of fuel,to the heater when
the 176.7° C. (350° F.) overheat thermal
switch, 48.9° C. (200° F.) overheat thermal
switch, and overheat relay are actuated
or when the heater is shut off.

Air Pressure Switch

A

, ,s....,

The air pressure switch Ckfigure 73),
secured to a bracket next to the heater, Five thermal itches (figure 73),
is connected to the combustion air inlet ,three in the plen chamber,' one in the

0.

I

,

1)

with tubing. .The switch opens-the electri-
cal circuit to the heater if there is in-
sufficient air for safe heater operation.
The switch is normally open and is actuated
by diffeential air pressure between the
air surr unding it and the air iressure
in the combustion air inlet. When the pres-
sure differential reaches 2.0 + 0.4 inches
of water, the switch completes an electri-
cal circuit permitting operation of the
heater. Should the pressure differential
drop more- than 1.0 + 0.4 inches of water,
the point at which air supply would be in-
sufficient for' proper combustion within the
heater, the, air pressure switch opens the
electrical cir uit, shutting off the heater.

Plenum Chamber

The plenum chamber (figure 72), con-
structed of, sheet metal, is between the
heater and the distribution system. It ser-
ves as a mo(nting for thermal switches and
as an air distributing center for.the ven-
'tilating, air distribution (hackwork. Thermal
switches, mounted on the plenum chamber,
in the crossover,duct, and in the heat ex-
haust tube,./5,ntrol operation of the heater.

Distribution System
/

Two heating ducts (figure 72),are con-
.

nected to the plenum chamber and run forward
along the cabin ceiling into the cockpit
abote the pilot's and copilot's heads,and
under the cockpit floor to registers and"

diffusers on both sides of the cockpit.
Four circular ad' stable valves in the cock-
pit and 12 atjust ble diffusers in the cabin
disperse and jefttrol the flow of wa ii air.

The flow of rm air is regulated b t ing

the knob on the diffusers for volum
and pulling the center vane down fo
tional control. A terminal outlet or f-

fuser is installed it the end of each duct
to pass air for vent
overloading of the blow
minal outlets 'Cannot be close

tion and prevent
tor. These ter-

.

THERMAL SWITCHES
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crossover duct, and one on the exhaust
tube, 'are installed for controlling opera-1
tion of the heating system. The normally
closed 913° C. (200° F.)-igrition thermal
switch in the exhaust tube de-energizes
thee overheat relay by actuating the igni-
tion sensing control relay if exhaust tem-1
perature has- not reached 93.3° C. (200°

F.) within 45 seconds after the heater is
turned on, or' if combustion is lost duel
to any reason after 45 seconds. The 176.70
C. (350° F.) switch is an overheat thermal
switch which, is normally closed. Above
-176.7° C. (350° F.), the.switch de-energizes
the overheat relay to -remove power froM
all components of the heating system except
for the blower. The normally open 48(90
C. (120° F.) thermal switch energizes the
blower relay and causes the blower to opez4

chamber exceeds 48.9° C..(120° F.) and thl
ate whenever the temperature in the plen

DC essential bus of the electrical systela

is energized. The 140.6° q. (285° F.) therl-

mal switch in the plenum chamber or the

65.6° C. (150° F.) thermal switch in the

-crossover duct regulates the heaiing system
temperature depending upon whether the CABIN
HEATER LOW, OFF, HIGH switch is in the HI
or LOW position. The thermal switches a
removed by disconnecting the electrical wi
ing and by removing the securing screws and
washers.

I

ANTI-ICING SYSTEMS

Anti-icing systems (figures 76 and 8)

consiit of the windshield and end& an i-
icing systems. The windshield anti-ic
system is electrically operated by heat
elements in the.pilot's and copilot's w
shield panels. When the WINDSHIELD ANTI ICE
control switch on the overhead switch el
is positioned to HIGH, the system prot cts
the windshields, against formation of ce;

when the control switch is positione to

LOW, the system will defog the windshi-l.s.
The engine anti-icing system consists o two

subsystems, the engine air intake duct ti-

icing system and the inletoguide vane nti-

icing system. Both subsystems are act ted
by No. 1 and No. 2 ENGINE ANTI-ICE sw ches
on the overhead switch panel. The el ctri-
cally operated engine air
icing system prevents formation of ce on

the intake duct. The inlet guide vane, anti-

icing system uses engine bleed air o heat

the guide vanes, front frame, and tarter
cover to prevent ice buildup.

I 13

,WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICING SYSTEM

The'windshield anti-icing system (fig-
ure 76) consists of a.WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE
control switch, a windshield temperature
controller, two step..up.transformers, a re -

--sistor -assembly, and two electrapane wind-
shield panels. The WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE con-
trol switch, pn the overhead switch panel,
his three positions: LOW, OFF, and HIGH. The
LOW poaition is used for defogging opera-
tions, and the HIGH position is used to
prevent ih formation on the windshield. The
windshield temperature controller; on a

shelf in he electronics compartment, con-
trols operating current to the heating'ele-
ments in the windshield panels. The step-up
transformers in the electronics compartment
increase output voltage from the controller
to the heating elements.- The electrapane
windshield panels incorporate'heating ele-
ments and a temperature sensor imbedded
between plate glase laminations. The sensor
senses temperature of the .windshield and
provides a aignal for the "...controller to

regulate the application of electrical power
to the heating elements. Placing the control
switch in the LOW or HIGH position places
different resistors of the resistor tesembly
in series with the sensors that 'permit

operation of the system at two different
temperatures for defogging or anti-icing
conditions.

Electrical Operation

The temperature iensor, imbedded in

each electrapane windshield panel, is a

resistor which changes value as the tempera-
ture of the windshield chinges. A decrease
in temperature causes a decrease in resis-
tance; conversely, an increase in temper-
ature causes an increase in 'resistance.

Each temperature sensor is wired as part
of the control leg of a sensitive resistance
bridge network in the temperature control-
ler. With the WII4DSHIELD ANTI-ICE control

switch in the LOW, poeition; each sensor

is in series with a 9:3-ohm resistor and
a 22-ohm resistor (31.3-ohms total). With
the control switch inf the HIGH position,

the 22.0-ohm resistor is dropped from the
circuit, which allows the windshields to
attain a higher temperature. When the sensi-
tive relay is de-energized, an additional
3.7-ohm resistor is added to the control
leg in series with the sensor.
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1 AC Circuit Breaker (Pilot's)
2 AC Circuit Breaker (Control

Power)
3 DC Circuit Breaker (Relay

Power),
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01 CR Cr

4 AC Circuit
(Copilot's)

5 Control Switch
6 Electrapene Windshield Panel
7 Srep-Up Transformer

6 Plugs, Receptacles
9 Windshield Temperature

Controller
10 Step-Up Transformer
11 Resistor Assembly

yigure 76. - Windshield anti-icing system.

Low Operation. - When the WINDSHIELD
ANTI-ICE control switch is positioned to .

LOW for a fogged windshield conditiono exci-
tation voltdge is provided for the sensi-
tive 'resistance bridge network, and 35.0-
ohms resistance (9.3-ohm resistor + 22.0-.
ohm resistor +3.7-ohm resistor) is in series
with the sensor. If the windshield ambient
temperature is below approximately 25° C.
.(77° F.), the sensor resistance will be
below 315.4 ohms, and the total resistance
of the control leg will be below 350.4

otitis (315.4 + 35.0). , For a balanced

bridge network, the control leg resistance
should be .350.4 ohms. Because the control
leg is below 35001 ohms, the sensitive re-
sistance bridge network is unbalanced, re-
sulting in a differential voltage across
the windings of the amplifier.. Output of

the amplifier is rectified voltage that

egergizes, the sensitive relay. The 3.7-ohm
resistor, part of the sensitive resistive
bridge network; is shunted by the normally
open contacts of the sensitive relay, there-
by driving the bridge network further out
of balance, and ensuring the positive
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closure of the sensitive relay. Another
set' of normally,open contacts of the sensi-
tive relay provides a path for 28 volts
A to energize the coil of the power relay.
W1th the power relay energized, three-phase
115-volt AC is coupled to the step-up trans-
former, where the voltage is increased by

a factor of two. This stepped-up voltage

is applied to the heating elements, located
in the windshield panel. As the temperature
of the windshield increases, the resistance
of the temperature sensor increases until
the bridge network id'balanced. The bridge
network will become balanced at a temper-

ature of approximately 27.8° C. (82° F.),

when the sensor resistance reached 319.1

ohms; 319.1 ohms plus '9.3 ohms plus 22.0

ohms equals 350.4-ohms total resistance in
the 'control leg. With no differential volt-
a ap lied to the'amplifier, the sensitive
re de ergizes causing the power relay

,to also de-energize, removing the voltage

pre y applied to the heating elements
of the windshield panel. With the sensitive
relay de-energized, the 3.7-ohm resistor is
added to the resistance of the control leg,
which now totals 354.1 ohms. Now the sensi-
tive relay cannot be energized until the

control leg resistance is below 350.4 ohms,

ifhich, as previously described, will not

occur until the windshield has cooled to
below approximately 25° C. (77° F.). The
temperature controller will attempt to main-

tain the windshield panels between approxi-

mately 25° and 27.8° C. (77° and 82° F.) to

keep the pilot's and copilot's windshields

clear. If ambient temperature is high, it

may be necessary to place the WINDSHIELD

ANTI-ICE control switch in the HIGH posi-

tion. (See figure 77.)

High Operation. - When the WINDSHIELD
ANTI-ICE control switch is positioned to

HIGH for iced windshield conditions, excita-
tion voltage is provided for the.sensitive

resistance bridge network, and 13.0-ohms

resistance (9.3-ohm resistor +3.7 resistot)
is in series with the sensor. The windshield
anti-icing system will operate the same

as described for LOW position, except for
the following differences: Because there

are 22.0 ohms less resistance in the con-
trol leg of the sensitive resistance bridge,
the temperature sensor must attain a 22.0-

ohm higher resistance value to balance the

resistance bridge at 350.4 ohms. This will

occur approximately 17.2 degrees C. or 31
degrees F. higher than the operating temper-
atures in the LOW position. The temperature
controller will attempt to main%ain the
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Figure 77. - .Windshield anti-icing sensor
'resistance/temperature chart (high).

temperature of the windshield panels between
approximately 42.2° and 45° C. (108° and
114° F.), which corresponds to sensor resis-
tance of 337.4 and 341.1 ohms.

WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICING SYSTEM 03MPONENTS

Temperature Controller

The temperature controller (figure 76,
item 9) controls operating current to the
heating elements in the windshield. The
controller is a two-channel control (a sepa-
rate channel for each windshield). Each
channel contains a sensitive resistance
bridge, amplifier, sensitive relay, aid pow-
er relay. The resistance of sensors mould..

ed in the electrapane windshield panels
varies with changes in windshield tempera-
ture. The sensor is an integral part of the
controller's resistance_bridge circuit and,
through its resistance changes, controls

operat.on of the temperature controller by
balancing or unbalancing the resistande
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bridge. Changes in the temlierature control-
ler's resistance bridge circuit vary the
input signal to the controller's amplifier
and, AS a result, vary amplifier output. The
amplifier output control relays connect or
disconnect power to the heating elements in
the windshield, thus controlling windshield
temperature. The temperature controller also
incorporates a filter to prevent radio in-
terference.

Step-Up Transformers

The step-up transformers (figure 76,
,item 10), on a shelf in the electronics
compartment directly,behind the temperature
controller, are used in the windshield'anti-
icing system. The step-up transformers in-
crease output voltage from the controller
from 115 volts AC to 230 volts AC (208 volts
AC to 416 volts AC line to line) for opera-
tion of the electrapane windshield panel
heating elements. One step-up transformer
supplies yower to each electrapane

Resitor Assembly

The resistor assembly on the overhead
control panel controls the operating temper-
ature of the windshield heating elementil
through their effect on the temperature
controller's resistance bridge circuit. The
assembly is made up of four resistors; two
for the control of each windshield. With the
WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE ,switch at HIGH, one of
the resistors is dropped from each sensor
circuit and 9.3-ohms resistance is used,
allowing the windshield heating elements to
attain a higher temperature. Im( the LOW
position, two resistors with a combined
resistance of 31.3 ohms are placed in each
sensor circuit to restrict the heating ele-
ments to a lower operating temperature.

ENGINE ANTI-ICING SYSTEM

The engine anti-icing system (figure
78) consists of two pilot-controlled, auto-
matically regulated systems which prevent
formation of ice on the oil tank mounting
ring, engine air -intake duct, inlet guide
vanes, starter cover, and frpnt frame'of

each engine. Each engine anti-icing system
consists of an oil tank mounting ring, en-
gine air intake duct, and sta cover,

-one channel of a temperature controlaer,
a control switch, a resistor, and a caution
light.

The engine air intake duct contains
heating elements (thermal electric boots),
a temperature sensor imbedded between fiber-
glass laminations, and a thermal, switch
mounted externally on the fiberglass. The
oil tank Mounting ring, electrically inter-
connected with the engine tir intake duct,
contains a heating element (thermal electric
boot). The engine-furnished solenoid con-
trols hot compressor air flow through the
engine front frame top and right struts
to the inside of the starter fairing and
inlet, guide vanes. The engine front frame
tottom strut is continuously heated by scav-
enge oil from the No. 1 bearing area. The
engine front frame left, right, and top
strut is continuously heated by the 10th-
stage compressor air flow.

With the ENGINE ANTI-ICE switches posi-
tioned to ON, the #1 and #2 INLET ANTI-ICE
caution lights warn the pilot of approach-
ing icing conditions as engine air intake
duct temperatures reach 37.8° C. (100° F.)
or below. If ambient temperature is -18°
C. (0° F.) or above and the engine anti -
icing system is on,'the caution panel lights
coming on indicate anti-ice system failure.
The caution/advisory #1 INLET ANTI-ICE and
#2 INLET ANTI-ICE capsules are illuminated
through the thermal switches on.the intake
ducts. Power is supplied by 28-volt DC PRI
bus.

The inlet guide vane portion (sUbsys
,tem) of each engine anti-icing system uses
a portion of the ENGINE ANTI-ICE switch
and consists of a solenoid control relay,
a current sensing relay, and anti-icing
solenoid valve (engine furnished), and a
caution/advisory panel light capsule. Plac-
ing the ENGINE ANTI-ICE. switch in the ON
position opens the normally closed circuits
to the engine solenoid to start the anti -
icing system within the engine. At the same
time the corresponding #1 or #2 ENG IGV
ANTI-ICE light capsule on the caution/advi-
sory panel will illuminate, providing the
current sensing relay senses that the inlet
guide vane (ICA) anti-icing system is on.
The function of the current sensing relay
is, to indicate if the system is on or off.
The solenoid control relay provides for
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Figure 70. - Enaine anti-icing system.
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proper functioning of the solenoid valve

by de-energizing the solenoid valve when

the ENG ANTI-7CE switch is in the ON posi-
tion. Witen the ENG/NE ANTI-ICE switch is

in the lonr position, the solenoid valve

is energized through the solenoid control
relay and the current sensing relay is ener-
gized, breaking the circuit to the ENG IGV

ANTI-ICE light capsule on the 'ciution/advi-

sory panel.

Operational Delcriptton,

The thermal switches on the engine

air intake duct close when the inlet throat

temperature drops below 37.8° C. (100° F.),'

if the ENGINE ANTI-ICE 1 and 2 switches

are positioned to ON. This will cause il-
lumination of the taution/advisory panel

#1 an& #2 INIET ANTI-ICE light capsules.

Simultaneously the temperature controller

will attedpt to maintain a duct temperature
of approximately 82.2° C. (180° F.) and

87* C. (188° F.). The ENGINE ANTI-ICE 1

bud 2 switches also open the circuits to

the engine anti-ice solenoids to permit

compressor air flow to warm the engine inlet
guide vanes and the starter cover. The #1

and #2 ENG ANTI-ICE IGV light capsules on
the caution/advisory panel will illuminate

and remain on as long as the anti-icing
system is on. The #1 and #2 INLET ANTI-ICE

light capsules will go off when the intake

duct temperature exceeds 37.8° C. (100°

F.). .If the ambient air temperature is

-18° C. (0° F.) or below and the anti-ice

system is on, the caution panel lights may

come oh indicating no antifice protection,

aS electrical heating may not be sufficient

to maintain 37.8° C. (100° F.) under these

conditions.

Engine Air Intake Duct Anti-Icing

Each temperature sensor, imbedded in

the engine air intake duct, is connected

to one channel of the temperature control-

ler. The temperature sensor is a resistor

A which changes its resistance with temper-

ature changes. A decrease in temperature

causes a decrease in resistance. Conversely,

an increase tn temperature causes an in-

crease in resistance. Each temperature sen-

sor is wired as part of the,control leg

of a sensitive resistance bVidse network

in the temperature controller. A 3.7-ohm

resistor is in series'with the-sensor and

a 3.3K-ohm resistor is in parallel with

the resistor. For a balanced bridge net-

work, the control leg resistance should

be 340.4 ohms. With the ENGINE ANTI-ICE

switch in the ON position, excitation volt-
age is provided for the sensitive resis-

tance bridge. The control leg resistance

(sensor resiitance plus 3.7rohms) will be

below 350.4 hms; at 4.4° C. (40° F.) the

control leg resistance is approximately 235
ohms. Due to the unbalanced condition of the
bridge network, a differential voltage will
be fed into the amplifier. The output of the
amplifier is rectified voltage that energiz-
es the sensitive relay. The 3.7-ohm resistor
is Shunted by the normally open.contacts of
the sensitive relay to drive the bridge

network further out of balance and ensure,

positive relay closing. Another set of nor-
mally open contacts of the sensitive relay
provides a path for 28 volts DC to energize
the power switching relay. With the power
relay energized, three-phase 115 volts AC is

applied to the anti-icing duct heating ele-

ments.
ft

Temperature Control

As the temperature of the engine air

intake anti-icing duct increases, the cau-
tion/advisorr panel #1 or #2 INLET ANTI-

ICE light capsules will go off when the

duct temperature exceeds 37.86 C. (100'

F.). The temperature of the duct will con-

tinue to increase until the bridge network

is balanced by a control le esistance
of 350.4 ohms. The resistance of th emper-

ature sensor in parallel with the 33K re-

siitor will be 350.4 ohms at appro tely

87° C. (188° F.). With no differential volt-

age applied to the amplifier, the sensitive
relay de-energizes; causing the power relay

to also derenergize, removing power from

the heating elements. With the senaitive

relay de-energized, the 3.7-ohm resistor

is added to the resistance of the control
leg, which now totals 354.1 ohms. The sensi-
tive relay cannot now be energized until

the control leg resistance is below 350.4-

n"ohms (sensor reilitance. of 346.7 plus 3.7

ohms). The resistance of the temperature

sensor in parallel with a 3.3K resistor

. will be 346.7 ohms at approximately 82.2'

C. (180° F.). The temperature controller

will attempt to maintain the duct tempera-

ture between 82.2° and 87° C. (180° and

188° F.).
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Engine Inlet Guide Vane Anti-Icing

The inlet guide vane anti-icing system
will remain on as long as the ENGINE ANTI -
ICE switch is in the ON position. The engine
.anti -ice solenoid is spring loaded open,
and in the event of an electrical fsillure,
the IGV anti -ice.system will be on.

ENGINE ANTI-ICING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Engine Anti-Icing Ducts

The engine anti-icingweZts (figure
78, ital 4 and 6), at the front frame of
the .demountable power plant, direct air
into the engine compressor section. Each
engine anti-icing duct contains heating ele-
ments, a temperature sensor imbedded between
the fiberglass laminations, and a thermal
switch mounted externally on the fiberglass
laminations.

Temperature Controller

The temperature controller (figure 78,
item 17) 'controls operating current to the
heating elements and permits indepe nt
temperature control for each duct'. The üt
is a dual-channel controller with each chan-
nel controlling one anti-icing duct. Each
channel contains a sensitive resistance
bridge circuit, an amplifier, a sensitive
relay, and a power relay. Electrical power
through the temperature controller bridge
circuit is varied due to resistance changes
in the temperature sensor' on the engine

130

anti-icing duct. This electrical power is
amplified and actuates the relays regulating
three-phase power to the duct heatin4 ele-
ments. Pnwer to the heating elements is
removed if the a4sociated sensor circuit is
open or shorted. 'MA temperature controller
also incorporates a filter assembly to pre-
vent radio interference.

Solenoid Control Relay

The two solenoid control refays on
the overhead control panel provide for pro-
per operation of the engine solenoid valves
by de-energizing each valve when the cor-
responding ENGINE ANTI-ICE -switch is ON.
When the switch ii OFF, the solenoid control
relay is de-energized, and the engine sole-
noid valve °is energized through the nor-
mally closed contacts of the relay.

CurrentSensing Relay

Two inlet anti-ice relays are mounted
on the relay panel on the forward cabin
bulkhead. The anti-ice relays are current
sensing relays, whose function is to indi-
cate when the anti-icing system for each
engine is on or off. When an engine anti -
icing system is turned on, the corresponding
engine anti-ice solenoid valve is de-ener-
gized, and the current sensing relay, sens-
ing this condition, is de-energized also.
The normally closed contacts of the current
sensing relay provide power to illuminate
the #1 nr #2 ENG IGV ANTI-ICE light capsules
on the ADVISORY PANEL.
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REVIEW

This section has covered'the heating; ventilating, and anti-icing

systems. You will need to understand these systems before you 'can pre-

flight an aircraft.

(Now answer the following review questions.)

62. The heater cycling valve is controlled
by a/an switch.

A. air pressure
B. thermal
C; manual
D. fuel pressure

63. The blower relay is energized by the

.

A. overheat relay
B. ignition control time delay reliy.
C. 120* F. thermal switch
D. 93.3° C. thermal switch

64. The heater in an HH-3F can produce.
a MAXIMUM of , BTU.

A. 100,000
B. 150,000
C. 175,000
D. 200,000

65. Heater fuel is taken from the fuel

tank. ,J"1

A.

B.

C.

D.

forward main
forward aux
aft main '

aft aux

66. Which of the following serves as a

safety valve- to prevent overheating of the
heater?

A.

B.

C.

D.

Vent valve
Cycling valve
Master,fuel valve
Exhaust temperature sensing valve

67. What is the purpose of the 140.6° C.
thermal switch in the plenum chamber?

A. De-energize the overheat relay
B. Regulate the heating system tem-

perature
C, Energize the blower relay
D. Actuate the ignition sensing con-

trol relay
:

62.-B (Refer to page 117)

6 .-C (Refer 'to page 119)

64.-D (Refer to page 119)

65.-A (Refer to page 121)

66.-C

, 67.-43

4

1 2.0

This valve shuts off fuel
to the heater in case of an
overheat condition. (Refer
to page 122)

This switch acts as'a
thermostat. (Refer to
page 123)

1,
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68. The tempera senscirs for alp wind- 68.-4 (Refer to page 123).
shield anti-ice ystem are located'u

A. betwee he windikield plate glass
tions

B. on i.e instru,mdi panel, adjacent
e windshield

C. he cockpit wierhead, adjacent
to he windshield

D. on the outside and inside surfaces
of the windshield

-69. The windshiel 69.-B (Refer to-page 123)d beating elements attain'
a higher temperature in HIGH operation than
In LOW operation because the

A. resistance is higher in the con-
trol leg of the bridge

B. resistance is lower in the control
leg-of the bridge

C. current required to actuate the
sensitive relay is lower

D. -resistance bridge is balanced in
RICH operation but' not in LOW
operation

-D70. .To prevent radio interference, the
70. (Refer to page 126)

windshield temperature controller incorpor- ;

ates a

A. sensor
B. diode
C. resistor
D. filter

71. Which components are anti-iced by ther-'
mal electric boots?.

1. Oil tank mounting ring
2. ,Engine air intake duct,
3. /nlet guide vanes
4. Starter cover

- A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 3 and'4 only
D. 1, 2,1und 3

71.-A (Refer to page 126)

72. When the contrOl switch is placed in 72.-B (Refer to page 129)
the ON position, the engine air intake duct
will be anti-iced ,aMytime the temperature/
drops below

A. -18' C.
B. 37.80 C.
C. 82.2' C.
D. 87° C..

132
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73. The function of the engine anti-ice
current sensing relays is to

A. measure the temperature .at ,the'
front frame of each engine

B. control current to the heating
eleirents of each engine anyi-icing
duct .

C. 414icate when the engine anti-ice
system is on or off -.

D. control the hot air directed Into
the- engine compressor section

0

4.

73.-C (liftit. opag e 130)

I e
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Hh-3F FUEL 'SYSTEM

V

OBJECTIVES

When You-complete this section, you will be able to:

1. Summarize the operation of theHH-3F fuel System.
,

,2. Identify fuel system coMponents. and explain their function:

3. ' Describe the fuel dumping system.

4. Explain the pressura,refueling system..

. Describe the fuel transfer system.

'Ap a: 'flight mechanic, on the HH-3F,,
you must be familiar with the aircraft fuel
system as well as the engine fUel system.
The -following' paragraphs cover a typical
HH-3F 'aircraft fuel system, its'components,
and prin6ip1es of operation.

G6ERAL DESCRIPTION
' (See figures 79 and 80.)

The system 'is an open ventyype which
consists of main and auxiliary uel tanks,
a -fuel managament panel, boost pumps, boost
pump relays, ',Assure switches valves, fil-
teri, collectorS,,' mixing cha:abers, fuel e-

jector' units, .-and tank unit probes. When
normal fuel systei operation is desired, the
forward and aft Main tanks boost PUMP 1 and
2 and the fuel shutoff yalves switches Are
poSitioned to ON. This permits fuel, under
boost pump pressure, to pass through the
filters td the engines. FUel from'the for-
ward -main tank supplies No. 1 engine, and
the aft main tank supplies NO. 2 engine. No.
1 engine filter is on the right side, and
No. 2 engine filter is on ihe left.side of
the fuselage. Should either filter become
clogged, -the filier bypass Valve will open
and the caution/advisory panel FWD or AFT
FUEL BYPASS light capsule will illuminate.
If a booilt pUmp Should fall, the apprqpriate
FAIL light 4111 illuminate. If fuel pressure
should drop below r4.6 to -5.1 psi, the
appropriate LOW PR li will illuminate. '

The engines maybe efficiently operated
with one, both, or no boost pumps. However,
'it is necessary to operatethe helicopter
with at least one boost pump operating in
each main tank during-the f011owing condi-
tions:

1. Above 6000 feet pressure altitude
2. ' DUmping fuel

N4),

CA'

1 23

3. ,Aboie 43 degrees Centigrade fat -

4. Transferring fuel'
4. Below 600 pounds of fuel per tank
6. Whenever a fuel filter bypass is

illuminated.
7. Whenever a fUel low pressure cau-

tiaelight is illuminated
S. One pump per tank during takeoff

and landing

NOTE
mv

Continuous use of one boost pump per.
engine is mandatory to -prevent inadVertent
operation without boost pumps when the ex-
ceptions are encountered. Actual or simula-'
ted generator failure will, cause loss of
both number two bodst pumps.

Fuel flow to either engine may be stop-
ped by pulling the apprOpriate FERE-EMER
SHUT OFF SELECTOR handle on the overhead
control panel., or by positioning the ap-
propriate fuel shutoff valve switch to OFF.
If neCessary, fuel/ may be supplied to one
engine from both tanks by Opening one fuel
shutoff valve and the crossfeed valve, or
to both engines froM one tank by opening
both fuel shutoff valves and the croSsfeed

". valve. 'The fuel tanks may be'gravity or
preSsure refueled. When pressure refueling
is used, system shutoff capabilities are ,

tested at the start of the operation. FUel
may be ttansferred from the auxiliary'fuel
tanks -to the main fuel tanks,by using boost
pump pressure, fuel transfer valves, and

fuel' ejector units. ,Fuel may be offloaded

from the helicopter bylositioning either
manual defueling valve handle in the open

position.
All component switches and-indication

lights are on the fuel manalement panel.
When 30 minutes of -fuel or leSs remains
in the main tanks, the caution/adyisory
panel FWD FUEL LOW and AFT FUEL LOW light
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,..capsules will illuminate.
heater is supplied by the
and fuel ,for the. APU
aft tank.

figure 79. FUel minagement panel.

FUel"for the cabin
forwird main tank,
is supplied by the

SYSTEM COMPONEMS

FUEL MANAGEMENT PANEL
(See figure 79.)

The fUel management panel on the upper.
Center" portion of the instrument panel ,con
sists of fuel quantity indicators, indicator
lights, panel lights, and switches. The
fuel quantity indicators indicate the fuel
quantity of the main and auxiliary fuel
tanks. The indicetor lights indicate boost
pump failure and low fuel pressure. The
panel lighti illuminate the panel for nightr
operations. The switches Control the opera
tion of the crossfeed valve, fuel shutoff
valves, fuel transfer valves, and boost
pumps. Also, a test switch is used tO check
the, operation of the fuel quantity indica
tor.

FUEL SHUTOFF VALVE
(See figure 80.)

Two valves -on 'the Rabin ceiling aft
of the personner door coht, 1" fuel flow
to each engine. Each valve is a.-motoroper
ated valve controlled by the fuel shutoff

NFTE

valve swifch on the fuel management panel
and the FIRE EMER SHUTOFF SELECTOR handle
on thee ovtihead control panel. Normal fuel
,flow ii accomplished by positioning the
fuel shutoff valve -switches to ON. This
permits 'electrical power to floW from the
28volt,'DC primary bus through the normally
closed pole of the FIRE EMER SHUTOFF SELEC
TOR handle switch, through the ON,0FF switch
on the fuel' management panel td..the valve.
The fuel shutoff valves may be closed by'
positioning the fuel shutoff Valve switChes
to OFF or by, actuating the FIRE"EMER SHUT
OFF SELECTOR .handle. The handle closes the
normally open fire emergency selector-handle
switch and directs electrical power to the
valve. During"' crossfeed operations fuel
may be directed to ,one engine froM both
tanks by positioning the CROSS11.4)
to OPEN and closing one of the fuel sAutoff
valves.

CROSSMED VALVE
(See figure 81.) ,

The valve on the cabin ceiling, aft
of the personnel door, is a motoroperated
valve controlled by the CROSSMED switch
on the fuel management panel. Positioning
the CROSSFEED- switch to OPEN interconnects
fuel flow of the aft and forward main 'fuel
tanks. ShOuld 'unequal fuel levels- exist
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1 Tube
2 Res t ric tor
4 Packing
4 Bolt, Washer

; -

between fuel tanks ,gg should fuel.boost
pumps fail in either tank, operation of
the crossfeed Valve .switch in conjunction
with the fuel shutoff valves and fuel boost
pump switches enable varibus cómbingtions
of fuel selections to one or both engines,
from either tank. When the crossfeed valve
opens, check valves prevent fuel from feed
ing back into the inoperative fuel tank.
The CROSSFEED switch is positioned to CLO8E
during normal operation.

NOTE

When securing crossfeed operation turn oh a
boost pump in the tank not being used prior
to closing the croiSfeed switch.

MAIN FUEL LINE
(See figure 82.)

The No. 1 and No. 2 engine main fuel
lines are the, same except that the No. 1
engine main fuel line is installed on the
right side of the cabin interior and the
No. 2 engine main fuel line is installed

on, the left side of the cabin intbribr.

FUEL FILTER
(See figures 82 and 83.)

,

The fuel filterS, one on each side

ot the fuselage, each consist of a houiing,
builtin bypass valve, packing, bowl, and

5 Disconnect Plug
6 Fitting
7 Washer (Sealing)
8 Nut, Waaher

- S 24624 (nn

9 13 Flange
10

Packing
Fuel Shutoff Valve 14 'Bolt, Washer

11 Packing 15 Hose
12 Elbow '18 Reducer, Packing

Figure 80. Fuel shutoff valve.

"4 paper or metal filter eleient. The bypass
valve allows fuel to bypass a mrtially
clogged filter if a.pressure differential
of 2.1 psi occurs. In addition, the appli
cable FWD or AFT FUEL BYPASS light capsules
on-the caution/advisory panel should illumi
nate; However, it is possible to have the
light illuminate without fuel being bypas
sed due to a,partially clogged fuel filter.
Filter elements must be gleaned or replaced
when the applicable-FWD or AFT FUEL BYPASS
light dapsules illuminate.

FDRWARD MAIN FUEL TANK
(See. figures 83 and 84.)

The tank is in the lower fuselage and
consists of twb bladder cells. The cells
are interconnected ,by flanged holes in the
cell walls. Each xell is vented at twd
places and is connected by fittings and,
tubes to vent fittings secured to each side
of the' fuselgge. The forward cell contains
a collector, defueling valve, sumprdrain
valve, fueling valve, high, level shutoff
valve, level control valve, and a fuel quan
tity tank unit probe. The aft cell contains
.a fuel ejector unit, sump drain valve, level
.control valve, and a,. fuel quantity tank
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1 Housing (Check Valve) . T. Tube
2 Packing 8 Union
3 Crossfeed Yalve 9 Nut
4 Packing 10 Nut
5 Bolt, Wuler 11 Packing
6 Housing (Check Valve) '

.-Figure 81. -

unit probe. Au Accesp cover for each cell
Is installed on the rfloor panel covering
the cell. A filler cap and adapter secured
to the scupper at the left side of the for-
ward cell permit.gravity re-fueling of the_
tank.

AFT MAIN MEL TANK
(See figures 83 and 84.)

The tank is in the aft portion of the
lower fuselage and consists of two bladder
cells. The cells are interConnected by flan-
ged holes in the cell walls. Each cell 1.,s
vented at two-, places and is connected, by
fittings and tubee, to vent fittings secured,
to each side of the fuselage. The forward

pcell contains a collector; manual-defueling
valve, sump drain valve, pressure fueling

12 T ransmitter
13 Hose
14 Hose
15 Transmitter
16 Packing

Crossfeed valve. n
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17 Nut
18 Nut
19 Bolt, Washer
20 Union
21 Tube

valve, high level shutoff valve, leveleon-
trol valve, and a fuel-quantity tank unit
probe. The aft cell contains a fuel ejec-
tor unit, sump drain valve, and fuel quanti-
ty tank unit probe. An access cover for
each cell is installed on the floor panel
covering the cell. A filler,cap, adapter,
and filler tube are secured to the scupper
forward of .. the tank and connected to the
forward side of the forward cell to permit
gra,vity refueling of the tank.

FORWARD AUXILIARY FUEL TANK
(See figures 83, 84 and 88.)

The tank is in the forward portipn
of the lower fuselage and is a'bladder -type,
single-cell tank. The tank is vented at
three places and is connected, by fittihgs
and tubes, to vent fittings secured to each

140
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4

1 Croseteed Valve
2 Tube
3 Union, Nut

4 Main Fuel Line
5 Fitting

Figure 82. -

side of the fuselage. The tank contairis

a pressure fueling valve,, manual defueling

valve, sump drain valve, high level shutoff
valve, fuel ejector unit; and a fuel quanti-

tank unit probe.An access dover is instal-

led on the floor panel covering ,phe tank.

A filler cap and adapter secured to a scup-

per at the left side of the tank permit

gravity refueling of the tank. A pressure

refueling valve adapter is installed on

the right side of the tank.

A17 AUXILIARY FUEL TANK,

(See figure 87.)

.r

The tank ,is in the lower fuselage,

between the main tanks, and is a bladder-

6 Sleeve
7 Fuel Filter

Main fuel lines.

7442111 IR I)

-8 Sleeve
9 Fitting

type, single=cell tank. The tank is vented

at three places and is connected, by fit-
tings and tubes, to vent fittings secured

to each side of the fuselage. The tank con-
tains a pressure fueling valve, manual de-

fueling valve, still, drain valve, high level

shutoff valve, two, fuel ejector units, and

a fuel quantity tank unit probe. An access'
cover is installed on the floor panel cover-

\
In& the tank. kfiller cap and adapter se-

cured to a scUpper at the left side of the

tank permit gravity refueling of the tank.

FUEL TANK VENTS

The vents connect the fuel tanks to

atmosphere on both sides of the upper fuse-
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1 Bolt, Washer
2 Filter

3 Seal
4 Gasket
5 'Tube
IS Bolt, Washer
7 Connector

gr.

Figure 83.

lage. The overboard fuselage Vent openings-
are covered by a fairing which has an'open-
ing in the aft end. The fairing prevents
air from the helicopter's forward motion
from being forced into the fuel tanks.

COLLECTORS
(See figure 84.)

A collector is in the forward cell
of each main fuel tank. Each collector con-
sists of two boost pumpsi three check val-
ves, a strainer, a fuel 'slicing chamber,
and a fliip valve. A hole in the bottom of
the collector permits fuel to be drained
during defueling.

FUEL ROOST PUMPS
(See figure 85.)

Two
of each

pumps on the forward inside wall
collector in the forward cell of

8 Gasket
Drain Valve

10 Seal
11 Connector
12 .Gasket
13 Tube

- Fuel filter.

the forward and aft main tanks supply fuel
to the mixing chambers, which simultane-
ously direct tuni to the engines and fuel
ejector units. The fuel ejector units, in-
stalled in the aft fuel cells of each main
tank, 'supply fuel- to the collectors when
the fuel pumps are operating.

FUEL 900ST PUMP RELAYS

Four pluvin-type relays, screwed to
the cabin relay panel on the forward left
cabin ceiling, control the operation of
the fuel boost pumps. When the PUMP switches
on the fuel management panel are positioned
to ON, the relays are energized. This per-,
mit 115 volts AC to operate the fuel boost
1mm, s.

140

FUEL MIXING CHAMBER
(See figure 85.)

The chamber is installed in each col-
lector in the forward cell of the forward

142.
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1 Studs 5 C ollector 9

2 Restrictor, Packing 5 Nut, Washer 10

3 Tubs 7 Boost Pump 11

4 Conduit (Electrical) 8 Tube 12

Figure 84

and aft main fuel tanks. It discharges fuel
to the engine and also provides a positive
fuel pressure to the fuel ejector unit in-
stalled in each aft cell. The ejector unit
then picks up the fuel in the aft cell and
discharges it through a tube to the collec-
tor.

CHECK VALVES
(See figure 85.)

A check valve is in each mixing chamber
inlet port and in the engine fuel supply
line. If only one boost pump is in opera-
tion, the check valves in the mixing chamber
ports prevent fuel flow from entering the

inoperative boost pump and strainer. The

check valve in the engine supply line pre-
vents fuel from feeding into the opposite
tank during crossfeeding. The fuel shutoff
valve prevents fuel from d<aining back into
the tank.

141

Elbow, Nut, Packing
Tube
Mixing Chamber
Tube

. - Collector.

13 Conduit (Electrical)
14 Boost Pump
15 Restrictor, Packing

FLAP VALVE
(See figure 85.),

A flap valve, secured to the bottom

inside surface of each collector, prevents
discharge of fuel from theicollector but

allows fuel to enter the collector during
a nose-down flight attitude. Under these

conditions, the valve-traps fuel to permit
nose-up maneuvers during low fuel condi-
tions.

FUEL EJECTOR UNITS (MA

114

TANKS)
(See figure 86.) )

The fuel ejector unit in each main

fuel tank aft cell transfers fuel from the
aft 'cell to the collector in the forward

cell. A line froM the boost pump supplies
fuel to the base of the ejector unit passing
fuel through a restricted throat. This in-
creases fuel velocity while decreasing pres-
sure, thus syphoning the aft cell fuel.
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A

36

I 1661111Rn

1 Mixing Chamber 11 Retainer 20 Check Valve, Packing 29 Mounting Base
2 Packing 12 Flap Valve 21 Strainer 30 Screw, Washer
3 Nut 13 Screw, Washer, Nut 22 Restrictor, Packing 31 Pump (Fuel Boost)
4 Elbow 14 Bolt, Washer 23 Hose 32 Restrictor, Packing
5 Wuher 15 Spacer 24 Union 33 Packing
6 Co/lector Assembly 16 Bolt, Washer 25 Packing 34 Union
7 Washer, Nut 17 Washers, Nuts 26 Pump (Fuel Boost) 35 Hose
6 Bolt, Washer 18 Packing 27 Mounting Base 36 Check Valve
9 Bolt, Washer 19 Check Valve 28 Screw, Washer 37 Pacldng

10 Spacer

Figure 85.

A check valve is in the inlet line of eadh
unit to prevent air from entering the engine
fuel supply line if the boost pumps should
fail and the fuel level should drop below
the unit inlet.

PRESSURE SWITCHES
.6

Frel boost pump. :

Four pressure switches, two mounted
on the right forward corner of the aft aux-
iliary fuel tank and two' on the aft left
corner, are actuated by boost pump pressure..
The pressure switches are marked 1 or 2
to correspond with the boost pump they op-
erate in conjunction with. Each switch in-
diaates boost pump failure by illuminating
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We.

I Tube
2 Bolt, Washer
3 Washer '(Seallng)

4 Support (Fuel Ejector)
5 Fnel Ejector Unit

Figure 86. - Main fuel tanks fuel ejector units.

the appropriate PUMP FAIL light on the fuel DEFUEL1NG VALVES
management panel when pump pressure falls (See figure 93.)
below 16-17 psi..

SUMP DRAIN VALVE
(See figure 93.)

A poppet drain valve in each fuel cell
sump is used to drain water from the bottom
of eacri fuel cell. Each valve, secured to
the bottom fuselage, consists of a valve
body, spring, poppet, and guide. The pop-
pet is kept closed by the spring contained
within the body by the guide. The valve
is opened by inserting a screwdriver in
the slot in the poppet and pushing up with
a force of 6.0 .5 pounds. The valves may
be locked in the OPEN position by pushing
up and turning the poppet to the right.

143
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6 Tube
7 Bolt, Washer

A defueling valve, secured to the bot-
tom of each main tank forward'cell and aax-
iliary tank, permits gravity defueling of
the tanks. yo drain -fuel from the tanks,
remove the valve access cover on the lower
fuselage and attach a hose to the valve.
Then turn the valve handle and hold it in
the open position until the desired amount
of fuel is drained. ,

FUEL DUMPING SV'STEM

The system consists of two manually
operated dump valves, a dump fitting, and
associated tubing. (See figure 87.) When
fuel dumping is desired, the boost pumps
and crossfeed valve are actuated, and the
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I

\ or°
ill 4V-5 0

1

15 14 13

Figure 87. - Dump fitting and hose.

dump valves handles are turned to the OPEN ting, and right sponson to atmosphere. FUel
' position. This directs fuel from the engine dumping is one of the flight mechanic's
supply lines through the tubing, dump fit- duties.
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S /WI !In

FUEL DUMP VALVES
(See figure 87.)

11

Figure 88. Valve adapter and high level shutoff switches.

supply lines of each engine. The valves
are spring loaded, closed, and secured with
copper -shearwire. When fuel dumping is de
sired, the shearwire is broken, and the

The manually operated valves on the valve handles are turned to OPEN until the
cabin ceiling are connected to the fuel desired amount of fuel has been dumped.
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FUEL DUMP FITTING
(See figure 87.)

The fitting is at station 362 and water

line 108 and consists of a housing and flap

valve. The flap valve prevents dumped fuel ,

from the dump system frail entering the cabin

auxiliary fuel temks when they are instal-

led.
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REVIEW

IIn this section we have ascuased the fuel syatem in general, the
fuel management panel, and variout fuel system components.

(Now enswer the following review questions.)

74. Which statement concerning the 101-3F

fuel system is TRUE?

A. The Number, 1 engine is supplied
by the aft main tank

B. The Number 2 engine tuel filter

is mounted on the right-hand side
of the fuselage

C. It is possible to supply both

engines from one main tank
D. APU fuel is supplied from the

forward main tank

75. The fuel filter bypass valve allows
fuel to bypass a clogged filter if a differ-
ential pressure of psi

A. 2.0
B. 2.1

C. 2.2
D. 2.3

76. Which component(s) is/are found only

in the aft cell of each'main tank?

1. Ejector
2. Collector
3. High level shut-off valve
4. Fuel quantity tank unit probe

A.

B.

C.

D.

1 only
1 and 2 only
2 and 4 only
3 and 4 only
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74.-C Both engines can be supplied
frodone main tank by "opening
both fuel shutoff valves and
the crossfeed valves. (Refer

to page 135)

75.-13 This valve allows fuel to flow
to the engine even though the

filter is clogged. (Refer to
page 137)

76.-A .(Refer to page 137)

77. The pressure refueling valve a apter

is installed in the tank.

A.

B.

C.

D.

forward aux
aft main
forward ma
aft

78. A positive pressure
is,provided by the

A.

B.

C.

D.

check valve
flap valve
restrictor
mixing chamber

to each ejector
in the collector.

77.-A

78.-D
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(Refer to page 139)

(Refer to page 141)



79. The boost pump fail light on the fuel
management panel will illuminate when boost
pump pressure falls below psi. -

/

A. 16 -- 17

B. 18 - 20
D. 20 - 21
D. 21 22

"BO. Which of the follOwing is NOT neces-
sexy to dump fuel?

A. Boost pump
B. Croesfeed valve
C. Defueling valve
D. Manual, dump valve

79,-A (Refer to page 143)

810.-C (Refer -,ta page 143)
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FUEL Low PRESSURE MARNINCIAYSTEM
ma

The .system consists of two pressure

switches' on the ."cabin ceiling and two LOW

PR lights on the fuel management panel.

The -,pressure 'smitches will close when a

negative pressure of -4.6 to -5.1 psi fuel

pressure exists. This turns on the LOW PR'

lights and keeps them on until an increase
of 2 psi-occurs: At this time the Vressure
switches will open, and cause. the LOW PR
lights ,.',.to,go outs indicating fuel pressure.

la
., PRESSURE REFUELING. SYSTEM

The systeM consists of a valve a pter,

two precheck shutoff switches, four dual
, high level shutoff valves, four pressure

fueling valves, and nine- relief valves.

(See figures- 93 and 94.) When pressure re-
fueling is 'desired, the pressure refueling
cavity access cover is hinged down,(and
'the valve adapter cover is removed. The
refueling hose nozzle is prolierly grounded,
inserted into the valve adapter, and fuel
is pumped.into the helicopter. At the begin-
ning Of refueling operations, the shutoff
capability of the system is tested by pres-
sing the high. level shutoff switches to
PRI TEST and SEC,,TEST.independently. This
energizes, the appropriate solenoid of the
high level valves. Zhe-solenoid raises the
floats electrically, which closes .the fuel-
ing valves and stops fuel flow into,the
tanks. When the switches are returnecito
the, OFF, position, the floats operate in

conjunction with the fuel level of each
tank. When_the tanks reach full capacity,
the high level'. shutoff valves close the
fuelin,!; valves, stopPing fuel flow to the
tanks. Excessive fuel line pressure is vent-,
ed into the fuel tank by the relief valves.

4
NOTE

'On Helos modified by T.CA:O. EH-3-
568 and CG 1481 and lybsequent: ensure

fueling pressure doe's not exceed 50 psi.

. A pressure, regulator 'and surge control

valve is ,installed in the pressure refuel-
ing :lines to 'prevent damage to.,the fuel

system by faulty or improperly operated

pressure refueling equipment. ,

VALVE ADAPTER
(See figure 93.)

, I

The adapter is inside the hinged cover-
ed cavity below the personnel.door and con-

sist's I6f a housing, poppet, spring, and

cover. The poppet is unseated by the re-

fueling liose nozzle, permitting fuel to
enter the system. The spring returns the
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poppet to its seat when th efueling noz-

zle _is removed. The cover vents contend.-

nation buildup ontile' o

PRECHECK'SHUTOFF'SWITCHES
(See figure 93.).

t

The primary and Secondary -switdhes,
marked PRI TEST and '.SEC. TEST, are in the

upper portion of the pressure refueling
cavity.: The switches, equipped with protec-
tive boots,, are uted-to precheek the opera-
tion of the,-high level Shutoff valves at
the start of pressure refueling'operations.

HIGH LEVEL SHUTOFF VALVES
(See figure 89.4

A high. levefshutoff valve Is screwed
to the top og each main fuel tank forward
cell and the forward and aft auxiliaryefuel
tanks through the cabin floor. Each valve
.consists of a housing, primary and pecondary
solenoids, needle' valves, and floats. At

the beginning 'of presstire refueling opera-
tionS, the PRI kTEST and SEC-TEST precheck

switches, are preSsed independently. This

actuates the apprepriate :,solenoid, which
electrically raises the floats to test shut-'
off capabilities of the valves. Fuel en-
tering the tanks passes through the fueling
valves and'PRI and SEC ports. of the valves.
As the fuel level in the tanks increases,
the floats rise, aecreasing the needle NAlve
openAng. When ;the fuel reaches the predeter-
mined full level, the flOats close the nee- '
dle. valves, creating a pressure buildup.

in the fueling 'valve, ,stopping fuel flow
to the tanks.

PRE4SURE FUELING VALVES
(See figure 89.)

A pressure fueling valve is in each
main fuel tank forward cell and in the for-
ward portion of the forward and aft aux=

iliary fuel tanks. Each valve consists of

a housing, poppet, diaphragms, and spring.
During pressure refueling, the poppet un-

seats, permitting fuel flow to the-tank

and through the PRI and SEC ports to the
high level shutoff' valve. When ihe fuel
tank reaches the pre-determined full leveln
the. high level shutoff valve blocks the
PRI and, SEC fuel flow, creating a pressure
,buildup.,4 This pressure buildup will cause
the diaphragms to expand, closing the poppet
and stopping fuel flow through the valve.
The spring aids in closing the poPpet, when

the diaphragms expand and keeps the poppet

'seated.
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15

14

13

12

1 Access Cover (Fnel
Cell)

2 Cotscluit (Electrical)
3 Screws
4 Screw's, Washers
5 Cabin Flooring
6 Valve (High Level

Shutoff)
7 Tube ,

6 Bolt, Washers
9 Bolt, Washers, Nuts

10 Plug, Packing
11 Valve (Fueling)
12 Gasket

11

13 Bracket
14 Gasket
15 Conhector
16 Tee, Nut, Packing
17 Relief Valve (Packing)
18 Tee, Nut, Packing
19_, Relief Valve (Packing)
20 Tube
21 Tube A
22 UnionrPacking
23 Union; Packing
24 Washer (Sealing)
25 Fuel Cell
26 Union

4

Figure 89. High level Shutoff and fueling
valves.

RELIEF VALVES
(See figure 89.)

The valves, one in each tee on each
fueling valve and in the pressure fueling
tube, in the aft main tank forward cell,

'prevent 4ressure surges from damaging fuel

system components during pressure refuel
ing. If pressure increases to 60 psi, the
valves open, venting pressure into the fuel
tanks until pressure drops to 55 psi.

PRESSURE DEFUELING SYSTEM

(LpirrED)

The system consists of the components
of the pressure refueling system. When de
fueling is desired, connect a source of
20 volts DC power and engage the HI LEVEL
SHUTOFF circuit breaker. Hinge down the.
pressure refueling cover and temove the
valve adapter cover. Position and properly
ground the .defueling nozzle and insert it
into the, valve adapter. Press the PRI TEST
and SEC TEST high lev#1 shutoff switches

. together and1 applY suction force through
the defueling hose,, beginning the defuel
ing process. Fuel will then be drawn from
all tanks simultaneously until one of the
four tanks is empty. The air.ingested from
the empty tank will cause the defueling
operation from the remaining tanksto cease.
The amount of fuel left'in the varfaus tanks,
w41- depend entirely on the initial quan
tities of fuel in each tank.

INFLIGHT GRAVITY REFUELING SYSTEM

Aircraft modified by AR&SC Engineering
Specification 13470.14 DO NOT have inflight
gravity refueling connections.

FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM
(See figures 93 and 94.)

The system consists of two transfer
switches on the fuel management panel, three'
transfer valves, three fuel ejector units,
and three level control lialVes. The system,
upon selection, transfets fuel from the
forward and aft auxilidiy tank to the for

'ward
tank
from
ward
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main tank and from the aft auxiliary
to the aft main tank. To transfer fuel
the forward auxiliary tank to the for
main tank, position the forward main

152



tank transfer switch to FWD AUX. To trans

fer fuel from 'the aft auxiliary tank to

the forward main tank, poSition the forward
main tank transfer sw#ch io AFT AUX. To

transfer fuel from the aft auxiliary tank

to the aft main tank, position the aft main
transfer switch to AFT AUX. When fuel,trans
fer is desired, position ,the transfer switch
to the desired AUX position. This Opens

the transfer valve, permitting fUel under

boost pump pressure to enter the fuel ejec
tor unit, starting fuel transfer to'the

main tank. As the- fuel level in the main

tank increases, the level control valve

float rises with the fuel level. This de
creases .fuel flow into the main tank until

, the valve closes and stops fuel flow. As

the fuel level in the main tank decreases,

the level,contrOl valve opens, which starts

fuel transfer. This,- will continue until

'auxiliary fuel is exhausted or the tranSfer
switch is positioned to OFF.

FUEL TRANSFER VALVES
(See figures 90 and 94.)

Each gate valve in the fuel lines

tetWeen the boost pumps and fuel ejector

units in the auxiliary fuel tanks consists

of a motor, limit switches, and relief val
ves. When fuel transfer is desired, position

the appropriate 'fuel transfer Switch on

the fuel management Panel to the tank posi

tion. This actuates the motor to open the

valve. When the valve is fully open, the

motor actuates the limit switch cutting

electrical power to stop the motor.,Simul

taneously, the other liMit switch is'closed

so the valve can be closed by positioning

the transfer switches to OFF. When the val

ve opens, fuel from the appropriate boost

pump reaches tlw fuel ejector units in the
auxiliary fuel tanks, starting fuel transfer
to the main fuel tanks.

LEVEL CONTROL VALVES
(See figure 91.)

Three floattype valves,' one in each
main tank forward cell and forward main

tank aft_ cell, stop fuel transfer from the
auxiliary fuel tanks when the fuel level

^ of the main tanks reaches a predetermined

fuel level. The valve in the forward main

tank forward cell controls fuel,transfer

from the forward auXiliary fuel tank, and

the valve in the aft cell, controls fuel

transfer from .the aft auxiliary fuel tank.

The other Nalve in the iorward cell ofsthe

aft main fuel tank controlsfuel transfer-.
from the aft aumpiary fuel tank.

4

FUEL EJECTOR UNITS
(AUXILIARY TANKS)
(See figure )'

Three fuel ejector unita are bolted

to supports, one in the forward auxiliary

fuel tank and two in the aft auxiliary fuel

tank. A line from the appropriate boost

pump supplies fuel to the base of the units,

passing fuel through a restricted throat.

This increases fuel velocity while decreas
ing pressure, thus syphoning auxiliary tank

fuel. The forwarciauxiliary tank unit trans

fers fuel the'forward main_tank forward

cell, The aft auxiliary tank units trans

fer fuel to the forward main tank aft cell

and the aft-miin tank forward"cell. A check

valve is in each unit's inlet line to pre

vent air from entering the engine driven

fuel 'pump if the boost pumps shOuldlail

and the fuel level- shoUld drop below the I

unit inlet.
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ryncm.. )
ACCESS/4441

FORWARD AUXILIARY
TANK

AFT AUXILIARY
TANK

Figure 90. Fuel transfer valves.
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MAIN Tow FORWARD
CELL VALVE (TYPICAL)

MAIN TANK AFT CELL VALVE

1 Tube 6 Bulkhead 11 Valve (Level Control) 16 Fuel ell

2 Nut 7 Spicer 12 Tube 17 Washer (Sealing)

3 Washers bulkhead 13 Nut IS Union

4 Washer (Sealing) 9 Rtel Cell 14 Washer 19 Tube

5 Fuel Cell 10 Washer (Sealing) 15 13u1khead 20 Valve (Level Control)

Figure91. Level control valves.
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I Tube 8
2 Fuel Ejector Unit 9
3 Tube 10
4 Support 11
5 Tube 12
6 Fuel Ejector Unit 13
7 Bolt, Washer, Nut 14

Is

Tube
Washer (Sealing)
Sump Drain Valve
Washer (Sealing)
Bolt, Washers, Nut
Bolt, !Washer, Nut
Spacer

5 14417 0111

15 Bolt, Washer
16 Support
yr Washer (Sealing)
18 Fuel Ejector Unit
19 Tube
20 Bolt, Washers, Nut
21 Tube

Figure 92. - Auxiliary fuel tanks fuel ejector units.
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REVIEW

This material his been a continuation of the HH -3F fuel system
and its components.

(Now answer the following review questions.)

81. Before pressure refueling the HH -3F,
you must sure that the will op-
erate co ctly.

. motor-operated shutoff valve
B. high level shutoff valve
C. float valve
D. boost pump

81.-B (Refer to page 149)
A

82. What terminates, an HH-3F pressure de- 82.-A (llefer to page 150)
fueling operation? ,

A. A tank becoming empty
B. Low level warning actuation
C. The high level shutoff valve
D. Pressure fueling valve actuation

M. Which of the below are components of 83.-A (Refer to page 150)
the fuel transfer system?

1: Fuel ejector units
2.- Level control valves
3. High level shutoff valve
4. Flapper valve

A. 1 and 2 Only
B. 1 and 3 only
C. 2 and 3 only
D. 1, 2, and 4

84: The aft auxiliary tank ejector units 84. -AN (Refer to page 151)
transfer fue/ to the

A. forward main tank aft cell.
B. forward main tank forward cell.
C. aft main tank aft cell.
D. forward auxiliary tank aft cell. A

85. What is the toialinumber of fuel sump 535. -B (Refer to page 155)
drain valves on the KH-3F?

A. 4

81.. 6

C. 8

D. 10

161 139
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able to:

1. Describe the 14H-3F ICS system and ICS system 'components.

2. Summarize the operation of the UHF communication system.

3. Identiff the components of the HH-3F UHF system.

4. Explain the operation of the"HH-3F VHF-FM/COMM radio 5ys5,41 in4

identify its components.

5. ExOlain the operation of the HH-3F VHF/COMM/radio system and i-

dentify its components.

6. Describe the HF/COMM radio system.

7. Explain the IFF transpOnder lystem and identify its components.

INTERCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM (ICS) AN/AIC-18

, The AN/AIC-18 intercommunication sys-
tem, ICS, provides communication between
the various crewmembers.,The ICS also links
the audio channels of the Communication
and associated electronic equipment, to pro-
vide simplified control and simultaneous
operation. The system is conti011ed through
identical ICS control and monitor panels,
provided for'the pilot, copilot, and ayion -
icsman (figures 95 and 97). In addition,
the copilot has a remote ICS switch. The
hoist station is equipped with a monitor
panel, ICS station, and a hot mike switch

(figure 99). The cabin aircrewman's statism

(jump seat) is equipped with an ICS station

and a monitor panel (figure 96). The aft

cabin station is equipped with an ICS sta-

tion and a hot mike switch (figure lb1).

The ICS ciriuits for the pilot, co-

pilot, avionicsman, and crewmen are powered
by the DC primary bus. The forward and aft
exterior ICS receptacles are on the crew-

man's ICS circuit (figure 98). When the

forward external ICS receptacle is in use,

the jump seat ICI station is inoperative.

When the aft external ICS receptacle is

in use, the aft cabin ICS station is inop-
erative. The pilot's and avionicsman's ICS

circuits are protected by cirCuit breakers

on the pilot's circuit bteaker panel. The

circuit breakers are marked PILOT and NAV

under the general headings DC, PRI, and

161
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ICS. The, copilot's ahd crewmen's ICS cir-

cuits are protected by circuit breakers

on the copilot's circuit, breaker panel.

The circuit breakerS are marked CO-PLT and
CHEW undee the general headings DC, FRI,
and IC8. (See tables 4 and 5).

ICS CONTROL

The ICS control, marked INTER, is a

panel-mounted assembly on the pilot's, co-

pilot's, and avionicsman's consoles. All

switches and controls are front mounted
except the external talk switch. Seven sepa-

rate combination monitor selector/volume
controls enable monitoring, and individual
l4tening level adjustment of the seven
audio lines. The associated monitor switches
are pulled out to monitor the desired audio

lines. The level of the individual audio

line is adjusted hy rotating the associated

monitor volume control. The six monitor

selector/volume controls used are marked:
ma, UHF, VHF, HOT MIC LISTEN, HF, and FM. A
HOT MIC TALK switch is also on this panel. A

rotary selector switch enables transmission

and reception on ICS or selected radio
communications systems. The switch is marked
INT, UHF, VHF, HF, and FM, The external talk
switches control operation of the selected

transmitter. The ICS control panel also

contains a.VOL control to adjust the signal

level to the associated headphones,'a HOT

MIC TALK on-off switch, and a CALL button

for emergency call operation.
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0 c2 00000
Its ham TOR CONTROL

1

0 0 0 Ou'"
NIT vls1 HOT NC

0 0 0 OTA"

0
voL. CALL

1C3 COWY

AVIONICSMAN
RADIO POSITION

A

,Figure 95. - tCS systetal avionicsman

AN/AIC-18.
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The ICS controls provide four modes
of microphone operation: one button, two
button, HOT MIC, and CALL. The aviohicsman
has one-button operation which provides a
capability to talk on the interphone line or
a radio transmitter, as selected by the
rotary selector switch. Two-button operation
is a mode whereby the pilot and copilot may
talk on the interphone line or a selected
radio transmitter without the need for oper-
ating the selector switch on the ICS control
panel. This capability is provided by rocker
switches located on the pilot's and copi-
lot's cyclic pitch stick. In addition, the
eopilot may talk on interpftone or a selected
radio by using. the ,copilot's remote ICS
switch. HOT MIC operation provides hand free
intercommunication. CALL operation provides
exalted intercommunication for high-priority
or emergency messages. The call signal is
heard at least six decibles louder than any
other signal present.

ICS STATION

The ICS station is a'bulkhead-mounted
assembly with two controls mounted on, the
front panel. The VOLUME control adjusts
the signal- level to the headphones. The
CALL button, which has a cap gUard and
chain, provides for emergency call operation
on the interphone line. Aplug connector
and aAociated cable is used to connect
the headset-microphone to the ICS station.
The plug connector is a telephone jack with
a push-tto-talk switch and clip'. (See fig-
ures 100 and'101).
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DETAIL A

0000
TAK vs,NAv aka 64:*0 0 0, 0

DefAVIII

ICS ROCKER SWITOL PILOrS ANO COPILOT'S

c

ICS SWITOI PANEL, RENOTE. COPILOT'S

DETAIL D

a

SEE DETAIL
A AND

SEE DETAll.

SEE DETAIL A ANO I -

prE DETAIL C

Figure 97. - ICS system pilot an
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copilot AN/AIC'-18.
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FWD EfFTERFltA. ICS
RECEPTACLES

.aossneddhl.

AFT EXTERNAL ICS
RECEPTACLES

Fikure 98. - ICS external stations
AN/AIC-18.

t so

HOT MIRE

ON

OFF

HOT MIRE SWITDIN

ICS STATION

ICS MONITOR CONTROL

AT HOIST OPERATOR'S RADIO STATION

HOIST OPERATOR'S
RADIO STATION

S 6621 (C1)

Figure 99. - IdS system hoist operator
AN/AIC-18.

TABLE 4.

INTERCOM EQUIPMENT COMPONENTS - LEADING PARTICULARS

COMPONENT FUNCTION

Intercopunication Set
Controls

Intercommunication Station
Panels

dl

165

166

Provides selection of comunications recep-
tion-transmission ,.and, intercothmunication
control to pilot, copilot, and avionicsman
stations.

Provides intercommunications for hoist op-
erator, cabin airikrewman, and aft cabin
stations. Cabin aircrewman and aft cabin
stations are electrically connected to fore-
and-aft external ICS receptacles.
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COMPONENT

Monitor Panels

INTERCOM Junction Box
/

ICS-RADIO Switches

'Microphone Swilch
Cord Assembly.

Headset Microphone
Copilot REMOTE ICS-RADIO
Switch

External fore-and ft ICS
receptacles

f-S.

Relays K6 and-K7

Hot e Switches

TABLE 4

ASSOCIATED

junction Box
(On helicopters which have received
first airframe overhaul and CO 1480
and subsequent

'STATION

1

NORMAL
INTERCOM

Pilot X
Copilot X

Avionicsman X
Hoist X
Operator
Aft Cabin . X
Cabin Air X
Crewman

Cont.)

-FUNCTION.

Provides additional,mdnitoring circuits for
pilot, copilot, avionicsman, cabin aircrew-
man, and hoist/operator stations. .

EQUIPMENT COMPONENTg

Provide6 load for ind distributes intercom.,
munication, comunication, and navigation
audio input and'output signals.

Allows pilot and copilot to key INTERCOM
system or selected' communiCation system.
Provides ground path when pressed to ICS
or RADIO.

Allows avionicsman to key,selected
or communication "systems. Allows
to key INTERCOM system.,

INTERCOM
-orewman

Provides means Of communication. When the
switch is positioned to ICS; allows copilot
hands-off INTERCOM key operation. Spring-
loaded RADIO position returns to OFF when
released.

Provides electricalrtonnection to cabin air
crewman and aft cabin stations for outside
helicopter;communications.

When de-energized, relays allow INTERCOM
reception and transmission from aft cabin
and cabin aircrewmAn stations. When ener-
gized, -relays disconnect INTERCOM reception
and transmission signal paths from, aft
cabin and cabin aircrewman stations micro-
phone switch cord assemblies, allowing IN-
TERCOM reception and transmission through
fore-and-aft external ICS receptacles.

Allows hoist operator and aft cabin stations
to transmit on hot mike.

Provides electrical connection for crewman's
microphone switch cord assembly.

TABLE 5. STATION MODES OF OPERATION

CALL
INTERCOM

HOT MIKE
INTERCOM

166

COMM/NAV COMM
RECEPTION TRANSMISSION

167
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CALL

VOLUME

ICS STATION

AT JUNO SEAT RAO* STATION

KS STATION

AT AFT CABIN RADIOATATION

AF T CABIN
RADIO STATION

Figure 100. - ICS system aft cabin station
AN/AIC-18.

ICS MONITOR CONTROL

The monitor panel, marked RAD, is a
panel-mounted assembly with eight combina-
tion monitor selector/volume controls.,At
the pilotis, copilot's, and avionicsmah con-
soles, only four are used, and they are
marked ADF, TAC, VHF NAV, and MKR BCN. These
monitor switch-volume controls permit moni-
toring of navigational systems which have
output signals in the audio range. The hoist
operator's. and cabin aircrewman's, stations
are equipped with a monitor panel marked
RAD and HOIST OPERATOR, and seven of the

Figure 101. - ICS system jump seat
AN/AIC-18.

eight monitor selector/volume controls are,
used. They are marked INT, HF, HOT
MIC LISTEN, VHF, FM, and ADF. These controls
permit monitoring sand individual listening
level adjustment.

HOT MIKE SWITCH

The hoist operator and aft cabin sta-
tions are equipped with a two-position HOT
MIKE switch with the marked pOsitions ON
and OFF. These switches permit hands-free
intercommunication. (See figure 99 and 100).

UHF/COMM RADIO SET AN/ARC-51A

The UHF/COMM system AN/ARC-51A is com-
posed of a receiver-transmitter and a con-
trol panel. (See figure 103.) The set pro-
vides two-way voice communication between
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'Figure 102. - UHF/COMM radio AN/ARC-51A.

land-based, seaborne or airborre stations.
This can be accomplished on .any one of 20
preset frequencies or by manually selecting
any one-of 3,500.channel3 spaced at 50 kHz
intervals 'within the equipment's frequency
range of 225.0 through 399.95 MHz. The radio
set includes a-guard eceiVer which, permits,_
continuous monitoring of the guard frequency
at the same time the main transmitter re-
ceiver is tuned to a tactical'frequency.
In addition, .the radio set provides automatic
direction finding (ADF) in conjunction with the
direction findihg group DF-301. Magnetic bearing

will be displayed by the No. 1 pointer on both
RSArs.

The UHF/COMM system, is equipped with
two antennas. The antenna normally used
is locited above the cockpit, and the alter-
nate antenna is located aft on the bottom
of the.pylon. The alternate antenna is used
-to eliminate UHF transmission and reception
dead spots.

Ihe AN/ARC-51A UHF radio set is powered
from. the No. 2 AC primary bus and"the DC
primary bus. The circuits are protected

by circuit breakers on the pilot's circuit'
breaker panel. The AC circuit breaker is
marked UHF, under the general heading NO.
2 AC PRI. The DC circuit breaker is marked
UHF, under the general headings DC,..and PRI.

UHF/COMM CONTROL PANEL

are the function seltctor, the mode selea-
tor, thilkppreset channel control, the preset
channel indicator, the.frequency selectors,
the frequency display window, the volume
control, . and the, squelch disable switch.

Function Selector

The function selector has four posi-
tions: In the OFF position,"all power is
removed from the equipment. The T/R position
energizes the receiver-trahsmitter, and the
T/R, + G energizes the receiver-transrnitter and

guard receiver. In the*ADF position, the DF-301 is

energized to provide automatic direction finding
" operation.

Mode Selector

The mode selector has three positions.
The PRESET CHAN position permits selection
of one of 20 preset channels by means of
a "preset channel control. In thedMIN posi-
tion, 3,500 frequency channels may be selec-
.ted by using the manual: frequency selectors.
The CD XMIT position selects the preset
guard frequency for the transmitter and
receiver, with the function selector set
at T/R. Setting the function selector to
T/R + 0, With the mode selectpr set at CD
XMIT, turns the guard"receiver on and places
the transmitter, guard receiver, angrmain
receiver on the gUard frequency.

Preset thannel Control

The preset channel control selects any
one .of the 20 preset channels, The preset
channel' indicator displays the preset chan-
nel.

Frequency Selectors
.-

Frequency selectors provide manuai fre-
quency selection when the mode selector is
set at MAN.

Vol Control

The operating controls located on the The VOL control
AN/ARC-51A radio control panel (figure 102) of the receiver.

168
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SQ Disable Switch .
The SQ DISABLE. switch has two po4itions.

In the ON position, the receiver Squelch is dis-
abled. In the OFF position, the receiver squelch
circuit is unaffected.

Antenna Selector Switch

'The antenna Seletior switch, marked FOR-
WARD and AFT, is on the UHF ANTENNA'switch
panel (figure 104) located'on the center console.

UHP/COMM OPERATION

To turn set on:

Figure 104. - UHF sviitch papel.

I. Function Switch (UHF/COMM Control
Panel) AS REQUIRED.

2. Acitenna SwiAch, (UHF ANTENNA
Switch Benoit) - AS REQUIRED. (See figure 104).

t 3.. ICS Monitor SelectorNolume Control
- UHF.

4. ICS Transmit Selector Switch UHF.

5. Squelch Disable Switch - OFF:

6. Volume Control Knob (UHF/COMM
Control Panel) - AS REQUIRED.

7. Mode Selector (UHF/COMM -Control
Panel) , AS REQUIRED. V

8. Preset Channel Control (UHF/COMM
Control Panel) - AS REQUIRED.

9. To transmit from the pilot's position -
DEPRESS THE MICROPHONE TRIGGER SWITCH
ON THE CYCLIC STICK GRIP TO THE RADIO
POSITION, AND SPEAK INTO THE MICRO-
PHONE.

10. To transmit from the copilot's position
- DEPRESS TIJE MICROPHONE TRIGGER
SWITCH ON THE CYCLIC STICK GRIP OR
PLACE THE COPILOT'S REMOTE ICS SWITCH
TO THE RADIO POSITION AND SPEAK INTO
THE MICROPHONE.

To, secure set:

I. Frction Switch '(UHF/COMM Control
Panel) - OFF.

--4
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REVIEW

. .

This section has covered the ICS and UHF communications systems
on the KB 3F. Yop need to be familiar %nth these systems to be a

(Now answer the following review queitions.)

flight mechanic on the HH 3F.

86. The HH-3F has a total of
ICS stations.

A.
B. 4

C. 6

D.
8),

87. 4WobUtton heration is a mode'

of microphone operation provided by the

ICS controls. By selecting this mode, the''

pilot has

A. the 'capability to -talk on the

qnterphone line as selected by

the rotary selector switch

B. ,the capability 'to talk on, the

interphone 'line without operating
the selector switch on the ICS

36.-C (Refet to page 161)

87.-B (Refer to,page 162)
.

control panel '0
C. freehand intercommumications
'b. exalted intercommunication for

highpriority messages

88. , Which ICS stations are equipped 8B.B (Refer to page 167)
with a twoposition HOT MIKE toggle switch?

Pilot
2. Copilot
3. Avionicsman
4. 1-1oist operator

5. A,ft cabin

A. 1 and
B. 4 and 5 only
C. 1, 2, and 4 only
D. 1, 2, 4, and 5 only

99. The antenna normally used for ,the UHF/

-COMM system is located

A. above the cockpit

B. on the righthand side of the

fuselage
C. aft on top of the pylon
D. aft on the bottom of the pylon

1.71

n

I SC,

89.-A This antenna is ahead of the
FOD shield. (Refer to page 168)

I
C
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90. The AN/ARC-51A UHF radio set gets
its power from .

A. 213V DC -and No. 2 AC radio bus
B. 26V DC and No. 1 AC radio bus
C. No. 1 AC primary bus and DC pri-

mary bus
D. No. 2 AC primary bus and DC pri-,

mary bus

91. The UHF antenna selector switch
is located on the

A. instrument panel
B. overhead switch panel
C. center console
D. radio control panel

90.-D (Refer to page 168)

91.-C , (Refer to page 170)



VHF-FM/COMM RADIO SET RT-9600

The. VHF-FM COMM system RT-9600 is
composed of a receiver-transmitter and a control
panel. The set provides two-way voice communi-
cations between land-based, seaborne, or airborne
station's. This'may be accomplished on any one of
9,600 manually selected channels spaced at 2.5
kHz increments in the 150.0000 to 17,3.9975 MHz
ftequency range. The radio set includes a two
channel guard receiver with priority interrupt
function. These guard channels cdri be' set -to any
frequency in the 150.0000 to 173.9975 MHz range.
The international VHF-FM guard frequency is
156.800 MHz. The set is used in conjunction with

..the DF-301 Homer.

4

*O.

.. e.
T ION - 11%) MD."' X 111 T

Figure 105. - VHF-FM/COMM Control Unit

VHF-FM/COMM Control Unit (Fig. )05)

The C-961 VHF-Ftvt control unit, located on
the center console, irr marked VHF-FM. The con-
trol unit contains frequency select switches,
preset channel selector, funCtion select switch,
hi-lo power switch, transmit select switch, and
volume and squelch controls.

Frequency Seleet Switc

Six thumb wheel frequency selector
switches provide for the manual selection of 9,600
channels from 150.00 to 173.9975 MHz in 2.5 kHz
steps. The frequency selected is indicated directly
on the switches. The manual mode is selected.by
aligning the preset s'elect switch with the line
connecting the two sets of switches.

NOTE

Do not change the frequency indicator
selector switch settings while keying the
transmitter, as damage to the radio set may
occur.

17

Preset Channel Select Switch

The preset channel select switch provides
for the selection of any one of the 11 preset
channels as listed on the face of the control unit.

FurictiOn Select Switch

The function select switch has four posi-
tions: OFF, TR, TR+GI, and TR+G2. In the OFF
position, power is removed from the set. The TR
position energizes the receiver-transmitter to the
manually setected or preset frequency. The
TR.+G1 or +G2 position' energizes the main re-
ceiver-transmitter and the guard receiver. The
frequency of the guard receiver is preprogrammed
and is selected by the switch position.

High-loW Power Switch

A high-low power toggle switch selects the
transmitters power output, 1 wa'tt for L 0 and 10
watts for HI.

Transmit Frequency Select Switch

The transmit frequency select toggle switch
is used.to select the transmitter frequency. In the
MAIN position, the transmitter frequency will be
that selected by the frequency select switches. In
the GUARD position, the frequency wilT be either
the preset GI or G2 frequency.

Squelch and Volume Controls

There are two set of squelch and volume
controls: main receiver and guard receiver. The
volume control adjusts the receiver's audio
listening level. The squelch control adjusts to
eliminate receiver background noise. Beside each
control is a squelch lamp. The lamps indicate
when there is a signal on the main receiver or
guard receiver.

VHF-FM/COMM OPERATION

173

To ttirn set ON:

I. Function selector switch (VHF-
FM/COM-M control'Oanel) - AS REQUIRED.

2. ICS receiver select switch - ON.
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3. ICS transmit select switch - FM.

4. Frequency Selector switches (VHF -
FM/COMM control panel) - AS REQUIRED.

5. HI-LOW PWR. switch (VHF-
FM/COMM control panel) - AS REQUIRED.

6. VOL control knob (VHF-FM/COMM
control panel) -,AS DESIRED.

7. 5quelch control knob (VHF-FM/COMM
control panel) - AS REQUIRED.

V1-4F/COMM RADIO SET AN/ARC-84

The VHF/COMM system AN/ARC-84 is
composed of a receiver,- a transmitter, and a
control panel. (See figure 106.) The set provides
two-way voice coriimunicat.ion between land-
based, seaborne and airborne stations. The
transmitter and receiver are designed to operate
on crystal controlled channels spaced 50 kHz
apart. The range of the transmitter is 118.0
through 135.95 MHz., and the range of the re-
ceiver is 108.0 through 135.95 MHz. In 'addition,
the receiver is designed to.operate in conjunction
wittY the DF-301 direction finder group to allow
VHF/ADE-homing. Magnetic bearing will be dis-
played by the No. I pointer of both RMI's. The
VHF receiver and transmitter are powered by the
DC primary bus. The receiver and transmitter are
protected by circuit breakers on the pilot's circuit
breaker panel. The circuit breakers are marked
RCVR ,and XMTR under the general headings DC,
PRI, and VHF.

VHF/COMM CONTROL PANEL

The operating controls are provided by a
control panel (figure 107) marked COMM, lOcated
on the cockpit center onsole. The panel consists
of two frequency selectors, the frequency.,display
window, the off-on/volume control, a squelch
control, a momentary VHF-ADF homing select
switch, a VOR momentary check switch, and a
mode selector switch.

Frequency Selectors

The frequency selectors mechanically select
and display frequencies spaced 50 kHz apart over .

the 108.00 tqough 135.95 MHz range.

VOL OFF Switch

The VOL OFF switch provides power control
to the radio and Volume control of the audio level.

Figure 107. - VHF/COMM radio AN/ARC-84.

SQ Control

The SQ control eliminates background noise.

ADF Switch

The momentary ADF homing select switch
displays magnetic bearing with the No. I pointer
of each RMI, as long as the §witch is held down.

VOR Check Switch

The YOR momentary check switch is in-
operative on the VHF/COMM control panel.

VHF/COMM OPERATION

To turn set on:

I. VOL OFF Switch (VHF/COMM Selec-
. tof Panel) - ON.

2. ICS Selector/Volume Control
- VHF.

3. ICS Transmit Select Switcfi - VHF.

174

4. Frequency Selectors (VHF/COMM
Control Panel) - AS REQUIRED.

5. SQ Control (VHF/COMM Control
Panel) - AS REQUIRED.

6. To vansmit - DEPRESS THE MICRO-
PHONE TRIGGER SWITCH ON THE CYCLIC
STICK GRIP TO THE RADIO POSITION, AND
SPEAK INTO THE MICROPHONE.

1 7 5-
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Figure 106. - VHF/COMM system components - location diagram.
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To secure set:

1'. VOL OFF Switch (VHF/COMM Control
Panel) - OFF.

HF/COMM RADIO SET AN/ARC-94

The HF/COMM system AN/ARC-94 consists
of a receiver-transmitter, two control panels, an
antenna, a coupler, and a coupler blower. (See
figure 108). The system provides a two-way voice
communication between land-based, seaborne, and
airborne stations. The operating frequency range
is from 2.0 to 29.999 MHz, divided into 28,000
discrete channels in one kHz increments. The
HF/COMM system receives and transmits on
either single sideband (USB or LSB) or amplitude
modulated equivalent (AM). The receiver trans-
mitter and the coupler blower are both powered
by the No. 2 AC primary bus. The radio set uses
400-Hz three-phase 115-volt AC, and the coupler
blower uses 400-Hz single-phase 115-volt AC
power. Each unit is protected by a circuit breaker
on the pilot's circuit breaker panel. The circuit
breaker is under the general heading NO. 2 AC
PRI. The receiver and transmitter circuit breaker
is marked HF, and the coupler blower circuit
breaker is marked HF COUPLER BLOW B. The
control circuit illuminates, the avionicsman's HF
control light (figure 11 1) 'and is powered by the
DC primary bus. This circuit is protected by a
circuit breaker on the pilot's circuit breaker.
panel. The circuit breaker is under the general
heading DC PRI and is marked HF.

HF/COMM OPERATING CONTROLS

The system is remotely controlled by either
one of two control panels (figure 109) marked HF.
One control panel is located on the copilot's
console and the other on the avionicsman's con-
sole. In addition, the copilot's console contains an
HF/COMM switch panel (figure 110) with marked
positions RADIO NAV and COPILOT. This switch

-A,errniti the copilot to transfer control to or
Temove control from the avionicsman's control
panel. The, COPILOT position gives control Srthe
set to the copilot and the RADIO NAV position
gives control of the set to the avionicsman. An
advisory light (figure 111), marked HF CTR, is
illuminated on the avionicsman's console above
the HF/COMM control panel when the avionics-
man has control. Both HF control panels contain a
mode selector, four frequency selector knobs and

-associated display window, and a volume control
knob.

- 176
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Figure 109. - HF/COMM radio AN/ARC-94.
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Figure 110.-- HF/COMM switch panel.

Figure 111. - HF/COMM control advisory light.

Mode Selector

The mode selector has four marked posi-
tions: OFF, USB, LSB, and AM. The OFF position
removes aircraft power from the set. The USB
position selects upper sideband operation, and the
LSB position selects lower sideband operation.
The AM position provides amplitude modulation
operation of the radio.

Frequency Control

The control panels each have a frequency
display window that reads in megahertz and four
frequency selector knobs to select operating fre-
quencies. (See figure 109.)
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Volume Control

A volume Control knob marked ,RF NS
adjusts the receiver sensitivity of the receiver-
transmitter.

WARNING

During ground operation tof the PN/ARC-94,
" ensure that personnel are clear of the an-
tenna. Serious burns may result if bodily
contact is merle with the antenna during
ground operation.

7. To transmit - DEPRESS MICRO-
PHONE SWITCH.

To secure equipment:

Cont

WARNING

Ic.o not transmit in 3.0 and 3.6 MHz range
d ring Doppler or coupler hover operation.
Transmission in this range will/result in
errttic aircraft attitude.

HF/COMM RADIO SET AN/ARC-94 OPERATION

To put the equipment into operation:

I. HF/COMM Control Selector Switch
,(HF4COMM Swifch Panel) - AS REQUIRED. (See
figure 1.10.)

2. Mode Selector, (HF/COMM Control
Panel) - AS REQUIRED.

,3. Ids Monitor Seetto.r/Volume Control
- HF.

4. ICS T;-ansmit Selector Switch - HF.

5. Fi.equency Selector (HF/COMM Con-
trol Panel) - AS, REQUIRED.

rs1c)TE

While set is channeling, no background noise will
be heard in the headiet. The ,channeling cycle is
comOlete -when backgrobnd noise is heard'.

6. `- Microphone Switch DEPRESS
MOMENTARILy.

NOTE

When microphone switch is depressed, a one, kHz
-tone will be heard in the headset. When the tone
disappears, antenna loading is complete and the
set is ready for opeCation.

. Function, Selecior Switch ''(HF/COMM
Panel)'- OFF.

IMS/IFF TRANSPONDER AN/APX-72

The: AN/ApX-72 AlMS/IFF transponder is
corTiposed of a receiver-transmitter, a trans-
pond r set control, a transponder inflight test set, ,
an alti encoder (on helicopters modified by
TO 1H-3(A)F 67, and, an antenna. The trans-
ponder provide IFF identification in response to
Coded interroga ions from ground, seaborne, or.
airborne. statio : In additidn, the signals returned
from the IFF transponder .can be used by the
interrogati station to determine range and azi-
muth infor ation. The.IFF transponder is powered
by, the D e primary bus end the NO. 2 AC- primary
bus. Th e circuits are protected by circuit,
breakers on the pilot's circuit breaker panel.
There ar two DC circuit breakers, marked PWR
and TES under the general headings Dt, PRI,
and FF. e AC -circuit breaker igliVriarked IFF
under the eneral heading NO. Z AC PRI.'

AIMS/IFF. TRANSPONDER CONTROL PANEL

The transponder control panel, marked IFF,
is located on the cockpit console.

Master Switch

The MASTER switch selects five conditions
of peration: OFF, STBYy LOW,, NORM, and
E R. In OFF, power is not applied to the set
com'ponents. In STBY (standby), power is applied
to components, the transponder 'is warmed tAp
ready to respond, but not signals will be trans-
mitted. In LOW, receiver sensitivity is reduced by

preset amount such that only highei- energy
signals will trigger thle transponder. In NORM, the
transponder will operate at normal sensitivity and
eespond to interrogations in accordance with
settings of other controls. In EMER (emergency),
emergency signal responses' will be transmitted in
modes 1, 2, or 3/A regardless of the settings of
,the mode control toggle switchesA detent pre-
vents accidental selection of the EMER position.
To bypass the detent, raise' the center cap on the
switch.

1(8 1'79



'Mode Enable Toggle SwitcheS

Four toggle switches, marked M-1, M-2, M-
3/A, and M-C,4have three marked positions OUT,
ON,-and TEST. The OUT.(down) pOSitidn prevents
responses in each 'mode. The ON (center) positidn
permits responses in each mode. The TEST (4)
position will illuminate thee TEST light, in the
upper section of the control box, q the fans-
ponder is replying.

7.

tz.

14

164

NOTE

On helicopters modified by T.O. IH-3(11)F-567,
Mode C, when ON, operates in conjunction with
the pilot's AA1.1-21/A or AAU-32/A pressure alti-
meter-encoder to automatically provide encoded
pressure altitude information from the helicopter
to interrogating ground stations with Mode C
decoding capability. Mode C operates indepen-
dently of the other modes selected.

nu
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You have just compleied a discussion of the VHF-FM/communication
system, VHF/communication radio set, HF/commumicatiOn radio set, and
IFF transponder system. This information will help you become a quali-
fied aircrewman on the HH-3F.

(Nov answei the following review questions.)
/ N

F p

92.-A (Refer o page 173)92. The VHF-FM Guard Frequency is
MHz.

A. 156.800
B. 156.900
C. '158.800
D. 159.800

.93. The Main Receiver Squelch Lamp on the C-
.

961 VHF-FM Control Unit is illuminated when

A. The RT-9600 is transmitting
B. The Receiver Squelch Circuit fails
C. The Main Receiver ireceives a signal
D. It is not safe to transmit

.-
, 94. The range- of the AN/ARC-84 re,-

ceiver is MHz.

A. 108.0 - 135.95
B. 108.0 - 139.55
C. 118.0 - 135.95
D. 118.0 - 139.95

95. Which operative controls does the
VHF/COMM control panel contain?

1. Frequency display window
2. Two frequeqcy selectors

' 3. Half duplex switch
4. VOR momentary check switch

A. 1 and 2 only
B. 3 and 4 only
C. 2, 3, and 4 only,
D. 1, 2, 3, and 4

96. Which of the below is MdT a posi-
tion on the 41F/COMM mode,selectorT

A. ' OFF
B. USB
C. LSB
IL ON'

93:-A (Refer to page 173)

7The channels are spaced 50 kHg
apart.,(Ref6r to page 174)

.9

95.-A (Refer' to page 174)

96.-D The HF mode selector has four
positions. 4Refer to page 176Y

1811 8 1
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" 97. .When the frequency selector'on the
AN/ARC-94 control is shifted to a new fre-
quency the equipment is ready-for two-way
communiojOtions whin

A.T,

B.

C.

D.,

a frequency is selected
the tone stops
the channeling cycle is complete
a background hoise is heard

98. The IFF transpohder is capable
or transMitting emergency signal responses
in which mode(s)?-

A.

B.

C.

D.

1 only
2 only
3/A only ,

All of the above.
,

182

97.-D When the tone disappears, the
antenna is loadeCi and the set
is, ready for use. (Refer to
gege 178)

98.-D (Refer to page 179)

1s2
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NOTICE TO STUDENTS

ENROLLED IN

ACH52-3

(Course Code Q441-3)

Pamphlet 656 Dated 04/81: Make, th
corrections:

Page 3-4: Replace paragraph with the following:

TOWING OF THE HELICOPTER ON WrATER
When a helicopter is -disabled on the water, a de-

cision must be made about the recovery method.
Towing has proven tO be i very successful rnethOd
provided the conditions are correct. The conditions
.are calm seas with swells not to exceed 2 feet, tow-
ing during daylight hours only, all windows and door'
installed.and closed, and flotation bags installed and
properly inflated. The helicopter may he towed
either tail or, nose first.D The preferred method is tail
first because of the possible reduced damage to the

Jnain rotor blades. The tow line is attached to the tail
tie-down ring for tail-first towing and tci the poweye
on the nose fitting for bow-first towing. To minimize
surging and provide the best stability, a tow lipe
length' of 100 feet is recommended. For added sta;
bility, a' trippable sea drogue may be attached to the
opposite end of the aircraft from the tow ling con-
nection. Be extremely careful during the entire oper-
ation "to prevent damage to thg helicopter. Any boat
that comes alongside the aircraft should approach
from the windward side because the helicopter will
dnft downwind more rapidly than the boat. When-
ever possible, tow the aircraft into the wind and
always try to avoid heading parallel to the wave
troughs. The towing speed will be determined by the
conditions but must not exceed 4 kts...

Inverted towing and salvage operations are (Ve-
ered in Chapter 15 of CGT0,1H-52A-2.

Page" 3-5: Portable Fire Extinguisher. Correct 2nd
sentence tO read:

A second CO,. fire extinguisher is located' iii the
cabin and' is mounted to the aft cabin bulkhead
below the cabin/transition access door..

Page 3-14: Correct to read as follows:

fp. The recommended' attachment point(s) for the
. ,

tow line is/are the

A. main mount tie-dOwn rings
B. high tie-down ringg
C. towing eye on tail wheel
D. 'tail tie7down ring or bow eye

7 response B. Change 5 to 4.

Page 3-15: Question 26. Correct response C to read:

C. Behind pilot's seat and below transition
compartment access door

Pamphlet 655 Make the following corrections:

Page 874: Replace Figure 8-3 with attached figure.

'Page -8-6 : Emergency Exit Lights. Change 4th sen-
tence to read as follows:

The system is operated by a switCh, marked
ARM-OFF-DISARM, located on the copilot's instru-
ment panel adjacent to the caution/advisory light
panel and above the Radar Altimeter.

9



Page 10-1: Interphone Control Panel. Second sen-
tence. Change forward to aft.

Page 10-5: VHF/COMM Control Panel Correct 1st
sentence to read:

The VHF control panel. marked COMM, is located
on the right side of the upper radio console (figure
10-20).

Page 10-15: GVR (G) MODE. Correct the par-
agraph as follows:

When the indicator is Ain the GVR mode, the in-
formation displayed depends on the position of the
GVR/LORAN selector switch located the upper

:left of the pilot's instrument panel. In dVR, In the
LORAN position, Loran C information is supplied to
the v rtical bar. The baer position indicates direction
off c urse to the way point selected by the Loran
cômp der.

Pag 10-18: LF-ADF. Control Unit. 1st sentence.
Change left to right.

Page 10-21: Transponder Control Pal: 1st sen-
tence. Change at to near.

Page 10-23: .Add new subject:
41-

LORAN-C NAVIGATIZAAL SYSTEM AN/ARN-
1:33

/ The Loran-C navigational system is a.microcom-
puterized navigator providing continuous navigation
and steering information to_ select waypoints. The '1

systems consists primarily of the navigator unit,
remote display unit, GVR/LORAN selector switch,
and the flight director.

Loran-C NavigatorUnit (Figure 10-20')

The navigator unit is located in the left side of
the lower radio console. The unit is a self-contained
receiver and navigation computer. The Loran-C pro-
cesses Loran signals, computes, and displays all navi-
gational data selectable. Steering signals are sent to
the flight director indicators to provide steering con-
trol to the selected waypoint.

Remote Display Unit

The remote unit is a digital display located on the
upper left of the pilot's instrument panel. The unit
provides a heads-up display of long track informa-
tion, which is from present position to waYpoint
selected. The information is &splayed in nautical
miles.

GVR/LORAN Selector Switch

The GyRILORAN selector switch i ba ted on
the pilot's instrument panel below the e ote dis-
play unit. The sviitch provides Loran'information to
the flight director.- The flight director will display
the information, provided G has been selected. The
position of the switch is indicated by illumination of
the appropriate section of the switFh GVR or
LORAN.

Page 10-25: Replace Figure 10-20 with attached fig-
u-re.
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This pamphlet contains original Material developed at the

Coast Guard Institute and also excerpts from:

HH-3F Flight Manual .

HH-3F Maintenance Manuals ,

T.O. 1H-3(H)F-1

T.O. 1H-3(HT-2

IMPORTANT NOTE: In July, 1980, the inforniation
contained in this pamphlet was current according to the latest upaates
of those Directives/Pubkations listed. This pamphlet was compiled for
training ONLY. It should NOT be used in lieu of official Directives or
publications. It is always YOUt, responsibility to keep abreast of The
latest professional information available for your rate.

The personnel responsible for the latest review and
update of the material in this component during July 4980 are:

,

ATCS B. L. Eiy (Subject Matter .13ecialist)

B. J. Quick ' (Education Specialist)

. t.).

YN1 K. M: Ba lier , (Typograpnerr/ i rpist).
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This pamphlet will help You gain a tlorough understanding of 'he

1-1H-3F hel icopter power train. WV will cover the ma in rotor a ssemhl

transmission 'system, flight- control system, and the TCROF-5 engine.
,

We will present the 75R engine in depth, kfter studying this ma

terial. you should !,e familiar enough with the engine to perform.eniine

w.!ish and rustliek op(rrations.

Finally, the pamphlet in-eludes instryct ions for grou d handl ing

and servicing. By follawing these insrruetions, you-can safely and pro

perly handle and service your aircraft at home or on extended flights,
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NOTICE, TO STUDENT.
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eat h qtui page. ( user the answers in the nght-hand solumn ther sou answer the questions.

winos e the oser to t-he(k s Mir answer with the printed AllsWer Trs tn answer the iptestions iii ea( h
before looking has k at the test
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MAIN ROTOR ASSEMBLY
4

OBJECTIVES

When you comPlete this section, you will be able to":

I. Describe the main r6tor blades and pressure indicators. -

2. Describe.the main rotor trad.

3. Identify the "components of the main xoLor head and.explain

their-function.

4. ,,,,..5ummarize 00 operation of the rator brake system.
1

The action of the main rotor assembly

and the movement of the'heficopter are the

re,ult of an application of machines to

the theory of fli.;ht. The blade assemblies

and ,rotor head convert the helicopter's

engine power int%) lift and directional con-

rrol. The airfoils arc rotated through the

air to produce a relative wind, and the

rotor head permits chaking the angle of

attack, which can alter both the magnitude

and direction of the helicopter1a.movement.

You already know the principles involved

, in "the theory of flight, so this_pamph.let

will relate tc, the mechanics of helicopter

fli.!,ht.' We will disc:Liss the function and

strui.ture "of the main ebtor blades, the

-.lin rotor head assembly,.and thc main eot,or

,ontrols.

4,lIS ROTOR BLADES (See figure 1.)

+ive blades, installed on the main

rs,tor head, provide the lift necessaiw for

flitIht. Each blade consists basically o

a holloW extruded aluminum spar, 23 alumi-

num pockets, an aluminum root.cap :1 steel

cuff, a pressure indicator, an air valve,

an abrasion strip, and a tip fairing. The

cuff provides the means for attaching the

'blades to the rotary wing head sleeve-spin-

Iles, while the abrasion' strip protects

the leading edge of the blade agasnsr ero-

sion. Vent holes on the underside of each

pocket prevent accumulation ot moisture in-

side the blade. Each blade is "balarmed

statically and dynamically within tolerances

thatj permit individual replacement of thl-

blades. In addition, a pretrack number is

stenciled on each blade to eliminate the

necessity for blade truking. Balancing and

assignment of,a_pretrack number are done at-

4

manufacture or overhaul. The main rotor

blade spars are sealed units, pressurized

with nitrogen. If an u0$4Teseen combination

of events should occur Lmpairing, the struc-

tural integrity1 of the spar, or if a seal
should leak, the nitrogen will leak from the

spar. If the pressure in the spar drops

below the minimuM permi'ssible service pres-

.ure, the pressure indicator will show red.

,Also, anti-icing_ tape, if installed on the

blade leading edge, aids in preventing ice
.formation during adverse weather conditions.

. IBIS (IN FLIGHT BLADE INS? ECTI NNAgr Em

INDICATORS (See figure 2.)

Helicopters modified by the TCTO 1H-

HH1F-5030 arc equipped with an In-Flight

Blade Inspection aystrm (IBIS19that visibly
indicates,in the cockpit that the pressure

in one or more main rotor blade apars has
dropped below the allowable linet.

175
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The DBLS indicator, located on -,the

back wallr, o: the spar of ehch main blade,-

contains a small radioactive source (100

micro curies strontium 90) Whith is com-

pletely shielded and emits no radiation

when the rotor blade is.at normalpressure.
When the pressure in the rotor blade-spar

drops below O.1 (+0.4) psi, the indicator

will' activate, causing the radioactive

source to move to an.unshielded position.;

thereby emitting beta radiation. The detec-

tor assembly, located aft of the main rotor

shaft under the transmission cooling, de-

tects the beta radiXtion and sends a 'signal

to the blade processor. The amnal proces-

sor causes the BLADE PRESS light on the

caution panel to illumanate, indicating a
loss of pressure in one or more of the_ blade
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.

ROOT POCKET

SPAR

ABRASION STRIP

TEO PA,R.NG

ROOT POCKET CAP

PRESSURE INDICATOR

BLADE HANDLER CLAMP LOCATION

Figure 1. - Main rotor blade

Figure 2. - IBIS Indicator.

spars. Loss of pressure in the blade slier is

also indicated by the IBIS indicator located

in the back wall of the spar of each main

blade. The indicator, compensated for temp-

erature changes, compares a reference pres-

sure built into the indicator with the pres-

sure in the blade spar. When the pressure in

the blade spar is within the required

service limits, two yellow stripes show in

the indicator. If the pressure in the blade

spar drops 'below the minigum permissible

service pressure, the indicator will be

activated and will show ,two red stripes.

Loss oit. 115 volt ac power, failure of the

det&tor, and/or failure of the signal

.processor will cause the BLADE PRESS caution

light to illuminate. Thp system receives

electriCal power from the,No. 1 ac primary
bus and is protected by a circuit breaker on
the copilot's averhead circuit breaker panel

marked IBIS, under tpe general heading DC

PRI.

POCKET IDENT FICATiON,

WARNING

'S 2$166 RI

When red is viSible in the indicator, the
cause of the red indication shall be de-

termined before accepting the helicopter
for flight.'

MAIN ROTOR HEAD (See figure 3.)

The main rotor head\is splined to and

supported by the main rotor shaft of the

main 'gear box. The rotor head and the five

main rotor blades attached to it are ro-

tated by torque from the main gear box

through ,the main rotor shaft. Principal

components of the main rotor head are the

hub and swashplate (items 6 -and 7.) The

hub consists of a hub plate, lower plate,

hinges, sleeve-spindlesr(10 and 11), dampers

(8), anti-flapping restrainers, droop res-

trainers, and pitch control rods (9). The

hinges, attached between each arm of the

hub plate and lower plate, serve as mounts

for the sleeve-spindles to which the main

rotor blades are attached. The hinges per-

mit vertical and horizontal movement of

the 'b/ades so they can lead, lag, and flap,

but the dampers restrict the lead and lag

motions. The anti-flapping and droop res-

trainers prevent flapping motion when the

rotor is slowing or stopped. The swashplate

consists of a rotating swashplate and a sta-

tionary swashplate. The stationary swash-

plate (6) is connected to the main gear

box by the stationary scissors (5) and pri-

mary servo-cylinders. The rotating swash-

plate (7) rotates within the stationary

2 193
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1 Fluid Tank 4 Oil Tank 7 Rotating Swa. )1ate 10 Spindle

2 Union 5 Stationary Scissors 8 Damper 11 Sleeve

3. Spacer 6 Stationary Swashplate 9 Adjustable Pitch Control Rod 12 i1iIar Vibration Allsoriwr

Figure 3. - Main

swashplate and is connected to the hub by

the notating scissors and pitch control

rods. Flight control movement is transmitted
to the primary servos through the stationary

and rotating swashplates. Movement of the

rotating swashplate is transmitted to the

main rotor blades through the pitch control

rods connected to the sleeve spindles.

NOTE

The main rotor head is pretrack rigged

at manufacture, overhaul, before in-

stallation, or on the helicopter. Once
the main rotor head is pretrack rigged,

3

rotor head.

're-rigging is* not required unless the

main rotor head, swashplate, horn eye-
bolt or an adjustable pitch control

rod is changed.

DAMPERS (See figure 4.) ,

A damper is mounted between the hub

plate- and the lower- plate and secured to

the horizOntal hinge pin. The damper con-

trols the horizontal movement of each main

rotor blade. When ,. the main rotor is started

or stopped, the damper absorbs the shock

of the blades. Hunting of the blades, when

the load on the blades is suddenly increa1ed

.1
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, Figure 4. - Damper - cross - sectional view.

or decreased, is also controlled by the
dampers. When a blade moved horizontally
on its vertical hinge, the length of the
damper must change, and as the piston moves
back and forth in .the cylinder, the hydrau-
lic fluid is metered from one side to the
other. The rate-of-flow determines the
amount of restriction imposed on the blade.
The primary restrictive function of the
damper is on the ground in starting and
stopping. In flight, where sudden movements
of the blade occur with great force, relief
valves in the Aston open in opposite direc-
tions to permit almost unrestricted movement
of the piston. Travel of the piston is limi-
ted by stops at each end of the piston rod.
The rubber shock absorber acts as a cushion-
ed stop and sets the extreme lag position
of the blade. A differential check valve
assembly, mounted on the damper, permits
hydraulic flUid to enter either side of
the damper as required, to automatically
bleed the dampers during operation.

A tank (figure 3, item 1) on the top
of the hub plate serves as a reservoir for
the dampers. Markings on the transparent
plastic top indicate the required fluid
level. A strainer in the tank prevents con-
tamination when hydraulic fluid is added
to'the system.

.
IIREATHER

DROOP RESTRAINERS (See figure 5.)

A droop restrainer on the vertical
hinge of- each blade limits droop of the
blades when the main rotor head is slowing
or stopped. When the main .rotorhead
rotating, centrifugal force throws the cam
arms out and permits increased vertical
movement of the blades.

ANTI-FLAPPING RESTRAINERS (See figure 5.) ,

An anti-flapping restrainer is instal-
-led, between each of the five main rotor
vertical hinges and sleeve-spindles. Anti-
flapping restrainers are spring-loaded locks
which ,prevent main rotor blades from flap-
ping on their horizontal hinges when the
main rotor head is slowing or stopped. When
the Main rotor is rotating, centrifugal
force holds the anti-flapping restrainers
outward from the locked position, thus per-
mitting free flapping and coning of the
main rotor blades.

STATIONARY SCISSORS (See figures 6 and 7.)

4
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Figure 5. - Droop and anti-flapping
restrainers - installed.

179
freely up and down or tilt on the main rotor

shaft.

SWASHPLATE (See figures 10 and 11.)

The swashplate transmits the movement

of the flight controls to the main rotor

blades through the sleeve-spindles. A ball-
ring (spherical bearing) and sockets allow

the swashplate to be tilted off its hori-
.zontal plane and moved on its vertical axis.
The swashplate consists of a rotating swash-

plate connected to the main rotor hub by

the rotating scissors and pitch control

rods, and a stationary swashplate connected

to the main, gear box by the stationary

scissors and the servo-cylinders. Each

Figure 6. - Stationary scissors - cross-sectional view.

The stationary scissors are installed

between the main gear box (6, figure 7)

and the stationary swashplate (2). The sta-
ttonary scissors prevent the stationary

swaihplate from rotating with the main rotor

head while permitting it to move freely up
and down or tilt on the main rotor shaft.

ROTATING SCISSORS (See figures 8 and 9.)

The rotating scissors are attached to a
bra,cket (1, figure 8) on the bottom of the

main rotor hub lower plate and to a bracket
(4) on the rotating swashplate. The rotating

scissors are a torque arm that causes the

rotating swashplate to rotate with the main

rotor head while permitting it to move

5

swashplate is bolted together in a manner

th permits the rotating swashplate to

roalt within the stationary swashplate.

When the servocylinders, eonnected to the

stationary swashplate, are actuated by the

flight controls, the movements of the sta-

tionary swashplate are transmitted to the

rotating swashplate. From the rotating

swashplate, the control movements are trans-

mitted by the pitch control rods to the'

horns of the sleeve-spindle to change the

angles of incidence of the blades.

PITCH CONTROL RODS

Figure 12 illustrates a pitch control

rod (item 3) which extends rrom the sleeve-

spindle horn to the rotating swashplate.

196
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1 5

1 Rotating Swashplate
2 Stationary Swashplate
3 Upper Link

3

5 25190 RI)

4

4 Lower Link
5 Bracket
6 Main Gear Box

Figure 7. Stationary scissors
installed

T''')I,23,9,
5 4 3

I Upper Bracket
2 Upper Link
3 Lower Link
4 Lower Bracket

5 Rotating Swashplate
6 AdiuMable Pitch

Control Rod

Figure 8. Rotating scissors installed.

All flight control movements of the &wash
plate are transmitted by the control rods
to the main rotor blades. Micrometertype

decals are mounted near the upper locknut
to permit adjustment of the control'rods
during tracking operations of the main rotor
blades.

Figure 9. Rot4ing scissors
crosssectional view

SLEEVE AND SPINDLE

The sleeve and spindle (figure 13,
item 2) of the main rotor hub assembly
transmits pitch to the main rotor blades

, through the control rods. A main rotor blade
attaches directly to each sleeve and spindle
assembly.

6

OIL 'TANKS

Five o 1 tanks (figure 3, item 4),
mounted on jthe hinges, serve as reservoirs
for lubric ing oil. Each tank is connected
to the s evespindle by a hose. Each tank
lubricates its respective upper and lower
hinge be ing, horizontal hinge bearings,
and stac bearing in the sleevespindle.

BIFILAR VIBRATION ABSORBER (Figure 14.)

The bifilar vibration absorber consists
of a fivearmed, starshaped aluminum forg
ing. A seventeenpound steel weight (19)
is attached through two pendulum pivot
points at the end of each arm, and'weights
are secured to the pivot points by bolts
clamping two bushings (20) against two ta
pered washers (11 and 17).The washers center
the weights against the contact surfaces
and supply vertical support under static
conditions. The bifilar arms have an Ibeam
cross section to provide structural effici
ency. The bifilar .is secured to the main

r-
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STANOINMIY
SWAIWRATI

figure 10. Swashplate crosssectional view.

3 2311/ (R) )

I Adjustable Pitch 2 Main Rotor
Control Rod

3 Rotating 4 Stationary
Shaf t ' Swashplate, Swashplate

Figure 11. Stiashplate installed.

.

at five attachment points on the

hub a s. The attachment points consist

of two existing holes in each arm normally

used for hoisting the helicopter and secur

ing the blade pretrack fixture. The attach
ment uses five thru bolts (one per hub arm)

with associated shims to provide attachment.

Each weight is enclosed by an aerodynami

cally shaped fairing (8 and 9) to reduce

rotor drag and provide a controlled environ'

ment for the contacting surfaces of the

weight pivot points.

ROTOR BRAKE SYSTEM

The rotor brake system (shown in figure

15) consists of a matter cylinder (6),

7

5 Stationary
Scissors

rotor brake (1), pressure switch (3), pres

sure gage, (5), pressure relief valve (7),

accumulator (4), and reservoir (2). Pres

sure is developed by actuating the master

cylinder handle, which extends the rotor

brake puckfaced piston, stopping main rotor

head eotation. A"minimum hydraulic pressure

of 350 psi, as indicated on the pressure

gage, is required for effective brake opera
tion. The pressure switch actuates ats,10

1 psi, permitting electrical power to

illuminate the ROTOR BRAKE light capsule

on the caution/advisory panel. If pressure

exceeds 600 20 psi, the relief valve

cracks, venting pressure to the gravity

supply line. The accumulator maintaids a

constant pressure in the system once the

1 81



I Horn 4 Bolt, Washers, Nut, 7 Washers 11 Clovis
2 Bolt, Washers, Nut,

Cotter Pin -5
Cotter Pin
Rotating Swashplato

8
9

Shim
Locimut

12
13

Shim
Link

3 Pitch Control Rod 6 Clovis 10 Locknut 14 Key

Figure 12. Pitch control rod.

rotor brake is applied, compensates for

variation in pressure due to temperature
change, and dampens out system pressure
surges. Hydraulic fluid for system operation
is gravity fed to the master cylinder from
the reservoir.

ROTOR BRAKE MASTER CYLiNDER

The cylinder (figure 15, item 6), on

the right side of the overhead control pa-
nel, actuates the rotor brake. The cylinder
is gravity fed with hydraulic fluid from
the rotor brake reservoir. The brake handle
is manually actuated down and forward to
apply hydraulic pressure to the rotor brake
system. A spring latch on the cylinder link-
age locks the handle in the on or parked

position. To release the brake, the latch
must be pulled and the handle returned to
the detent or off position. The latch can
,be locked out of position by pulling the
latch and rotating it 90 degrees. A pressure
gage adjacent to the master cylinder in-
dicates the amount of pressure produced

by the master brake cylinder. A check valve
is provided to pressure bleed the system.
A minimum of 350 psi pressure is required
for effective rotor brake operation.

8

ADVISORY LIGHT SYSTEM (Figure 15)'

The system consists of a pressure
switch, ROTOR BRAKE light capsule on the

caUtion/advisory panel, and a ROTOR MAKE
circuit breaker on the overhead control
panel. When system pressure reaches 10 +

1 psi, the pressure switch contacts close
allowing electrical pawer to flow to the

caution/advisory panel to illuminate the

ROTOR BRAKE light capsule.

PRESSURE SWITCH

The pressure switch (figure 15, item
3) is on the side of the forward transmis-
sion support. The switch actuates whih hy-
draulic line pressure in the rotor brake
system reaches 10 + 1 psi. Access to the
switch is gained by hinging down the trans-
mission service platfoem.

PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

The pressure relief valve (figure 15,

item 7) is on the left side of the forward
transmission. support beam. The valve is

199
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1 Hose 6

2 Sleeve and Spindle 7

3 Plugs 8

4 Screws, Washers 9

5 Grounding Cable 10

15
13

11

Anti-flapping Spring 11 ,Horizontal Pin 15

+

Bolt, Washers,
Locknut 12 Key Nut, Cotter Pin

Lockwuher 13 Adapter 16 Lockwasher

Thrust Washers 14 Pitch Control Rod 17 Locknut

Dampoi Trunxdon

Figure 13. - Sleeve and spindle:

designed to relieve system pressure
20 psi. Fluid vented by opening the

valve is returned to the gravity feed

line.

ACCUMULATOR (Figure 16)

at 600
relief
supply

The accumulator, on the left side of

the transmission wall, is a spring-loaded

hydraulic type. Once the rotor hrake is

applied, the accumulator keeps a constant

pressure in the rotor brake system. The

atcumulator also compensates for yariations

in line pressure due to changes in tempera-

ture and pressure surges.

'ROTOR BRAKE RESERVOIR

9

2

The reshrvoir (figure 15, item 2),

aft and to the right of the main gear box,

supplies hydraulic fluid for the rotor brake

system. When filled to the FULL mark, the

reservoir contains approximately 3.2 oun-

ces of hydraulic fluid.

ROTOR BRAKE (Figure 17)

The rotor brake is a self-adjusting

unit consisting of two housing halves, a

bracket, and a rotor brake disc. The rotor

brake disc is on the input bevel gear shaft

flange extending through the main gear box

1 83
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Bolt, Washers 7 Bolt 13 Washer 19 Support (Cover)
2 Bolt, Washer 8 Screw, Washer 14 Spacer 20 Weight
3 Support (Cover) 9 Cover (Forward) 15 Spacer 21 Bushings
4 Retainer i0 Cover (Aft) 16 Washer 22 Bumper
5 Bolt, Washers, Nut 11 Spacer 17 Nut 23 Support
8 Boit, Washer 12 Washer (Tapered) 18 Washer (Tapered) 24 Bushings

Figure 14. - Bifilar vibration

input cover. The bracket on which the hous-
ing halves are assembled is mounted so that
the brake disc rotates between the two hal-
ves. Each half contains two hydraulically
actuated, puck-faced pistons. As the opposed

10

absorber - disassembled.

pistons extend, the pucks contact the ro-
tating disc from both sides, providing a
braking action capable of stopping main
rotor rotation in 14 seconds from 157 rpm.

2U.1.
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Figure 16. - Rotor brake accumulator.
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1 13011, Washer, Nut
2 Rotor Brake Disc
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4 Elbow, Nut, Gasket,
Ring

5 Tube

6 Washer, Nut
7 Tee, Nut, Gasket,

Ring

Figure 17. - Rotor brake.
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REVIEW

We have discussed the main rotor blades, main'rotor head, and ro-

tor brake system. Since these are very important parts of the aircraft,

you must be extra cautious when preflighting them.

/ (Now ansWer the following review questions.)

Which component of the rotor Ablade

pi.ovides the means of attaching the blade

tb the hub?

A. Cuff
B. Tip cap
O. Root pocket
D. Root pocket cap

2. Which statements below concerning main
rotor blades are TRUE?

4: Each blade is individually

balanced.
2. A pretrack number is sten-

ciled on each blade.
3. Vent holes ih the pockets

.are designed to permit air

pressyre equalization.
4. Balance and pretrack number

assignment are done at over-

hayl.
5. Blade tracking is pot neces-

sary after you replace an

A. I and

individual blade.

3 only

B. 2, 3, and 5 only
L. I, 2, 4, and 5 pnly
D. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

3. Which color on a blade pressure indi-
cator indicates a NORMAL condition?

A. Grey
B. Green
C. Yellow
D. White

4.

are
the

The movements of the flight controls
transmitted to the rotor blades through

A. swashplate and pitch control rods

B. anti-flap restrainers and pitch

control rods ,

C. pitch control rods and stationary

3C1SSOrS 4

D. swashplate and rotating scissors

13

1.-A (Refer to page 1)

2.-C (Refer to page 1)

187

3.-C A red indication could indicate an
unsafe blade condition. (Refer to.'

pages 1 and 2)

4.-A (Refer to page 3)
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5. The, extreme LAG Ivasition of
rotor blade, is determined by:the
the damper awmbly.

A. ,rubber shock,ahsorber.
8. 'diff6rentiaI check valve
C. ,packing gland.
D. restricter

Anti-flapping restrainers are designed
to be effective when the rotor iS

the main
in,

B.

C.

D.

rotating at any operating rpm
rotating aboVe 100 rpm
rotating between 50 and'100 rpm
slowing or stOpped

7. The .rotating scissors form a link be-
tween which of the following?

1.'; Main rotdr hub
Z.' Stationary swashplate.
3. Main transtission
4. Reating swashplate.

and 2
and '3

and 4
and 4

8. Which of ;the following permit(s) the
swashplate to be tilted.off its herizontal
plane?

A.

B.

C.

D.

L. Ball bearing'
,2. Socket
3, Ball-ring
4. Pitch conteol rods

1 only
I only,

2 and 3 only
1, 2, and 4

5.-A (Refer to page 4)

(2

6,-A (Reier to page 4)

4

7.-D ' (Refer to page 5)

8.-C (Refer to,page:5)

9. Whieh compdnent connects the sl eeve-

spindle horn to the rotating swashplate?

A.:
. B.

C.

Rotating scissors
.Pitch cont;o1 rod
Stationary scissors
Link assem,b1y

10. Which statement_is NOT true concerning
the bifilar vibration absorber?

A.

B.

C.

D.

It is a five-armed aluminum for-
ging
It uses a 17-pound steel weight
The bifilar arms have an H-beam
cross section

° Each weight is endlosed in a spe-
.cial fairing

, 9.-B (Refer to page 5)

10.-C. (Refer to page 6)

14 .
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11. For effective rotor brake operation,'

you Ir,nist develop a MINIMUM psi!'

with the rotor brake handle.

A. 10

a. 100
350

D. 600

12: Which component compensates for varia-7

Xions in rotor brake system line preSsure

caused by changes in temperature?

A. Pressure switch
B. Relief valve -

,
C. Compensator unit

D. Accumulator

oo'

'1

1E39
11.7C For starting, the minimum pres-

sure is 320 psi. (Refer to page 7)

12.-D The air pressure in the accumu-
lator compensates for the pres
spre variations. (Refer to-page 9)
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TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able to:

1. Describe the main gear box.

4
2. Summarize the,operation of the main gear box lubrication sys-

tem.

3. Explain the Main gear box indicating and warning systems.

4. Describe the tail drive shaft assembly:

5. Explain the intermediate gear box.

.6. Summarize the operation of the tail gear box.

. Describe the tail rotor head and blades.

.The transmission system consists of

the main gear box, tail drive shaft, inter-

mediate gear box, tail gear box, and tail

rotor assembly. The main gear box (figure
18) drives the main rotor head, tail drive
shaft, and accessory components. The acces-
sory components, including the main gear

!box oil pumps, generators, and hydraulic

pumps", are driven whenever the auxiliary .

power unit or rotor head is operating. The

tail drive- shaft (6) transmits torque to

the intermediate gear box (5), where the

-\ drive angle is changed, and on to the tail

gear box (3), where the drive angle A again
changed and rpm reduced to drive the tail

,rotor. The tail drive shaft also drives

the oil cooler and blower. Oil from the

main gear box is fed to the oil cooler:and
blower, cooled, and retuened to the gear

box for lubrication ,and cgoling purposes.
The main gear box also includes freewheel

units that balance& input from the engines

and permit freewhaEling of the main rotor

head during autorotation.

MAIN GEAR BOX (Figure 18).

The main gear box, on the transmis-

sion deck aft of the engines, drives the

accessories, supports and drives the main
rotor, and providee a power takeoff to drive

the tail rotor. Freewheel' g units in the

input section permit engagement of the

main rotor and tail dri shafts when the

relative main rotor rpm exceeds relative

ik

engine rpm during autorotation, at engine

shutdown, and during single-engine opera --

tion. A thru -shaft, geared_ to the No. 1

engine, provides a redundancy for driving

the accessories.. The auxiliary power unit
(APU) may be used for operating the main
gear box accessories when engines are not

operating.

MAIN GEAR 93X LUBRICATION SYSTEM
(Figure 19)

The main gear box is lubricated by

a self-priming wet sump system. An oil level

sight gage is on the lower left side of

the main gear box housing. The oil filler

tube is above the oil level sight gage.

Three oil pumps are mounted on the rear

cover of,'tbe main gear box. The No. 1 (pri-

mary) oil pump and the tdrque indicator

oil pump are mounted on the lowerjeft,
and the No. 2 (secondary) oil pump is mount-
ed on, the upper right side. The No. l'and

No. 2 oil pumps circupte oil for main gear

box lubrication and cooling. The torque

indicator oil pump, using the same oil,

supplies the oil to the engine torque in-

dicating system. The No. 2 oil pump serves

as a backup for the No. 1 pump in event

of failure. Output lines from both pumps

are connected at a tee through which oil

is routed to the oil cooler and lubrication
jets. Each pwip is equipped with a filter.

t The torque indicator oil pump is adjust-

able for pressure. The magnetic chip detec-,
tor, in the lower housing, is part of the

17
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I Math Gear Box
2 Main Gear Box Oil Cooler and Blower
3 Tall Gear Box
4 Tall Drive Shaft (Section DC)

5 Intermediate Gear Box. -
Tall Drive Shaft

Figure 18. Transmission system component location diagram.

chip detector warning system. It may be
removed for inspection without draining the
oil. A transmitter sends oil pressure read
ing-s to the XMSN OIL PRESS.indicator on the
instrument panel. A temperature bulb, in the
lower housing sump, transmits oil tempera
ture readings to the oil temperature indica
tor. When oil pressure falls below safe
limits, the iMSN OIL PRESS light capsule on
the caution/advisory panel will illuminate.
When oil temperature rises above 121° C.
(250° F.), the XMSN OIL HOT light capsule on
the caution/advisory panel will illuminate.

18

AUGMENTED MAIN GEAR BOX OIL SYSTEM
(Figure 19)

The augmented main gear box oil system
will permit the helicopter to continue op
erating ,for approximately 45 minutes in
the event of a failure in the main lubrica
tion system. In this event the auxilary
sump which is located at the base of the
main gear box, provides an oil supply of
approximately 1.5 gallons,to lubricate the
input sleeve bearings in the high speed
section of the main gear box.'The torque
meter pump utilizes'oil from the auxiliary_

2u s,
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Figure 19. Main transmission with anxiliary sump. .

sump to lubricate these bearings and to

supply oil- to the torque sensing system.

An additional chip detector is installed

in the' auxiliary 'Sump and illuminates the
XIMSN CHIP MAIN caution light.

Oil Pump Screen

,

A selfsealing pump screen in the lower

aftsection of the main gear box lower hous

ing, betwten the sump and'lubricating pump,
prevents large metal particles from entering

and causing damage to the pump. The screen

may be inspecte without draining main gear

box oil. A tempe ature bulb is in the center

of the screen.

Oil Pump Strainer

The oil pump strainer consists of a

strainer, sleeve, retainer, elbow, and at,r

OIL PINS
IS .90

MN I? Ile

MLTNO
..3.11Pc

sivoluch

taching parts. It is attached to the main

gear box lower cap and prevents large metal
particles from entering and causing damage

to the No. 2 oil pump.' The strainer may

be inspected without draining the main gear

box.

MAIN GEAR WOX ENDICATING AND WARNING SYSTEMS

Main gear box Indicating and warning

systems consist of the following: torque

indicating system, main gear box oil pres-
-- sure indicating system, main gear box oil

low pressure warning system, main sear box

oil temperature indicating system, and main

gear box oil hot temperature warning system.

Each system operates independently.

Torque Indicating System

--I
The system indicates engine torq (e

measuring the loads on the gears in the mai

19
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a
gear box. The system consists of a pump,
torque sensing mechanism associated with the
second-stage helical gear of the main gear
box, two :pressure transmitters,. and dual
pointer torque indicators. The pump, in
the accessory cover of the main gear box,
delivers igear box lubricating oil at 150
psi pressure throu3h-external lines to the
'torque sensing mechanism. The oil is then
discharged back into the gear -box. Eaoh
torque sensing mechanism incorporates a tor-
quemeter valve; sensing chamber, between xhe
torquemeter housing and the piston of_the
torque sensing mechanism; and an orifice in
tOe piston. The second7stage helical gears
produce a thrust proportional to engine
torque. Each pressure transmitter-ia con-
nected to a sensing chamber. and to both
torque indicators. Operation of dye torquer
indicating system is dependent on the rela-
tionship between the pressure within the
sensing chamber and the forces exerted on
the irsecond-stage helical gear. With engine
power applied and the rotor brake released,
main rotor head resistance to rotation (an-
ti-torque) beirs on the,second-stage helical
gear, which result's in forward dis-
placement of- the shaft. Oil from the pump
enters the sensing chamber through the bal-
ancing valve and exhausts through the ori-
fice. Sensing chamber pressure is determined
by the force on the second-stage helical
gear which displaces the shaft and the bal-
ancing 'valve, changing the differential in
flow between the balancing valve and the
orifice. As main rotor blade pitch is in-
creased, ,the increased helical gear thrust
opens the balancing valve further, and sens-
ing chamber" pressure increases. As pitch is
decreased, the balancing valve closes and
fluid exhausts through the orifice. Thus,
sensing chamber pressures are directly pro-
portional to engine torque. Sensing chamber
pressure is measured by the transmitter and
displayed ori the torque indicators as (per-
cent of available torque. A hydraulic pres-
sure gage tester may be used for checking
the indicating system for accuracy. The

torque indicators on the instrument panel
have dial ranges from 0 to 150 percent tor-
que. The No. 1 pointer represents engine
torque for the No. 1 (left) engine.

Main Gear Box Oil Low Pressure
Warning System

The system consists of a pressure

switch on the lower right side of the input
cover and XMSN OIL PRESS light capsule on

the caution/advisory panel. When oil pres-
sure in the main gear box drolA to approxi-
mately 4 psi, the pressure switch closes,
causing the light capsule to illuminate.

20

Main Gear Box Oil Temperature
Indicating System

The system consists of an indi or
and a temperature*bulb. Mounted at the lower
center of the instrument panel, the XMSN
OIL TEM indicator registers main gear box
outlet i temperature in degrees Centi-
grade. Indicator dial has a range of
-500 to Oci' C. and is divided into gridu-
ations of 5 C..

Main Gear Box Oil Temperature Hot
Warning System

The system' consists of a temperature
control unit, r:elay, and XM6N OIL BOT right

capsule On the caution/advisory panel. The
control unit is at the /eft rear of the

main gear box in the oil pressure line be-
tween the oil cooler blower and main gear

box. The relay is on the relay panel se-
cured to the cockpit bulkhead. When oil,
temperature exceeds 121° C. (25° F.), actua-
tionof the control unit occurs, closing the
relay contacts and illuminating the 'MN
OIL HOT light capsule. This provides the
pilot wtth a visual indication that a mal-
function is occurring. When the temperature
drops below 120° C. (250° F.), the light
capsule will go out.

MAIN GEAR BOX OIL COOLER AND BLOWER
(Figures 20 and 21)

The oik'cooler and blower in the aft
main rotor fairing consists of a cooler,
radiator, duct, and blower. The cooler is
belt driven by" the tail drive shaft and
forces air through the radiator (12, figure
20). Hot oil from the main gear box sump
-is forced into the radiator. If the tempera-
ture of the oil is less than 70° C. (158°
F.) it is bypasse0 to the return line by
a thermostatic regulator. 0iI returning from
the radiator or the bypass is forced through
the lubricationjets in the gear box.

21u



MULfIPLE -DISC COUPLING
(Flgure 22)

194

0

0

5

0

8

0
,o

0

4

C1

a dynamically balanced coupling joins the
main gear lifox tail takeoff flange to the
tail drive shaft. This coupling consists
of three flexible steel disc assemblies,

On helicopters modified by T.C.T.O. a spherical bearing-, four flanges, and at-

111-3-563 and on CG 1476 and subsequent, tachihg bolts, washers, isolators, and nuts.

21



195-

DISC 'ASSE

'SOL A TOR

WASHER

Figure 21. - Pulley belts - alignment and tension.,,

S:0941 V

1 Input Flange 4 Intermediate Flange 7 Washer, Isolator 10 Nut

2 Washer, Self-locking Nut 5 Spacer 8 Self-locking Nut 11 Pin
3 Spherical Bearing 6 Bolt 9 Output Flange 12 Cotter Pin

Figure 22. - Multiple disc coupling.

22'
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197
through a drive pulley to operate the main
gear box oil cooler and blower fan. The
tail rotor drive shaft is made up of nine
separate dynamically balanced shafts. The
shafts are joined by flexible steel discs
and a dynamically balanced flexible dia-
phragm ,coupling or a multiple-disc coupling
that is joined to the front end of the sec-

.

tion I tail drive shaft.

The shaft is suspended at five points
in viscous damped bearings and is addition-
ally supported at section II in a double
ball-bearing housing. The bearing housings
are mounted on support plates bolted to
fuselage support brackets. Section I of

the tail drive shaft consists of a shaft
flanged at both ends with a special disc
attached to the flange that connects to
section II. Section II consists of a shaft,
flanged ,at the forward end. The oil cooler
drive pulley is mounted on the shaft, and
the shaft rotates on two ball bearings
mounted in an aluminum housing. Included
also in section II is a separate coupling
flange which is splined to the aft end se--.
cured by a washer, lock washer, and nut.
Section III consists of a shaft flanged
at both ends with a special disc attached
to each flange with bolts* washers, and
nuts. Sections IV, V, VT, VII, and VIII
are flanged at 'both ends. A special disc
is secured to the aft flange of'each section,
with bolts, washers, and nuts, and a vis-
CCAIS mounted bearing is positioned adjacent
to thi forward flanGe of each shaft. Sec-
tion IX extends from the intermediate gear
box to the tail gear box. A special disc
is attached to the flange at each end with
bolts, washers, and nuts. Bolts, washers,
nuts, and shims are used for joining.

INTERMEDIATE GEAR BOX,
(Figure 24)

The intermediate gear box, on brackets
at the base of the pylon, consiats of an
imput housing and gear, center housing,

and output housing and gear. Torque from
tail drive shaft section VIII is transmitted
to sectioii IX through a bevel gear in the
input housing and a bevel gear in the out-
put housing, changing directional drive ap-,
proximately 65 degrees. The center housing
incorporates an oil level sight gage on the
left side, filler plugs at the top and at
the left rear, and a magnetic chip detector
drain plug at the bottom. The magnetic chip
detector plug is part of the chip detector

warning, system which provides an indication
on the caution/advisory panel should metal
particles accumulate. The intermediate gear
box is splash lubricated and air cooled.

-

TAIL GEAR BOX
(Figures 25 and 26)

The tail gear box, mounted at the top
4'of the pylon, serves as the point of attach-
ment for the tail rotor head, changes the
direction of drive 90 degrees, and reduces
tail rotor rpm. A control rod, controlled
by the tail rotor flight controls, oper-
ates the pitch change beam. The pitch-change
beam is connected to the sleeve of each
tail rotor blade through pitch-change links
to change the pitch of blades. The gear
box is splash-lubricated. A magnetic chip'
detector is installed in the bottom of the
input housing and'is part of the chip detec-
tor warning system which provides an indi-
cation on the caution/advisory panel should
metal particles, accumulate on the plug.

Access to the tail gear box is gained by
removing the tail gear box access fairing
at the top of the pylon.

24

CHIP DETECTOR SYSTEM

The system, consists of three magnetic
chip detector plugs, three relays, and MAIN,
INTMED, and TAIL XMSN CHIP light capsules
on the caution/advisory panel. Metal chips
accumulating on the chip detector plugs

in the gear boxes close the circuit to the
appropriate relay and cause the light cap-
sule to illuminate. The light capsules pro-
vide the pilot and copilot with a visual
indication when chips are present in the
gear boxes. When the relays are energized,
a holding circuit is treated which keeps
the light capsules illuminated until the
chips are cleaned off the magnetic chip
detector plugs and the holding circuit is
de-energized.

TAIL ROTOR ASSEMBLY

TAIL ROTOR BLADES

Five tail rotor blades are installed
on the tail rotor head. The root end permits

21 ,1



F LANGE

CENTER MOUSING

OUTPUT SEAL

OUTPUT ITOUSING

OUTPUT GEAR WAFT

FLANGE

IIREATHER.

nowt sam.

INPUT GEAR SHAFT

INPUT HOUSING

CLIP SIGHT eAGE

MAGNETIC CHIP DETECTOR
AND GRAIN PLUG

Figure 24. - Intermediate gear box - tross-sectional view.

the attachment of the blades to the tail

rotor head spindles, and the abrasion strip

protects the leading edge of the blade from

sand, dust, and adverse weather conditions.
Skin is wrapped completely around the spar,

and the trailing edge cap is installed over

the edges of the skin at the trailing edge

of the blade. The tip cap is riveted to

the blade mit-board end. Each blade is bal-
anced statically and dynamically within tol-
erances that permit individual replacement

of blades.

TAIL ROTCR HEAD
(Figures 26 and 27)

766IMI RI

The self-lubricated tail rotor head,

at the top left side of the pylon, produces

anti-torque forces which may be varied by

the pilot to control flight heading of the

helicopter. The tail rotor head is driven
by the tail gear box. Blade pitch is changed
through the pitch change shaft that moves

through the output gear shaft of the tail

gear box. As the shaft moves outward from

the gear box, pitch of the blades is de-

creased (leading edge away from pylon).

As the shaft moves in toward the gear box,
pitch of the blades is increased.

The pitch change beam is connected

by links sto the forked brackets of the

25
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Figure 25. - Tail gear box

sleeves. The five flappiag ipindles permit
flapping of the blades to a maximum' of 10

degrees Ln each direction. The hinge pins

and the spindle bearings are lubricated

centrifugally by oil from the tail rotor.

reservoir. The oil passes through drilled

'Passages in the bolts securing the reser-

voir-into the head, and into the hub and

-lubricates the hinge 'pins. It then passes

through tubes secured to the hub, and into.

the spindles and lubricates the stock bear-

ings. Balancing weights are bolted to the
sleeve-spindle flanges,to prevent vibrations
during tail rotor operation.

- cross-sectional view.

NOTE.

Lip-type seals used in tail rotor com-
ponents are subject to static seepage.
After installation they may require

a 5-hour break-in. period, which can -

be accrued before the seals seat.

TAIL ROTOR.RESERVOIR :1

(Figures 27 and 28.)

The reservoir on the tail rotor head

serves as a storage tank for lubricating
oil for the hinge pins and the spindle stack,
bearings. The reservoir is filled or drained
through the bleed plug.

26
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I Tail Gear Box
2 Seal, Lock Ring
3 Seal

4 Seal
5 Flange

Figure 26. - Tail gear box.

27
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4::44P 7.1 .4

44174; 21.411)1.11

6 Cotter Pin
7 Nut
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Figute,27. - Thil rotor head - cross-sectional view.

Figure 28. - Tail rotor reservoir.
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REVIEW ,

This section CoVering the transmission system hasiiven you the infor7
Mation needed to complete .your syllabuS and,preflight the aircraft.

,

(Now answer the following review questions.)

13. Main engine output is balanced by the
in the main gear box.

.;

Main rotor Shaft
planetary gear '
ring gear

D. input freewheel units
,

14. To check the main gear box oi4 level,
you should use a/an

A.' oil quantity gage in the cockpit
B. oil quantity gage on the gear

box
on the lower left side

gear box houSing
on the, lower right
main gear box housing

*sight gage
otthe main

D. sight gage
side of.the

13.D (Refer to page 17)

14.-C (Refar to page 17)

15. What is the . purpose of the No. 15.C (Refer to, page *17)
2 (eCondary) Main gearbox lube pump?

A. DoUb/e the oil pressure
B. Double the.oil flow volume
C." Serve' as a backup if the No. 4"

. pump fails
D. Provide oil preSsure for the tor

" que.,indicating system
4

16. Which-main gear box pump has

provisionS for -adjusting the outlet pres
spre?

No. 1 (primary)
No. 2 (secondary)
Torque indicating.
Scavenge

17. The augMented,pain gear box oil system

will permit the helicopter to.continue op
erating for appromkmately Miiiutes

it there is a failure in the main lubrica
tion system.

15

30

45
60

4.

."

29

16.- Refer.to page 17),

17.-C' (Refer to page, 18)
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2.03
18. The . oil pump-Strainer is instal-
led in the main gear bbx lubrication system
to preyent from damaging the oil

pump.

large metal particles
sdall metal particles:

C. micronic particles
D. water

19. Oil pressure to the cockpit in
dicator -is taken 'from what point in the
main.gear hex oil system?

A. ,Before the Oil enters the main
gear box

B. Before the oil enters the pres
, sure.relief valve

C. Before the .oil enters the oil
cooler

D. After the' oil paises through the
1 torquemeter sensing prat .

4

20. Operation of the torque indica
ting system is.dependent on a relationship
between what two factors?

A. Sensing chamher pressureAnd for7,
ces exerted on the main bevel
gear. of the main gpar,bqx

11. Main gear box oil- pressure and .
forces exerted on the main gear
box input bevel gear

C. Forces exerted on the main gear

box secondstage spur- gear and

main systen oil pressure
D. Forces exerted on 'the main gear

box secondstage helical gear and
sensing chamber presspre'

21. The XMSN OIL HOT light capsule 21.B (Refer to page 20)
on the caution/advisory panel will illumi
nate if the main gear box oil temperature

rises above

A. 100° C.
B. 121° C.
C. 150° C.
D. 250° C.

18.-A Refer to page 19.)

L,

19.-A . (Refer to page 19)

20.-D (Refer 'to page 20)
.y

.22. A drive pulley is mounted on see

tion of the tail drive shaft.

\\A.
B. II

C. III-
D. TV

22:-B (Refer to page 24)
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23. What is/are the purpose(s) of the
kntermediate gear box?

1. Change the angle of drive
2. Reduce tail rotor rpm
3. Reduce tail rotor drive shaft

rpm
4. Increase tail rotor drive

shaft rpm

'-

A. 1 only
B. 1 and 2 only

. ,2 and 3 only
4, 1, 2, and 4

24. The tail
by movement of the

laae pitch is changed

A. output'ge r shaft
B. pitch chaige beam
C. counterwe ght assembly
D. flapping pindles

23.-A (Refer to pap 24)

24.-13 (Refer tO page 24)

25. Which,co onent is installed on .5.-13 (Refer to page 25)

a tail rotor blade assembly by rivets?

A. Skin
B. Tip Cap
C. SpOBli
D. 41;=.101eeve

T1

,

26. The tail rotç blades are allowed
-to flap a MAXIMUM of degrees in .

Refer to page 26)

each direction.

A. 5

B. 7

C. 10

D. 13

.204



FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

OBJECTIVES

When you complete this section, you will be able to:

4

1. Summarize the operation of the main

tem.

1. Describe the tail rotor flight control system.

rotor flight control sys-

.
4

3. Describe the primary, hydraulic system.

4. Explain the purpose of the primary hydraulic system compo-

nents and state their location.

, 5. Summarize the operation of the auxiliary hydraulic system.

6. Explain the purpose ,of the auxiliary hydraulic system com-
ponents and state their location. -

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Figures 29 and 30 illustrate the

flight control system, which consists of
two cyclic contrql sticks (figure 29, iteets

11 and 34), two collective control sticks

.(15 and 28), four directional control pedals

(19 and 29), an ,auxiliary servocylinder,
a mixing unit, three primary servocylinders,

and mechanical linkage. The cyclic control

system controls forward, aft, and lateral
helicopter movements; the collective control

system controls vertical helicopter move-

ments; and the directional control system

controls helicopter heading. Movement of

the cyclic or collective control,-sticks

is \transmitted by mechanical linkage to

the hydraulically actuated auxiliary servo-

-cylinder for a power boost, through the

mixing unit fbr coordination with direc-

tional control movement, and through the

hydraulically actuated primary servocylin-

ders to the main roXor head where blade
pitch is changed. Movement of the direction-
al control pedals is transmitted through the

mixing unit to the tail rotor by control

rods and cables. Flight may also be con-
trolled 4automatically through the auxiliary

'servocylinder under signals from the auto-

matic fliiht control system (AnS). In addi-

tion, a fine degree of cyclic control may

be obtained ,through the auilliary servo-

cylinder under signals from the stick trim

system. Hydraull,c poWer -for the system is

supplied by the primary and.auXiliary hy-

draulic systems.

MAIN ROTOR FLIGHT CONTROLS
(Figure 30)

205.

The main rotor flight controls consist
of the cyclic control system and the col-

lective control system. The cyclic control

systein provides the means of Controlling

forward, lateral, and aft movement of the

helicopter. Cyclic control stick movements,

through mechanical linkage, the auxiliary

servocylinder, the primary .servocylinders

and main rotor head swashplate, cause the

blades to change pitch individually, rela-

tive to their position on the path of rota-

tion. This will cause the helicopter to

move in the direction the cyclic stick is

moved. The collective control system con-

trols vertical movement of the helicopter.

Collective cootrolstick movements, through
mechanical linkage, auxiliary servocylinder,

and primary servocylinders, raise or lower

the swashpIate independently of the cyclic

position of the swashplate. This causes

blade pitch angles:to change simultaneously

regardless of their relative 'position in

the path of rotation. The pedals control

tail rotor blade angles, and the mixing

unit compensates for changes in torque exer-
ted hy changing the pitch of the main rotor
blades to maintain the same helicOpter head-

ing.

CYCLIC CONTROL SYSTEM
(Figures 29c 30, and 31)

The cyclic control system controls for-

ward, lateral, and -aft movement of the
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Figure 29. Cockpit arrangement.

helicopter. Movement of the pilot's or co-
pilot's cyclic control stick is transmit-
ted by a series of control rods and bell -
cranks through the iuxiliary servocylinder,
mixing unit, and primary servocylinders to
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conirol movement of the main rotor blades.
The cyclic control system also incorporates
a stick trim sYstem which hydraulically
holds the stick in 4 selected trim position.
During flight, trim movements may be
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Figure 30. Flight control system.

controlled maqually'by a fourway switch on major control.changes by pilot effort on the

the cyclic stick grip, or overridden for stick.
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1 Grip
2 Screw
3 Cyclic Control Stick
4 Socket
5 Bolt, Washers. Nut

6 Protective Tubing
7 Wiring
8 Plug
9 Grommet

Figure 32. - Cyclic control stick.

Cyclic Control Stick
(Figure 32)

t.

The cyclic control stick for both the
pilot and copilot consists basically of

a curved aluminum tube (3), socket assembly&
(4), molded grip (1), and associated wiring.
The stick provides an actuating handle that
changes the cyclic pitch of the main rotor
blade. Moving the cyclic control stick af-
fects the fore-and-aft and lateral move-
ments of the helicopter. The lower end of
the stick is fitted with a socket and the
upper end with a grip.

Cyclic Control Stick Grip
(Figure 33)

A
The cyclic control stick grip houses

the STICK TRIM, TRIM REL., AFCS RELEASE,
I.C.S./RADIO, ENG. ST., and CARGO switches.
The grip is contoured to fit the right hand.
Both the pilot's and copilot's grips ire
identical.
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209.
Mixing tilde
(Figure3 30 and 34)

The mixing unit, consisting of a sys-
tem' of bellcranks and linkage mounted on
a common shaft, is located inside, near
the top of the AFCS.controls compartment.
The unit coordinates and transfers indepen-
dent movements of, the lateral, forward,

aft, and directional (yaw) controls to the
primary servocylinders and tail rotor. The
mixing unit integrates collective piech con-
trol movements with the lateral; fore -and -
aft, and directional systems. This causes
the controls to move the primary servocylin -
ders simultaneously in the same direction,
and to change the pitch on the tail rotor
blades to compensate for changes in pitch of
the main rotor blades.

Stick'Trii System
(Figure 35)

The stick trim system Provides a fine
degree of control over the cyclic control
system during flight. This is accomplished
automatically under signals from either
STICK TRIM button on the cyclic sticks.
Moving the STICK TRIM button forward, aft,
left, or right will cause the cyclic stick
to move smoothly in that direction. With the
STICK TRIM MASTER switch in the ON position,
operating the TRIM REL button will disengage
the system for complete manual control.
Releasing the switch will re-engage the

system around the new reference point estab-
lished by-the cyclic stick. ,

COLLECTIVE TROL SYSTEM
(Figures 3O and 31)

The collective control system provides
vertieal control of the helicopter from

the pilot's and copilot's collective control
sticks through a series of control rods
and bellcranks, the auxiliary servocylinder,
and mixing unit. At the mixing unit, all
movements_of the collective stick are trans-
mitted to the primary servocylinders and
main rotor swashplate where the pitch of

all blades is increased or decreased equal-
ly and simultaneously. A balance spring
installed on a control rod in the electronic
compartment :Ielps to balance the weight
of the collective stick when the auxiliary

2 6
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Figure 33. - Cyclic control stick grip.

servo system is off. A collective stick
friction lock is located on the pilot's
collective control stick. Rotating the ser-
rated handgrip to the stop applies the de-
sired friction to the tube of the collec-
tive pitch stick to prevent creeping during
flight and to provide feel for the pilot
when he is operating the controls. The grip
of each Collective control stick contains
several switches which are labeled for the
function they control. (See figure 36.)
The AFCS, 'when in operation, controls opera-
tion ,of the collective control system

through the auxiliary servocylinder. The

mixing unit compensates for collective con-
trol .movement to change the pitch of the

tail rotor blades.

Collective Control Stick
(Figure 37)

The collective control stick is used
to change the collective pitch of 'the main
rotor blades. Moving the collective control
stick affects the collective lifting pitch
of the blades. The lower end of the stick
is secured in a socket (11), and.the upper
end of the stick is fitted with a plastic
grip (1) which houses various electrical
switches (figure 36.) The wiring for these
switches is contained inside the stick.

The pilot's collective control stick is

equipped, with a friction lock mechanism
(3-8) which permits the pilot to maintain
a ,desired stick position without holding
the stick.

Collective Control Stick Grip
(Figure 36)

S 23219 (I)

The pilot's and copilot's collective
control stick grips house the CPLR RELEASE.,
PRI. OFF - AUX. OFF, SLT. TRAIN, ENG + TRIM
1 - 2, HOIST, and BAR. REL. switches. Both
grips are contoured to fit the left hand.

TAIL ROTOR FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
(Figures 30, 38, and 40.)

The tail rotor flight control system
tontrols 'pitch of the tail rotor blades,
which in turn controls heading of the heli-
copter. The system consists of foot pedals
and an adjustor for the pilot and copilot,
and a series of control rods and bellcranks
connected to the auxiliary servocylinder,
and mixing unit. At the mixing unit, a con-
trol rod operates the forward quadrant.
From the forward quadrant, cables operate
the rear quadrant in the pylon. A control
rod from .the rear quadrant connects to a
control rod and pitch control shaft in the
tail gear box. Pedal movements through the
mechanical linkage, auxiliary servocylinder,
and cables to the tail rotor will change
the tail rotor blade angles simultaneously.
This causes the helicopter to turn with
the main rotor shaft acting as a pivot
point. Increasing tail rotor blade pitch
(left pedal) will overcome the anti-torque
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1 Shim 7 Bolt, Washers, Nut, 11 Arm 16 Bellcrank

2 Bearing Flange Cotter Pin 12 Link 17 Rod

3 Spacer 8 Bearing Flange 13 Arm 18 Arm

4 Bolt, Washer 9 Bolt, Washers, Nut 14 Bolt, Washers, Nut, 19 Bellcrank

5 Mixing Unit 10 Bolt, Washers, Wit, Cotter Pin 20 Arm

6 Arm Cotter Pin 15 Spacers

Figure 34, -

force created by the main rotor, and the

helicopter will turn left (pivot in direc-

tion of main rotor rotation); decreasing

blade pitch will allow the helicopter to

turn right (pivot in direction opposite

to main rotor rotation.) A hydraulic pedal

damper is incorporated in the auxiliary
servocylinder to prevent sudden movements of

the control pedals from causing rapid chad-,
;es in blade pitch, which might cause damage

to the helicopter. The control pedals can

be adjusted for different leg lengths by

operating the hand-wheels supported on the

fuselage at the left of the copilot and

right' of the pilot. With the auxiliary hy-

draulic system off, a negative forge grad-
ient spring causes tail rotor feedback

Mixing unit.

4

,39
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loads. Also, in ground operations, the

sprihg assists pedal movement. The tail

rotor flight oontrol system can be operated

automatically by the AFC5 through the aux-

iliary servocylinder.

Negative Force Gradient Spring
(Figures 30, 38 and 39)

The negative. force gradient spring is

contained in the.housing mounted between a

support fitting and the quadrant in the

pylon. .The housing consists of an adapter,

cylinder spring guide, sliding nut, and

adjusting nut. An adjustable rod end attach-
es to the bellcrank.
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Figure, 35. - Stick trim system - schematic diagram.

During flight, the negative force gra-,
client spring cancels feedback loads exerted
by the tail rotor when the auxiliary hy-
draulic system is off. During ground opera -'
tions, with the tail rotor stationary, the
spring extends any pedal movement from neu-
tral to the extreme of the direction moved,
provided the auxiliary hydraulic system is
off.

Pidal Adjustor

. The pilot's and copilot's pedal adjus-
tors Are incorporated in the tail rotor

40

flight controls to position the pedals for
increased pilot and copilot comforf. Each
pedal adjustor consists of a hand-wheel.
(one to the right of the pilot and the other
to the left of the copilot), a flexible
cable, and the adjustor actuating mechanism
in the electronics comidartment. Turning the
PEDAL ADJUSTOR handwheel FORWARD or AFT
increases or decreases the distance from the
pedals to the seat. Adjustments should be
made with feet away from the pedals to avoid
damage to the adjustment cables, striker
plates or microswitches.



Figure 36. Collective control stick grip.

27226 OW

11 13 12 11 2)I8

Grip 6 Sleeve 10 Bolt, Washers, Nut 15 Grommet

Screw, Nut 7 Screw, Washer, 11 Socket 16 Drag Strut

Bushing Lockwasher 12 Protective Tubing 17 Bolt, Spacer,

4 Rivet 8 Collet 13 Wtring Washer

Locking FIttIng 9 Sttck 14 Disconnect Plug 18 Guard

Figure 37. Collective control stick.
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1 Cable 15 Cable' 25 Negative Force Gradient 34 Bolt, Washer, Nut,
2 Cable 16 Turnbuckle Spring Cotter Pin
3 Pulley 17 Cable 26 Bolt, Washers, Nut, 35 Control Rod
4 Thrnbuckle 18 Pulley Cotter Pin 36 Bolt, Washer, Nut,
5 Thrnbuckle 19 Pulley 27 Pulley Cotter Pin
6 Cable 20 Quadrant (Aft) 28 Pulley 37 Quadrant (Forward)
7 Cable 21 Control Rod 29 Cable 38 Control Rod
8 Turnbuckle 22 Bolt, Washers, Nut. 30 Turnbuckle 39 Bolt, Washer, Nut.
9 Thrnbuckle Cotter Pin ' 31 Roll Washer, Nut, Cotter Pin

10 Pulley 23 Bolt, Washers, Nut. Cotter Pin 40 Bolt, Washer, Nut,
11 Pulley Cotter Pin 32 Control Rod Cotter PIO
12 Pulley 24 Bolt, Washers Nut, 33 now Washer. Nut, 41 Pulley
13 Pulley Cotter Pin , Colter Pin 42 Pulley
14 Cable

1

Figure 38. - Tail rotor flight control system (fuselage section).
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1 Fitting
2 Bolt, Washers, Mat,

Cotter. Pin

3 Quadrant
4 Bolt, Washers, Nut,

...Cotter Pin

S 23233 (RI)

5 Rod End 8. Adjusting
6 Cylinder Nut
7 Jamnut 1. 9 Rod End

Figure 40. --Tail rotor flight,control'system directional movement.
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REVIEW

-This section has dealt with the flight control system and its com
ponents.

(Now answer the fdllo;ing review quesiions.)

27. The cyClid control stick trim sys
tem holds _the sti4 in a selected trim

position.by'theuse_of°

electrical power -

B. hydrauliC preisure
. C: 'mechanical linkage,

D. friction blocks

28. When the main rotor blade pitch

is increased, tail rotor .blade pitch is'

'aUtomaticaily increat'ed by the action of

the

A. mggative force gradient
B.., primary servocylinders
C. stick trim system

mixing unit

29. The purpose of the cyclic control

: stick trim system is, to '

spring

A. Provide a hydraulic bobst for qp
erating the)flight controls
keep the helicopter on a straight

and level flight
act as a substitute for theaux
iliary servocylinder
provide a fine degree of cyclic
pitch control. duringSlight

The pilot can changethe collec=
tive. pitch stick "feel" by adjusting the

31.

the

A. stick trim system ,
B. AIVS,control
C. friction lock
D. BAR ALT'control

Which electrical switches are.on
collective control stick grip?

A.

B.

C.

D.

1. 'TRIM REL:
2. CPLR RELEASE
3. CARGO
4. BAR. REL.
5. PRI..OFF AUX. OFF

6. ENG. ST.

f, 3, and 6 only
2, 4, and 5 only
1, 3, 4, and 6
2, 340, and 6

27.-41 (Refer to Page 34) -

28.-D (Refer to page 37)

a "

29.-D (iefer to page 37)

a

30.-C The friction lock is used to
lock the Collective pitch lever

, in a set position: (Refer to
page 38)

31,-B (Refer ta pa'ge'18)

45
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32. Sudden movements of the tail rotor
control pedals are prevented by .

A. a pedal damper in the auxiliary;
'servocylinder

B. mechanical stops at the, extreme

ends of pedal travel
C: a rcstrictor assemblk in the con

trol rigging
D. a counterweight 'assembly on the

tail rotor blades

32.-A The ddmper restricts the'hydraulic
, fluid flow: (Refer to page 39)

f

33. If the auxiliary hudraulic system ,33.D (Refer tb page 40)'
is turned off during flight, feedback loads .
exerted by the tail rotor are caneelled
bithe

A. pedal adjustor
B. auxiliary servocylinder

aft quadrant
D. negative forcegradient spring

6
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PRIMARY-HUDRAULIC SYSTEM
, (Figure 42)

Turn to figure 42 as an aid in under-
standing the following primary hydraulic
system description. The system is one of
two independent hydraulic,systems which pro-
yide power to assist in flight contro/.
Hydraulic power for maintenance May be ob-

.
tained from an external source connected to
the external hydraulic pressure connections
or by operation of the APU. In flight, the
hydraulic pump (18), driven by the main gear
box, supplies 1,500 psi pressure to the

panel package (8), which provides, constant

pressure to the servocylinders (22). The

panel package also protects the hydraulic
puMp by allowing hydraulic fluid to return
to the fluid tank for cooling when the
sutem is shut off. The pressure switch (7)
is connected to the auxiliary 'hydraulic
system to prevent the primary hydraulic
system from being shut off should the auxil-
iary hydraulic system fail. The switch also
controls the PRI-HYD PRESS lighticapsule on
the caution/advisory panel. Primary hydrau-
lic pressure is displayed on the HYD PRESS
PRI indicator oh the instrument panel. Ac-
cess to the pump and panel package is from
the right transmission service platform.
Fluid tank access is from thp left transmis-
sion,,,, service platform through the hydrau-
lic refill access panel in ihe aft main
rotor.head fairing. Durinrnormaloperation,

--, the circuit extends from the alTuit breaker
through the pres-sure switch on the auxiliary
hydraulic panerpackage to the servo switch.
In the PRI OFF position, the-circuit con-
tinues to the primary hydraulic system panel
package solenoid shutoff valve. If auxiliary
hydraulic system pressurp drops,below 1,000
psi pressure, the pressure switch opens,
causing the primary hydraulic system sole-
noid shutoff valve to qapen. The AUX-HYD
PRESS warning light will illuminate and the
PNI-HYD PRESS warning light will go off as,
pressure builds up in the prithary 'hydraulic

system.

- EXTERNAL HYDRAULIC PRESSURE
CONNECTIONS (Figure 41)

4

Primary hydraulic system pressure and

supply connections are installed on the

coupling support aft, and to the right of
the main gear, box. When not in use, the
connections are covered with dust caps to

2.19
prevent entry of foreign, matter. Access
to these connections is gained by hinging
down the right transmission service plat-
form.

1 Coupling Support
2 AFCS SERVOSUPPLY Conneciion
3 UTILITY PRESSURE Connection
4 PRI SERVO SUPPLYConnection
5 PRI SERVO PRESSURE Connection
6 UTILITY SUPPLYConnection
7 AFCS SERVO PRESSURE Connection

e
2

Figure 41. - External hyftaulic pressure
cannections.

PRiMARY PANEL PACKAGE

TheprimarY panel package (figure 42,
itent 8) contains a 10-micron filter, differ-.
ential pressure indicator'pin, pressure re-
lief valve, restricting orifice plug, snub-
ber, and a solenoid shutoff valve. The panel
package directs and controls flow of.hydrau-
lic fluid in the system. The filter helps to
protect the system from foreign particles.

, Should the filter become clogged; the dif-
ferential pressure indicator pin will extend
at 100 + 20 psi differential pressure. The
relief valve protects the system by bypass-
ing hydraulic fluid exceeding 1,750 "psi
pressdre and directing it to the fluid tank.
The snubber dampens and prevents surges from
entering the pressure switch and pressure
transmitter. Hydraulic fluid returns to the
fluid tank to cool the hydraulic pump by way,
of the restricting orifice plug when the

solenoid shutoff valve is off. The restric,
ting orifice plug is color coded blue for
identification and has a rated flow of,10
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Plgure 42. - Primaryltydraulic system seftematio diagram.
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Key to Figur: 42.

I. Low Pressure Warning Light
2. Pressure Indicator.,
l. Servo Switch 1Pilotis)
4. Servo Switch CopilotIs)
S. (Overhead Control Panel) SERVO Clif OFF

PRI Circuit [Weaker
6. Pressure Transmitter
7. Pressure Switch
8. Peimary Panel Package
9. Snubber .

10. Solenoid Shutoff Valve
11. Restricting Orifice Plug

12. Pressure relief Valve
Id. 10-Hicron Filter
14. External Pressure Check Valve
IS. Vent and Overboank Druin
lb. Fluid Tank
17. Overbpard Drain
18. Hydraulic Pomp
19. External Supply Coupling
20. External Pressure Coupling
21. Two-Way Restrictor
22. Primary SerVodylinders
23. (06pilotIk Circuit Breaker Panel) HYD

- PRESS IND PRI Circuit Breaker
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Figure 43. - Primary servocylinder
schematic diagram.

GPM. A
shutoff
primary

spring-loaded normally open solenoid
valve passes hydraulic fluid to the

servocylinders.

PRIMARY SERVOCYLINDERS
(Figures 43-and 44)

Three primary servocylinders, mounted

on the main gear box, transmit flight con-

12. 1
trol movements to the stationary swashplate
of the main rotor head. If the primary hy-
draulic system is operating, the primary
servocylinders hydraulically assist in

flight control. If pressure is turned off or
fails, the servocylinders function only as

control rods. This is done by a spring-
loaded bypass valve which prevents hydraulic
lock and a sloppy link pilot valve connec-
tion. The pilot valve and the lower clevis
of the poWer piston are connected to the
flight control system by the same bolt. The
close tolerance between the connection to
the pilot valve causes activation of the

pilot valve before the loose fit at the

power piston clevis is taken up and the
power piston is mechanically displaced.
Pressure entering the HI port of ,the primary

servocylinder closes the bypass valve and
enters the upper chamber of the servocylin-

der. .
With the pilot valve in neutral, fluid

cannot escape from the lower chamber and the
piston remains motionless. If' the pilot

valve clevis is moved upward, the pilot

valve will port fluid into the lower cham,
ber, and the piston willrise due to the
area differential. .If the clevis is moved

down, the fluid in the lower chamber is
ported to return, and the piston will be
forced downward by the pressure in the upper
chamber. When flight control movements stop,
the piston will continue to move until the
ports of the pilot valve close. The pilot

.valve clevis will then be in the center of
the sloppy link. When pressure is turned
off, the bypass valve will open, preventing
hydraulic lock.

Each primary servocylinder is identi-

cal except for installation of boot strap

springs (figure 44V item 13) on the lateral
servocylinders and the relative angular ad-
justment of the lower power piston elevis.

The fore and aft primary servocylinder
ton clevis is 0.250 inch shorter. AfteT
angles are established, the pilot valve must
be centered on the bolt hole center in the
power piston clevis. The boot strap hprings
aid in supporting the collective pitch stick
when the auxiliary hydraulic system is turn-

, ed off.
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SERVO SELECTOR SWTTCH

A double-pole three-position servo se-
lector switch (figure 42, ite6 3 and 4) is
on the pilot's and copilot's collective,-

control stick grips. The servo selector
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ADAMTMENTPOINT
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DETAIL I

1 Pressure Hose
2 Elbow, Nut, Ring, Gasket
3 Bolt, Washers, Nut, Cotter Pin

(Stainless Steel)
4 Primary Servocylinder
5 Bracket
6 Washer, Nut

DETAIL A

s

12

13

7 Bolt, Washer, Nut, Cotter Pin
8 Sleeve Bushings
0 Elbow, Nut, Ring, Gasket

10 Return Hose
11 Pin
12 Bolt
13 Spring

Figure 44.= Primary servocylinders.

switch shuts off either the primary or the
auxiliary hydraulic system. When the switch
is in the centered position, both systems
are 'operating. To make sure of safe opera-
tion, only one system at a time ean be shut

, off by selecting either the PRI OFF or the
AUX OFF positions.

PRIMARY PRESSURE SWITCH

The' primary pressure switch (figure

42, item 7), is mounted on the auxiliary
panel package. The switch electriCally con-
nects the primary hydraulic system to the...

solenoid shutoff valve in the primary hy-
draulic system through the servo selector
switch on the pilot's collective pitch con-
trol stick grip. In normai flight position,
the primary and auxiliary solenoid shutoff
%raves are in the de -energizpd poOtion
until the ser4o selector switch is actuated.
With the servo selector switch in the PRI
OFF position, a circuit is.completed froM
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the auxiliary panel package pressure switch
to the primary servoCylinder panel package
solenoid shutoff valve, energizing if. A
circuit is then completed from the primary
panel package pressure switch to the PRI-
HYD PRESS and MASTER CAUTION lights on the
instrument panel shield in the cockPit.
If the pressure An the auxiliary syStem
drops below 1,000 psi pressure, the circuit
between the primary pressdre switch and
the primary panel package solenoid shutoff
valve is broken and the solenoid shutoff
valve is de-emergized. This allows primary
hydraulic pressure to return to the flight
controls. "Power for the pressure switch

is supplied by the )DC primary bus system
through the SERVO `CUT-OFF PRI circuit-break-
er on the overhead control panel.

PRIMARY HYDRAULIC INDICATING SYSTEM
(Figure 42)

The primary hydraulic indicating system
consists of a pressure transmitter and in-
dicator. Hydraulic pressure in,the 'primary

- 24u



hydraulic system is directed to the pressure

transmitter for generation of electrical

impulses to the indicator. A snubber in

the primary panel package stabilitzes the

hydraulic pressure for accurate indications

and tends, to- protect the transmitter from
damage dud to pressure surge.- '

AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
(Figure 45)

Turn to figure 45 as an aid in under-

standing the following auxiliary hydraulic
system description.. The auxiliary hydrau-

lic system consists of a fluid tank (18),

hydraulic pump (5), panel package (11),

pressure switch (17), pressure transmitter

(9) and support, PRI OFF-AUX OFF switch,

pressure reducer ,(22), servocylinder (21),

and servocylinder filter (20). The system

is one of two independent hydraulic systems
which provide power to assist in flight

control. Hydraulic pOwer for maintenance

may be obtained from an external source

connected to the external hydraulic pressure
connections or by operation of the auxiliary
power plant. In flight, the hydraulic pump,
driven by the main gear box,\supplies 1,500
psi pressure to the panel package, which

provides a constant pressure to the servo=

cylinder. The panel package also protects

the hydraulic pump by allowing hydraUlic
fluid to return to the fluid tank for

cooling when the system is shut off. The

pressure switch is connected in the control

circuit of the primary hydraulic system to

prevent it from .being shut off if the

auxiliary hydraulic system is turned off or

should fail. The switch also controls the

AUX-HID PRESS warning light on the caution
advisory panel. Auxiliary hydraulic pressure
is displayed on the HYD PRESS AUX indicator

on the instrument panel (figure 46). The

five-micron servocylinder filter protects

the servocylinder from contamination. Access

to the pump, panel package, and fluid tank
is from the right transmission service plat-
form and through the hydraulic refill access
panel in the aft main rotor head fairing.

During normal operation, the circuit ex-

tends from the circuit breaker through the
primary panel package pressure switch to

the PRI OFF-AUX OFF switch. In the AUX OFF
position, the circuit continues to the aux-

iliary panel package. If primary hydraulic

pressure drops below 1,000 psi pressure,

the PRI HYD PRESS light will illuminate

and the AUX-HYD PRESS warning light will

go off as pressure builds up in the aux-

iliary hydraulic system.

2-23
EXTERNAL HYDRAULIC PRESSURE
CONNECTIONS (Figure 41)

7

Auxiliary system pressure and supply

connections are installed on the coupling

support aft and to the right of the main

gear box. When not in'use, the connections

are covered with dust caps to prevent entry
of foreign matter into the system. Access

to these connections is gained by hinging

down the right transmission service plat-

form.

AUXILIARY PANEL PACKAGE

The auxiliary panel package (figure

45, item 11) contains a 10-micron filter,

differential pressure indicator pin, pres-

sure , relief valve, restricting orifice plug

assembly, snubber, and a solenoid-Joperated
shutoff valve. The panel package directs and
controls 'the flow of.hydraulic fluid in the
system ihd is in the aft main rotor fairing.
The filter protects the system from foreign
particles. Should the filter become clogged,
the differential pressure indicator pin will

extend at 100 + 20 psi differential pres-

sure. The relief valve protects the system
by bypassing hydraulic fluid exceeding 1,750
psi pressure and directing it to the fluid
tank. The snubber dampens and prevents VITV3-

sure surges from entering the pressure

switch and pressure transmitter. The re-

stricting orifice plug permits hydraulic

fluid to return to the fluid tank to cool

the hydraulic pump when the system is shut

off. The restricting orifice plug is color

'coded blue for identification. A spring-

loaded normally upen solenoid shutoff valve

passes the hydraulic fluid to the auxiliary

servocylinder: Power for the solenoid shut-

off valve is supplied by the primary DC bus
system through the SERVO.
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AUXILIARY SERVOCYLINDER
(Figure 47) ,

The auxiliary servocylinder in the AFCS

controls compartment consists of four sepa-

rate banks of servo mechanisms constructed

as one unit. The power pistons of each bank

transfer flight control movementsmectiani -

cally or assist them hydraulically before

they are fed to the mixing unit. The
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Key to Figure 45.

I. Yarning Light
2. Pressure Indicator

3. Servo Selector Switch (Pilot's)
4. Servo Selector Switch (Copilot's)
S. Hydraulic Pump
6. Vent and Overboard Drain
7, Wang Pressure Coupling
O. Kxternal Supply Coupling
9. Pressure Transaitter
10. Uterus.' Premium Check Valve
11. Auxiliary Panel Package
12.,Snebber
U. Restricting Orifice Plug
14. Solenoid Shutoff Valve
15. cron Filter ,

16. rlelaur. Relief Valve
allure Switch

18. Illuid Tank
19. Vent and Overboard Drain
20. lave-Worm Vilter
21. Auxiliary Servocyllnder
22. Preseure Reducer '
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auxiliary servocylinder operates on mechaniT

cal input during manual operation of the

flight controls, on electrical input of the

AFCS, and by electrical input of the stick

trim system'. The directional bank is the

hydraulic assist to the tail rotor only.

Hydraulic power for the auxiliary servocy -

linder is supplied by the auxiliary hydrau-
lic system at 1,500 psi pressure and reduced
to 60 psi presiure for beeper trim valve

operation. Each of the four banks of the
auxiliary servocylinder operates in a single

area of control, functioning as fere -and -

.aft, lateral, collective, and directional
(or yaw) hydraulic assists. Each bank incor-

, porates a dual input hydraulic servo valve,

capable of being d4sp/aced by either mecha-

nical or electrical (AFCS) input signals.

The fore -and4ft and the lateral banks in-

corporate a pair of solenoid-operated stick

trim valves, which. control fort, Aft, and

lateral movements through the stick trim

and ARS systems: The directional bank in-. I P'ressur Reducer 5 Collective AFCS Servo
corporates a pedal damping piston, which 2 Fore-and-Aft (Pitch) Valve

restricts sudden changes in the heading of AFCS Servo Valve Lateral (Roll) Stick

the helicopter.
3 Yaw AFCS Servo Valve Trim Valve
4 Lateral (Roll) AFCS Fure-and-Aft (Pitch)

Servo Valve Stick Trim Valve

Figure 46. - Pressure indicators.

OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION
(Figure 48.)

The following paragraphs describe the

mechanical and hydraulic operation of the

auxiliary servocylinder yhen the flight con-

trols are operated manually, by the stick

trim system, or by the .A.FUS. (Fold out

figure 48 and refer to it as you iead the

following dis6ussion.) The auxiliary servo-

cylinder operates at' 1,500 psi hydraulic

pressure supplied by the auxiliary pump.

a. Hydraulic pressure for the lateral

and fore-and-aft banki (detail A) enters

Figure 4/. - Auxiliary servocylinder'

installed.

at port C'moving the bypass valve against

the spring to close the internal bypass

ports and open the sloppy link at F. The

pressure, entering at-lort D, supplies the

power to operate the trim piston. The non,

mally closed stick trim valves:trap the

fluid on one side of the trim piston, and

pressure is applie&to the other side pre,-

venting the trim piston from moving. Any

movement of the flight controls islabsorbed
, by the trim piston spring. The pressure,

entering at port E, operates the power pis-

ton through the pilot valve. Movement of

the flight controks in direction Z moves

the pilot valve ia"direction X. This porta

the pressure to one.4ide of the pOwer pis=

ton, and return frod.the other side moves

the power piston in direction Y.

57

b. Removing the hydraulic pressure

(detail B) allows the spring,to position

the bypass valve. This opens the bypass

ports hnd allows the trapped fluid to pass

from one 'side of the power piston to the

other, preventing a hydraulic lock. Also,

the sloppy link at F closes on the clevis

pin, making a fulcrum updn which the'power
piston is moved mechanically.

2,5"
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1' c. Upon receiving a signal, the AFCS,

servo valve (detail ,C) ,restricts return

from one side of ihe pilót Valve, increasing
the pressure on that side of the pilot val-
ve. The servo valveOpena the return from
the other side of the pilot viAve, moving-
the pilot yalye in direction X. As the pilot
valve moves, presiUre is ported to one side

of' the power piston.and returns,from the
other side. This moves the power piston

in direction Y.

d. Upon receiving,a sigmaj., the stidk

. trim valve B (detail C) opens, allowing

pressure to ,flow to:both sides of the trim

piston. Since the area on one side of the
trim piston,is greatet-than the other side,

the pistdn will move in direction Z. This
-wil/ move the pilot valve in direction"X

and port the pressure to move the power

piston in direction Y.

e. When the' stick trith valve A '(de

tail D) opens, the trapped fluid is yented.
to return froth the large face area of the

trim piston. Stick "'trim valve B remains

closed, directing the pressure to the sMal-,

ler fact area, Moving the.trim piston in

direction- Z, moving the pilot valve in di...

rection X, and"porting the.pressnre tomoVe
the power piston in direction Y. .

f. Hydraulic pressure af the collec-
tive bank (detail E) enters at *Port C, posi-
tioning the bypass. valve 'to close the-bypass
ports, and openvthe sloppy linhat F. Pres-
sure alscr,enters at port D. Movement of

the flight controls, in direction Z moves
the pilot valve in direetion X, 'Porting

the, pressure to one side of the power pis-

ton and return 'from the other side. This

moves the power piston in direction Y.

g. Hydradlic- pressure for the,direc-

. tional and collective banks enters at port

(detail F). Upon receiving a signal?-the

AFCS servo valve restricts return from one'

side of the pilot valve, increasing the

.pressure im that side of the pilot valve,

and' opens the return from the other side

of the pilot valve. This moves'the'pilot

valve in direction X. As the pilot valve's'

MOves,, the 'pressure, is ported to one side

of the .power piston and return from the

other side.' This moves the ',offer piston

.in direction Y. 1

6

:h. Hydraulic pressure enters at port

C (detaiL,G), poifioning the.bypass,valye

2:2-7
to close.the bypass ports and open the slop-
py link at'F. Pressure also emters at ports"

lie and E. A movement of the directional pe

dals reacts to move the flight pont

in direction .Z, moving the p in

direction X, porting, the pressure to one

side -of the power piston-and return from

the other side: This moves the power piston

'in direction Y.

61

As: the -pedals move the flight

cOntrols in direction Z (detail H):pressure k

is increased on one side of the pedal -damp-i.
ing 'piston, , sealiag the cheok valve on the .,-

pressure side and forcing the fluid through

the damping' orifice, at a controlled rate.
Hydraulic fluid entering at,port &Maintains
a supply to the cylinder. ,The spring in

the piston absorbp the initial.emovement

Of the pedals to allow slight, udrestricted
changes in heading.

d A

j. Removing hydraulic -presSure
tail I)pases the ipring to position the
bypa.ssvalve, opening .the ,bypaPs ports,

This allows the trapped fluid to pass from

'one side' of the pedal damper Piston to the

other, preVenting, a hydraulic ,Imck. Also

the sloppy link at F closes on the clevis

pin, making a fulcrum upon ,which the power

pistdn may be moved mechanically,.:,'

AUXILIARY PRESSURE SWITCH

0.

'The ,auxillary pressure switch (figure

45, item 17), on the primary panel package,
electrically' connects the auxiliary hydrau-

lio system to the solenoid shutoff valve

in the auxiliary hydraulic system through,.

the servo selector switch on the pilot's

or copilot's collective control stick'grip.
normal flight position, the auxiliary

and primary solenoidshutoff valves are

in the de-energizedposition until the servo

selector switch is actuated. With the servo

selector switch in the AUX OFF position,

a. circuit is completed .from the primary

panel package pressure switch to the Aux-

iliary panel package solenoid shutoff valve,
energizing it. A circuit is then completed

from the* auxiliary panel package pressure

switch to the AUX-HYD PRESS lights on the

caution/advisory panel and the.MASTER CAU-

TION lights in the cockpit. If the pressure

in the primary hydrau/ic ,system drops below

1,000 psi pressdre, the, cirduit between '

the primary panel package pressure switch



2- 8
and the auxiliary panel package solenoid
ihutoff valve is broken/and the valve is
deenergized, allowing hydraulic pressure
to return to .the flight, controls. Power

62

for the pressure switch is-supblied by the
DC primary bus system through.the SERVO CUT
OFF AUX circuit breaker on the over7head
control panel.

1
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REVIEW

0

You have just completed the material dealing with the prilary and
auxiliary hydraulic systems.

!:

(Now answer the folldwing review questions.)

34. What' happehs if; the pressure in '34.-B (Refer to page 47)
the auxiliary hydraulic system drops below
1,000 psi?

A. The, auxiliary hyofraulic system is
automatically shut off-

B. The primary hydraulic system can-
not be shut off

C. The auxiliary system is pressuri-
zed by prithary system pressure

D. The primary system is automati-
cally shatsirt

35. What is the purpose of the re-- 35.-A :(Refer to page 47)

stricting orifice plug in the, primary panel

package?

A. Maintain fluid flow fon pump cooI'-

ing
B. Regulate ysysteni presstire

C. .Supply 'pressure to the system in-
dicator

D. °Activate the bypass valve if the
filter becomes clogged

,

36. If primary hydraulic system pres- 16.-B (Refer to page 51)
sure is lost, the primary servocylinders
will

A. assume a mid-range servocylinder
piston position

B. act as control rods to transmit
control movements

C. move to either extreme end of

servocylinder piston travel
D. become jammed in the last selec-

ted position

37. Which primary servocylinder com-

ponent aids in supporting the collective

pitch stick when the auxiliary system is
turned off?

A. Clevis
B. Sloppy link
C. Bypass valve
D.- Boot strap spring

37.-D (Refer to page 51)
A

63
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f

4

38. How areothe primary and ausiliarY
hydrau4.c wtems inter-connected?

f. '1*chanically
2. "Elettrically
3. Hydraulically,

A. 1 only ',

BA 2 0414,
C. 2 and 3 only
D. 1, 2, and 3

39. Access to the auxiliary hydraulic
system nel iackage is gained through the

A. right trinsmission service plat-
-form 'and the hydraulic refill so.
Cess panel'

B. ileft transmission service platform
C. A.eft side of the "dog house"
D. cabin overhead

40. To what pressure is auxiliary sys-
tem pres ure reduced for operation of the
beeper tr valves?

A. 1,t00 psi
B. 1,000 psi
C. soa psi
D. 60 psi

41. hydraulic lotk Within the aux-
iliary se ocylinder piston chambers is pre-
Vented by he

A.

B.

C.

D.

ilot valre
ss valve,

s rvo valve
f crum

e311.,-13

39.-A

(Refer to page 52)

(Refer to page 153)

40.-D. Refer to page 57)

41.-B (Refer to'page 57)

42. R fer to s". figure 48, detail C, 42.-A (Refer to page 59 and 61)
in your t *t. Assume that pressure Is ap-
plied to he auxiliary servocylinder and
stitk- trim valve ."B" is opened. The trim
piston will

A. , m ve in direction 'IV
B. b ome "pressure locked"

mo e opposite to direction "Z"
D. mo e in either direction depend-

upon movement of thefpOwer

pi ton .

43. Reer to figure 48, detail H. 43.-C (Refer to page 59 and &I)
Initial -movepeni of the tail rotor pedals
is absorbed hy a

A. check valve
B. ped 1 damping pistori
C. spring within the damping piston
D. flu'd on either side of the damp-

ing,piston

.64
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44. If the" auxiltary servocylinder

sloppy link closes On the'cleVis pin, the

powerpiston is being moved

A. hydraulically
B. mechanically
C. by servo operation
D. by"the pilot valve'

65
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44.B' (Refer to,pege 61)
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T58-GE -5 ENGINE

OBJECTIVES

1.

2.

When you complete this section, xou will ,be able to:

Describe the engine'ana its components.

Explain the engine's various systems.

3. Summarize the emergency fuel control lever operation.

4. Outline the starter system'and its operation.

5. Distinguish between the engine operating instruments.

6. Describe the engine fire extinguishing system.

7. Summarize the T58-GE-5 engine wash and rust lick procedures.

GENERAL'ENGINE INFORMATION

The HHi3F is equipped with two General

Electric T58-0E-5 engines (figures 49 and

50) each rated,at 1500 SHP. Each T58 engine

is a compact turboshaft engine with high

power-to-weight ratio and uses the .. free

turbine principle. The power turbine is

mechanically independent of the gas genera-

tor a:WA within the power turbine govern-

ran#, power turbine speed is indepen-

dent of output power. High torque is avail-

"able at low output Speeds, providing rapid'

acceleration ,characteristics. The engines

are mounied side-by-side above the,cargo
compartment, forward 'of the main gear box.

Each engine consists of the following

major components: an axial-flow compressor,

combustion chamber, a two-stage gas genera-

tor turbine; and a single-stage-free power

turbine, which is independent . of the gas

generator turbine. The, gas generator con-

sists of the compressor, annular combustor,
and two-stage gas generator turbine.

The free turbine principle provides

a constant free turbine speed output which

results in a constant rotor rpm. Variations

in power requirethents to maintain constant

free turbine speed are ace4mplished by auto-

matic increases or decreases in gas genera -

tOr speed. A hydromechanical fuel metering

unit provides, maximud engine performance

'without exceeding safe engine operating

2.32

limits. In the normal operating range, en-

gine speed is selected by positioning the

' speed selector. The integrated fuel control

system delivers atomized fuel in controlled

amounts to the combustion chamber.. Flow

of fuel and air through the combustion cham-

ber is continuous, and once the mixture

is ignited, combustion ie self-sustained.

Changes in air 'pressure, air temperature;

and rotor operation all affect engine per-

formance. With the POD deflector.installed,

helicopter velocity has practically no ef-

fect on engine performance. The engine fuel

control system automatically maintains se-

lected power turbine speed by changing fuel

flow to increase or decrease gas generator

speed as required, thus regulating output

power to match the.load under changing con-

ditions. A start bleed valve, mounted on

the compressor, automatically opens during

the starting 'cycle to bleed'approximately

6.7% of compressor discharge airflow over-

board. This decreases compressor discharge

pressure, which lessens the possibility of

compressor stall and allows the stager
to accelerate the gas generator faster.

The valve automatically opens when the

starter is engaged and remains open for

3 to 7 seconds after starter dropout. A

start fuel valve is installed between the

engine fuel control and flow divider. This

valve, when closed, shuts off auxiliary

-starting fuel flow. The valve may be used

by the pilot during,the starting cycle to

reduce starting fuel flow which dedreases

the _possibility of a hot start. (Refer to

table 1 for engine start, wash, and rust

lick procedures, page 81).
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Figure 49. Engine cutaway view.

inlet guide vanes (2, figure 49) and the
first three stages of the stator vanes (3,
figure 49) are variable and change their
angular position, as a function of compres
sor inlet temperature and gas generator
speed, to prevent stall of thb compressor.

The tenstage compressor consists of
the compressor rotor and stew. The com
pressor rotor is supported 1* the front
frame section and the compressor rear frame
sectiOn. The stator is bolted between the
front frame section 'and compressor rear
frame. The primary purpose of the compressor
is to compress air for combustion. Ambient
air enters through the front frame and is
directed to the compressor inlet, passes
through ten stages of compression, and is
directed to the combustion chambers. The

68

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

In the combustion chamber fuel is added
to the compressed air. This mixture is ig
nited, causing a rapid expansion of gases

253
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AIR DUCTS
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ACCESSORY
DRIVE SECTION

MAIN GEAREOX

S I$O III)

Figurey SO. Engine, min gear box, and APU installation.

toward the gas generator turbine section.

As the air enters the_combustion section,

a portion goes into the combUstion chamber
where it is mixed with die fuef and ignited;
ihe reiaimdmg air forms a blanket between

the outer combustion'casing'and the combus
tion liner (5, figure 49) ,for cooling pur
poses.. Once combustion is started by the

two igniter plugs, it is selfsustaining.
, After the air.has been expanded and in

greased in velocity by oombustion, it is
pdssed through the firststage turbine wheel'
of the gas genbrator turbine (6, figure

49).",
4'

GAS GENERATOR TURBINE

1

8

The two stage',gas generatorrturbine
(6-, , figure 49) is the rotating component

coupled directly to the compressor. The

turbine extracts the required power from

the exhaust gases to-drive the compressor.
The,turbine nozzles that comprise the stator
blaaes direct the exhaust gases to the tur
bine wheels.

69

pOWER TURBINE
I.

2.3 A

The power turbine. (7,'figure 49) is

bolted to the rear flange of the second

stage tgrbine casing. The engine uses the

free turbine principle, in which engine

output power is provided by the power tur

bine rotor, which is mechaniCally,indepen
denf of.the gas generator rotor. This rotor

derives its power from the gasel which' are

directed to it by the gas generator.turbine
nozzles. Within the normal operating range,

power turbine speed may be maintained or

regulated indepehdent of output power. This
principle 'also provides more rapid acceler
ation because of the availability of high
engine torque at low output speeds.

GAS,XNERATOR SPEED (Ng)

Gas generator speed (Ng) is primarily

dependent upon fuel llow and is monitored

by the engine fuel control unit. The prin
cipal purpose of mdnitoring Ng is 4,gontrol
acceleration and deceleration characteris
tics, prevent overspeed, and establish a
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Gas generator speed
pumped through the
the power'available

FREE POWER TURBINE SPEED (Nf)

The free power turbine speed (Nf) is
dependent upon speed selector position and
rotor load. The fuel control monitors
Nf to regulate fuel flow to maintain an
essentially constant power turbine speed
for a given speed selector position.

ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM

An engine fuel system (figure 51)

exists for each engine. Each system con-
sists of an engine-driven pump; a dynamic

70

filter, a fuel control unit, a static fil-
ter, an oil cooler, a flow divider, a fuel
manifold and 'associated piping. The fuel
control unit is supplied fuel from the en-
gine-driven fuel pump. Metered fuel from-
the. engine fuel control unit is piped
through an oil-fuel heat eXchanger and then
enters the flow divider connected directly
to the fuel manifold on the engine. For
normal flight, rotor speed 1.6 selected fiy
posittoning the speed selectors, and the
engtne fuel controls will meter fuel to
maintain the selected rotor speed.

FUEL.SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Engine-Driven Fuel Pump

A dual operation engine-driven Apel
pump, mounted on each engine, is built into
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a single housing. The pump consists of a

positive displacement type gear pump and

a centrifugal boost pump. Power for each

pump is furnished from the engine accessory
drive section by means of a splined snap.
This shaft drives the fuel pump and simul-

taneously xcts as a link to transmit,gas

generator speed information to the engine

fuel control unit. If the engine driven'

fuel punp or splined shaft fails, the engine

will flameout due to fuel starvation

Engine FUel Contrel Unit

The engine fuel control units, one

located on each engine, are hydro-mechanical
units that regulate engine fuel flow to

maintain, as selected, a constant free power

turbine speed and thus maintain a constant

rotor speed (Nr). Fuel from the engine fuel

. pump enters the fuel control unit througn

the inlet and passes through the fuel fil-

ter. The fuel control has a fuel metering

section and a computing section. The meter-

ing section selects the rate _of flow, to

the combustion chambers, based on infor-

mation received fromthe computing sections.
The metering section has a metering valve

and a pressure regulating valve. The pres-

sure regulating valve maintains a constant

pressure adross the main metering valve

by bypassing excess fuel baCk to the engine
fuel pump inlet. The metering valve is posi-
tioned in response to virious internal op-

erating signals, and meters fuel to the

engine as a function of these integrated,

signals. The engine fuel control unit per-
forms the following functions: prevents com-
Pressor stall, turbine overtemperature, rich

or lean blow-outs; governs gas generator
,idle and maximum speeds; and schedules inlet
guide and stator vane positions to provide
optimum compressor performance.

SPEED SELECTORS (ENGINE SPEED SELECTOR

'EVERS)

Two speed selectors, marked NUMBER 1

. ENGINE and NUMBER 2 ENGINE, are located on

the_ overhead engine control quadrant (fig-

ures _52 and 53.) Marked positions on the

overhead quadrant are SHUT-OFF, GRD IDLE,

MIN GOV, and 100% SPEED. The speed selectors

are connected directly to the fuel stopcock
and indirectly to the fuel metering valve in

the fuel control unit.

When the speed selectors are in the

SHUT-OFF position, fuel flow to the fuel

23(s.
nozzles is stopped by means of a stopcock

that prevents fuel from entering the com-
bustion chambers. The stokock is open when-

ever the speed selector is 6 degrees or

niore from the SHUT-OFF position and is

closed when the speed selector is 3 degrees
or less from the SHUT-OFF position.

The GRD IDLE position. schedules fuel

flow to produce approximately 56 percent

Ni. Gas generator idle speed will vary with

itilet air temperature. A limit stop at GRD

IDLE prevents inadvertent retarding of the

speed selectors below the idle speed of

the engines. The speed selectors may be

retarded from the limit stop by exerting

a downward and rearyard pressure on the

spead selectors.

The MIN GOV position of the speed se-

lector is the point where the governing

range of the power turbine is entered and

is approximately 87% Nf. When the speed

selector is at the full forward position,

the engine its producing maximum power tur-

bine speed.

Engine speed trim switches are instal-

led on the collective stick grip to

provide accurate speed changes and engine

synchronization. With the speed selectors

in the governing range, any force tending

to slow the rotor system (such as increases

in collective pitch) will be sensed by the

fuel control unit, which will attempt to
maintain constant Nr by increasing power.

ENGINE SPEED TRIM SWITCHES

The engine speed trim switches located

on each collective pitch lever grip (figure

54), are used to make adjustments to pow-

er turbine speed and for engine synchroni-.

zation. The switches are marked ENG TRIM,

1 and 2, + (plus) and - (minus). The-

.switches provide electrical power to ac-

tuators, in the overhead control quadrant,

which are connected to the.speed selectors.

The speed selectors are positioned by the

'actuators for adjustment to the desired

power turbine speed. Moving the ENG TRIM

switches forward will cause increases in

power turbine speed, and moxing the switches

aft will cause decreases in power turbine

speed. When ihe desired power turbine speed

is attained, the Switches'are released and

will return to the tpring-padek center

position. The switches are capableof,ad-

vancing the speed selectors from shutoff

to the ground idle detect and, if manually

removed from the detent, to the full for-
,
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Figure 53.

ward position. The switches are capable

of retarding the speed selectors from full

forward to 93 + 1% N . The,ENG TRIM switch-7

es receive electrical power from the DC

primary bus through circuit breakers on

the center overhead DC circuit breaker

panel. The circuit breakere are under the

,general heading ENPINE (STEED Tani, 1ENG-

2).

EMERGENCY FUEL CONTROL'LEVERS

Twp emergency fuel control levers, one

for each engine, marked EMER FUEL CONTROL,

are located on each side of the engine

control quadrant (figure 53). The emei-gency

fuel control levers operate independently

and are used in event of fuel control unit

malfunction. Each emergency fuel control

lever has positive stops (marked OPEN and

CLOSE) 'and is connected directly, by a

flexible cable and linkage, to the,main

metering val,/e In each engine fuel control

unit. The primary function of the emergency

fuel control lever is to manually override

the automatic features of the fuel control.

The emergency fuel control lever must be

used with extreme caution as it has direct

control .of fuel flow. Misuse can cause

engine overipeed or overtemperature.

The initial position of the fuel meter

ing valve is dependent upon the automatic

features of the fuel control as established

Engine.controls.
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by the setting otthe.;speed selector. The
emergency fuel control lever is mechanically

connected to a cam within the fuel control.

This caw, when actuated by advancing the

lever, contacts th;" fuel metering valve.

Once concOt is established, further ad

vancement, of the emergency fuel control

will manually contrOl fuel flow, which in

turn regulates engine power output. The

emergency fuel control is unable to reduce

the 15osition of the ,metering valve below

that called for by the speed selectors.

Control below this point Will depend upon

the 'type of malfunction encountered. In

all instances of emergency fuel control

operation,,.remember that the speed selectors

must not be retarded beyond the GRD IDLE

position.: The fuel stopcock is Yocated

Anwnstream of the metering valve and is

actuated by the speed selectors. Placing

the speed selector in the SHUTOFF position

will atop engine fuel flow regardless of

emergency fuel control lever position.

CAUTION

At high power, settings considerable

"dead band" travel will normally be

encountered before the emergency fuel
cOntrol 'lever becomes effective as in

dicated by a slight restriction in
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Figure 54. - Collective pitch lever grip.

control movement. When this is felt,
the control will be very sensitive, and
care should be taken not to exceed 15
and N limits.

§TARTER SYSTEM

The starting system consists of a

starter, starter relay, start bleed valve,
start fuel valve, starter button, mode se-
lector wwitch, and abort'switch. Thesystem
operates on 28 volts DC from the primary
bus and is protected by circuit breakers,
marked STARTER 1 ENG 2, located on the over-
head 'circuit- breaker panel. The engine
starting system (figure 55) has two modes
of operation: normal and manual. The normal
mode provides a completely automatic, start
which includes automatic starter dropout
after engine lite-off. The manual mode pro-
,vides an alternate means of starting when
external electrical power or the battery,
is used. In this mode, the autoMitic starfer
dropout feature is bypassed. In either Mode,
the 'start bleed valve operates automatical-
ly, and the auxiliary, start fuel shutoff
valve may be operated bjf the pilot.,

The starter has a duty cyCle limited
ro 30 seconds continuous cranking.-a mini-
mum cooling period of 3 minutes between

start attemOts, and a maximum of three start
attempts in any 30-minute period. Before
the starter can be energized, APU, external,
or battery power is required. During stare,
as the engine speed selector lever is ad- ,

vanced to the GRD IDLE position, the stop-
cock opens and allows fuel to passfthrough
.the flow divider and to enter the number
one (lOW pressure) manifold to the nozzle5
where it is mixed.with compressor discharge ,

air. As the fuel-air mixture leaves the
nozzles, it is ignited by the two igniter
plugs in the combustion chamber and enters
a sustained combustion process.

STARTER DROPOUT

Starter operation and dropout may be
monitored by noting the magnetic compass
heading-before engine start. When the start-
er is energized, the compass will swing
to a new heading. When normal start circuit
is used, the starter will automatically
drop out when starter amperage falls below
.100 15 amperes (45 .to 53 percent Ng).
,The compass should then.swing back to its
original heading, signifying the starter
has dropped out. When themanUal start cir-
cuit is used, the starter will dropout only
when the abort switch is actuated.
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'START BLEED VALVE"

t

The. start bleed valves, located On
eadh engine, agitate automatically during
the kart cycri'and require no specific
piloz action.: The function . of the-lcalve

is aiSe the,compressor stall line during,
. start,oycie to increaSe the reliability

of :the start lostem This is done by bleed-
.

approxpately .6.7 percent of the coM-
pressord,ischarge airflow at ground idle
and by delaying the closing of the valve
3 to 7 seconds beyOnd the point where the
'starter, ignition circuit, and'start fuel
:valve circuit are de-energized simultaneoug-

ly-, The bleed valvd remains fully closed
- 4 during all ,regimes of engine operation ex-

depf during starting.

<0 .

4

NOTE

On helicopters modified' by TCTO 2.1-

T58-544, the time delay rtlay has been, ,

removed from the start bleed valve

STARTER BUTTONS

A 'itarter button is located on each
speed seleCtor lever. The starter is ener-
gized by 'holding the speed.selector lever
in the SHUT-OFF position and momentarily
dePressing the starter but This ener-

.

.4zes the starter relay an etes the
circuit to the starter. Whe ng normal
starting mode, after engine lite-off and.
the electrical power load to starter de-
creases, the starter relay will autoMati,-
tcally dropout, ',de-energizing .the starter.
When the mandal made is being Used, the
respective speed, selector must be pulled
,down to actuate Ihe abbrt swloCh, which
in tUrn drops 'Out the starter.,

STARTER ABORT SWITCH

A. star e" abort switch'is located in
each speed, selector lever. The switch is
-actuated by pulling down on the speed se-
lector lever. This action bteaks electrical
circuit continuity to the ignition-system
and the starter relay."

MODE SELECTOR SWITCH.

The mode selector switch, with matked
positions'MANUAL and NORMAL.under the gener-
al heading START MODE, is located on the

.overhead control panel. When the switch
is placed in the NORMAL position, the auto-'
matic dropout.,function of Ihe starter relay
is energized, allowing the starter tO remain
energized to 45 to 53%"Ng. When the,switch
zs placed in the MANUAL position, the auto-
matic dropout feature of the starter relay
is jorYpassed, allowing the starter to remain
energized until.the abort switch is actuated
mangaily.CTfie switch operates on 28 volts
'DC from tfie primary bus.

START FUEt VALVES

,

Two start fuel valves, one for each
engine, are located in the engine compart-
ment ,and ,are installed between the engine
fuel control and flow divider. When the
valve is actuated during the start cycle
of either engine, the flow of auxiliary
,starting fuel is blocked'. This blockage
decreases the total amount of, fuel flox
during starting, thus diMinishing the pos=,
sibility of an overtemperature condition'
due to excessive fuel flow. The valves op-
erate ,c)ri 28 -Fats DC from the primary bus
and areprotected by the main starting cir-
cuit breakers.

Start Fuel Valve Switch

The push-button type start fuel valve
switch, marked ENG ST, is located on each
cyNic stick grip. In .addition to depressing
the, switch, the pilot must close the start-
er rel for the engine to be started before
the val e :will operate. Either the pilot's
or copil t's switch will control the opera-,
tion of koth valves. The switch Operates
on 28 volts DC from the primary bus.

k'tGNITION SYSTEM

Each engiAe- ignition system consists
'of a capacitor ischarge ignition'unit, two
ignitor plugs, nd a.control circuit. The

'system provides gnition for starting only;
during engine o ration, the flame in the,
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combustion chaMber is self-sustaining. The
ignition system is mounted onsthe engine.
The system is controlled by a three-poSi-
tion switch mounted on the overhead switch
panel..When the switch is in the NORM posi-
tion, the ignition unit opeAates in conjunc-
tion with the starter: The ignition system
is de-energized when the Starter is de-ener-
gized. The ignition .system operates on cur-

rent from the DC primary bus through the
starter control system.

IGNITION SWITCHES

Two ignition switches, one for each
engine; located on the overhead switch panel
(figUie 52), are marked *IGNITION, 1 ENG,

2. Each switch has three ma2rked positions,
TEST, OFF, and NORM. The switches,are nor-
mally in the NORM position. When the switch

is in the NORM position witirthe starter

engaged, the ignition unit is energized.,

Holding the switth in the spring-loaded
TEST position "energizes the ignition unit'

only. The TEST position is used (for ground
'operation only) without the starter to test
the ignition circuit. A clicking . call be

heard ,when the &witch is placed in TEST

position.. 'When the switch is in the OFF
position, the ignitiOn unit is de-energized.
The engine may be motored by using the

starter,without ignition. The speed selec-
tor must be in the SHUT-OFF position before
the startel% and ignition systems can be

energized.,

'ENGINE OPERATING INSTRUMENTS

TORQUEMETERS

two torquetheters. (1 and 45, figure

56), one for the pilot- and one for the

copilot, are located on'the instrument pa-

nel. 'Each dual-pointer indicator, marked

PERCENT TdRQUE, contains two pointers,

marked 1 and 2, which.indicate input torque

to the' main transmission in :percent of

maximum engine power output of each engine.
The electrically actuated torquemeter

*dials, calibrated in percent torque, are

gradUated in increments of 5 percent frbm 0

to 150 percent. The torquemeters operate on

26 volts AC and are protected.by circuit

breakets, marked 1 ENG TORQUE SENSOR, loca-
ted on the copilot's AC circuit breaker
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panel, and 2 ENG TORQUE SENSOR, located on
the pilot's AC circuit breaker panel. The
torquemeters indicate the apount of torque
being applied to the main;gear box by the
engines, The torque sensing cells are loca-
ted in theemain gear box and are hydroMecha-
nical in nature, sensing any shift in
helical gear-at the input from each engine.
Oil pressures within the cells are sensed by
pressure transmitters and transmitted elec-
trically to the torquemeters.

a`

ENGINE GAS GENERATOR (Ng). TACHOMETERS
,

' Two engine gas generator tachometers

(22 and 33, figure 56), one for each en-
,.

glme, -are located on the instrument panel,.

and indicatt the speed of the gas generator
in percent xpm. Each tachometer has two
dials and pointers. '"The outer dial and

pointer indicates gas generator speed.from
zero, to 100 percent, in increments of two
percent.. The small vernier/dial and pointer,
located in the upper left=hand position of.
the tachometer,' indicates gas generator
speed from zero to ten, in increments of one'
percent. The gas generator tachometer gener-
ator is driven by the engine oil pump shaft.
The tlectrical power produced by the gas
generator tachometer generator is propor-
tional to gas generatorf rpm (100% Ng =

26,300 gas generator rpm),,,

Nf AND Nr TRIPLE TACHOMETERS

No triple tachometers (2 and 46, lig-
.

ure 56), one for the pilot and bne for

the copilet, are located on the instrument
panel. Each tachometer contains three point-
ers: the pointers marked l'and 2 indicate

the power turbine speed (Nf) of the No.

1 and 2 engines, respectively; the point-
er marked R.. indicates the main rotor rpm

(Nr). The engine tachometers are powered

by their own tachometer generators, which

are driven by the, power turbine through

a. flex, cable. Thp cable is rauted to the

fuel control on which the generators are
mounted. The main rotor tachometer is power-
ed by its own tachometer generator, located
on the' accessory section of the gear box,

and driven by the accessory gears. The,tach-
ometers are read in percent rpm (103%

Nf = 19,500 power turbine rpm and 103%

Nr = 210 rotdr rpm).
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/I LI '40/ VOR SELECTOR PANEL 34, POWER TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 55 'TACAN SLAVE LIGHT

14. MAPKER BEACON LIGHT 35, FUEL FLOW INDICATOR 56. FLIGHT DIRECTOR

IS, vAiRSPEED CORRECTION CARD 36. ENGINE OIL PRESSURE INDICATOR 57, FLIGHT DIRELTOR

16, RADAR ALTIMETER 37. ENGINE OIL TEMPERATURE INDICATE:44 se. CLOCK

17. PRESSMRE ALTIMETER 313. TRANSMISSION OIL PRESSURE ItADICATOR 59. LF'ADF VOR SELECTOR PANEL

I. RADIO/AAGNE TIC INDIeATOR IRMO 39. CAUTION-ADVISORY PANEL 60; RADAR ALTIMETER

19, COMPASS CORRECTION CARD 40. RADAR SCOPE 61. PRESSURE LTIMETER

O. FUEL MANAGEMENT PANEL Al RADAR CONTROL PANEL S 8556 1C21
62. RADIO MAGNETIC INDICATOR IRMO

21 I AWING C,FAR CONTROL PANEL 42 MARKER BEACD6VRAWS CONTROL PANEL

Figure 56. - Instrument panel.
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POWER TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE (15)

INDICATORS

Two power turbine inlet temperature

indicators '-(23 and 34,'figure 56, marked-

EXH. TEMP, are located- on the ihstrument

panel. The indicators are graduated in de-

grees Centigrade and operate from thermo=

couples, located forward of the power tur-

bine j.n fhe second-stage .turbine casing,

on each engine. The maximum,power turbine

inlet tempetature is indirectly controlled

by the gas generator speed adjustment of

the fuel control.

ENGINE OIL PRESSURE LNDICATORS

Two engine oil pressure*indicators (25

and 36, figure 56), one for each'engine,

are located-,on the instrument panel. The

indicators are powered by 26 volts AC from

the auto-transformer and are protected by

circuit breakers, marked OIL PRESS 1 ENG, on

the copilot's AC circuit breaker panel and

OIL PRESS 2 ENG on the pilot's AC circuit
breaker.panel. Pressure is indicated in psi.

ENGINE on TEMPERATURE LNDICATORS'

Two engine oil temperature indicaiors

- h(2. and 37, figure 56), one for each en-

gine, are located on the ins,trument partel.

ENGINE TIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM

The engine fire extinguishing system

(figure 57) Consists of two charged con-

tairws of bromotrifluoromethane (CF3Br),

discharge nozzles, an overboard discharge

tube, discharge indicator, necessary con,-

trols, and a relay. The CF3Br containers,

241
in the aft main rotor fairing structure,

are charged with CF3Br, plus a nitrogen

charge tiL propel the extinguishing agent'

into therengine compartment. Two fire ex-

tinguishing discharge tubes are bn the,cen-

ter firewall near the ,compressorssecfion

of the engine, and two more discharge zubes

are on the vertical firewall, aiMed at the

power'turbine section of the engine.

The fire extinguisher system controls,

on the- overhead control panel, are Used

4-to energize the fire extinguisher system.

When either FIRE EMER SHUT OFF SELECTOR

NO. 1 ENGINE 6r FIRE EMER SHUT OFF SELECTOR

NO:. 2 ENGfNE handle is pulled, it shuts

off fuel flow to that engine and cbmpletes

the circuit to the FIRE EXT switch on the

'overhead control panel. When the FIRE EXT

switch is placed in the MAIN position, the

electrical current from the-FIRE EXT cir-

cuit breaker, through the FIRE EMER'SITUT

OFF SELECTOR handle, fires a cartridgelwith-

in the container; permitting the CF3Br to-.

enter the engine compartment. If the fire

has not,treen extinguished by the first dis-

charge, placing the switch in the RESERVE

position causes dischargesof the4eleter con=

tainer. The system is wired sO that when

the FIRE EXT switch is placed in the RESERVE

position, the remaining container will be

fired into the engine compartment whose

FIRE EMER SHUT OFF SELECTOR handle has been

pulled.

A safety outlet in each container is

connected. to the red THERMAL DISCHARW IN-

DICATOR on the lower left side of the fuse-

:lige. If container pressure becomes exces-

sive,-* due to thermal exgansion,' the fusible

plug melts, the .THERMAL DISCHARGE INDICATOR

seal is,ejected, and the extinguishing agent

is discharged -overboard. A pressdre gage

on each container facilitates a preflight

pressure versus temperature check. Electri-

cal power for the fire extinguishing system

is supplied by the DC PRI buS,

27PJ.,)
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-TABLE 1. Ehgine WashAnd Rust Lick Procedures.
A

.

1lb

ENGINE WASH/RUST LICKING.PROCEDURES
c

MINIMUM CREW 2 COCKPIT OpERATORS
1 FIRE GUARD C

1 WASH/RUATLICK OPERATOR

PREFLIGHT

L. ENGINE INTAKE ff EXHAUST COVERS re-
.

moved
i. ENGINE ACCESS,DOORS - closed
3. APU INTAKE 'ff EXHAUST - clear

4. APU ACCESS DOOR .Ef WORK 'PLATFORM -1'

closed
5. WHEEL CHOX,r in pl4ce

STARTING CHECKLIST (#1-3 for night only)

1. BATTERMWITCH - on ,
- 2. COCKPIT LIGHTING CONTROL - rheostat;

full
3. PILOTS OVERHEAD MAP LIGHT on & pOsi-

tioned

NORMAL DAYTIME PROCEbURES

4. OVERHEA6 CIRCUIT BREAKERS - set

5. ENG ANTI-ICE = off
6. WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE - off
7." SEARCH LIGHT - off

8. ANCHOR LIGHTS - off-
9. FUSELAGE LIGHT - off

ANTI-COLLOSION LIGHTS (2) - off

11. pOSITION LIGHTS - off
12. CABIN HEATER - off ff normal

PITOT HEAT - off
14:' WINDSHIELD WIPERS - Off
15. WINDSHIELD WASHER - off

16. LOADING LIGHT - off
17. EMERG LIGHT - arm
18. 'NOSE GEAR - normal/kneel
19. HOIST MASTER - off

20. CARGO HOOK - off
21% STICK TRIM MASTER - on

22. channel monitor - off
23. CONVERTERS (2) - on
24. EXT PWR - off
25. BATTERY - on
6. GENERATORS (2) - on

27. IGNITION (2) - off
28. HOIST CABLE - off and closed
29. FIRE EMER SHUTOFF SELECTORS (2)
30. FIRE EXT - off
31. START MODE - normal

EMERG FUEL CONTROL LEVERS (2) - ck

closed

- in

33. ENGINE SPEED SELECTORS (2) -. la &
closed

34. ROTOR BRAKE - on.min press 320 psi
35, GEA1104010LE - down 1 gieen lights

16. PARKING-BRAKE.- set_
37. NitM? MASTER - off '

38. APU FUEL SHUTOFF - normal
39. APU FIRE EXTING - off

APU START/RUN SWITCH run
CK FOLLOWING LTS ON -%.high exch-'-temp'

ovspd .

PRESS TO TEST - low oil press, prime
pump press and fire
warning ,

41. FIREGUARD - posted-(in position)
42. APU START/RUN SWITCH - start position

until Ng passes 45% then release 6 run
43. APU CLUTCH ENGAGEMENT - 76-80% Ng
44. HYDRAULIC PRESS INST. (3) ,- press
45. WARNING LIGHTS - tested,

following lights must be out
CONV GEN PRI ff AUX HYD PRESS
OIL PRESS ff XHISSN CHIP DtT

46.. WASH OPERATOR"- aiertpd
47. STOP CLOCK - start
48. STARTER #1 ENGINE - engaged
49. START WATER IN indication

tinue water wash 10 seconds
50. STARTER #1 ENGINE - abort
51. continuj.ng.,water wash but not greater

than 25 seconds elarited time on starter
52. REPEAT STEPS 47-50 for #2 ENGINE
53. WAtT MINIMUM OF THREE (3) MINUTES BE-

FORE PRoCEEDING 9

54. IGNITION SWITCHES (2) - on

55. LOW PRESS WARNING LIGHTS -(2) - press-

! to-test
56. FUEL S1JUT OFF VALVE switches (2)

on

XMISSION

'

of NA con-

NOTE

Turn on outside boost pump switchet

(No. 1 FWD and 'No. 2 AFT) on odd dates,

and the inside switches (No. 1 AFT and NO.

2 FWD) on even days.

57. FUEL BOOST PUMPS (2)'- on

58. ALERT FIRE GUARD #1 ENGINE

59. STOP CLOCK - start

60. STARTER #1 ENGINE - engaged

61. SPEED SELECTOR - ground idle w/T5 less

than 100°C (control T5 with start fuel

valve on cyclic)

621 STARTER DROP OUT - compass Swings
approx. 49% Ng

.63. CHECK FOR FOLLOWING READINGS:
a. Ng - 53.z59%

b. 15 - 300 - 560° C'

2'37
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c. FUEL FLOW - 130'ppn
d. 'ENGINE OIL PRESS - Min of 10 psi.

64. REPEAT STEPS 58-64 for #2 ENGINE -

'65. RUN EHGINES FOR THREE (3) MINUTES
66. SPEED SELECTOR #1 ENGINE -.stopcock
67. SPEED SELECTOR #2-ENGINE - stopcock ,.

68. (Ensure T5 drops bblow and stays below
260 C aftec stopcocking)
OPEN ENGINE COMPARTMENT WORK PLATFORMS
FUEL -BOOST, PUMPS (2) - off '

SYCL SHUTOFF VALVE SWITCHES (2) - off
WHITTON SWITCHES (2) - off
BEFORE PROCEEDING do not attempt rust
licking until .35 is leSs than'100°C -
starter may be used ta recluse, fi5 within

6 limits
74. ALERT RUST LICK OPERATOR #1 ENGI7,,(if

15 100°C or less)
75. STARTER #1 ENGINE - engaged'
76. MOTOR #1 ENGINE FORL20 SEC abort

starter
77. STARTER #2 ENGINE,- engaged
79. MOTOR #2 ENGINE FOR 20 SEC

starter ,

.79. EMERG LIGHT - disarm
90. APU START/RUN SWITCH - off
81. COCKPIT LIGHTING CONTROL

closed
82. STICK TRIM MASTER - off
.83, CONVERTERS (2) - off
84. GENERATORS (2) -bff
95. PILOTS OVERHEAD MAP LIGHT - Off
86. COCKPIT DOME LIGHT - off
87. BATTERY SWITCH - off

69.

70.
v

72.

73.

4
- abort

- 7 rheostats

LIMITATIONS

STARTER
10 seconds continuous load
1 minutes between each attempt
1 starts in 30 minutes

T5

14% fuel boost pump operation min-
Lmum for start
Approx.. 49%Ng starterArop out
53-59% Around idle
NO INDICATION.- abok

100° C or less Voi- start or rust
licking
720°C hot start - abort
300-560°C normal at ground idle
30Q° C continuous temp after eng
has been stopcocked - indicates
internal fire

4

TIHE
7 seconds engine light must
occur within 7 ,sec after adv to
grnd idle

a

FIRE PROCEDURES
(*all cockpit indications are to be
confirmed by fire guard before extin-
guishing agents*)

API! COMPT

2.

. 3,.

APU EMERG FUEL SHUTOFF
SWITCH ;- off

APU FIREEXTING SWITCH -
fire extng
APU MASTER SWITCH - off.

ENGINE COMPARTMENT FIRE

1. SPEED SELECTOR - stopCock
2. FIRE EMERG SHUTOFF SELECTOR - pull 1-

* handle this will seleCt compt that
extinguisher will be fired into-and
shut Off fuel

*1. FIRE` EXTINGUISHER SWITCH - main
4% FUEL SHUTOFF VALVE SWITCH T'closed
5. BOOST PUMP SWITCHES - off .

6. ENGINE INSTRUMENTS - check T5 for rises
- if above 300° C proceed with engine
post-shutdown fire cRecklist

ENGINE POST-SHUTDOWN,FIRE
(15 300° C or above)

. ,

1. IGNITION SWITCHES off ,

2. SPEED SELECTORS - stopcock _

3% STARTER BUTTON - depress - motorStart,
er until T5 drops to below 200°. C

IF FIRE PERSISTS

4. FIREGUARD discharge into air inlet
duct wbile.motoring engine

5. SPEED SELECTOR - abort starter
6. IF FIRE WARNING LIGHT.IS ON

a. FIRE EMERd SHUTOFF SELECTOR HANDLE
- pull

e *b ENGINE FIRE-EXTING SWITCH - main
7." TURN OFF ALL SWITCHES AND EXIT AIRCRAFT

82
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REVIEW
A 08,71=wr

in this section -awe have discussed the T58GE-5 engine. This is

a very dependable engine, but it Should be.given a good preflight and

postflight

(Now answer the following review queStions.)

45. Variations in power requirements

'to maintain constant free turbine speed

are accqmplished by

A. bleedoff. of Compressor discharge
aiFflow

B. , movement of the inlet guide vanes

C. automaiic rncreases or decreases

in gas genegator speed
D. changes in air pressure and air

temperature

45.0 (Refer,to page 67)

2.4 8

46. Tile start bleed valve remains open 46.A This does not apply to engines

, for :-seconds after starter dropout. that have been modified by T.C.

A. 3 to 7 ,..
T.O. 2JT58-544. (Refer to Tage

B. 3 .,t o 9 67) ,

C. 4 to 7
D. 6 tto 7

47. Which,componeiits below are located

within the fuel control unit? o'

1. Fuel filter
2. Fe1. ,flow diviaer-

3. Start fuel valve,.

4. 'Main metering valve

5. Rressure regulating valve

A. 1, 2, and 3 only
1. 4, and 5 only

C. 2, 3, 4', and 5 only

, D. - 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

48. -The grounA idle pos tion of the

speed, selectois is apprOximately

47.-B (Refer to page 71)

48.-D (Refer tb page 71)

49. During operation of the emergency , (Refer to page 73)

fuer control levers, uctuAing the normal

speed selectors to the sO6toff positior

wil
;

A. allow full emergency operation

B. stop all fuel fl3w to 'ihe engine

C. reduce' the fuel metering to 'the

engine
D. increase the fuel metering to the

engine,

93
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SO. When the normal start circuit is

"used, starter dropout will occur at
percent Ngs

43 to 53
B. 43 to 55
C. 45 to 53
D. 45 to 56

, 50.-C (Refer to page 74)

51. The, ignition switch is located 51.-C (Refer'to page 77)
on the

A. pilot's cyclic stick_
B. instrument panel
C. overhead switch panel
D. pilot's collective stick

52. " The pilot's'and copilot's torque- 4
meters operate on power.'

'

A. 26 VDC
B. 26 VAC
C. 28 VDC
U. 28 VAC

6

53. If the FIRE EXT switch were placed
in the MAIN position with neither of the
FIRE EMER SHUTOFF SELECTOR handles pulled,
what, if anything would happen7

A. The MAIN bottle would be dis
charged into the last selected
engine -

B. The circuit breaker would ,pop
C. The MAIN bottle would be Idischar -

ged into the thermal 4ischarge
tube

n. Nothing

52.-B (Refer to page 77)

53.-D (Refer to'page 79)

54. During the rust lick operation, 54.-6 (Refer to Page 82)
the engine is motored for a total of .

seconds.

A. 10

B. 19

C. 20
D. 30

94
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GROUND HANDLING AND SERVICING'

When you

OBJECTIVES

complete this section, you will be able to:

Describe the ground handling procedures for the HH -3F.

2. Summarize the servicing procedures for the HH -3F.

GROUND HANDLING

TOWING

Towing includes procedures necessary
to manipulate the helicopter on the-

ground or in the water. (See figure

58.) - Before towing the helicopter, all

personnel should ,familiarize themselves

with towing precautions.

Towing Precautions.

. WARNING

, 50

4. Never tow the helicopter faster than

5 mph and avoid quick 'starts and stops.

5. Avoid, when posSible, raking to stop
in turns' -at any, towing speed. Damage to
nose landing gear may Tesult.

6. When toying helicopter near obstacles,
station personnel near obstacles to prevent
collision.

7. Make sure all personnelare clear of
the helicopter before ,taxi or tow opera-

tions.

. Failure to observe any of these slfetY
precautions may result in damage to

8. Move all equipment from tke Intended

helicopter or injury to personnel.
helicopter path and, whenever possible,-
avoid congested areas.

NOTE

To ptei;ent diunage to the helicopter compass sy;tem:

when mosmg the helicopter within the first five minutes

idter helicopter shut-down, APU power must be applied

and abrope helicopter movements avoided: After twenty

minutes, the helicopter may he moved with no damage to

the compass wstem. Under no circumstances shall the

helippter be moved between 5 and 20 minutes after the

helicopter \ electncal power has been secured.

CAUTION

Do_ not drag floats on ground if neces-
sary to move helicopter with floats
inflated.

I. Do nut tow the helicopter on fand.while
engines or main rotor blades are in opera-

,

rion.

.2. Make sure that controls are,attended

by qualified helicopter personnel, that

brakes are in good operating condition, and
rhat brake system pressure is built up by
pumping hrake pedals.

3. Make sure the, helicopter is moving

before türning the nose gear.

9. Remove wheel chocks onll when Peady

to tow.

10. Never tow or back the helicopter over

rough ground or steep grades using nose

landing gear-tow bar.

Nose Landing Gear Towing (See.figure 58.)

CAUTION,

To. prevent damage to npse"landing gear
components, do not tow with nose land--
ing .gear in kneeled position. Do not

, release PARKING DRAKE until tow bar
is secured between helipopter and tow
vehicle.

1. Disconnect the low-resistance static

ground strap if it is connected.

2. Insert tow bar (T-29) pins into towing
points and secure with locking bar.

3. Release the lock and push down on the

PARK LOCK handle; rotate nose gear with-

tow bar just enough to remove any side load

95
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TOw SAR 'T 79i

Figure 58. -

on lockpins. Check for comBlete lockpin

retraction by movinr nose landing gear in

both directions.

4. Connect the tow bar (T-29) between

tow vehicle and,helicopter.

40

5. Make sure all mooring lines are dis-

connected.

6. Ho he

re eAsing it,

Remove chocks
eration.

PARKING BRAKE handle while
by depressing brake pedalo.
zind proceed with towing op-

Main Landing Gear Towing

Undez . emergency conditions, towing may
be done by attaching'cables, or other simi-

lar equipment, to tow r.glgs on the aft

portion -of the main landing gear struts And
positioning the tow vehicle aft of the

helicopter.

Ground t,owing.

1. Attach 'tow cables, or other similar
equipment, to main landing gear.

2. Release the lock and push down on the
PARK 'LOCK handle; check to see that lockpin

is completely retracted by rotating nose
gear with tow bar in both directions.

3. Hold PARKING BRAKE handle while re-
leasing it, by depressing brake pedals.

4. Make sqre all mooring lines are dis-
connected.

5. Remove chocks and perform emergency

towing operation.

Emergency Wafer Towing

Under emergency conditions, the heli-
copter may be towed in a forward direction
on the water.

le
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CAUTION'

To prevent excessive rolling,and pos-

sible upset, do not taw helicopter

in rearward direction.

NOTE

These procedures are provided as a

guide only. Deviations are permitted

to suie a specific situation.

'1. Inflate emergency flotation bags, if

not previously done.

2. Lower landing gear to lower center

of graviti of helicopter.

PARKLNG AND MOORING 1.,3ENERAL

Accessibility requirements for mainte-

nance and servicing normally determine the

position for parking and mooring the heli-

copter. However, prevailing wind direction

and speed, gusts and frequency of gusts,

proximity of other aircraft and buildings,

and gross weight of the helicopter must be
taken into account. Generally, the following
referenced instructions are applicable under

,the circumstances indicated. Local condi-

tions, however, must be overriding factors
when you are determining actionto be taken..

Parking .4

1. Locate the helicopter more than rotor

bladl dfstance from other helicopters or

oblitts. If wind speeds of less than 20

knots are expected and the helicopter is

to stand for a shorf period of time, park

the hClicopter ,for ease of maintenance and

servicing. If wind speeds of 20 knots or

-more are,expected, park the helicopter fdc- 40.

ing into the wind.

2. Install main landing gear safety pins

(1-12) (step 1, figure 58).

3. Apply the rotor brake and checks to

see that the pressure gage (step 2) indi-
cated minimum of 320 psi pressure.

Lock the rotor brake hindle in the

'engaged position, using latch (step 2).

97

5. Center the nosewheel and pull up on

the PARK LOCK handle (step 3).

6. Depress brake pedals ,and pull up on

the PARKING BRAKE handle to lock parking

brakes (step 4).

7. 'Chock the main wheels (step 5).

8. Ground the helicopter using the ground

strap,

9. Cover the cockpit windshield with wind-
shield protector (1-6), if necessary.

Mooring

Helicopters tied down as directed can

withstand winds_ up to 65 knots. (See fig-

ure 154.)

CAUTION

Evacuate helicopter to a safe weather

area or store in a hangar when a tor-
nado, hurricane, or wind above 65 knots

is expected.

1. Park the helicopter in accordance with
procedures in the previous Parking section.

2. Chock the nose wheels.

3. If wind speeds above 30 knots are ex-

pected, nail the- rood cleats from chock

to chock on each sidg of the main and nose-

wheels. Use a rope if wood cleats are not

available, or when using ice grip chocks.

CAUTION

Use extra care when removing blades

in winds higher than 30 imots.

4. To equalize weight on both sides of

the helicopter, rotate the main rotor head

to position one blade over aft fuselage,

and engage rotor brake. When high winds

are forecast, and time permits, it may be

desirable to remove main rotor blades.
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5. -Insta11,4 blade tiedown tip
using assist pole.(tr1).

CAUTION

Figure -6

sock (T-13),

.preVent damage to bladesi avoid

excessive tigntening of tiedown'lines.
At no time should tiedown defaection
'of' blades tips exoeed 4 feet from eta-
tic position.

6. SecUre the end of each blade tiedown

line to nearest landing gear tiedown ring.
- '

. - Mooritig. ,

Normally, lines should be tightened to de-

flect blade tips 6 inches downward from
static position'. '

7. Secure the mooring, lines' fr.= nose

and- main gear tiedown rings to tiedown fit-
tings or anchors 4.n accordance with figure

154. If wind speeds above 3,0 knots are ex-

_pected, use 5/16-inch airdraft cable. If

. cable is not available, three chains with

a 3,000-Tound pull test each or two lines
of 3/4-inch manila rope may be used.

8. Secure all.maintenance stands and loose

equipment.
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2.5S-
9.-14fter high winds, check helicopter for
damage from flying'Objects and buffeting.

Cold Weather Parking And Mooring

1. Avoid wet or slushy areas when parking
the helicopter.

2. To prevent tires from freezing to

ground, clear snow from the parking area
And place tires on insulating material.

3. To prevent rupturing of diaphragm seals
in the main rotor head on next engagement,
tie down blades in full lag position,

,4

4.. After the helicopter is moored secure-
_ly; release the parking brakes to prevent
Kreezing in locked,position.

CAUTION

-

Use 'of de-icing fluid containing meth-'
\ yl-alcohol is prohibited.

5. If, helicopter surfaces are wet, dry
them and install protective tovers ,when
the helicopter is to ,be parked for:inpre
than one-half day at below freezing tem-
peratures and the danger of precipitation
exiits. Surfaces may be covered with a thin
film of de-icing fluid (CL2): to Trevent
covers from freezing to the helicopter.

6.,!--'Place covers over landing gearwheels
to prevent snow or rain from entering brakes
and subsequently freeling.'

..%,

CAUTION

Do not chip off ice or snow, as damage
to helicoPter may result. Use brush
'as an alternate method.

PROTECTIVE COVERS AND ENGINE PLUGS

,IrProtective covers are provided for use
during stowing or parking to keep precipita-
tion, dirt; dust, etc., out of the helicop-
ter and to protect the Main rot&ç head, tail
rotor head, windshield, engines,Thz1n rotor
blades, and tail rotor blades. In addition,
covers are provided to :seal the pylon;
engine plugs are provided for the engine air
intake and-.exhaust; and shields are provi-
ded for the APU inlet and exhaust. For an
illuStrated,listing of .protective covers and
engine pluga, see figure 61);

GROUND SAFETY LOCKS AND PINS

Ground safety pins (T-12) .are provided
for the main landing gear strut to prevent
accidental -retraction while the aircraft'
is on the ground. (See step 1, figure ,59.)

The nose landing gear is fitted with a safe-
: ty lockpin, controlled by 'the,. PARK LOCK,
>handle. (See step 3.) ihe nosewheel safety
lol:kpin prevents the wheel from pivoting
whm the helicopter is p:Lrked.

' SERVICING

6ENERAL

Servicing includes checking, filling,
COLD WEATHER GROUND CRECK/DE,ICING and draining various helicdpter comOnents.

Detailed instructions are provided in ser-
, vicing and draining'diagrams and in tables

Check the entire heliSfpter for snow, 2 3 3 and 4. Servicing instructions not
frost, and ice accumulation. covered .by these diagrams and tables are

covered under the appropriate titles as
necessary.

NOTE

Snow, frost, or light ice can be re-
moved from aircrdt and rotor blades'
-by normal runup.

1 -

AIRFRIME GROUP XRVICING

Servicing- reqUirements for *alrframe
group systos and components are contained

90
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4

PROTECTOR T 20)

APU EXHAUST
SHI ELD 22)

PROT EC T OR

(T.3)

PROT EMT? IT-01

PROT Lt ION 11 DI

PROTECTOR a NI

APU INLET
SCREEN SHIELD

PROTECTOR CI-SI
NA017)

Figure 61. Protective covers and engine pings.
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257
in figures 62, 63 and table2. Addition-
al servicing instructions are covered under
the appropriate titles.

TOLE 2

CONSUMABLE MAiMRIALS REQUIRED

WARNING

Observe all cautions and warnings on
the containers when using consumables.
When applicable, wear necessary pro-
tective gear during handling and use.
If a consumable is flammable or ex-
plosive,- MAKE CERTAIN consumable and
its vapors are .kept away from heat,
spark, .and flame. MAKE CERTAIN heli-
copter is. properly grounded and fire-
fighting eqUipment is readily avail=
able before use. For additional infor..-
Ination on toxicity, flashpointl ,and
flammability of chemicalt, refer to

1.0.: .42C-1-9 or NA 07.4-505.

ITEM
.4 NO.

C-

NOMENCLATURE

1 Anti-freeze, Ethylene
Glycol,,Inhibited

2 Fuel, Aircrift Turbine,
and Jet Engine, Graie
JP-5

Hydraulic Fluid,
Petroleum Base, Air-
craft and Ordnance

PART NOr.

,(MFRIS
DESIGNATION)

Oderal Specifi-
cation NA-548

.;

itary Specifi-
cat on MIL-J-
562

Military Specifi-
catioh MIL-H-5606
(NATO H-515)

92

3A Inhibitor, Pitel Sy5tem-
Icing

Lubricating Oil, Air-
craft Turbine Engine,
Synthetic Base

5 Lubricating'Oil, Air-
craft Turbine Engine,
Synthetic Base

Lubricating Oil, Air-
craft Turbine Engine,
Synthetic Base,

7 LubriCating'Oil, Air-
craft Turbine Engine,
Synthetic Base

8 Lubricating Oil, Air-
craft Turbine Engine;
Synthetic Base

Lubricating Oil, Inter-
nal-Combustion Engine,
Preservative

9A Lubricating Oil, Inter -
nai -Combustion Engine,
Preservative

10 Lubricating Oil, Gen-
eral Purpose, Low
Temperature

10A Nitrogen', Technical

11

Military Specifi
cation MIL-I-27686E

Military Specifi-
cation MIL-L-7808
(NATO 0-148)

Military Specifi-
cation MIL-L-
23699 (NATO 0-156)

ESSO TURBO
35 (NATO 0-149)

SHELL 750
(NATO 0-149)

TEXACO STATO -
35 (NATO 0-149)

Military Specifi-
cation MIL-L-

:1:6::)T7e
Grade, 30 NATO

MilitarY Specifi-
cation MIL-L-
21260 Type I,
Grade 50:

Military Specifi- .

cation MIL-L-7870
(NATO 0-142)

Federal.Specifi-'
cation 13B-N-411C
Type,I, Class I,
Grade A or

Silicone Fluid, Military Specifi-

DimethYl Polysiloxane cation VV-D-001078
(100 Centistoke Vis-
cOsity)
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TABLE 3. SERVICING TABLE

FUEL SYSTEM

+he following fuels have been recommmended lair the engin m

settings mist be adjusted when fuel tyRes are being changed for

Material Specification Grade or Type

Jet Fuel MIL-J-5161G I (JP-4 Referee) JP-4;

jet Fuel MIL-T-5624H . JP-4 JP-4

Turbo Fuel Exxon Referee. 4 JP-4

...

Turbo Fuel Exxon 4 JP-4

Turbo Fuel .Exxon IA JP-4

Aircraft Turbine

Fuel ASTM' B .JP-4

Aii-craft Turbine
4-

*Fuel ASTM `A JP-4

Jet fueLL . Texaco JP-4 JP:4

Canadian Fuel 3-GP-22C 2 JP-4

Jet Fuel: MIL-J-5161G II (JP-5 Referee) JP-5

jet Fuel ,.
.

MIL-T-5624H JP-5 JP-5

Vet. Fuel :
Mobil jP-5 (Referee) JP-5

k
N ,

Turbo Fuel Humble A-', JP-5
lw

Turbo V Gafflie . A JP-5

Kerosene' Texaco K-40 JP-5

'kerosene Texaco K-58 JP-5

Kerosene Phillips T.F. JP-5.

,

Turbine Fuel Aeroshell 640K JP-5

Turbine Fuel- Aeroshell 650K JP-5
,..

British Fuef D. ENG. R.D. 2482 JP-5. .

rer. Fuel control
ojected use.

Fuel Control
and FloW
Divider Setting
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REPLENISH WITH

Fuel JP-5
JP-4 used
alternate

(C-2)
as

Table 3 (cont.)

CAPACITY
U.S. MEASURE

FUEL SYSTEM (cont.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

GRAVITY REFUELING, 1° to 0° NOSEDOWN,,LATERALLY LEVEL

Total
Forward Aux
Forward Main
Aft Aux
Aft Main

Net Capacity
(Usable)
Forward Aux

184 gal
348 gal
245 gal
345 gal

183.8 gal
Forward Main 344.52 gal
Aft Aux 245.7 gal
Aft Main .343.39 gal

'Oell Drain
(Unusable)
Forward Aux
,Forward Main
Aft Aux
Aft Hain

0.2 gal
3.48 gal
0.3 gal
2.61 gal

NOTE

If prolonged operation is anticipated
with fuel other than fuel indication
set 'on flow diVider and fuel control,
adjustments should be reset to type
fuel being used. (Referto fuel density
and flow divider adjustment, T. O.
1H-3(H)F-24.) Operation ,with a fuel
or fuel mixture which differs from
fuel type set on flow divider and fuel
density set on fuel control can affect
engine starting 'Characteristics as in
dicated:

Flow FUel
FUel in Engine Divider Control
Fuel System Setting Setting

\",JP 4 JP-5 JP-4
JP-4 JP-4 JP-5
J PL4 J P-5 J P-5

J P-5 J P-5 J P-4

J P-5 JP-4 JP.;
JP-5 JP-4 J1-4

96

Probable Ef
fect on Start

Hot Start
Cold Hangup
Hot Start
Slightly Warm
Cold Hangup
Cold Hangup

*Fuel in-engine system will not change'
fdr first start after refueling unless
engine fuel system has been drained.

Engine starts after refueling with fuel
other than type set on flow divider and
fuel control should be monitored close
ly for possible overtemperature indi
cations, which can, be controlled
through use of auxiliary start fuel
valve. Should cold hangup be experi
enced, emergency engine control throt
tle can be-used to accelerate to idle.

Ground helicopter to truck. Plug hose
zle ground into grounding jack above
refueling receptacle,, remove Cap, and
as required.

2

noz
each
fuel



EPLENISH WITH

Fuel JP-5 (0-2) Total
JP-4 used as Forward Aux -175 gal (apprex)
alternate Fprward Main 324 gal,(approx)

Aft Aux 237 gal (approx)
4ft Main 328 gal (approx)

Table 3 (cont.)

CAPACITY
U.S. MEASURE

. .

SPECIAL E1STRUOTIONS

PRESSURE REFUELING
150 GPM, -1°'to 0°.N9SED0WN, LATERALLY LEVEL

Net Capacity .

(Usable)
Forward Aux174
Forward Main

Aft Aux 236

Aft Main

0ell'Drain
(Unusable)
Forward Aux'
Forward Main
Aft Aux
Aft Main

.8 gal (approx)
320.52 gal -

(apprAM)
.7 gal (approx)

325.39 gal
(approx)

0.2 gal
3.48 gal
0.3 gal
2.61 gal

NOTE

If prolonged operation is anticipated
with fuel other than fuel indication
set on flow divider and fuel control,
adjustments should be reset to 'type

fuel being used. (Refer to firel density
and flow divider adjustment, T. O.

1H-3(H)F-2-4.) Operation with a fuel
or, fuel mixture which, differs from
fuel type set on flow divider and fuel
density, set on fuel control can affect
engine starting characteristics as in-
dicated:

Flow Fuel
*FUel in Engi!ne Divider Control Probable Ef-
Fuel System Setting Settins fe4 on Start

JP-4 JP-5 JP-4

JP-4 JP-4 JP-5

JP-4 JP-5 JP-5
JP-5 JP-5 JP-4
JP-5 JP-4 JP-5

JP-5 JP-4 JP-4

Hot"Start
Cold Hangup
Hot Start
Slightly Ward
Cold, Hangup
Cold Hangup

*FUel in engine system will not change
fir first start after refueling unless
engine fuel system has been drained.

Engine starts after refueling with fuel
other than'type set on flow divider and
fuel control should be monitored close-
ly for possible over-temperature indi-
cations, which can be controlled
through use of auxiliary start fuel
valve. Should cold hangup be experi-
enced, emergency engine cohtrol throt-
tle can b used to accelerate to idle.

CAUTION
.

MAIN GEAR BOX.

To prevent damage ti2 luain gear box, first be °flushed with lubricating oil

do not mix grades of lubricating oil.

If various grade oils (C-5, C-6, C-

7, or 0-8) are to be used, oil must

be drained from main gear box and re-

filled -with desired -grade. If lubri-

cating oils (C-5, 0-6,:0-7, or C-8)

are being, used prior to using lubri-

cating oil A(0-9), main gear box must

.97

ai

(0-9) and then reWled. Also, if
witching from lubricating oil (C-9)
to any other grade of lubricating oil
(C-5, 0-6, C-7, or 0-8), -flush the
main gear box and then refill with
'appropriate oil. (Refer to T.O. 1U-
.3(H)F-2-4, Lubrication SyStem - Flusa-
ing.)
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REpLgNISH WITH

:Table 3 (cont.).

CAPACITY
U.S. MEASURE,

MAIN GEAR BOX (Cont

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS'

CAUTION

If lubricating oil (C-9) is used at

temperatures below 0° C. (32° F.),

oil must be pre-heated.

Hinge' down left transmission service plat-

Lubricating Oil 11 gal (approx) form and open transmission refill access

(c-s) *12 gal (approx) panel. Inspect daily and replenish to FULL

(C-6) mark, if necessary, as indicated on sight

(C-7) level gage, on lower left side of gear box

(C-8) lower housing. Main gear box is fullyhen

(C-9) oil is at bottom of inner circle. ReYill
when oil fs at bottom of outer circle.

Lubricating Oil
(C-5)
(C-6)
(C-7)

(C-8)
(C-9)

NOTE

Oil cooler is filled from main gear

box.

INTERMEDIATE.GEAR BOX

CAUTION

To preyent damage to intermediate gear

box, do not miX grades of lubricating
oil. If various grade oils (C-5, C-

:6, 0-7, 'or C-8) are to be used, oil

must be drained from kear box and re-

filled with desired grade. If lubrica-
ting oils (C-5, C-6, C-7, or C-8) are

being used prior to using lubricating

il C-9), intermediate gear box must

first ,be flushed with lubricating oil

(C-9) and then refilled. Also, if

switching from lubricating (C-5,

C-6, ,C=7, or C-8), flush the inter-

mediate gear box and then refill with

appropriate oil. (Refer to T.O. 1H-

, 3(H)F-2-4, Intermediate Gear Box -

Flushing.)

CAUTION

If lubricating oil (C-9) is used at

TeMperatures below 0° C. (32° F.),

oil must be pre-heated.

0.2 gal (approx) Inspect daily and iTplenish to top of 0.375

diameter circle if necessary, as indicated

on sight level gage on lower left side of

gear box center housing. Intermediate gear

box is full when oil is at top of 0.375

diameter circle. Refill when oil is at bot-

tom of circle.

*Helicopters modified by T. C.-T. O. 1H-3(H)F-512 and CG1480 and subsequent.
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Table 3 (Cont.)

CAPACITY
U.S..HEASURE SPECIAL iNSTRUCTIONS,

TAIL GEAR BOX

CAUTION%

To 'pre:vent damage to tail gear' box, do

not mix grades of lubricating oil. If

various grade oils (C-5,, C-6, C-7, or

C-8) are to be used, oil must be drain-
ed from gear box and refilled with de-
sired grade. If lubricating oils (C-5,

C-6, C4, or C-8) are being used prior
to using lubricating oil (C-9), tail

gear box must first be flushed with

lubrici.i.tting oil (C-9) and then refill-

ed. Also, if switching from lubricating
oil (C-9) to a:11r other grade of lubri-

cating oil (C-5, C-6, C-7, or C-8),

flush the tail gear box And then refill
with appropriate oil. (Refer to T.O.
1H-3(H)F=2-4, Tail Gear Box - Flushing.

CAOION

If lubricating oil (C-9) is used at

temperatures below 0°C. (32°F.), oil

must be preheated.

Lubricating,Oil 0.4 gal. (approx) Replenish ,to FULL mark, if necessary,

(C-5) as indicated op sight level gage, on

(Ciro) lower left side of gear box center

(C-7) housing.

A

Hydraulic Fluid
(C-3) and Air

-Hydraulic Fluid
(C-3)

Hydraulic Fluid
(C-3)

Nitrogen (C-10A)
or"Air

aver,

MAIN WHEEL SHOCK STRUT

WARNING

0.85 gal. To prevent injury to personnel, dis-

-Utarge air before attempting t.o refill

strut.

NOSEWHEEL SHOCK STRUT

0.75 gal. (4prox)

WHEEL BRAKE SYSTEM

Left System 1.2 fluid oz.

(approx)
Right System 5.8 fluid oz.

(applrox)

V

EMERGENCY,EXTENSION AIR BOTTLE

3000 psi ,Observe pressure gage on right transmission

,
deck. Charge container at air chuck. .
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Table 3 (cont.) '

CAPACITY
U.S. MEASURE

RESCUE HOIST

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

Lubricating Oil Houk, 10 fluid oz.- Inspect weekly (25 to 10 hours) and replenish, if
(C-10) necessm.

Air Accumulator 200 psi

Water

Air

WINDSHIELD WASHER RESERVOIR

1.5 gal When temparatures below 0°C (32°F) are expected,
1111 wtth solution of 60% anti-freeze (C-1) and 40%
water.

FLOTATION 4W BOTTLES

3000 psi Remove access panel lorward sponson LH. Inspect
daily and recharge, 11 necessary, to 3000 pat.

TURBINE OIL SYSTEM

GRAVITY FILLING OIL TANK

CAUTION

To prevent damage to engine service plat-
form and helicopter, do not let platform
freefall when opening.

Lubricating Oil Total Hinge down'No. 1 and No. 2 engine service plat-
(C -4) No. 1 olItank 2.5 gal (appro) forms. Visually inspect oil level through oil filler
(C-5) No. 2o11 tank 2.5 gal (approx) capopening. Oil level shall be even with the filler

neck screen. Inspect daily and replenish, if nec-
eisary. Drain and fiU at engine overhaul.,

,
NOTE

Lubricating Oil
(C -4)
(C-5)

Air

Hydiaulic Fluid
(C-3)

When servicing engine oil syntem, use only
like brands of il because of possible incom-
ntibility of dif erent manufactured brands.
Refer to paragi aph 2-15. ,

APU

Oil Tank ' 0.75 gal Hinge down left trkismission service platform and
open APU access panel. Inspect daily and replenish
to FULL mark, 11 necessary.

Accumulator 1600 psi (Refer to accumulator charging, T. 0. 1H-3(H)F-
2-3. )

PRIMARY FLUID TANK

Fluid Tank ;0.45 gal With collective stick in low pitch, and cyclic pitch
stick full forward, hinge down forward panel on left
side of aft main rotor fairing and fill fluid taiik to
FULL mark.

AUXILIARY FLUID TANK

Hydraulic Fluid Fluid Tank 0.45 gal Hinge down aft panel on left side of math rotor
(C-3) fairing and fill fluid tank to FULL mark.

100
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tw,

, Table 3 cont.)

CAPACITy
U. S MEASURE

UTILITY FLUID TANK

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

CAUTION

To prevent damage to utility fluid tank. ramp
shall be in flight position. nose gear lacked
and atcumulaior charged to operating pres-
sure before servicing utility fluid tank.

Hydraulic Fluid Fluid Tank 3.05 gal Hinge Mimi panel on right side of main rotor fairing.

C-3
Fill fluid tank to FULL mark oil sight level gage.

ROTOR BR.AKE RESERVOIR

Hdraulle Fluid Reservoir 3.2 fluid
C 31 approx)

Lubnitating Oil
,C
C -9A,

Oil Tank

Hydraulic Fluid Damper I'
C-3, Etust Tank

1.ubrirating Oil
C-91

iC9A,

Fill ri;tor brake reservoir to FILL mark.

SLEEVE-SPINDLE OIL TANKS

0.14 gal Inspect (Wit. Jed re;;Ielosh. if necessa,rv. Fill to
OIL LEVEL mark. Position blade over nose of
helicopter to cheek proper level. Use lubncatine
oil , f' it ambient temperaturc i dbovt 15 F
-9 4 CI .ind lubricating oil (C-9 Yhtm ambient m-

perature is beloy IS F -9.4 C.

DAMPER FLUID TANK

38.4 fluid oz. Inspect cLiily and replenish. if necessary. Fill to
iapproxi OIL LEVEL mark.

, TArl... ROTOR HEAD RESERVOIR

Reservoir

011,C-111 Damper

0.24 gal Inspect daily and replenish if oil level talk below

,approx, upper MIN mark. Fill to upper MAX mark. Use

lubricating otl C-9A/ 'a lien ambient temperature Is
above 15 F 1-9.4 C' and lubricating nil C 9' when
,imlnent temperature is below 15 F -9.4 C,.

DRIVE SHAFT VISCOUS DAMPER

4 25 fluid oz.
(approx)

Remo, e InspeLUon covers from tail drive shaft.
Inspect dailyirir leakage and replenish, if necessary.

1Rotor heads, if received serviced with lubricating otl (C-41. must be drat Ind and flushed with lubricating

oil (C-9 or C-9A1 For flush and fill procedures, refer to T. 0. 1H-3(H)1 -2-5.

TABLE 4. BRALNING TABLE

, DRAIN LOCATION SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
. .

Engine Oil Tank Forward Frame of Engine Hinge down eniine service platform, actuate drain

and Sumps (two places) valye plunger, and drain lubricant from oil tank
Into receptacle. Unscrew chip detectors from engine
sumps and dratn lubricant trips receptacle,

Main Gear Box Main Ge,ar Box Lower ,

Cover

NOTE
Inspect magnetic chip detectors for metal
particles.

Remove center access...cover from,drip pan, un-
screw magrretic chip Mtector from self-sealing
fitting in lower housing., screw the' drain fitting
(T-3) into fitting, and drain lubricant into con-
tainer.



Intermediate Gear
Ron

Utility Fluid Tank

/Primary Fluid
Tank

Auxiliary Fluid
Tank

Damper Reservoir

'Reservoir,

Fuel Cell

Feel Cell Sump

nal Purifier
Drain

Fuel Filter

Fuel Filter

Pilot Static
TINbes

4

TABLE 4 (Zont .

LOCATION

Intermediate Gear Box
Sump

Right All Main Rotor
Fairing

Left Mt Main Rotor
Fairing

Left Aft Main Rotor
Fairing

Top of Maim Rotor
Head

Tali Rotor Head

Bottom Center.ot Tub
(seven places)

Bottom of Tub Forward and
All Fuel Cells and Forward
and Aft Aux Cells (four places)

Bottom ot. Tub Forward and
Alt Fuel Cella and Forward
and Att Aux Coils (six placts)

Bottom of Tub, Forward
of and Cabin Window LH
(ono place) Forward ofIst
Cabin Window RH (one
plate)

Lett Fuselage, Aft of
2nd Cabin Window

Right Fuselage, Aft of
2nd Cabin Window

Electronics Compartment,
LH (one place), RH (Iwo
places). Cockpit 'canopy
(one place)LII andllH.

Bottom LH andiEIH
Sponson (eight places)

1
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIOM

Narz

Inspect magnetic chip datector for metal
particles.

Remove intermediate gear box access fairing,
unscrew magnetic chip detector from sill-sealing
fitting in sump, screw drain fitting (T-9) into fitting,
and drain lubricant into container.

Hinge down right transmission service platform,
open access panel at alt main rotor fairing, +Nacrew
drain plug at bottom of fluid tank, and drain hydrau-
lic fluid into container.

Hinge down left transmission service platform, open
scenes panel at aft main rotor fairing, unscrew
drain plug ai bottom of fluid tank, and drain hydrau-
lic fluid into container.

Hinge down laft transmission platform, open ac-
cess panel at aft main rotor fairing, unscrew
drain plug at bottom of fluid tank, and drain hy-
draulic fluid into container. .

Disconnect hydraulic damper hose at fluid tank and'
drain hydraulic fluid into container.

Unscrew drain plug and drain fluid-Into container.

Unscrew hull drain.plugs at bottom center of tub

and drain.

To prevent fire hazer , exercise proper
precautions when drat fuel cell.

Hinge down fuel drain cover, Attach suction hoses,
Lanai* spring-loaded drildn val.., and drain fuel
into fuel truck.

Using screwdriver, actuate spring-loaded drab)
valve and drain fuel into contairer.

_tilling screwdriver, actuate spring-loadnd drain
valve,. e

tHinge opsn accees panel and open drain cock.

Hinge owl aicess panel and open drain cock.

Hinge up nose door and unstrew cap. Enter cock-
pit and unscrew cap.

Unscrew sponson drain plugs.



. TABLE 4,(Cont.)

Rotating Naviga- Bottom of Tub between
lion UghiT Sponsons

Oil Tank (Sleeve- Main Rotor Read
Spindle) Sleeve-Spindle

APU

TIRE SERVICING

Left Aft Main Rotor
Fairing

Hain landing gear tires should be in-

flated between 70 and 75 psi pressure. Nose
landing gear tires should be inflated be-
tween 75 and 80 psi pressure. These pressure
ranges are adequate for all loadings and
anticipated climatic conditions, Maintain

tire inflation at prescribed levels, and
check at least once every seven days. Dur-
ing cold weather operations (-15° F. or

liver), when helicopter tires are serviced

iT` a warm area and the helicopter is sub-

sequently parked outside, tires may become
underinflated or even go flat.lf this prob-
lem is encountered, tubes may be installed

in the tubeless tires.

WARNING

To prevent injury to personnel, do

not attemft to use high-pressure air
to service tires. Air pressure in ex-

cess of 500 psi could cause wheel to
explode. Air pressure in 1,000 to 3,000
psi range wilLdamage air valves.

CAUTION

To prevent damaging tires and wheels,
tires paired in dual wheel configura-
tion shall have matching diameters.

1

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM SERVICING

1. Chwk container gages to make sure

they indicate at or above the minimum pres-
sure specified on the Temperature-Pressure
decal. (See figure 64.) Referenced tempera-

ture should closely approximate that of

container, and the temperature should be

checked only when the helicopter has been in

Remove one mounting screw.

Remove plug at bottom pi vertical hinge cap and
plug on bottom side of sleeve.
Open APU access panel, unscrew drain plug at bottom
forward of sump,' and drain into container.

CF, BR
TEMPERATURE-PRESSURE

RELATION TABLE

TEMPERATURE
DEGREES F.

#

MINIMUM
ALLOWABLE

PRESSURE

40 100'

20 120

0 150

20 180

40, 230

280

80 3.50

100 430

120 520

140 / 630

Figure 64. - Fire extinguisher servjjing
decal.

-7

a location of constant temperature

enough -for heat in transmission compartment
to dissipate and container temperature to
equal ambient temperature. Do not check the
temperature if the helicopter has been re- .

cently moved to an area,of different temper-
ature. If check must be made at conditions
other than indicated, temperature used must
be that of the container itself, or that

103
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2.4:9
inside the fairing immediately around the

container. Chart in figure 64 will apply
with temperature taken, using either method.

2. Lightly tap gage guard with pencil

to overcome internal friction in gage which
could prevent correct reading.

3. If pressure indication, or container
weight, is below minimum specified, con-
tainer must be returned to an activity capa-
ble of performing necessary tests and ser-
vicing.

AUXILIARY FLOAT AIR BOTTLE SERVICING.

-
After actuation of auxiliary flotation

system, perform steps 1 through 8. If pres-

sure has dropped below 2,650 psi, perform
steps 4 through 8.

1. Remove left-hand spoqson access cover.

,2. Stow handle in cabin to closed posi-
tion.

3. Reset mechanical valve n air bottle
by applying pressure on arm and closing.

4. Remove cap and loosen outer hex nut

by -turning counterclockwise with hose at-
tached.'

NOTE

f41,111'ing air bottle too rapidlvauses
aim, .to heat and expand, resulting in
excegsive pressures.

5. connect hose from source of nitrogen

(C710A) or a compressor with a rated output

of two cubic feet per minute and equipped

with a mechanical moisture separator; fill
air bottle to 3,000 psi.

6. With hose attached to valve, tighten

outer hex nut by turning clockwise with

50 to 70 inch-pounds torque. Disconnect

hose.

7. Using soap solution, test for leaks.

Air bubbles indicate leakage.

8. After air bottle has cooled, if pres-
sure is below -,2,650 psi, repeat,. steps 4

through 7.

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS SERVICING;'

Hydraulil
checking, fill
mary, aumili
fluid tank
For detail
figures

PldWER P

SERVICIN

syitems servicing.,includes
Ln , and/draining 4 the pri-

til4ifluid tanks, damper

r5
oirtor biake reservoir.

rvioing inStructions, see

and tables 3 and 4. 1,r-

41

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

Power plant- and transmission systems

servicing iricludes, checking; 'filling, and

draining tFe 11O. 1 andAMo. 2 demoUntable
power plantS, ,,aumiliary power unit (APU),

and gear liqnxes. For detailed servicing in-

structionsk see figures 63 and 65 and

tables 3 and 4.

dAUTION

,To iake t,sure of proper servicing of
engi es lir gear boxes ,when changing
from; onetype of oil to another, drain
the .systpm and refill it with a new

type of ;oil. 'then bring the.system

to operating temperature, redrain, and
refill wtkh a new,type of oil.

-,

FUEL SYSTEM givIciNG

The fnel iysem may be gravity or pres-'
sure refueled,; and gravity defueled. For

detailed servicing instructions; see fig-

ures 63, 651r, and tables 3 and 4. For pre-

cautionary mensurei to, be observed, refer
to T.O. 00-251.212 and appropriate Coast

Guard instructiOns.

COLD WEATHER'SERVICING

During extrihne cold weather, it may

be advisable (at the discretion of operating
unit) to -use fuel system icing inhibitor

(C-3A) mixed with helicopter fuel. Fuel

system icing inhibitor (C-3A) is inaanded
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270
to eliminate icing and, when properly mixed, 2. Hinge down pressure fueling access ,

has no adverse effects upon fuel cent or . door.

engine operation. The inhibitor has in ad

ditional capability of eliminating slime

growth in the helicopter fuel tanks due

to its biocidal tion. Note .that the fuel

system icing inhi itor is intended to eli
minate icing conditions only and does not 4. Turn off fueling unit when desired

eliminate the ;need to drain sumps to ell quantity is aboard Or fuel flow stops.

minate water from helicopter fuel systems.

3. With PRI TEST and SEC TEST switches

released, fuel cells will fill to capacity.

CAUTION

Tuel system icing inhibitor (C-3A) must
not be mixed in helicopter fuel cell.

Mix fuel system icing inhibitor (C-

3A) At a concentration of 0.10 to 0.15 per
cent by volume with approved helicopter

fuel (JP-4 or JP-5). Fuel must bqptreated
with inhibitor (C-3A) in fuel truck or stor
age tank, at discretion of operating unit.

Ensure that treated mixture is thoroughly

mixed and agitated to coMpletely disperse

inhibitor.

EXAMPIE: Per 1,000 gallons of fuel, add

1.0 to 1.5 gallons of fuel system icing

inhibitor (C-3A), and mix/agitate mixture
until thoroughly dispersed.

PRESSURE REFUELING

WARNING

Ty avoid the possibility of explosion,
make sure no radar is operating within
500 feet of helicopter.

1. Ground helicopter and fuel truck.

NOTE

On helos modtfied by T.O. 568 and CG

1481 and subsequent; ensure fueling pres

sure does not exceed 50 psi.

5. Remove fueling nozZle, replace protec
tive cap, close access door, remove all

grounds.

NOTE

Tanks may be gravity fueled through

filler caps on left side of helicop
ter.

GRAVITY DEFUELING
(See figure.66.)

WARNING

To avoid the possibility of explosion,
make, sure do radar is operating within
500 feet of helicopter.

1. Ground helicopter and fuel truck.

2. -Open fuel cell drain valve covers.

3. Connect suction hose from truck to

valve and open valve. Drain all cells this

way.

4. To completely drain fuel cells, drain

fuel from sumps and filters through sump
and filter drains.

105'
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REVIEW

In this section we have covered HH -3F helicopter ground handling

and servicing.

(Now answer the following review questions.)

55. What is the MAXIMUM HH -3F towing

speed?

A. 5 mph
B. 10 mph

C. 15 mph
D. 20 mph

56: Wtien the helicopter is properly

tied down, it can withstand a MAXIMUM of

55.-A

56.-D

(Refer to page 85)

(Refer to page 87)

knot winds.

A. 20

B. 30

C. 50

D. 65

57. What should you do to prevent

rupturing of diaphragm seals in the main 57.-C (Refer to page 90)

rotor head during the next rotor engagement

after cold weather parking?

A. Hangar the helicopter
B. Cover the rotor head

C. Tie down the blades in full lag

position
D. De-ice the helicopter before en-

gagement

58. The capacity of the intermediate
gallon(s).

(Refer to page 98)

gear box is

A. 0.1

B. 0.2
C. 1.2

D. 1.0

59. Main landing gear tire pressure 59.-B (Refer to page 103)

on the HH -3F should be between psi.

A. 65 - 70

B. 70 - 75

C. 75 - 80
D. 80 - 85

i10



FOREWORD

Successful rescue missions are accomplished by the coordination
of skills between the pilot and crew.

The pilots have a training syllabus that requires them to be skilled
in the art of flying.

You, as d flight mechanic, must have a working knowledge of the
equipment used aboard the lid 1 opter. You must be faMiliar with
and accomplished in the professional skilb, techniques, and proce-
dures used on rescue missions.

This syllabus is designed specifically to give -you the required
training to become a proficient and safety-conscious flight mech-
anic.

You must be supervised by a qualified instructor.as you complete
this booklet. To indicate that you have satisfactorily demon-
strated or explained as item, the Instructor will initial and date
(abbreviated I-1-80) the "S" block. If youi- performance is not
satisfactory, the instructor will initial and date the "U" block.
The instructor will then indicate in the inOtructor's remarks
sec t ion the reason for the unsatisfac tory mark. If you are not
prepared or fail' to satisfactorily complete an item, the instructor
should (-min( el you and indicate what preparation or additional
training is required.

This is a coinposite ground/flight syllabus derived from close
examination of the many syllabi in existance at various air
stations and is designed to meet the needs of all air stations.
Commanding of ficers may deviate froni this standard as required
to meet local mission requirements and operational limitations.
In revising this standard syllabus for local use, it should be
remembered that a proficient, safe, and standard search and res-
cue air crewman is the gbal of the program.

Reprinted 12/81

CR EWMEMBEW
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INTRODUCTION TO FLIGHT MECHANIC'S
SYLLABUS GROUND PHASE ,

I. Objectives

A. After completing this phase, the student will be able
to: ).

B.

C.

D.

I. Perform taxi signalman duties safely, using
standard hand signals.

2. Perform the line duties required of a SAR air-
crewmember (servicing, etc.)

3. Tow an aircraft, using the proper equipment and
procedures.

4. Use the pyrotechnics and SAR equipment safely.

5. Plot a course, using the proper navigation equip-.
ment and procedures.

6. Perform a preflight, thruflight, and post flight,
using the proper gukielines.

7. Make a topping adjustment.

8. Operate the APU.

9. Wash and rustlick the engine.

10. Install auxiliary flotation bags.

I I . Demonstrate in-II ight duties.

a.' Fuel dumping operation
b. Sa I e ty inspec t ions
c. Operation of aircraft communications

equipment

12. Demonstrate emergency egress procedures from
Flight Mechanic, Avionicsman, and Hoist Oper-
ator's positions.

The student must accomplish the ground phase to the
instructor's satisfaction before it can be signed off.

The student must complete the ground phase before
the flight phase can begin.

Completion of this ground training will give the
student the background needed to be a good Hne
crewmember and a good aircrewmember.

208
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I I

I. AURORA'? GROUND HANDLING1

Instructor will have the student accom-
plish the following:

A. Aircraft start and launch

I. Using the p oper procedures S U
and safety precautions, stand

the fire guard for aircraft
start and launch.

,

B. Aircraft taxiing

I. Demonstrate the proper pro-

cedures and hand signals for
aircraft taxiing.

2. Descliqbe the safety precau-

tions used during acft. taxi
evolution,

C. Aircraft mecuring

I. Demonstrate proper procedures
to follow during engine shut-

down.

2. Use the proper procedures to
tie down an aircraft.

3% Show how, the equipment for

securing an aircraft is used.

4. Show the location of the main
landing gear locking pins and
show how they are used.

299 1

1 11

1

1

D. Demonstrate a working knowledge
of general line operations.

II. GENERAL

A. Progress
,B. Knowledge
C. judgment
D. Attitude

ITT. INSTRUCTOR'S MARES,

2

4.

Instructor Signature /Date

390
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GROUND 2

I. AIRCRAFT TOWING

Student will accomplish the following
udder guidance of the instructor:

A. Complete prestart Check of tow

tractor (gas, oil, etc.),.

B. Operate tow tractor.

C. Complete tow bar safety check and
heok up to the aircraft.

D. Hook up tow tractor to towsbar

and aircraft.

E. Ensure that the proper tow crew is
in. position, and has been briefed

on emergency/normal stops.

F. Tow aircraft. 7.

G. .! Demonstrate the aircraft towing

safety precautions.

(Student should go through this lesson as
many times as it takes to cpmplete the

. lesson to the instructor's.satisfaction.)

II. GEIIERAL

A. progreips

B. Knowledke-
C. Judgment
D. Attitude

4

3,01 3

S U

I I

III. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS:

,
i ,

....

a

Instructor ttre
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1 1 I

GROUND 3

I. AIRCRAFT SERVICINO

Instructor will have student accomplish
the following:

A. Fueling

1. Complete prestart check of

fuel truck.

2. Operate fuel truck, demon-
strating proper procedUres
and .safety precautions, in-
cluding proper static ground-
ing sequence.

3. Demonstrate knowledge of the
fueling and defueling-opera-
tion on the HH-3F.

4. Fuel aircraft, including pro-
cedures for hydrant and cabi-

A ,net fuelipg.

B. Oil and hydraulic fluid

I. Identify the proper oil to be
used in .the engines, trans-
mission, 'intermediate gear
box, and tail ,gear box. '

2. Using the proper oil, replen-
ish the engines, transmis-
sion intermediate and tail
gear116xes.

3. Using the proper hydraulic
fluid, replenish the primary,
auxiliary, and utility hy-
draulic systems.

5

I I

I

I I I

4. Describe the proper proce-
dures to be followed in ac-
complishing items 2 and 3 in
this section.

C. Lubrication

1. Using the ,proper greaae,
equipment, and procedUres,
lubricate the landing gear.

D. Obaerve the proper procedures and
aafety precautions in each of the
described operations.

II. OFNERAL

A. Progress
B. Knowledge
C. Judgment
D. Atttude

III. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS:

S U

''!%

I I 1

Instructor Signature /Date
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I.

. 23. SurvivorLs sling
24. Sea anchor

GROUND 4, 25. Sea drogue
26. First aid kits
27. Aircrewmember's safety harness
28. Chalkboard
29. AMU standard resuscitator
30. Stoke's litter
31. Portable salvage pump

Aircraft SAR and Survival Equipmeni
32. Splints
33. Ear plugs

Instructor will have student demon-34. Survival kit

strate a thorough knowledge of the 35. Camera

following items: (Only the items at 36. Wool blankets

your unit until the standard SAR board 37. Body bag

is developed. Extra spaces provided for 38. Air-to-ground phone

items.not listed.)
39. Tow handle
40. Say-a-life flotation device

A. SAR equipment S U 41. Auxiliary flotation collars

42. Bilge pump

1. Mesaage bottles 43.

2. Float lights 44.

3. Salt packs 45.

4. Cable splicer
5. Cargo ptraps
6. Space blankets

B. Rescue equipment used (but not

in A/C)

7. Trail lines (with weak links

and weighted bag)
1. Night Sun searchlight

B. Flashlight
9. Cable cutter

C. Pyrotechnics

10. Shroud cutter
Aldis lamp

1. ME-25

12. Gloves
2. 14E-58

13. Crash axe
3. 14C-13

14. MK 25 arming/disarming device
4. 14E-79

15. Boathook
16. Survival knife
17. Life rafts
18. Dye markers

D. Emergency -radios (Survival radios for

emergency comms, lowering to survi-
vor for helo to ground comms),

19. Rescue basket
20. Rescue platform
21. Survival vest(s)
22. A/C fire extinguisher.

1. PRC 63
2. PRC 90
3. URT 33

3 0_15
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COMMIJNICATIONS

Instructor will have student perform

the following:

A. ICS

-1. Operate avionicsman's ICS

control boxea.

B. AN/ARC-94

I. Operate control box function

switches.

2. Make frequency Changes.

3. Contact aeronautical station

using proper voice proce-

dures.

4. Transmit operation and posi-

tion reports.

5. Maintain abbreviated radio

log.

III. General

A.
B.

C.

D.-

Progress
SAR/Rescue equipment knowledge
Judgment
Attitude

IV. Instructor's Remarks:

397
9

I I I

Instructor Signatureillate

4

Ws.

1,

GROUND 5

I. NAVIGATION

Instructor will have student atcomplish
the following:

A. Interpret charts.

1. Read tharts.
2. Identify types of charts.
3. Estimate distances.
4. Identify approach plate.
5. Identify enroute supplements

B. Use navigation equipment

1. 'Compass

2. Plotter
3. Dividers
4. Pilot's computer

S U

C. Plot a given course, giving head-
ings, distance,'enroute time, and

any ot4er information as desired.
(Use SO kts.) 1 1 1

D. Show a working knowledge of the

following electronic navigation
equipment:

I. Direction finders
2. VHF/NAV
3. ADF
4. TACAN

10



II. GENERA',

A. Progress
B. Knowledge
C. Judgment
D. _Attitude

III. INSTRUCTOR'S REMA

3 9
11

Instructor Signature /Date

GROUND 6

I. INSPECTIONS

Instructor will have the atudent accom-
plish the following:

A. Preflight inspection

1. Perform a preflight inspec-
tion in accordance with CAMP
Maintenance Requirement Cards.

S U

2. Sign off preflight on 00-4377
using proper procedures (sim-

ple form).

B. Thruflight inspection

1. Perform a thruflight inspeo-
tion in acoordanoe with CAMP
Maintenance Requirement Cards.

"I I

I

2. Sign off thruflight on 00-4377
using proper procedures (sam-
ple form).

C. Postflight inspection

1. Perform a postflight inspeo-
tion in accordance with CAMP
Maintenance Requirement Cards.

12

S'
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2. Sign off postflight according
to station instructions.

D. Weekly inspections

1. Perform weekly inspections in
accordance with CAW Main-

, tenance Requirement Carda.

E. Special Lanpectionis

I 1 I

GROUND 7

1. Perform special inspections

in acoordance with CAMP
Maintenance Requirement Carda4

a. After water landings'

b. Wash aircraft

II. APU operation'

Complete the APU Start/Run checklist,

using the proper procedures and safety

precautions.

III. Engine wash and ruatlick

Complete the engine wash and rustlick
operation, using the proper procedures.

IV. GENERAL

A. Progress
B. Knowledge
C. judgment
D. Attitude

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS:

I.

1

I

I

IN-FLIGHT DUTIES

Instructor Will have student accomplish
the following: S U

1 1

A. Make a topping adjustment and de-

scribe the proper procedures.

1 L B. Show the location of the fuel
1 1

dump valves and describe the fuel
dumping operation.

C. Perform in-flight inspections.

I I
D. Show the proper procedures for

1
installing the auxiliary flotation
bags.

E. Demonstrate a knowledge of air-

craft systems.

F. Demonstrate a knowledge of in-

flight emergency duties.

O. Secure aircraft after flight. 1

311

13

Instructor Signature /Date

II. GENERAL

A.

D.

C.

D.

E.

Progress
Knowledge
judgment
Attitude
Crew coordination

1

I
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msritucToR ,s' REMARKS:

Instructor Signature /Date

313 /15

4

GROUND 8

GROUND CHECKOUT

To complete this section, use an availalle!4-3F on

the line. You will also need a hydraul c jenny and

electrical power or the APU. You must complete

this section before you can begin your flight phase.

AIRCRAFT AND SAR EQUIPMENT

StUdent will demonstrate proper proced-

,ures for the following (location,

knowledge, and use):

A. Crewmember duties
B. ICS procedures
C. Radios
D. SAR board equipment
E. Survival equipment
F. Pyrotechnics

WAY bag
H. Rescue equipment:

1. .Basket
2. Litter
3. Sling
4. Rescue platform

I. Flotation bottles and inflation

handle
J. LPU -10/P combination SRU -21/P life

vest

K. Heater, battery, knd C/B panels

L. Hoist controls, hoist shear

switch, and hot mic.

M. AktrewTnembeOssafetyhamess
N. Mdis lamp
0. Hover trim stick (Optional)

P. Variable speed hoist control

16 314
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Q. Pinger installation
R. Night sun
S. 'Datum Marker buoy
T. 'Oloat light.
U. AMBU resuicitator
V. fiknma.-life flotation device
W. 1Mpendable surface current probe-

SAR STANDBY MUIPHMe

Student.will properly use: .

A. Dewatering Pump
B. Lond -hailer

III. RESCUE EQUIPMENT OPERATION

Student will:

A. Complete rescue checklist
B.4 Operate hoist using:

1.

2.

3.

IV: -PLATFORM .

Basket (2 ea.)
Sling (2 ea.)
Litter (2 ea.)

Student will:

A. '4114 platform
B. Demonstrate platforopickup

V. EMERGENCY ITEMS AND PROCEDURES

Audent will show the location of and/
or explain the following:

A. 'Emergency exits (Demonstrate emer-
gency egress procedures from Avio -
nicsman, Flight Mechanic and Doi*
Operator's positions).

B. fire extinguisher
C. Emergency exit lights
D. Firit aid kits
E. Inflight fire .'

F. Smoke.nd fume elimination
G. Ditchihg procedures '

17
o'

AP

/ VI.' GENERAL

A. Progress
D. Aircrewman knowledge'
C. Pdgment
D. Attitude

VII. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):

Instructor Signature /Date

18



INTRODUCTION TO FLIGHT MECHANICS SYLLABUS
FLIGHT PHASE

I. OBJECTIVES

A; After completing 'this phase, the student will
be able to:

*

1. .Accomplish a successful hoist.

2. Perform a platform pickup using the.cor-
rect terminology and procedures.

S. 'Use proper procedures to making inflight
.adjustments, inspections, procedures, and
handling'inflight emergenciea.

B. To demonstrate this knowledge and training, the
student -will satisfactorily complete this

flight syllatus.

II. GENERAL

A. The flight, training syllabus is designed,to

help you achieve proficiency, standardization,
and safety in the operation of the aircraft.

B. " The ultimate goal is to save lives. Don't be

the one responsible for an unst)ccessful mis-

sion.''

C. Flight preparation

1. You are expected to study the syllabus and
be prepared to answer all questions con-,
cerning emergenciee, performance, and pro-
cedures.

2. The instructor -tall give additional in-

structions during the flight phase as

needed.

3. The instructor will expect you to initiate
all checklists at the appropriate time.

4. All emergencies will be simulated, unless
otherwise specified by the pilot or tn-

structor. You will be expected to treat

all such simulations as actual emergen-
, cies.

317 19'

5. The instructor will emphasize the impor-

tance of standardization, proper proce-

dures, and emergency duties during all

portions of the flight phase.

6. The student will ensure that all required

equipment is on the airplane.before each
flight. (Training and SAR)

7." A briefing will be,held before each flight

and a debriefing after each flight for

going over the day's flight and reviewing

different procedures and equipment. l'his

is a required function.

6. If a boat is not available for completing
the tasks in the Flight 4 section of the

flight syllabus, the pilot may allow you

to hoist over another suitable object.

9. Preflight the aircraft and inform the air-
craft commander of ani discrepancies you

may have found. Remove pins from landing
gear.

10. Remove engine plugs and pitot.cover and

stowthem properly.
4

11. rake sure any special equipment required,,

for that particular flight is aboard the

aircraft.

NOTE: You should report to the aircraft no

less than 60 minutes before flight time.

If you _are going on a cross-country

flight, make sure you have a credit card-.

for.fuel and oil andlcnow how.to- use it.

Also have blade boots and necessary equip-
ment for aircraft tiedown.

12. Brief any passengers on the use of para-
chutes and life vests and'on,the emergency
'Orocedures. Inform the, aircraft commander

you have done this.

20
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13. -Stand by for APU and engine start. Remain
connected to ICS and next to the aircraft
for rotor engageatent.

14. Show the pilot you have the landing gear'
pins, and get into the aircraft,after re-
moving the chocks.

15. Stew the ladder an'd mahe ready ar flight.

16. Respond to the piloOs checkoff list as
necessary.

17. put on life vest if needed.

18. Make sure everyone,aft is ready for flight
before giving the pilot a "ready" for
takeoff.-

19. When directed by pilot dheok the droop
stops for engagement. Report When en- ,

gaged.

20. After.the rotor system is stopped, install
- the gear lock pins and chocks. ,

A21.

22.

23.

Empty ash trays and pick up any trash in
the,aircraft..

Inform the aircraft commander of any dis-
crepancies you may have noticed during
flight.

Make a walk-around inspection of theair-
crafe before leaving.

24. If you are aWay froM the home station,
service the aircraft as directed by the
aircraft commander. Secure,aircraft. as
necessary.

3 1 9 21

rwarr TRAINING
FLIGHT 1

FLIGHT TIMi

AIRCRAFT FAMILIARTUTION

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing --diacuss1

1. Flight controls
2. Aircraft in general

B. Preflight (instructor and student)

,IT. FLIGHT PHASE (student in jump seat)

A. Pilot will demonstrate and ex-

plains

1. Flight controls

a: In a hover
b: In normal Oight pattern
c. AFCS -off flight

2. Instruments

a.

b.

c.

Engine
Transmission
Flight

P. Avionicaman will demonstrate and
explain: (Student at avionicsman
position)

Radios,

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

ICS
VHF
UHF
HF
FM
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2. Navigation Items

a. Loran

C. Instructor will* demonstrate

, explain:

I. Hoist

a. Boat underway
b. Boat dead in water
c. Land

and purar 2

IAN D HOIST

FLIGiff TIME

2. Hover trim operation (Optional
3. Platform pickups

III. DEBRIEFING (review)

A. Day,la flight

IV . INSTRUCTOR S REMARKS ( requ i red ) I
B. Preflight (instructor and student)

32
23

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Br ief ingdiscuss:

I. Sling

2. Basket
,

3. Location and use of cable cutters

and shear system

4. ICS failure

3. Hydraulic override

Instructor Signature /Date

II. MIGHT PHASE,

Complete rescue checklist

A. Hoists (various altitudes) (vari-
able speed hoist control)

1. Slingi(nin.3)
2. Baske (min.3)

B. Use of standard hoisting tonainology

C. Loss of ICS system

D. Instructor 4111 use a basket to

hoist student over land area

D. Use of hydraulic override

24

S U

1

I I 1
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DEDRIFYINO (review)

A.. Day's flight

TV. MURAL

A. 'Progress
B. Aircrewmem r knowledge
C. Judgment
D. Attitude
E. Crew coordination

S U

V. INSTRUCTOR IS REMARKS ( required) t

.)3

man. 3

FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing --discuss:

I. Litter
2. Fouled cable procedures
3. Electrical system failure
4. Hover trim
5. Lookout duties

B. Preflight (student, instructor. follow-

FLIGHT VAVE

FLIGIff TIME

I

A. Hoists (vari altitudes)

1. Sling ( n.2)

2. Basket min.3.)

3. Litter min.3)

D. Fouled hoist (simulated) 1

C. Use or hydraulic override

D. Use of standard hoisting terstinology

B. Use of rescue checklist

4 F. Use of hover trim (Optional)

0. Lookout dutia*

Instructor Signature /Date

25 26

I
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H. Land drop of wind indicating de-
vices and message bottles.

III. DEURIEFINO (review)

A. Day's flight

IV. OINERAL

A.

H.
C.

D.

E.

Progress
Aircrewmember knowledge
Judgment
Attitude
Crew coordination

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (rgquired):

S U

Instructor Signature /Date

27

niairr 4

80AT HOIST

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing

I. Sling/basket underway
2. Platform pickups
3. No platform type pickups
4. Pax. briefing

II. FLIGHT PHASE

A. Hoists (underway)

I. Sling (min. 5)
2. Basket (min. 5)

B. Platform work

I. Platform pickups (min. 3)
2. No platform pickups (min. 1)

C. Use of rescue checklist

D.' Use of standard hoisting ter-
minology

E. Fouled cable (simulated)

F. Pax. briefing (simulated)

III. DEBRIEFING (review)

A. Day's flight

28

wok. yo4;

S U.

1 1

I
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IV. GENERAL

A. Progress
B. Aircreuanember knowledge
C. judgment
D. Attitude
E. Crew coordination

,

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REKARKS (required):

39"

Instructor Signature /Date

29

MGM 5

nacarr mg

S UBOAT HOIST
A

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing

I. Trail line ops.

B. Preflight (student and instructor

follow-up)

II. FLIGHT PHASE

A. Hoists (underway)

I. Sling (min. 2)

2. Basket (min. 2)
3. Litter (min. 2)

B. Hoists (drifting)

I. Sling (min. 2)

2. Basket (min. 2)

3. Litter (min. 2)

C. Trail line (underwiY)

1. Trail line --basketimin. 1)
2. Trail.line --litter (min. 1)

D. Use of standard hoisting ter-
minology

E. Use of rescue checklist

F. Use of hydraulic override valve

ab,

30

,t4n.

1
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4

DEBRIEFING`(rey4w).

A. Day's flight

IV. GENERAL

A. Progress
II A ircrewmernber, knowledge
C. , Judgment
D, Attitude
E. Crew coordination

V. INSTRUGTORI1 REAARKS*(reqUired ):

0

Instructor Signature /Date

31

1-7.1

FLIGHT 6

BOAT Hun

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION

A, Briefing (pump drops?

B. Preflight (student
follow-up)

FLIGHT PHASE

MIGHT TIME -

l`tructor

A. Hoists underway 4varioUs alti-
tudes), .

1. Sling. (nd.n. 3)

2) Baskettrail line (min. 3) I
3'., Littertrail line (min. 3)

- B. Hoists drifting (Various altifudes)

I. Baskettrail line (min. 2)
2. Litter--trail line (min. 2)
3. Trail line with pump (min., 2

each of direct and indireCt de-
livery methods)

C. Use of standard hoisting terminology
D. Use of Rescue checklist
E. Hoist malfunctions

III. DEBRIEFING (review)

A. Day's flight

330

1
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- IV. GENERAL

A. Progress
H. Aircrewmember knowledge
C. Judgment
D. Attitude
E. Crew coordination

INSTRUCTOR'S MARKS (required):

3.3 '1 1
Instructor Signature /Date

33°

FLIGHT 7
u.)

PLIGHT TIME

COMMUNICATIONS AND SEARCH PROCEDURES

I. FLIGHT-PREPARATION'

A. Briefing

I. Nay, equipment and nay. bag
2. Communicatians equipment .
3. Search procedures
4. Pyrotechnics
Preflight (instructor follow-up)

oll. Fi.(GHT -PHASE (Crewmember in ayion-
lcsman's "seat)

A., Coimunications

1. Student will demonstrateruse
of:

a. HF
be VHF
c: ICS
d. Loran

2. OPS normal report

B. Search procedures

Studen't will desionsttate and ex -
plaint

1. Scanning techniques
2. Search proceduree
3. Sight picture
4. Smevaluation

34 332
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I I 1

Pilot will demonstrate 'an auio-

rotation

Pyrotechnics launch procedures.
Student will launch the following:

1. MK-25
2, MK -SS

3. ,Location devices
4. Datum marker buoy
5. Float light

III. DEBRIEFING (reiriew)

A. Day's flight

IV. GENERAL

A.
B.
C.
0.
E.

,

ProgresS
Aircrewmember knoWledge
judgpent
Attitude
Crew coordination

I. I

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):

333
- Instructor Signature /Date .

35

FLIGHT 8

. NIGHT BOAT HOISTS

FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing

I. Night boat operations
2. In-flight emergencies

B. Preflight (student, instructor follow-
up)

fl. FLiGHT PHASE

A. , Platform pickups (niln. 2)

B. Hoists underway (various altitudes)

I. Sling (min. 2)
2. Basket (min.2)
3. Litter (min. 2)
4. Litter trail line (min. 2)
5. Pump (direct delivery method)

C. Hoists . drifting (various altitudes)
"with trail line only"

a.

I. . Basket (min. 2)
2. Litter (min. 2)
3. Pump (indirect delivery method)

Night sun operation

1. At conclusion of flight with

rotor (only) stopped, trainee

Nail? TM

S U

I ii
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will assist ground crew in
mounting Night Sun. Trainee
will then conduct a 15-ainute
checkout and disassemble it
after the flight.

III. DEBRIEFING

A. Night's Hight

IV. GENERAL
A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

Progresa
Aircrewmember knowledge
JUdgment
Attitude
Crew coordination

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):

335

S U

Instructor Signature /Date

37

FLIGHT 9

CHECK il3OHT
(Boat Opa.)

FLION PREPARATION

A.
B.

Briefing (day's flight)
Pr2rlight (student accomplish, in-
structor observe)

. FLIGHT PHASE

A.
B.
C.

Sea evaluation
Platform pickups
Hoists underway (various alti-
tudes)

1. Basket
2. litter
3. Sling,
4. Littei trail line

D. Hoists drifting (various alti- .

tudes)

1. Basket
2. Litter
3. Sling
4. Litter trail line
5. Dewatering pump delivery

(direct method)

Dewatering pump trail line (drop)
Useof standard hoisting terminology
Use of rescue Checklist
ICS failure

38

FLIOgir TIM
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Fouled-cable procedure

J. In-flight emergencies

K. Use of hydraulic override
L. Instructor hoist student

(boat underway)

H. Student hoist instructor
(boat underway)

N. Use of radios

Q Ditch and egress (use of
markers, pyrotechnics and
hypothermia considerations)

III. GENERAL

A. Akcrewrnernber knowledge
D. Judgment
C. Attitude ,

D. Summarize chec,fIiiiit
E. Crew coordina ion

Pi. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):

337
39

S U

I.

Instructor Signature /Date



HH 3F

HOIST OPERATOR

STANDARDIZED SYLLABUS

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION U. S. Coast Guard Institute
U. S. Coast Guard (10/79) 94442A

3 3 S

FOREWORD r*-1

This training syllabus will qualify you as a hoist operator on the
HH-3F helicopter.

In addition to your other duties, you may be required to complete
this syllabus according to unit policy.

Whether you are engaged in making an actual hoist or assisting
the flight mechanic, this syllabus will provide you with the neces-
sary training to become a proficient hoist operator.

A qualified instructor must supervise the student as he completes
this booklet. To indicate that the student has satisfactorily demoh-
strated or explained an item, the instructor will enter'his Initials
and the abbreviated date (1-1-76) in the "S" block. If the student's
performance Is not satisfactory, the instructor will initial and
date the' "U" block. He ,will then indicate in the Instructor's
Remarks section the reason for the unaatiefaciory mark. If the
student is not prepared or falls to satisfactorily complete an item,
the instructor should counsel ,him and indicate what preparation
or ailditional training is required.

This is a composite ground/flight syllabus derived from close
examination or the many syllabi in.existenee at various Mr StatIons
and is designed to meet the needs of all Air Stations. Commanding
officers may deviate from" this standard as required to meet
!mid mission requirements and operational limitations. In revising
this syllabus for local use, it should be remembered (hat a pro-
ficient, safe, and standard search and rescue aircrewman is the
goal of the'program.

Reprinted 10/79

`ClIWMAN

3 '3 9
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INTRODUCTION TO,1101ST OPERATOR'S SYLLABUS

I. OBJECTIVES

A. After completing this syllabus, the student will be able to:

1. Demonstrate emergency egress procedures from
hoist operators position.

2. Accomplish a successful hoist using the correct
te rm I nology and procedu res.

3. Perfacin a iiiatform pickup using the correct.term-
inology and produres.

4. Perform dews ering pump deliveries using the correct
terminology4nd procedures.

B. To demonstrate this knowledge and trainlpg. the student
will satisfactorily complete this hoist oper ors syllabus.

11. GENERAL

A. The hoist operator's training syllabus is tksig1Hd to help
you achieve proficiency, standardization, and safety in the
performance of your hoisting duties.

B. The ultimate goal is to save lives. Don't be the one re-
sponsible for an unsuccessful mission.

C. Flight preparation

1. You are expected to study the syllabus and be pre-
pared to answpr all questions oonce rning eMergencies,
performance; and, procedures. You should also be
familar with all rescue equipment

2. The inStruttor will give additional 1 structions during
the flight a's needed.

The instructor will expect you to initiate all check-
lists at the appropriate time.

4. All emergencies will be simulated, unless otherwise
specified by the pilot or instructor. You will be
expected to treat all such simulations us actual emer-
gencies.

340

.40

5. The instructor wtLl emphaelte, the importance of

standardization, proper procedures, and emergency
duties during all portions of the flight.

6. The student WILL ensure that all required equipment
is on the aercraWbefoie each flight.

7. A briefing will be held before each flight and a de-

briefing after eaoh flight, for going over the day's
flight and" reviewing different procedures and equip-

ment. Thiele h required function.

8. If a bcat is not available for completing the tasks
in the Flight 3 section of the syllabus, the pilot may
allow you lie hoist over another suitable object.

2

341



GROUND I

GROUND CHECKOUT
,

Tq coMplete this section, use an available iiH-3F on the.

bee. You will aiso.4ieed a hydiaulic,jenny and electrical poWer

or the APU. Yoe must complete this section before you can

begin your .flIght- phase.

I. AIRCRAFT AND SAR EQUIPMENT

Student will deinonstrate proper procedures
for the following (locatiOn, knowledge, and
use):
A. Hoist operator's duties
B. 4C3 procedures
C. SAI4 boardequipicent
D. Suyvival equipment
E. Rescue equipment:

I
. SAR STANDBY EQUIPMENT

'Student will "propbrly use:

A. Dewatering pu p
B. Lard-hall

RESCUE

Student will:

A. Complpte rescue checklist
B. Opefate hoist using:

I. Basket42 ea.)
Sling (2 ea.)

,3, Litter (2 ea.)

IV. PLATFORM

Student will:

A. pig platform
B. Demonstrate platform pickup

GENERAL

A. Progress
B. Afrorewman knowledge
C. Judgment

UIPMENT OPERATION

1 BaSket
V.

2. Litter
2. Sling

vitestAle platforv;a

F. Hoist controls; hoist shdar switch, and
imt mic.

G. Aircrewrnan's safety harness,..
H . Aldis lamp
I. Hover trim stick
J. Variable speed hoist control.
K. Night sun '
L. Datum marker buoy.

- M. Float light
N. AMBU resuscitator,
0. Save-a-life flotation device
P. First aid kits *

Q. Demonstrate emergency egress proce-
dures from hoist, operators position.

3

D. Attitude

VI. INSTRUCTOR'S'REMARICS
(required):

-e

Instructor Signature Date

312 343



4
IV. GENERAL

A. Progress
FLIGHT 1 B. Ai rc re wm ibbwl edge

C. Judgment
D. Attitude
E. Crew coordination

LAND HOIFF

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing--disouss: °

1. Sling.
2. Basket
3, ICS failure
4. Hydraulic override

H. FLIGHT PHA§E

Complete rescue checklist:

A. Hoists (various altitudes) (variable speed
hdist control)

1. ,Sling (min. 3)
2. Basket (min. 3)

B. Use of standard hoisting termlnology
C. Loss of ICS system-
D. Instructor will use a basket to hoist
E. student over land area

Use of hydraulic override

-
III. DEBRIEFING (review)

A. Day's flight

5

FLIGHT TIME

0

3

1 I I

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):,

4

Instructor Signature/Date
* ,
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FLIGHT 2

LAND HOIST

I. FLIOT PREPARATION

A. Briefingdiscuss:
1. Litter ,

2. . Hydraulic override
' 3. ICS failure

4. :Hover trim

H. FLIGHT PHASE

A. Hoists (various altitudes)

1. Sling (min. 2)
2. Basket (min. 3)
3. Litter (min. 3)

B. Fouled hoist (simulated)
C. Use of hydraulic override
D. Use of standard hoisting terminology

E. Use of rescue checklist
F. Use of hover trim

III. DEBRIEFING (review)

A. Day's flight .

IV. GENERAL

A. Progress
B. Aircrewman knowledge
C. Judgment
D. Attitude
E. Cresw corrdination

7

316

FLIGHT TIME

f I

.

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):

.7*

. Instructor Signature Date

8 I-

3 7



FLIGHT 3

t,

BOAT HOIST

I. 'FLIGHT .PREPARATION

A. Briefing

1. Sling/basket underway

II. FLIGHT PHASE

A. Hoists (underway)

1.. Sling (min: 5)
2. Basket (min. 5)

B. Platform work

1. Platform pick.ups (min. 3)
2. No platform pickups (min. 1)

C. Use of rescue checklist
D. Use of standard hoisting terminology
E. Fouled cable (simulated)

III. DEBRIEFING (review)

A. Day's'flight

IV. GENERAL

FLIGHT TIME

e

1 1 1

I I I

I.

V. INSTRUCl'OR''S REMARKS (required):

"A

4.`

A. Progress

E.°

B. Airorewman knowledge eV'

C. Judgment
D. Attitude

Inetruotor Signature Date

( E. Crew coordination

1.0

/10

9
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FLIGHT 4

BOAT HOIST

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing

1. Trail line ope.

II. FLIGHT PySE

A. Hoists (underway)

1. Sling (min. 2)
2. Basket (min. 2)
3. Litter (min. 2)

B. Hoists (drifting)

1. Sling (min. 2)
2. Basket (mirt, 2)
3. Litter (min. 2)

C. Trail line (underway)

1. Trail linebasket (min. 1)
2. Trail linelitter (min.,1)

D. Use of standard hoisting terminology
E. Use of rescue checklist
P. Use of hydraulic override valve

III. DEBRIEFING (review)

A. Day's flight

11

353

FLIGHT TIME

L I I

IV. GENERAL

Progress
Aircrewman knowledge
Judgment
Attitude
Crew coordination

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):

12

Instructor Signature Date
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F L.IGHT 5

BOAT HOIST

I. FUGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing

I. Dewatering pump deliveries

II. FLIGHT PHASE

A. Hoists underway (various altitudes)

I. Sling (min. 3)
2. Basket--trail line (min. 3)
3. Littee--trall line (min. 3)

B. 1Hoists driftinglvarious altitudes)

1. Basket--trall Hue (min: 2)
2. Littertrail line (min. 2)
3. Trail line with pump (min. 2)

FLIGHT TIME

S U

1

C. Use of standard hoisting terminology
D. "'Use of rescue checklist
E. Hoist malfuncUons

III. DEBRIEFING (review)

A. Day's flight 1 I I

13

IV. GENERAL

A. Progress
B. Airorewman kriowl edge
C. Judginent
D. Attitude
E. _Crew coordination,

V. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):

14

S U

Instructor Signature/Date
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FLIGHT 6

NIGHT BOAT HOISTS

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION

A. Briefing,

I. Night's flight
2. Dewatering pump delivery

H. FLIGHT PHASE

A. Platform pickups (min. 2)
B. Hoists underway (various altitudes)

1. Sling (Min. 2)
2. Baiiket (min. 2)
3. Litter (min. 2)
4. Litter trail line (min. 2)

C. Hoists drifting (various altitudes)

1. Basket (min. 2)
2. Litter (min. 2)
3. Dewatiring lump

a. Trail line

D. Night sun operation

I. At conclusion of flight with rotor
(oniy) stopped, trainee will assist
ground crew in mounting Night Sun.
Trainee will then conduct 16-
minute checkout and disassemble it
after the (light.

16

r
1

FLIGHT TIME

S U

I I I

9

HI. EBRIEFING (review entire syllabus)

IV GENERAL

A. Progrees
B. Airorewman knowledge.
C. Judgment
D. Attitude
E. Crew coordination

. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (reciiiired):

16

Instructor Signature/Date

3 55



FLIGHT 7

CHECK FLIGHT
(Boat Ops.)

I. FLIGHT PREPARATION
$1)

A. Briefing"(day's flight)

IL FLIGHT PHXSE
,

A. Sea evalu'ation
IL Platform pickups
C. Hoists underway (vartops altitudes)

1. ,Basket
2. Litter

3. SHng
4. Litter trail/tine

D. Hoists drifting (various altitudes)

1 Basket
2: Litter
3. Sling
4. Litter trail line
5. Ddwatering pump delivery

(direct methbd)
.

E. Dewatering pump trail lin
F. Use of standard hoisting te
G. Use of rescue checklist
H. ICS failure

17 -t

F LIGHT TIME

,

I. Fouled-cable procedure
J. Use of pydranlic override
K. Instructor hoist student (boat underway)
L. Studeni hoist instructor (boat underway)

III. GENERAL

A. Aircrewman knowledge
B. Judgment
C. Attitude
D. Summarize check flight
E. Crew cOurflination

IV. INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS (required):

18

4

f

Instructor Signature/Date
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